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Per General
March 1950, Task

Order Number 6, Headquarters Joht Task Force THREE, dated 17
Group 3.1 was activated. During 1949, prior to this activation

date, much-planning for operation ‘tGreenhouse!t~s acc&plished by Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories and the Military departments on the Technical Programs
associated with the experimrrtal tests of atomic weapons scheduled for this
operation. Per JCS 1998/16 dated 7 January 1950 the following mission of JTF-3 is
quoted: “TO prepare for and conduct the experimental measurements proposed by the
Atcmic Energy Commission, and so much of the expertiental programs proposed by tho
A1’Jw,the Navy, and the Air Force (and other interested agencies) as may subsequent-
ly be approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.’!

These experimentalmeasurements were drawn up into eight (8) programs and
after review by
Program numbers

Program 1

Pxmgram 2

Program 3

Program 5

Program 6

Program T

Hqs., JTF-3, were submitted
and perttint

Los Alamos

Jotit AEC

Department

RDB acticm:

Test (AEC)

- Department

of Defense
afiroved by followlng

JCS 1998/lY dated 24
JCS 1998/21 dated 20
RDB llJ+ dated U+

cloud Physics
approved by following

JCS 1998/21. dated 20

Department of Defense
approved by follow-

JCS 1998/21 dated 20

to RDB for approval. Following are

of Defense Bio-Medical

Structures
RDB actions

January 1950
March 1950
Mwch 1950

RDB action

March 1950

Radiac Evaluation
RDB action

March 1950

Physical Tests and Measurements
approved by following

JCS 1998/21 dated 20

Lmg Range Detection
approved by following

JCS 1998/2s dated 21

RDB action

March 1950
Properly d

April 1950 ‘– RESWFKE cti?’YER
LaG VqyaS, FJ’J89192
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Program 8 - Effects on Aircraft
approved by following RQB action

JCS 1998/21 dated 20 March 1950
ad reviewed by RDB in April 1950

On 7 March 1950 this office issued a directive, subject: Initial Detailed
Proposal and Monthly Reports for DOD Program, to Project Directors (pages V through
IX), From the reports received this book was compiled giving the details of each
project. This ItGreenBookI1supersedes and replaces the I!BrownBook~ dated 10
November 1949.

Personnel listings with dates of arrival at site and numbers involved are
tentative at this time and will be reviewed periodically to ascerbain that a
minimum number of personnel
the test site.

, consistent with requirements, are scheduled to be at

This book shows status of projects and programs of about 15 April 1950.
Monthly reports by project personnel will give subsequentdata on progress and at
such time that these reports warrant revision of the content of this book revisions
will be made.

BY C(WAND OF LIEU1’ENANTGENERAL QUESADA:

& c&
ALVIN C. GRAVES
ScientificDirector
Joint Task Force THREE
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OUTLINL FORM FOR SUBMITTING DiiTAILEDTLST PRuPC)SALS

I. Object of the Experiment

A. What data are to be obtained.

B. What application the data will have. IS the pr~p~ed =Per~ent
an extension of previous experiments; is it ~rt of a continuing program?

II. Method

A. General method.

B. Detailed description of the proposed experiment, number and location
of instrumentation points, etce

C. Extent to which details of Part II., A. and B., are dependent on an
estimate of the expected yield of the weapon, the date and time of the tests.

III. Details of Progress to I)atein Experimental and TheoreticalWork

A. Describe in detail the experimental and theoreticalwork that has
been completed or is in progress. Indicate how this work directly or indirec-
tly establishes or alters the previous conceptions of the necessity or desirab-
ility of the proposed experiment. Explain what I’undamentaldata (e.g., nuclear
and thermal radiation spectra, pressure vs. time, peak pressures, etc.) are
considered to be lacking for a theoretical attack or detailed experimental
planning.

IT. Personnel Requirements

A. Required at Test Site

1. Scientific Personnel — indicate
civilian personnel give detailed descriptim
with the project at the site, and specify the

numbers of officers, enlisted and
of duties of each in connection
=ganization furnishing the pers-

onnel. indicate those cm hand and those yet to be procured.

2. Technicians —— same data as for Part IV., A. 1.

ment and

B.

civilian
with the

3. Laborers and Other Unsldlled ~~elp— give descriptions & employ-
indicate man-hours involved.

Project Work in Continental United States

1. Scientific Personnel — indicate numbers of officers, enlisted and
personnel and give detailed description of duties of each in connection
project. Indicate those on hand and those yet to be procured.

v-



2. Technicians -- same data as for Part IV., B.1.

v. Instrumentationand Lquipnent Requirements

A. ;?iththe exception of standard laboratory items, list all instru-
ments and equipment required for t~heexperiment.

B. Can instruments and equipment be assembled in the ZI and shipped to
the tsst site, ready for install:~tionand test?

C. Explain and justify any propused instrument or equipment assembly or
constructionwhich must be done at the test site. Give breakdown of number of
personnel listed under Part IV, who will be so engaged.

D. Specify calibrationswhich must be made at test site. List equip-
ment to be used in calibrations.

E. Describe (size, shape, material, etc.) any protective equi~ent or
construction required for experimental instruments or equipment. Give
approximate locations.

with

VI ●

1. Submit detailed drawings with proposal if possible, otherwise
first monthly report.

Resent Status of the Equi~ ent and Instruments Required to Perform
he Lxperuent

A. Percent of equipment

13. Orders placed during
delivery date.

C. Orders to be placed;
desired delivery date.

D. Yet to be developed.

already procured.

the month, from whom ordered and expected

expected date of placing order and with whom;

Estimate the time required for development
and for procurement and list the names of contractors or outside agencies
accomplishing the develo~ent and procurement.

L. Partially developed. Ektimate the time required for remaining
development and procurement and list the names of contractors or outside
agencies accanplishing the development and procurement. In the initial re-
port, indicate date that development or procurement commenced.

1. Modification of existing designs.

2. New designs.

F. Commercially available equipnent not yet
possible vendors and estimate number of months in

VI

procured or on
which delivery

order. List
can be expected*

Qp



G. Armed Forces equipment not yet obtained. List Armed Forces equip-
ment to be used and indicate its location and availability and planned future
arrangements.

H. Equipment and instruments required which can be built by facilities
available to the using experimental group. Estimate time required to build.

1. No decision, as yet, on instruments
Indicate date on which decision can be expected.
data are lacking or if procurement assistance is
in detail.

VII. Lozistics

and equipment to be used.
If technical advice and/or
needed, so state and explati

A. Sea Lift

1. Indicate in measurement tons (40 cu. ft. = 1 M/T) and state num-
ber of days before test that naterial must reach fmward area.

2. Indicate measurement tons in roll-up and number of
test that return shipment can canmence.

B. Air Lift.

1. Indicate in pounds and state number of days bef~e

days after

test that
~terial must reach forward area. Explain in detail need for air lift.

2. Indicate weight and destination of naterial requiring immediate
retwn. Explain in detail, giving desired schedule.

3. Indicate in pounds material involved in roll-up, other than that
listed in Part VII., B. 2, that cannot be returned by sea ltit.
Explain need for air lift.

C. Sea Ltit (Personnel).

1. Indicate number involved and state number of days before test
that personnel must reach forward area.

.

2. Indicate number involved in roll-up and number of
that they can commence return.

D. Air Lift (Personnel).

1. Indicate number involved and state number of days
that personnel must reach forward area.

2. Indicate number tivolved in roll-up and nunber of
that they can commence return.

E. If the experiment and work at the test site will poll.
logistics problem not covered above, explain in detail.

days after test

befcme test

days after test



Note: The designations of the tests are Dog, Easy, George in that
order. Indicate tires in days prior to test: for example;
D- 25.

ViII.Collaboration

data

IX.

List the agencies
will be collected

ResponsibiMt.

collaborating on the experiment or in whcee behalf the
and used.

A. List the person, persuns or agency who will have the responsibility
for carrying cmtthe exp&iment, collecting data, and reporting it, through
the Program Director, to the Scientific Director.

B. State the name of official address of the person (Project Officer)
responsible for this project and from whom further details can be obtained.

x. Funds (Above Nornd Operating Costs)

A. Fiscal Yea - 1950

1. Total Estimted Cc@t.

2. Unexpended and unobligated funds available for project work.

3. Total expenditures and obligations to date.

~. Expenditures and obligations during the calendar month terminating
within the period covered by this report, i. e., in the progress report for
lS May to lS June, inc., state expenditures during,period 1 May - 31May, inc.

s. Estinated costs for the calendar month commencing within the period
covered by this report, i. e., referring to the example in X.A.4, above, this
wouldmefi 1 June ~ sO-June, hc. –

B. Fiscal Year - 1951

Same as items 1-s, inc., in X.A., above.

XI. Facilities

A. Power. Indicate total power requirements at aach location. present
test site planning involves use & 110V,-60 cycle pouer, with voltage regulated
to + 3%. Any special voltages or frequencies needed will have to be furnished
by ~he usi~- agency; list these.

B. Communications.

1. The following timing signals will be

...-,..<.....

vlII

available

Qp-



a.
b.
c.
d.

;:
g.
h.

-lsm + 1 s
-5m Tls
-l.m Tls
-30s 70.1 s
- !% - .05s
- 1s ~ .05s
o R.05S

+1s TG.ls

The signals are provided at the test island Signal and Communi-
cation Station in the form of the closing of a separate 10 ampere relay contact
for each projectts stated timing si<gnalrequirement except the +1 second which
is in the form of deactivation of the relay contacts for the preceding signals.
Indicate which of these signals are required and at what location. Any inter-
mediate time signals must be provided by the using agency, utilizing the closest
earlier signal given above; list the necessary intermediate signals.

2. Specify any special communications,telemetering or television
requirements as follows:

a. Number of frequency bands required.
b. ~;)~f equipment (if special, Give frequency range oi equip-

c. Type of modulation, if any.
d. Band width required (6KC for AM voice).
e. Periods each frequency will be used during this operation.
f. Purpose for wh~ch each freq~ency band will be used.

Notes Inter- and intra-island telephone communicationswill
be provided by sti~ine cable.

c. Laboratory Space and other Facilities. List all requirements and in-
clude drawings for laboratory space, storage s~ce, distilled and-or temperature
controller water supply, air conditioning, compressed air lines,etc.

. Forward Area Transportation. List number and types of vehicles
(jeep~, DUKWS, etc.) required and explain their employment. Indicate any air-
craft, boat and vehicle requirements just prior to or soon after the test time.

XII. Remarks by Project Officer.

As may be appropriate.

. . .---- -’
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Progran

Deputy

Program II is prepared
and the participating agent:

Tk agencies performing
test. Abbreviations are as

LASL -

mRI -

(3RNL .

+.-/e. _.-uuu a.Long with each

Los AlarnosScientific Laboratory

Naval Medical Research Institute

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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2.0 BIO~DICAL TEST PROGRAM

A. Objective: The fmdamental objective of the biological program is to provide
informationwhich can be used in planning effective medioal care
for the vicths of atomic warfare, and for the tictims of indus-
trial accidents in nuclear energy plants. Such plming -t
necessarily depend on radiobiological studies which utilize the
unique radiation of the atomic explosion~ A satisfactorybiolog-
ical test program should provide data which cm permit evaluation
of atomic bomb radiation injury in terms of the injurious action
of roentgen, gamma and neutron radiatione of a character that oan
be produced by conventionalmeans in the laboratory. Adequati
medical planning cannot be anticipated until it is ~ossible to
translate laboratory conditions to field conditionswith a high
degree of certainty.

B. The Program: which has been approved by the Division of Biology and Medicines
Atomic Energy Comission, and J.Ditision,Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory:

2.1 JAFTKN ISL.4N2DEWLOPMEXTT - LLSL

The purpose of the development of this facility is to provide a place for
the breeding and rearing of the e~erimmtal animals to be used in the Biomedical
test progrsm, and to prtide laboratories and liting facilities for Biomdical
Program personnel.

2.2 PRODUCTION OF ANIMALS - }~

This project will protide an adequate number of animals for use at shot
time. These animals will have been born and reared on Japtan Island and shculd
then be acclimatized to the total local envirommnt. Suitable control sfx.vhs
will be perforned prior to the shots. The response of the animals will be
tested with 250.KV x-rays after residenae in t.k”tropics.A holding colony
has ‘oeendeveloped at NRDL, where environmental studies are being made.

2.3 E.2FOSUREZQUIP?LNT - Captain R. H. Draeger, NNRI

This project is for the purpose of designin~ engineering, testing, and
?rocuremnt of the various types of exposure containers and equipmnt essential
to the pro-r execution of the Bionmiioal progrem.

2.4 and 2.5 BIOMEDICAL EG%RIMENTS

2.4.1.1 Aoute Radiation, Mice - l?URI

This experimmt consists of the determination of the ~ dose and
distance for a standard strain of laboratory mioe. Moe till be placed in suit-
able containers at var-yingdistsnces from zerc, the spacing being such that the
radiation dosage received will range from an LDw to sn LD5 dose. Animals Ti11
be reoovered as soon after exposure as possible and rsturned to Japtan for
mortality studies over a 30-day period.

~
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2.5.3.1 S@val Gtudies (Uice) - (No responsible invosticator W*
assigned)

This experiment involws the addition of several hundred nice to
t’:oseused in Project 2.4.1.1 for the purpose of e~osin~ them to varying doses
of atomic bomb radiation. These anhnals and survivors fron.Project 2.4.1.1
will be transferred back to tineStates where they will be studied for the
effect of radiation exposure on the incidence of leukemia and tumors and on
longevity.

2.5.4 Distrilm.tionof Fission products - LASL

This experiment invol~s the placin~ of mice aboard the drone planes
in containers which ~ernit the animal to breathe the cor.tentsof the radioactive.
cloud. Tlm animals till be sacrificed at various
and their lungs and other tissues studied for the
fission products of the cloud.

2.5.5.1 Biological Dosinetry (Tradescantia)

tines a~-~ercloud passage
deposition and rcteution of the

- ORXL

Tradescantia, a small, radiosensitive ~lant, will be placed aboard
the drone planes and in all animal exposure containers used in Projects 2.4.l.1~
2.5.5.4, and 2.5.5.5. TbKLsnateriel will then be examined by histological.
techniques for effects of ionizing radia~ion. Laboratory tests have shown that
chromosome aberrations produced in this species by ionizing radiation are a good
indicator of the ~diation dosage.

2.5.5.2 Biological Dosimetry (Aspergillus) - ORNL

Histological effects ~f radiation in the mold aspergillus have been
shown by laboratory “@sts to be a good indicator of radiation dosage in a
similar manner to that of tradescantia in Project 2~5~5~1. This experinmnt
involves the placing of aspergillus in the same relative positions to the bomb
detonation as used for Project 2.5.5.1.

2.5.5.3 Biolo~ical Dosimetry (Corn Seeds andl!iscellaneous) - Cal. Inst.
of Tech*.

This experiment provides for the placing of corn seeds and various
other radiation dosimeters, both biological end ph~.icd , at var@ng distances
from the bomb detonation as a means of monitoring total dcsage as a function of
distance and for the purpose of studying the specific effects of bomb radiation
on a number of miscellaneous biological test s~tims.

2.5.5.4 Biological Dostitry, Mice (Gama Rays) - LASL

This experismnt involvvs the placing of a number of mice at mrying
points from tie bofi detonation. Changes in splenic and thymic wei~hte of mice
five days after exposure ham been slwm by laboratory tests to be a good biologi-
cd indicator of the radiation dosage ‘received. These observationsfrom the field
test will then be correlatedwith radiation studies using s+~ndard x-ray and
other radiation equipment. The experiment also calls for the placing of mice
aboard
dosage

the drone ~lanes for the p&pose of measuring biologically the radiation
received as a result of passage thrcugh an atomic cloud.

c o~ (’”?
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~qce (~]~utrons2.5.5.5 Biological Dosimetry> .. )

Changes in splenic and thymic rmi@ts
exposure have also ~een ~h~i~ b be a good neasure

. LASL

of n.ce five days after
of tineradiation dosaGe received

fh%. neutrons. This e~erimnt xcillinvolve essentially the sane features and
‘tc’hniquesemployed in 2.5.5.4, witlnthe exception that the animals will be
shielded from geama rays by several centimeters of lead znclthe biological effects
of the neutrons alone measured as a function of distance from zero.

2.5.6 Genetic Studies - Cal. Inet. of Tech.

Neurospora and other microbiological systems will be exposed at
various distances from the detonatioriand returned to the States whore they will
be examined for the number and rate of induced mkations.

2.5.7 Biotic Studies - University o: fiashington(Seattle)

This experiment involves a continuation of studies carried out both
at Crossroads and Sandstone on the effects of an atctic bomb detonation on *
biotic cycle of the islands.

C. Organizatiom The biological test program is ~>lannedas a cooperative
aotivity involving representatives of tineAtcmic Ener&y
Commission end the ?lationalHllitary ?ktablis’kment.It
is contemplated that all tinebiological research groups
will ob’~in their aninals from the animal colony, and will
share the facilities of the biological laboratory. The design
of lihemajority of the e:~eriments is such ‘tat most of the
studies on the exposed material can be performed in the
United States. Extensive control studies of all phases of
the Program are center.plated.

C’bam!m”nfi.
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This docunent consists uf .....
Page(s) ho. .....of.....CoPles.
Series

LAB-J-9~

Program Director

Assistant Program

Project Officers

Mr. Shemood B. Smith, AFSWP

Director

- 3.1-

3.2 -

3.3 -

LCDRW. H. Rowen, J-l~? ‘SL
J:.;c./’&,.8’./,-/~::,.a.?

Major Bruce”D. Jones, CE, USA, Office

Chief of Engineers
LCDR S. Rockefeller, (CM) USIW, BuYds
‘%iJocks
Major Bert Pettitt, USAF, AMC

3*L - kh. Harlan Lenander, Sandia Corporation

3t5-

In Program 3 a full degree of coordination has been affected and Projects
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are mutually complementary.
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I. ObIect of the kimeriment

The pri..arytechnical objective of Program 3 is to establish a method of
predicting structural blast damage. In the case of the Army and Navy such a
method of ~edicting damage will.be used as a basis for designing structures to
resist blast effects to the extent that the importance of the facility may justtiy
such protection. The same basic information will be used by the Air Force in
estimating proba’bledamage to target structures. Thus each project will benefit
frcm the others, even though the end use of the information may differ.

In order to predict damage it is necessary to know, first, what loads result
frcn blast on the different portions of the structures. Such loads are affected
by a number of factors such as size, shape, orientation, openings and partial fail-
ure of weaker portions of the structure. There are local blast effects such as
on the panels of a building,and the translational or shearing effect on the struc-
ture as a whole.

Second, it is necessary to know what the response of the structure and panels
will be under the blast loading. Such response involves the mass and resistance
to deformation of the panels and the franm as it is affected by load transmitted to
it by panels. Since a criteria of damage is required, plastic meld is of direct
interest. The objectives of each project are described in detail h the Project
Offioerts reports.

A. The data to be obtained consists of blast pressure measurements on the
exposed and interior portions of the structures, measurement of blast pressures

.transmitted through an earth cwer om semi-buried structures, soil pressure under
footings, relative displacements of portions of structures, accelerations of panels
and frames, and strains on members. The time of failure of weaker structures will
be measured and the mechanics of failure will be observed by high speed photography.
l%~ical dsmage surveys will provide essential data on damage.

B-. The data collected by transient measurements and by survey of physical
effects will verify or indicate the required modifications to pursuant methods of
analysis. The data will also provide check points for diffraction studies an$i
model tests which should be made in the U.S. to complement the tests included in
Program 3*

II. Method

Project Officers have designed or analyzed structures with a view to their secur-
ing technically desirable degree of damage at selected blast overpressures. Based on
the dynamic analyses, the type location and range of transient measurements has been
established while this was being accomplished, the Instrumentation Project Officer
was testing the best available gages and recorders of the general types required.
Instrwnentation plans have noubeen developed cooperativelywith the advice of a
panel of consultants for all structures than can be instrumentated. It was not
practicable to provide the quantity of electronic measurements desired by either the
Army or A* Force. Procurement of gages and recorders is in process. High speed

3-2



motion picture photographywill be used in some cases to record the mechanism
of damage and failure. The Instrumentation Project Officer is responsible for the
procurement and testing of equipment, the training of personnel and the accomplish-
ment of all transient measurements, including high speed photography and the furnish-
ing of corrected data to the Department of Defense Project Officers. The DepWxnent
of Defense Project Officers are responsible for the surveys of physical damage, the
analysis of results based upon both transient and before and after measurements and
the submission of reports of results. Subsequently an adequate theory and method
of analysis of behavor of structures under blast loading and prediction of damage
will be developed by the Department of Defense Project OfflcerS*

III. Details to Data in fiperimental and Theoretical Work

Beginntig with the survey of damage resulting from the atanic bombing of
Japan, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of a method of
analysis of structures subjected to blast loadtig of long duration. Both elastic
and plastic theories have been employed in the study of damage to Japanese Buildings.
However, uncertaintieswith respect to blast loading, the design and quality of
construction have hampered such efforts. Also, the resistance of naterials and
structural elements under rapid rate of loading was not well known. AS a result
of tests under dynamic loading of naterials at the Bureau of Standards and Calif-
ornia Institute of Technology and on reinforced concrete beams and slabs at b@Ss-
achussetts Institute of Technology much better irforzuationis nm available.

Iv. Personnel Requirements

See Project Officers Proposals

v.” Instrunentaticmand Equipment

See proposal of InstrumentationProject Officer

VI. Present Status of Equipnent and Instruments to Perfoxm the Experiment

See proposal of Instrumentation Project Officer.

VII. Logistics

A. Sea Lift requirements for instrumentation are shown in Instrumentation
Project Officers proposal except for mechanical equipment to be furnished by Holmes
k Narver. Department of Defense Project Officers have no requirements.

B. Air Lift - See instrumentation project officers proposal.

C. Sea Lift (Personnel)- None unless air lift is not available.

D. Air Lfit (Personnel)- See Project Qificers reports. In addition the
Program Director and Assistant Program Director will make two trips each to the
site during construction and installation of gages and recorders, and will be at
the site from D-15 to D+30.

VIII.Collaboration - The Department of Defense Project Officers planned the Tests
of structures,have made dynamic analyses and designed the st~”uctures.
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Construction is being accomplished under an AEC contract with Holmes k Narver.
Instrumentation to provide measurements of transient effects of blast on structures
is being provided by the Instrument Project Officer under a contract between AEC and
the Sandia Corporation. Assistance, including personnel for installationand operat-
ion of equipment will be provided by Holmes and Narver. Motion Picture Photography
will be provided by Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grier under the direction of the
Instrumentation Project Officer. Still photography will be provided by Task Group
3.1.6 in accordance with requirements furnished by Department of Defense Project
Officers to the Instrumentation Project Officer. Damage surveys and evaluationwi.11
be made by Department of Defense Project Officers with assistance from the instru-
mentation. For details see Project Officers proposals.

IX. Responsibility

The Project Officers have the responsibility for carrying out the experiments,
collecting data and reporting it through the fiogram Director consistent with the
assignments of responsibilities established by the Technical Director. The Depart-
ment of Defense Project Officers have the primary responsibilityfor the accomplish-
ment af the tests and maldng reports basea upon observed damage and measurements of
pressure and structural response furnished by the Instrumentation Project officer.
The latter is responsible for making the measurements desired by the Department of
Defense Project Officers, employing-the
The accomplishment of construction is a
quarters with the assistance of Program
posals for detailed information.

best available
responsibility
Director 3.0.

equipment and personnel.
of Task Group 3.1. Head-
See Project Officers pro-

X. Funds, Proqram 3

See Fiscal Sheet attached.

XI. Facilities

A. Power - See InstrumentationProject Officers Proposal.

B. “Communications- See Instrumentation Froject Officers Proposal.

C. Laboratory Space - All requirements can be met by use of test structures.

D. Forward Area Transportation - All transportation listed in Instrumentation
Project Officers proposal will be furnished by Holmes & Narver. The Department of
Defense Project Officers require a total of s jeeps for land transportation and
boat transportation between Lngibi and Muzinbaarika.
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FTiOJECT3.1
es

ARMY STRUCTURES PROJECT

;. Object of the Experiment

A. What data are to be obtained.

1. Scope. The Corps of Engineers participation in the 1%1 atomic
bomb structures tests consists of three sub-projects, briefly described as follows:

Sub-project No. 3.1.1 - One multi-story, composite type, building will
be erected and .instrumerrted.It consist= of seven separate sections
arranged to respond independently, located at 9%3 @S from GZ* Each
section is designed for the anticipated blast loadings. Shear wall
construction, reinforced concrete frame with and without window-
openings, steel frame with and without-window-openings,and various
wall materials will be tested. All sections and component parts are
designed to deform a limiting amount by plastic action of the mater-
ials. It is intended to instrwmnt the structure as completely as
possible in order to check the validity of design theory and.assumpt-
ions and the calculated diffracted pressures. Evaluation of test re-
sults will be based upon analysis of instrumentation and physical
damage data to check reliability of design theories and the feasibility
of their extensiun to other types of design.

Sub-project No. 3.1.3 - One semiburied, composite type, shelter
(consistingof one reinforced concrete, rectangular type shelter
structure and one reinforced concrete circular type shelter struc-
ture with a short section addition of corrugated metal), will be con-
structed and instrumented to give data necessary to construct accept-
able blast-resistant shelters. It will be located at S’?Oyds from
GZ. Shielding against radioactivitywill also be measured by incorporat-
ing a Chemical Corps field type collective protector in cme shelter
structure. Evaluation of test results will be similar to that for sub-
project 3.1.1 above.

Sub-Pro.lectNo. 3.1.5 - khduation and analyses of test results, is.-
now included in Sub-projects 3.1.1 and 3.1.3.

2. Objectives.

a. The main objective of the Corps of Engineers test participation is
the development of criteria and verification of dynamic-plastic
theory which can be applied to the design of structures in order to
~pr~vide maximum resistance to high transient loads, at minimum over-

Ndtiorid !2eIer.s I,, ,AJJ cost. It is believed that the attainment M this objective
,*1 enable effective design or performance predications for ,~,

manner
““{’

a~d
,.-
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

structures, of most sizes and
banb blast.

Securing of quantitative data
on blast pressure diffraction

types, when sub$ected to atomic

and checking of theoretical data
phenomena around structure~.

Verification of laboratory and theoretical behavior of struc-
tural elements and structures under impulsive loads.

Comparing and testing of the strength of different types of
structures and structural materials to resist the anticipated
loadings.

Accumulation of basic data upon which future
be based.

The testing of blast-resistant)doors and the

model programs can

testing ti cooperat-
ion with the Chemical Corps of automatic blast closure devices, a
collective protector and an air lock arrangement (Sub-project
3.1.3).

Investigating pressure conditions under different amounts of soil
cover (Sub-rmoject3.1.3).

Through instrumentation and tination of shelters and subsequent
analysis to establish and verify criteria for the design of person-
nel shelters subject to atomic blast (Sub-project3.1.3).

Evaluation and comparison of the fragmentation characteristicsof
different structur~l materials expos~ to both heat andbcmb
blast (Sub-project3.1.1).

B. What application will the data have.

1. Because it is manifestly impractical to construct above-ground build-
ings that would be proof against the atcmic bcmb near the explosion center, the Corps
of Engineers test program has been directed towards gaining a knowledge of increas-
ing a buildings resistance to collapse at reasonable cost, thereby redwing the
area within which building would be rendered useless (Sub-project3.1.1).

2. Through instrumentation and examination of the test structures and sub-
sequent engineer- and the mathematical analysis it should be possible to establish
criteria and procedure for the design ‘aridanalysis of military and industrial struc-
tures subject-to attic bomb blast or other high transient loads,
maximun resistance at mintium cost.

3. Correlation between theoretical and actual data wil.1
design generalizations. The principles to be established thro~h
doubtedly be of value in modernizing structural design theory.

in order to provi~

allou future sound
the tests will un-
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4. The Corps of Engineers test p~.rticipaticmis a continua:icm of
previous experiments designed to develop rational protective constr-~ctioncriteria,
sl~~l;as the participation in the ‘Sandstone” tests; “laboratorytes;s and studies
by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under contract with the Corps of Engineers,
o; tileresistance of reinforced cmcrete-”oeamsand slabs under
relatively long duration; and studies of other test data. The
test data are expected to field basic data for verification of
rodel, and laboratory impulsive loading techniques.

II. Method—.—

A. General Method

impulsive loads of
19s1 atomic bomb
present shock-tube,

v

1. It has been necessary to develop a new theory of design of structures
under impulsive loading invol~g the inertia effeets of the mass of the structure
and the resistance of the materials i’nthe plastic range, ti. when stressed beyond
the elastic limit of the material. A study has been made of all available reports
of tests of static and dynamic properties of structural materials and members. The
ultimate strength of reinforced concrete members has been estimated by the “plastic
theor~l which is much more realistic than the standard “straight line theor~t cur-
rently used in the design of ordinary buildings.

2. A study was made of the effect of A-bomb blasts on buildings in Japan
and large bombs in hurope for the purpose of reconciling the proposed design proced-
ure with past experience.

3. Instead of designing the structure so that the stresses in all parts
are well below the elastic limit or yield stress, it has been assured that, in order
to utilize the reserve strength available in the piastic range of the material under
dynamic loading, some of the members will be stressed beyond their elastic limit.
The design is based upon allowing less distortion than would render the n+.ructure
impractical to repair or safely use.

k. Based on examination of available data, analytical procedures have been
developed for calculating the deformatim of structural frames and members produced
by blast loadingo It is believed that these procedures will prove to be satisfactory
but their application to any specific case depends on many assumptions and simpli-
fications which will necessarily introduce uncertainties until they are verified by
tests of prototypes such as herein proposed, supplemented by laboratory type research
and analysis.

5* After thorough consideration of all uncertainties involved, the follow-
ing design criteria were selected as being the ones which would probably give the
most valuable test results (re: Multi-story Building):

a. Windowless building frames are designed to have a horizontal dis-
placement of 4.4 inches per story under 100% of the estimated
blast load-
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b. Wall and roof panels and roof girders of frame and shear-wall
buildings are designed for deflections of l/32 of their span
under 12S% of the estimated blast.

c. Frames of the building sections with window-openings are equally
as strong as the frames of windowless building sections and,
experiencing a lawer effective blast loading, will have a hizher
factor of safety against sidesway.

d. Various test panels in the end building sections are designed for
a deflection of l/32 of their span under a range of loading includ-
ing So%y 75%$ 100%j and lXI% of the estimated blast pressure.

e. The thin coverings on the end building sections and their sup-
porting girts are designed for failure at a series of approximat-
ely equally spaced pressures fran SO% to 1s0$%of the estimated
blast pressure.

6. Analysis of frame action ~der dynamic loading has been effected bya
step by seep procedure throughout. This procedure has proven reasonably simple to
use and comparable in design time to numerical procedures for frame analysis in
common use in design offices, except in the cases where the frame action was
complicated by the interaction of walls. In those cases, the procedure is quite
tedious but at present it does not appear that any simpler solution will satisfy
all the variables involved. Completion of the proposed atomic tests will permit
the observation of the effect of known pressures on structures built of materials
of known physical characteristics. The-design theory can then be checked
fined, and ~eviewed for possible simplification.
may be applied to structures of widely different
of bomb resistance of an existing building or to
ific set of conditions.

B. Detailed Description

Wi~h that accomplished,
proportions to determine
design new buildings for

and re-
the theory
the degree
any spec-

1. Sub-project 3.1.1 - Multi-story Building.

This istructureis a three-story composite building approximately
52’ x 1961 x 36’ high and consists of seven separate sections arranged to respond
independently.

The structure is arranged so that the effects of the diffraction of the
blast wave and resulting pressure distribution on the front, top and rear faces of
the individual sections will be similar to that experienced by a repre~entative
section of practical size building of similar type construction.

There are two main structural
itutes one basic type ccmstruction wherein
vialedby shear walls which receive lateral
The roof and floors acting as stiff plates
blast-loaded exterior walls.

The two sections OXIeach side

types employed. The center section const-
the resistance to lateral forces if pro-
loads from the roof and floor slabs.
or diaphragms receive the reactions of the

of the center section constitute the
second basic structural type namely the structural frame, emplo@ng two differ

~“
F

>
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materials, structural steel and reinforced concrete. These are subdivided into
two sections for each matirial, une with window openings and the other with solid
walls● These four (b) sections are designed to resist the ~teral bla$t forces
through frame action by bending of the columns.

The two end sections are provided to permit the adjacent frame
sections to act purely as independent frames without end wall effects and also
to seal off the ends of the building to prevent the blast wave from entering the
interior of the building from the ends. These end sections are utilized to the
fullest extent for testing different types of roof panel and curtain wall construc-
tion, such as plain and reinforced b~ick, concrete, corrugated asbestos and metal
siding. Each panel will be isolated by cubical construction to prevent the effect
of failurs of any me panel from interfering with the individual action of the
others (cellulardesign).

The various building sections have been designed to resist the calcul-
ated blast loads as outlined in paragxaph 11.A above. The net pressure-time curves,
taking into acco-untthe effects of diffraction of the blast wave around, over and
through the structure, were furnished by Dr. C. W. LampSon and his assistants at
Ordnance Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., and were in
part based on Dr. Bleakney?s shock-tube diffraction experiments at Princeton
University. Each section and its component parts generally was designed to deform
a limiting amount by permitting plastic action of the materials with stresses exce-
eding the elastic limit but less than the ulthate strength. Maximum utilization of
the ultimate strength of the structure without excessive distortion which would pre-
vent reuse for the original intended purpose is the aim of the design. Floors will
be l~ded with sand to simulate normal floor design live load during the blast
pressure test.

2. Sub-project 3.1.3 - Reinforced Concrete Shelter

This semi-buried composite type shelter consists of one reinforced
concrete rectangular type shelter structur~ (representativeof a design for an air
raid personnel shelter developed during World War 11, and similar to the WE sur-
face shelter structures tested during the Sandstae tests at Eniwetok)j one rein-
forced concrete circular t~~e shelter; and one short shelter section of corrugated
metal.

The shelter has a minimum earth cover of five feet. The roof of the
structure has been designed for the full side-on blast pressure, i.e. no reduction
due to the damping effect of the soil cover. Any attenuation of shock duc to the
soil cover will be determined through instrumentation.

Blast-proof structural steel doors, designed against the side-on blast
pressure, are provided at the entrance to both shelter structures. Door fastenings
are also designed against a negative blast force, or rebound, equal to the positive
blast force. A gas-proof door and two air-lock chambers have been provided in the
rectangular shelter structure toaccommdate the Chemical Corps’ study. A Collective
Protectm Field Unit with all necessary equipnent will be installed h a joint in-
vestigation of the Chemical Corps and the Corps of Engineers.

u & v Lbu b-
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The buried type of shelter providedby both tests and actual exper-
ience during World l?ar11 to be very resistant to blast and earth shock caused by
conventional bombs. It has other advantages, such as excellent protection against
direct radiation, which justify its consideration for possible extensive future
use in affording protection against the atomic bomb.

The circular reinforced concrete shelter can best be prefabricated
in short sections and is suitable for mass-production in an emergency. The circular
section lends inherent strength against large uniform loading.

The structures have been analysed and designed using the dynamic-
plastic theory similar to the method outlined in paragraph 1 above for the Multi-
story Building.

3. Instrumentation

Generally it is intended to instrument the structures as completely
as possible in order to check the validity of design theory and assumptions and to
check the diffracted pressures obtained by shock-tube experinwnts and subsequent
calculations.An instrumentation program has been formulated in collaborationwith
the Instrumentation Project Officer (SandiaCorporation). Time recofis fill be
obtained at numerous points throughout the structures to secure data on representat
ive structural responses of the various elements, to include the following:

a. Time-records of blast pressures of front,
with additional readings on the inside of
window openings.

b. Time-records of lateral accelerations and
and roofs of each structural section.

rear, sides and roofs~
the sections having

displacements of floors

c. Time-records of maximum vertical and lateral accelerations, deform
ations and strains of representative elements of the structural
framing, including roof slabs, beams and girders, exterior walls
and columns, interior shear walls and columns and column and girde

a general view of
one to four camera
faces of the buil.

frame joints.

Expected accelerations and deflections, at the various
ed for instrumentation, have been calculated by Ammann and Whitney,
ing the range for selection of proper instruments.

~. Transient Photography

Hoticm picture photography will be employed to give
the ccmpoaite structure (Sub-project3.1.1) during tent. From
will be used; cameras will be oriented so that the four vertical
ing are covered.

points consider
thereby establi
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~. Before and After Measurements

A complete still-photographycoverage of test structures is essential.
Approximately 200 before and 400 after the test stiJJ photographswill be taken in
connection tith the Corps of Engineers structures program.

It is of primary importance to record the initial and final displaced
positions of the various parts of the test structures. A large number of surveY
check points have been included.

C. Dependency on Expected Yield of Weapon.

1. The structural design calculations for desirable test conditions
and the limits for instrumentationmeasurements of of accelerations and displace-
ments generally cover the range of from SO% to 1s0% of the estimated peak blast
pressure (100%) at the distance of structure from detonation point. The above
range in peak blast pressure corresponds to a range of approximately +60% ti the
expected field of the weapon (based on equivalent weight of TNT charge in pounds
or kil-tons), assuming the estimated peak blast pressure is calculated correctly.
A +2~% uncertainty in the accuracy of estimated peak blast pressure would reduce
the allowable range for destiable results in the expected yield of the weapon from
approximately 60% to about 35%.

2. Any minor change in the date of the test will have no appreciable
technical effect on the test of the Corps of Engineers structures. In regard to
the time, or hour of the day, good daylight is important for any high-speed phot-
graphy during test.

III. Detatls of Progress to Date in Experimental and TheoreticalWork

A.* Corps of Engineers Investigations.

1. A project has been conducted since May 1947 at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), under contract with the Corpe of Engineers. The primary ob-
jectives of this research program have been the determination of the enctbehav-
ior of various types of structural elements under the action of suddenly applied
forces which are maintained for periods of time ranging frcana few hundredths to a
large fraction of a second. This problem has been broken down into several subjects;

a. Behavior of beams in the elastic range.

b. Behavior of beams in the plastic range.

c. Behavior of slabs in the elastic range.

d. Behavior of slabs in the plastic range.

In all these subjects, there are two factors of importance, (a) the
response of the structural systm to the imposed force, ard (b) the strength of the

bc”’.~
,
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materials oi t.nestructural system waler the rapid rates of l-ding to ~hich
t!leyare subjected.

Currently the investigationsare being exter.dedto tests on simple
frames and on joints.

Because laboratory experiments are necessarily confined to simple
structural elemer,ts,and because of uncertainty in extrapulatiun from model scale
up to full SCdej it is es:’entia~to t.SStand study the whole COEpOSlte m~ti-
story structure to get a c~fiiplet~ understanding cf tilerelative resistance and be-
havior of tke varicus elenents of the structures and the structure as a whole under
dynamic loadin~.

2. Ammann and Whitney (A&W), Consulting rmgirieershave completed, under
the technical directin of the Corpsof Engineers, a comprehensive study and design
of the two test structms. They were assisted in this V:orkby the CorPs of
~nflineersconsrLltantsProf. Newmark, University of Illinois and ProfessorsWilbur,
Norrisand 3ansen of KIT. The theories followed in the A&W investigations are des-
cribed I:rieflyin paragraph 11.A shove. This extensive study of all available data
on ‘he subject emphasizes the necessity and desirability of full scale tests to
prove or aisprove tlieori~sand assumiptlons.

IV. Personnel Requirertents

A. Requires at Test Site.

1. Scientific Personnel

a. ~}ne~r~ject officer (one”or two trips to site during c~nstructi~n

period for inspecting and consultations, and attendance at test).
df~icer will be furnished by Corps of tinEineers.

b. TVKJcivilian engineers to represent the Corps of mgineers durir.g
tl]econstruction of test structures (about 6 months period at
test site).

c. Two civilian scientists to represent the Corps of Engineers durirjg
instrumentation, installation and damage survey follcwing the test
(abo~t 6months at test site).

2. Technicians

lt is estimated that one photographer plus an assistant will be required
frUm ~ pool 01”s~c~ technicfins to accomplish the reqfired photographic coverage fOr

the Corps of Engineers Structures.

3* Laborers and Other Unskilled Help

It is estimated that 2 men from a pool of laborers will be required to
assist the Corps of Engineers representatives during the damage survey (for about
one month following the test).

3.1- 8
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B. Project Work in The Continental United States. (Uver and above personnel
on departmental payroll)

1. Scientific Personnel

Dr Hansen, MIT, will continue to act as the Corps of Engineers consult-
ant on all matters in corinectionwith instrumentation of Corps of Lngineers test
structures.

2. Technicians - None

VII..Logistics

A- Sea Lift

Requirements

B. Air Lift

Requirements

being furnished by Holmes and Narver .

being furnished by Holmes and Narver.

C. Sea Lift (Personnel)

Ncme eycept for Holmes and Narver requirements.

D. Air Lift (Personnel)

1. Personnel to arrive at Site before Tests

a. Project Officer, in addition to making approximately two visits
to test site during cmstruction, will visit site during actual
tests for an estimated 45 days (from D-15 to D +30)*

b. Corps of EnEineers consultants’forapproximately S days stay
at test site (D-2 to D +3).

c. Corps of Engineers Contractor on Inetrumentationmounting inspec-
tion and danage survey (probablyfrom MIT) - to arrive at site
about 1 November 19s0, and to stay until about 15 May 19~1.

d. Corps of Engineers ccmstructiun inspectors, to arrive at site about
1 July 19s, and to stay until about 1 January 1951.

2. Personnel to leave Site after Tests

See paragraphs la, b and c above.

VIII.Collaboration

The Chemical Corps is collaborating di.rectlyin the .Corpsof Engineers test
Test of a Collective Protectorparticipation. -

301- 9
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is incorporated in the reinforced concrete shelter (Sub-project3.1.3).

The Corps of Engineers is assigned the responsibility of establishingfor the
Department of the Army criteria and techniques pertaining to protective construction.
The objective of the Corps of Engineers program of participation is to establish
criteria for more effective design of structures subject to atomic bcanbblast. All
data and criteria developed will be made available to other military departments and
appropriate governmental agencies.

IX. Responsibility

A. The Corps of Engineers program will be conducted under the direction of the
Protective Construction Branch, mgineering Division, Militiry Construction, Office
of the Chief of hngineers, U.S. Army. The damage survey, including the collecting
test data and reporting will be accomplished by Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
under contract with the Uffice, Chief of tingineers.

B. Project Of.icer for the Corps of Engineers (Departmentof the Army) program
is: Major Bruce L).Jones, Protective Construction Branch, Office, Chief of kngineersj
Room 2$30, Building T-7, Gravelly Point, Washington 2s, U.C.

C. Responsibility for accomplishing constructionand instrumentationof all
Corps of Engineers buildings resides with Task Group 3.1 and the Instrumentation
Project Officer, respectively.

x. Funds

These are shown under Program 3.0.

XI. Facilities

A&B.. Requirements in connection with Collective ‘Protectorequipment will be
submitted in Chem+cal Corps Fkoject proposal; requirements in connectionwith
instrumentationwill be furnished by the InstrumentationProject Officer.

The Corps of Engineers has no other special requirements for power or communic-
ation facilities.

C. Corps of Engineers representatives on the site during construction; instru-
mentation and damage survey will require 200 square feet of covered and enclosed space
for field office and storage.
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I. Object of Experiment

PROJECT 3.2

NAVY STRUCTURES PROJECT

A. The objective of this test program is two-fold. The pri.zuryobjective is
the evaluation of new designs with respect to blast action. These designs are under
considerationfor protective shelters of various typesfbr equipuent and material.
The second phase of the program is the study of the damage in relation to that ~e-
dicted in accordance with the dynamic analyses performed by this bureau. The info-
rmation to be obtained will be of two general categories. The first is that furnish-
ed by electronic and self recording gages. These gages will furnish data on the
blast phemonena as related to the structure; the displacement,velocity, and accel-
eration of the structure; and certain component elements. The remainder of the data
will be gathered by careful photographic and visual inspection of structwal damage
such as crack patterns in the concrete, size of cracks, crumbling of concrete at
working joints, yield of steel, notation of recmery, foundation movements etc.
The character of the data required maybe summarized as information relative to
forces in action on the structure, and the structural response.

B. The structures and their components have been carefully analyzed from a
dynamic viewpoint with due regard to both plastic and elastic response depending
upon applicability to the structural element under review. The aim of this review
was to establiah a set of predictions as to the responee of the structure. It Uas
intended to review the actual structural response under test in terms of these pre-
dictions, analyee the structureswith revised data as a basis for improving design
analysis or, if necessary, to develope new design analysis cn the basis of the data
obtained. Continuity of the program per se my be open to interpretation. However,
the designs to be employed in the forthcazing teat are either exact replicas of ex-
isting”castructicm, modifications of existing construction, or expansion of precast
designs which are of particular interest to this bureau and peculiar to it. Saw
structural eleuents and members employed in this program have been tested statically
and under TNT bomb conditions. The structural concepts are in general new whe”nem-
ployed in combinaticm as set forth in these designs, but the basic elements are th
culmination of many years of effort. It is considered that these designs are cmly
on the threshold of their usefulness and that more tests, possibly of a different
nature, will be required both on the basis of the test results to ba achieved and
on the basis of new ideas relative to design and construction.

II. Method

A. The general approach to the problem consisted of a study of damage at
Nagasaki.and Hiroshima uhich culminated in the development of a theoretical method
of amal~ing structural damage. This was all accazplished on the basis of the inf-
rmation when available and was gener~ in scope. Since then certain tests were
performed at Bikini and Sandstcme and additional in.formaticmgained with respect



to the blast phenomena. Further, the method of analysis previously developed
was general in character and not specifically applicable to the structures nuv
proposed for test. It was, therefore, necessary to develop analyses for the ccm-
ditions set up by these structureswhich are not only employing a different type
of structural element but also have vatiwe geometric cmditions. Designs of tk
structureswere prepared to meet normal operating conditions and were then thorough-
ly analyzed from a dynamic viewpoint and located in accordance with the results of
the analysis. On the basis of the infoqation gained at the site, it is proposed
to review the method of analysis and the structural damage as a basis for design
of future blast resistant structures. It iS to be noted that any structure pro-
posed must presumably provide protection against other forms of warfare as well=
the atomic bomb. And, although emphasis has not been placed on this requirement,
it has been considered in all design development.

B. The program involves the testing of 12 structures which may be described
as below. The numbers, sub-titles, and locations are in accordance with previously
established designations.

Structures Short Title Distance

3.2.h Bombproof Roof Type A 60 @s fromGZ

This structure is 28 feet square in plan and rises five feet above the
surface. It consists of three foot thick reinforced concrete walls sup-
porting a solid five foot thick reinforced concrete roof. All reinforce-
ment is in accordance with BuDocks designs of bombproof structures during
World War II. There is an air space beneath the roof to permit deflection.

No instrument&tion.

3.2.lb Bombproof Roof Type B 60yds from GZ

3.2.2a

This structure is 28 feet square in plan and rises 1016w above the ground
surface. A laminated constructed roof is supported on three foot thick
walls and an air space beneath the roof area will permit such deflection
as may result. Laminated construction is in four layers. The lower layer
consists of unfilled bcxes joined ti an integral unit by upper and louer
concrete slabs. The next layer consists of concrete boxes placed in
checkerboard pattern and filled with lean ccmcrete. The next layer is
similar to the first one. These three layers are all bonded into a
single acting mass by trusses extending from the top of the third to the
bottom of the first layer. The forth layer is a thick slab of reinforced
concrete. This roof design has been previously successfully tested for
penetrating TNT bunbs.

No instrumentation.

Panel Veneer Type F 1210yds fran GZ
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This structure is approximately 20~ x LO1 in plan and 10t in height. The
superstructure,that is the walls, bents and roof, are completely precast
elements which are bolted and welded together m the fidd. The framing
consists of three bents and ‘thewall and roof employ 1* thick reinforced
concrete panels stiffened by edge members and ribs.

Instrumentation! Electronic Instruments Self-reco@~
h pressure 2 displacement
h accelerometer 2 accelerometer
s displacement

3.2.2b Panel Veneer Type G 1210 yds frunGZ

This structure is approximately 201 x 40t in plan and 101 la height* It is
twofold in character. The inner structure is a replica of normal one-story
shop buildings found in the Naval Establishment emplo@ng brick walls and
a timber roof. The outer shell employs the basic cmstruction concept of
3.2.2a above as protection for the inner shell. However, no bents are employed.

Instrumentation: Electronic Instruments Self-recor~

4 pressure None
3 accelerometer
3 displacement

3.2.3a Matchbox Typa C, Near Location 800 @s fromGZ

This structure is approximately 201 x 401 in plan and 10I in height. This
structure is an adaptation of some of the design concepts of 3.21b for a
building requiring less protection. It consists ~ pels fabricated from a
number of small reinforced concrete boxes separated and joined by thin concrete
faces and reinforcing rod diagonal truss members. These panela are assembled
and joined by use of more trusses and grout. The net result is construction cca-
sisting.of a grid of bar trusses with a strong reinforced cuncrete diaphragm
on the inner and outer surfaces. Its apparent complexity is only a function
of its newness because it adapts itself readily to mass production on a rapid
fabrication schedule.

Instrumentaticm: Electronic Instruments
4 pressure
3 accelerometer
5 displacement

3.2.3b Matchbox Type C, Far Location 800@s

Sme as 3.2.3a

Instrumentation: Electronic Instruxmmts
4 pressuro
3 accelerometer
lbdisplacement

~.
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3.2.ha Precast Magaztie Type D, Burtid 920 yds from GZ

This structure is approximately 20; x &O~ in plan and 10t in height. The
basic structural elements consist of hi)f a cathedral-typerigid frame bent
with an inverted channel cross section. Twenty of
walls comprise the entire structure which is to be
feet of fill.

Instrumentation: Electronic Instruments
3 pressure
8 accelerometer
5 displacement
8 earth pressure

3.2.4b Rwcast Magazine Type D, Uncovered .

these elements with the
completely covered uith

‘Y%%%%%
2 displacement

1170 @s from (32

end
two

Identical with 3.2.ha except that it is uncovered.

Instrumentation$ Electronic Instruments
9 pressure ‘%%%=%
8 accelerometer 2 displacement
7 displacement

3.2.5 Concrete Arch$ Type I 1170 yds from GZ

This structure is approximately 201 x 40s and 101 elevation at the crown.
The concept of the
structure elements
structure presents

Instrumentation:

~tructure ii identical with 3.2.ka and b except that the
are half arches rather than half rigid frames. This
an opportunity for sttiy of curved wall presentment to

Electronic Instruments
15 pressure ~r

blsst.

j accelerometer
1’displacement

3.2.6 Concreta DOJM, Type E 1080 yds from GZ

This structure is approximately 321 in diameter and rises 16 feet at the crum.
It consists of a number of trapezoidal shaped precast elements bolted together.
Layout is such that there are four circumferentialbents of the panels with a
closure piece at the crown. Structure uill be covered with two feet of fill.

Instrumentation~ Electronic Instruments
5 earth pressure ‘-r
3
3

3.2.7a Conventional Concrete
Near Location

presstie
accelerometer

Type H,

6 displacement

lM30 yds from GZ





blast wave, the magnitude of the peak pressures, the drag time required for envelop-
ing the structure$ the transient affects, vortices, and related informationwhich
would deftiitely establdsh the forces which the structure must resist. However,
the mere existence of exact information on this problem will not furnish a solution
to the structural problem. There must be information as to the time history of move-
ment of the structure, how it resists as a unit, and how the elements of it respond,
the strength of materials under dynamic action, the affects of conformation, openings,
and other related engineering data. This information is required as a basis on
which any theory of analysis can be -de. It is hoped, and this test has been
endorsed by the Bureau, that the magnitude of the variables My be sufficiently
well assumed on the basis of engineertig judgement to permit overall analyses within
a reasonable degree of accuracy,

Iv. Personnel Re@rements

A. Required at Sits

1. Scientific Personnel - 5 officers and 1 civilian.

The officers will be trained civil engineers. One officer will re-
present the Project Officer at the site. It willbe noted from the above test pro-
gram that the structues have different uses suchas heavy bombproof, blast res-
istant structures, magazines, protection of normal structures,and essentially all
are of precast ccmstructicn. The different uses of these structures are related
to Wferent facilitieswithin the Navy. The 8eve@. officers wI.11review precast
construction with a vieu towards adaptabiMty for differing facilities. The civil-
ian designed the structures and will make the technical surveys with the assistance
of the several officers. Personnel willbe made available by the Bureau of Yards
and Docks. The officer who represents the Reject Officer on the site will be at
the site from 1 June until 31 December. It is estimated that five inspection trips
will be made during this period as required and for final check. The foil-ng
schedule is planned for the test phase~

D-$0toD+30-
D -15 toD +30 -

D-s toD+30-

2. Technicians - None

One officer
Four officers and one cirLllaII
(incltitigProject Officer representative
Four trips, consultants

3. Laborers and other non-skilled help -D -15 toD+30 -Slxmen frm
the Holmes and Namer Ubor pool. ,

B. Project Work in Continental lMtedStates

1. Scientific Pmmnnel- 2 officers ami 2 civiMma

One officer will be the ProSect Officer for the progr=. One officer
will perform necessary liaison duties, one civilian in charge of design and analysis,
one citiMans2 structural a-lyst~

-~
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2. Technicians - 1 civilian draftsman and ccauputerfor structural
design and analysis.

v. Instrumentation and Equi~ent Requirements

See proposal of InstrumentationProject Officer.

VI. Mesent Statue of Instruments and Equipnent Required to Perform Experiment

None

VII. Logistics

A, sea LMt - It is assumed that this informationwill be provided by
Holmes ~ Narver and Sandia Corporation.

B. Air LMt - It is assumed that pertinent information here will be furnished
by Sandia Corporation.

C. Sea Ltit Personnel - None

D. Air Lift Persomel - The following schedule is tentatively planned:

June 1 - one trip out
June 1 to December 31 - five tripe out

five tripe back
December 31 - one trip back
D-90 - one trip out
D -15- five trips out
D-5* D430 - fuur trips out

four tripe back
D +30 - six trips back

E. Nothing

VIII.Collaboration

There till be
Force for the full
collaborateion with

collaborationwith the Office of Chief of Engineers and W Alr
structual program. It is presumed that there will also be
Los Alemos on information ccmcerning blast phenomena.

IX. ResponsibiMt y

A. LtXElStanley Rockefeller (CEC) WNR ulll be Project Officer for the Bul’eau
of ?ards and Dock structures ~ program and will have overall responsibilityf=
the test, collection of data and reporting it to the Sci=tific Director via the
Mogram Directar.

B. The address of the Project Officer is Ro= 2A’71,Bureau of Y- and Docks
Annex, Waehlngton 25, X, telephone number, REpublic ?hOO$ extenticm 61506.

*#--
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x. Funds

These are shown under Program 3.0.

XI. Facilities

A. This informationwill be submitted by Sandia Corporation.

B. This informationtill be submitted by Sandia Corporation.

C. This informationwill be submitted by SancliaCorporation.

D. TWO jeeps will be requind for use by the survey teams. Boat require-
ments will depend upon housing facilities available for the teams.

XII. Remarks by Frojeot Officer

It is planned to assign a Naval Inspector with the precast subcontractor.
As soon as information is available as to who received the contract an inspector
till be provided.
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PROJECT 3.3

AIR FORCE S‘iTUJCTURES

I. Object of tineExperiment

A. The data to be obtained from the test are tne parameters of pressure,
accelerations, displacenmt, strain and time of occurrence measumd as functions
of tinm. Maximum displacement data is important and will be obtained. Xoticm and
stil1 photographywil1 be talcan. Tnis data wil”1be basic m:? :Indar.er.talin nature
and till indicate both t’he1oadings and response of the structures in the test.

B. The data is to be applied to the present program of developing target aad
analysis metlnodsas well as a continuation of this pro~ram. the ultimate aim Of
which is to obtain maximum effectiveness of the subject weapon.

1. Tho Air Force is chargedwitintii responsibility for recommending ‘argets
for possible atomic attack and delivering botis to such tirgeti. The scarity of X’SIW
materials and the high cost of f’abrication make it mandatory that th applicaticm of
these weapons to targets yield the maxim return. Detailed and accurate knowledge
of the effect of atomic bombs on targets is necessary in or(lerto provide a fizm basis
for target selection and to insure that maximum of return is obtiined. Such target
studies furn the foundatiGn for plans of vital importance to the national seourity
=d welfare and influence to a large degree such impor~nt programs as the size
and type of the strategic air force and the development and production of atomic
weapons.

2. In addition to the offensive aspects of the problem, knowledge of tlm
capabilities of atomic weapons is essential for esti~ting the vulnerability of
t~ United Stites to such attack, so that adequati citil defense planning may reduce
this mlnerabili~.

3. Predictions of damage to targets in their fullest sense will involve
the following phases:

a. Detcrminaticn of the features which peculiarly define the target
suoh as structural types and strengths; topographic, meteorologicaland ~eophysical
factors; the grouping of individual types of structures in the target complex and
the effects cf shielding, etc.

b. Correlation of the characteristics of the weapon with the struct-
ural features of the target.

o. Calculation of probability of damage based on bombing accuracy and
a consideration of tkm factors above.

4. Considerable information is available on tk structural features as
possible targets. Ketkde have been developed for calculating the probability of

~
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damage, given the factors involved. However, the effect of blast on structures is
not nearly as well mown as is required. Damage experience with HE bombs in World
War II has not proven to be a satisfactory means oi assessing or predicting the
effects of atomic blasts. In the case of HE bombs, the damage to structures is
usually determined by the high pressures acting over a very short period of time.
For atomic bcmnbs,the duration of the pressure phase is relatively ltingand the
damage may be caused by the high pressures or drag 10adillgor both.

~. Observations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki have been studied for the pur-
pose of correlating peak overpressureand damage to structures. Such a correlation
has been complicated by the following facts:

a. Conditions were entirely uncontrolled.

b. No measurements of pressures at ground level were #de.

c. Analysis has been made difficult by the influence of praminent
topographic features, shielding of one structure by another, absorption of energy
by damaged buildin~s, etc. An effort was made to estimate peak pressures at ground
level by observation of damage to simple objects. The results obtained on the basis
of these pressure estimates have been fraught with uncertaintiesand inconsistencies.

6. It is generally considered that there are three lines of approach to the
problem of correlating the characteristics of a blast wave and damage to structures

a. Development and extension of theory.

b. Model experiments.

c. Full-scale experiments.

It is believed that a combination of.these three methods will yield the best results
and that, certainly, full-scale tests are required to serve as check and calibration
points for model experiments and theoretical studies. The additional advantage of
full-scale tests is that important information can be obtained which will be of
irunediateoperatimal use when interpreted in the light of theory, model studies, ard
the past experience at Hiroshima and liagasaki. This is especially important in view
of the fact that the development, execution, and interpretation of a comprehensive,
systematic experimental program involving models and possibly full-scale structures
in conjunction with ‘pseudo-atcznicblastsI1undoubtedlywill require a considerable
and unpredictable period of time.

7’. To obtain complete operational information directly and inmediatelyby
the use of full-scale structures in conjunction with the pruposed tests is manifestly
unfeasible. The purpuse of the Air Force program is, therefore, to provide:

a. Immediate information of operational value covering the range of
important structural types likely to be encountered in probable targets.
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b. To provide calibration points for experimental programs in the
United States which will extend and amplify knowledse of the efl’ectof blast on
structures.

co To provide a check on theoretical calculations of the effect of
blast on structures.

d. To obtain information bearing on the degree of discrepancy in-
volved in departure from exact similitude in models.

8. It must be emphasized that the informationbeing sought is funda-
mental and basic in nature and is nut directed solely toward correlating damage
with a particular type of weapon under particular circumstances,which information
may become obsolete in a few years. Nor is it intended that this prop,sed program
per se will consider all the other complicating features such as variations in energy
of’individual bombs; orientation, size and shape of buildings; shieldfig; variations
in the quality of construction; meteorologicalfeatures; height of burst; etc. The
importance of such factors is recognized, but their solution will of necessitY de-
pend upon other programs of research and analysis some of which will be covered by
other phases of the atomic tests.

g. Rather, this program is directed LoWard correlating damage with the
parameters of blast wave under controlled conditions. Proper interpretation of this
information is the
much more”reliable
itions than is now

light of theory, experience, and other
predictions of damage to targets under
possible.

experimentswill permit
actual operational cond-

11. Method

A. General

1. The Keneral method to be employed in the proposed experiment is to
select the desire= types of structures, erect them in iocitions where they will
experience appreciable structural damage but not major collapse, instrument them
as required and, from theti behavior under the test, devise approved methods of
target analysis, analysis of the structures, and recommendationsfor future tests.
Specifically, the steps employed in this method are briefly as follows:

a. A detailed design of the structure to be tested.

b. A theoretical pre-test analysis which will serve to fix degired
location of the various structures, predict the damage and determine the extent,
location, and type of instrumentation to be comployed.

c. A Post-test survey of the damage based on photography and field
measurements,

d. A study and analysis of the test results and the formulation
of methods of analyses and recommendations for future tests.

20 The following types of structures are considered necessary to



cover adequately the range of’possible targets and provide the necessary data
desired for complete development of a proper continuing program:

a. Multi-story reinforced ccmcrete. (The structure proposed by
the Department of the Army, 3.1.1S will satisfy this req~ement)”

b. 3.3.3 - Single-story industrial with long spans and without
cranes (C-1.1).

c. 3.3.~ - Single-story industrialtith short spans and without
cranes (A-2.1).

d. 3.3.~a - Load bearing

3.3.!% - Load bearing

e. 3.3.8 - This consists

(1)

(2)

(3)

(b)

(5)

(4)

(7)

(8)

3.3.8a - Idealized

3.3.8b - Idealized

3.3.8c - Idealized
xll/2’.

wall, dwelling type F-2

wall, dwelling type F-2

of the following models:

3.3.8d - Idealized

3.3.8s - Idealized
x 4 1/2’.

3.3.8f - I/L-scale

3.3.8g - Idealized

3.3.8h - l/L-scale

model, closed, near location.

model, front openings. 3’ X3!.

model, front and rear openings 1 1/21

model, front and rear openings 31 x 31.

model, front and rear openings ~ 1/21

of idealized models.

model, closed, far location.

model of 3.3.3 structure.

3. Sub-projects 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5 a andb~ are Considerd Wpical
of possible targets and are being designed on that basis.

4. For each of the industrial types a single example willbe erected at
such distance fran the point of detonation as to result in substantial structural
damage. An effort will be made to analyse as accuratelyas possible the distances
so as to produce plastic deformation within major structural members but not to
the point of complete collapse. Two (2) identical ~ples of the load-bearing
wall structure will be erected since the difference between moderate damage and
collapse Is much narrower in this type than for the other structures and the sign-
ificance of instrumentationwill furthermore be appreciably less. ‘IWO(2) such
structures will therefore greatly increase the probability of obtaining the re-
quired degree of damage. The prototype 3.3.3, its l/b-scale model, 3.3.8h, and
1 simplified model, 3.3.8g, will be erected at the same aistance in order to Pro-
vide optimum correlation for studying model effects.







4* The requirementsfor instrumenting ths Air Force Structures as
recomrmnded in Report No. 2 referred to in paragraph 3 above i~s been consider-
ably reduced by Sandia Corporation Board of Consultants especially with respect
to pressure measurements. The order of this reduction was from 501 to 314
electronic m~asuremonts (124 pressure) and from 85 to 64 self-recording.

c. Dependence upon Zqected Yield of Reapon, Date and Time of Test.

1. ‘;Jithinreasona’oletime limits, it is not expected that the program
described above will be sericusly affected by a delay in the date and time of the
test. It is our opinion that moving up the date.of the test would jeo:)ardizethe
program if such notig up was appreciable--on t’heorder of 3-4 months. In looking
over the program, anticipating the time required for construction and the time re-
quired to complete satisfactorilyall instrumentation,it appears that there is
not much flexibility available for moving up the present time limits. Mving the
date back should have no appreciable effect upon the prop-am except that it would
involve additional expense in protecting Vim instrumeiltatiunand maintaining the
steel structures, especially against deterioration. This opinioildoes not hold
for the strategic concepts involmd and it is not the purpose to discuss those ‘hel%.

2. It is evident from the description ~iven under sub-section B that the
basic premise which fixes the eqected location and behavior of the structure is
tineyield data furnished by the MC. Instigation and analysis of ihe prototype
structures has indicated that they arc rather serisitiveto small variations in
pressure, that is, the range of intensity producing desired structural damage to
complete collapse is rather small. Under tlnesecircumstancestkrefore th be-
havior of these structures is strongly dependent upon the accur~.cyof tlm weapon
yield datawhich has been furnished. It is quite possible tlhatan underestiri~te
“of 25% in the weapon yield dati fight came the ccllapse of these important proto-
types with accompanying loss of highly necessary information.

III. Details of Progress to Date in I@ erinental and T“eoretioelWork

la W original statement oi’the progran included the follo’wilgbuildings:
C-1.1, A-2.1, B-1, B-2, D, 4 one-quarternodels C-1.1, etc. This original program
went through a process of evolution and modification resulting finally in tilepre-
sent program. EOSt of tbm cknges in the progr~were based on geographic aud
economic reasoning. However, there was one important scientific change and that
was the incorporation of the idealized models into tb-eprogram. The purpose of
these models is to afford a series of building-like structures of sufficient simp-
lici~ that tinediffraction and response data obtained ttirefrom can be ueed as a
basis for modifying and checking the existing analysis methods with a more reason-
able degree of assurance. Every effort was made in the design of these structure$
to maintain a maximum of simplicity in details of construction, surfaces Of loading,
and mode of response.
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e. 1 Civil dngineer furnished by the Air Force Architect-tingineer.
This engineer will make occasional periodic trips to the site to inspect the
construction, to ensure that the stanuards and workmanship are compatiblewith
the theoretical analysis being made. (To be procured)

f. 1 InstrumentationEngineer to be furnished by the Air Force
Architect- Engineer. This man will make periodic trips to the site to ensure
that the instrumentationprogram is meeting the standards and criteria required
by the Air Force. (To be procured)

g. 4 Engineers of various grade and type from the Directorate of
Intelligence,Headquarters USAF. These personnel will visit the site in the post-
test period in order to obtain a first-hand visual knowledge of the damage caused
by the test in order to assist them in prosecution of their weapons analyses studies.
(On hand but not definitely assigned)

h. A group of ~ engineers from Air Force Architest-Engineerwho will
visit the site during the post-test period in order to make visual assessments of
the damage to aid them in their post-test analyses. (To be procured)

2. Technicians: 1 instrumentationtechnician to be furnished by the Air
Force Architect-Engineer. This man will be at the site from the start of instru-
mentation until demobilization after the test. His function will be to make a
continuing day-to-day surveillance of the instrumentationto ensure that it is
compatible with the results desired by the Air Force and to assist as desired with
consultation and help in installing, adjusting, calibrating instruments and removing
records, etc. (To be procured)

3* Laborers and other Unstilled Help - None

B. Project Work in Continental United States.

1. Scientific Personnel:

a. 1 Officer - Project Officer for the Air Force Structures Program.
This officer exercises general dtiection of the entire Air Force Structures Program.
Major Bert E. Pettitt.

b. 1 Civil Engineer - This engineer will act as assistant to the Pro-
ject Officer and in his absence will take over his duties. Mr. L. A. Nees.

co 1 Civil Engineer - This engineer is the same one listed under
section IV-A-c above. Following completion of his duties at the test site, he will
return to this Headquarters and assist the Project Officer and Civilian Chief in
administering and s-upervisionof the project. (To be procured)

d. 1 Engineer (Structural)- This engineer will be employed as office
engineer to exercise detailed supervision over the plans and specificationsfor
structural features of the project and to compose, prepare and dispatch fund and
progress reports which are required for this project. (To be procured)
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IX. Responsibility

Ae ~!~jor Bert i. Pettitt, USAF, Headquarters AUC, ‘,-;right-Pattersm AFB~
Dayto~ Ohio, ‘hasbeen desi~nated as Project Officer for this proSram*

B. Major Bert Z. Pettifi, USAF, HeadquartersKIC, Wright-Patt-erson AYB~

Da@on, Ohio! has been designatedas Project Officer for this program.

x. Funds

These are shorrnuz-.derProgram 3.

XI. Facilities

D. Term.rd jxea Tramp or%ation - 2.jee?s.

Inter-islmd transportationwill be requiredbetween Engebi and
L:UZinbaarika.

XI1. T?enarksby ‘&e Project Officer.—
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PROJECT 3.4

STRUCTUH3SSI1?STRU?IENTATION.-——— .,,

111. Details of ProCress to Date in En&rimental and TheoreticalWork

A. In August 194 a division lmown as SL4-6, was organized at Sandia Base
for the purpose of assisting in the instrumentationand measure”mnts of blast
phenomena on structures in the “GPU3ENHGUSG”?rogram Three. As origimlly planned)
approximately 250 measurements would be made on not more than eight structures. Based
on the above conception of the program Sandia began testing end-instruments in Oct-
ober 1949 both in the laboratory and under blast conditions. Testing under blast
conditionswas accomplished at Les Alamos. As progress was made on the design and
pre-shot dynamic analysis of the structures it was decided that almost all of the
buildings should be instrumented. In conference, held to decide on locations and
type of instrumentationnecessary, the total number of instrwmnts was raised to
approximately 900.

In order to facilitate the testing of gages under blast conditions, a
blast site was set Up in the New Mexico School of Mines area south of Sandia Base.
The reoording equipment and associated ::earwere moved from Los Almos to tti nww
site in December 1949 and bLast evaluation of gages was resumed in January 1950.

On 1 February 1950 a preliminary list of instruments found to be suitable
for use on the Structures Program was published. However, evaluation of instruments
continued since final location, range, and type of instruments had not been decided.

On 1 April 1950 a final list of instruments found to be suitable for use
on the Structures Program was published. Some self-recording instrumentswere re-
ported although it is not known whether tkywill be satisfactory since the proto-
types have not been received.

Timing circuits, burn-out circuits, and power circuits have been designed
and prototypes constructed. Evaluation and modification of tbse circuits to fit
the needs of each individual recording shelter is being carried out.

A study is being made of tilel{e’ester-ChicagoRecorder and playback equipnnmt.
Sandia received one six-channel recorder and a two-chanael playback with which these
tests are being made. Modification of the amplifiers in order to match Wianoko ga%~s
is being studied and results

IV. Personnel Requirements.

A. Required at Site

should be obtained in the near future.

1. Enclosure A, page 3.4-7 is a listing of personnel required at th test sit
by groups and whether they will be Sandia or Contractor personnel. This enclosure EISO

specifies the duties of each group. The six supefisors to be furnished by Sandia are
at present working on the project. The Holmes and Narver personael shown under groups
1, 5 and 12 are at present employed on the project in Los Angeles.

‘l%i~dom]ment con
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boxes with double lines (six supervisors). The remainder of the personnel will be
furnished by Holmes and Narver~ Ihgineersz Los Angeles, to complete the organization.
The six supervisors to be furnished by Sandia are at preseat working on the project.
The personnel, to fill positions la, 5a, and 12, furnisimd by Holmes and Narmr are
at present employed on the project in Los .lngles.

2. At present personnel for the groups 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 14 have
not been selected. Four or five men now employed at Sancliacould f’iiinto the
group 8 if required.

3. It is expected that laborers and other unskilled help will not be
necessary at tinejob site.

B. Project Work in continentalUnited States

1. As indicated in part A above, project work in the United States is
beinz conducted at Sandia by twelve men. These men have selected suitable gages to
be u~ed on this program and-are nuw evaluating the Nebster-Chicago
ent types of cables, timing and burn-out circuits, and calibration
petted that no increase of personnel will be necessary to complete
states.

2. Approximately half of the personnel to be emplo~d by

3ecorder~ differ-
gear. It is ex-
the work in the

Holmes and Namer
will be sent to Sandia for a training period of -twcor three months prior to being
sent to the test site.

v. Instrumentationand Equipment RequireBnts

A. The following equipment okher tbn standard laboratory items will be nec-
essary at the test site to carry out this program

1. Spin-table for calibrating accelerometers.
2. TWO hydraulic lift platforms (40$ maximum).
3. One welding machine.
4. Two tractor swing-cranes.
5. Five cable carts.
6. Special equipment (wrenches,drills for gage points, etc.) will be

reported when information becomes available.

B. All equipment can be assembled in the ZI and shipped to the test site ready
for installation and test.

C. The assembly necessary at the test site will L? the mounting of amplifiers,
power supplies, and recorders in their respective racks prior to check-out and cal-
ibration. These operationswill be completed by persormel in the Instrument Groups
(Group 8 on the chart).

D. The calibrations to be made a’ t’hetest site will be nade in a central loc-
ation for all recorders and the recording equipment then transferred to its respec-
tive shelter. A calibration curve will be made for each pressure gage, accelerometer,
and displacement gage. A single step calibration is expected to be placed on each
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*
channel at approximatelyminus 15 seconds. The pressure instrument channels will
be given a step calibrationwith four gages at a time mounted on a header. ‘lhe

accelerometer channelswill be calibrated four at a time with the accelerometers
mounted on a variable speed spin-table. The displacement channelswill also be
calibrated four at a time usinc a stiff bridle yet to be designed.

Z. Instrument shelters to protect the recording equipment will be desi~ned
~iidbuilt by Holmes and Narver.

,,

71. Present Status of the Equinment and Instruments Required to Perform the L’i’erinmt

A. Approximately five per cent of the equipmen% necessary to carry out tk instru-
mentation has been procured. Orders have been placed, hcwevers for approxi~~ly 70
per cent of the end-instrwnents and ~lated recording and playback equipment.

B. UP to tinepresent tine orders ha- been placed according to the following
table:

31 Magnetic Tape Recorders
31 Pormr Supplies
20 Racks (mounting)
553 T?ianckotype Amplifiers
161 Strain Ga& Amplifiers - Webster-Chicago
10 Test Sets
13 Timers
35 Instruction Books
124 Empty spools
124 5-minute Tape Spools

Delivery to be made to Oakland as follows:
1950, remainder by 1 November 1950.

252 Pressure Pickups Wiancko Engineering
152 Accelerometers iTinackoEngineering

1/2 of each item by 1 October

15 June 1S50 to 15 Sept 1950
15 June 1950 to 15 Sept 1950

C. It is expected that the following orders will be placed:

200 Self-recording accelerometers - Engineering
1 October 1950.

15
23
15

D. No

Footing Pressure Gages - Wiancko Engineering
Earth Pressure Gages - Wiancko h~ineering -
Delay Timrs - R. W. Cranmr - 15 July 1950

complete development remains to be done~

Research Associates

- 6 May 1950
15 September,1950

E. Development is almost complete on the self-recording accelerometer designed
and built by Engineering Research Associates. It is expected that delivery of proto-
types will be made by 1 May 1950 at which time a complete evaluation will be made.

.
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Fabrication of approximately 200 of these gages will probably be done by the
ERA shop in Uinnespolis, ?Iinnesota. E~ected shipment of final completed gages
has been indicated to be prior to 15 Septe~ber 1950.

F. The following commercially available equipment has not been procured or
ordered. It is expected that orders fill be placed at an early date.

Perforating iiicilinefor mrking tape - (Xm=ins - Chicago - ZI~days
Storage Bat~eries for power source - Electric Storage’Battery Co., Zxide,

Willard, U.S. Rubber Co. 60 days
Cable for end-instruments - AmPhenol, Belden, Revere Corp - 60-90 days
Rectifiers - Vickers Eleotric, Federal Tel L Tel, Sorenson, NcColpin-

Christie ~or~., - 60-90 days
Cable mounting

G. It.is expected

H. It is expected
this organization. All
shelters A thru K by 15

VII. Logistics

A. Sea Lift

1. There will

.–
clips and straps - Adel ~recision Products - 30 days

that no equipment will be required from the Armed Forces.

that burn-out panels and timing panels will be built by
panels and circuitrywi.11be completed for recording
September 1950.

be 30 measurement tons reauirin~ delivery to the test site
prior to D-120. The remainder will be 78 measurebnt t-insrequi~ing delimry to the
test site prior to D-90.

2. It is estimated that
roll-up and shipmnt can commence

B. Air Lift

therewili be approximately
on D+15.

80 measurement tons in

1. The only air lift required will be the forwarding of 15 footing pressure
gages during May 1950. This ship=nt is estimated to weigh 360 pouads.

2. It is expected-that all equipment will be shipped back to the States
via water transportation.

c.

site on
ixnately

D.

Sea Lift (Personnel)

1. Itwill be necessary for approximately 20 men to arrive at the test
D-120 to lay cable and install batteries. It will be necessary for approx-
60 men to arriw at the test site on D-90.

2.

Air

1.

The above mm can begin return on D+15.

Lift (Personnel)

It will be necessary that 8 men arrive at the test site on D-90.

3.4 - 4
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8 - Pickup tmcks or jeeps
2 - Jeeps for hydraulic lifts
2 - 6 x 6 trucb
2 - Swing cranes

The 8 pickups or jeeps will be assigned to the utility men in each of the
Groups 8. The two jeeps for hydraulic lifts will be assigned to the ?Yhittemore
and survey groups.

The two 6 x 6 trucks will be used to transport batteries, recorders,
amplifiers~ etc. from storage to calibration building and then to the recording
shelters. The two swing cra~s will be used in conjunctionwith the loading and
unloading of the 6 x 6 trucks.

3.4 - 6



PEPsoInkEL

Group Sandia Contractor

1 1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1

7

8

1

1

56

9

10

11

12

13

14.

4

7

6

1

1

1

79

Chmrall Supervisor

End-instrument Supervisor

Recorder and Amplifier Supervisor

Zxternal Circuits Supervisor

Logistics Supervisors

Special Measurements Supervisor

Surveying Supervisor

Instrument Group (2 recorder men, 2 end-instrument
men, 2 cable mn, 1 logisticor utility man)

4 soniscope and natural pericd group (2 men)

Survey Party (2 instrument mn, 2 recorder, 2 chainmen,
1 rodmxin)

Nhitteuore Group (2 men)

Inspector

Lraftsman

Steno-clerk

TOTAL

tiVISdD 4-2-53
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111.

Xv.

v.

VI ●

VII.

Details of Prob.gessto Date in Experimental and TheoreticalWork

A. There has been no experimental or theoreticalwork in connection
with this project except tne tests on Lidht re~idential winduws
at Arco, Idaho and .$herdeen,k:yland. Only hi[:hexpl~sives were
used in these test and data x needed on the effects of atomic
blasts on other windows of v:~riouadesij;nsand mt:riaLs. The
construction of small-scale winduws 349not practical for use in
blast tubes or for small explosions.

Personnel Requirements

A. Required at Test Site.

1.

2.

3.

B. All

Scientific Personnel. :JneProject Officer will be required,
~ofletier with a photOg2Y3plie.r, in order tu n3ke a written
report of the results, illustrated with photographs.

Technicians. It is estimated that 30 man-daye will be required
to erect,and ancnur the prefabricated structure after it arrives
at the island where it is to be located. The necessary personnei
is now at the site.

Sane laborers %nd other unskilled }~elpwill be re(ltied in
connection with erecting the structure, and these men are
nuw at the site.

project work required in the United States has been completed.

Instrumentationand Equipnent Requirements

No instrumentation or equipment is.required, except a camera, to be
furnished by ‘N 3.1.6, preferably a L x 5’(lraflex,for ~king the
necessary photo~~:iphs.

Present St~tL~ of the Eqtipment and Inctrunents F.eqltieato Perform
the Experiment

No equipmetitor instruments are required, except the aforementioned
camera.

Lo~istics

A. Sea LMt.

1. The crated p:~rtsof the .prefaoricatedstructure wei~ approx-
imately ten tons and occupy space of about 1,200 cubic feet,
The material is expected to reach tileforward area by boat on
February 5.

2. No material is to be returned to the United States after the “
..,-.

test has been completed.
./””<.
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VIII.

xx.

x.

B.

c.

1).

E.

Air Lift.

No air lift is required, except poseibl~ for 1<0 pounds of cratai
mat3rials, includi.rlgsome Venetian blinds,

Sea Ltit (Personnel.
No sea lift ior personnel is required.

Air Lift (personnel).

1. Air lift for the Project C!ffic=r
in the forward area is required.

2. No personnel are required in the

Vik:oShould arrive at ~ - 9

Foil-up. The Project Ui’ficer
should remain in the forward area urltil-i } U. -

No unusual logistics problems are presented at the test site in
connection w~th the ti8taUation of ~ne prefat)ricatedstructure.

Collaboration

Agencies colbboraticg in connection with the preparation of this experi-
ment include the Atmnic Energy Commission, Joint Task Force THREE, PubUc
Buildings Service, N,ltionalSecurity Resources Board, Housing and Home
Finance Agency, and the Civi3ian Defense Administration. (See also Section
I, B.)

Responsibility

A. The person WHO will have the responsibilityfor carqing out the
experiment, collecti~” d2ta, and reporting it t!mough the program
Director to :he Scientific Director will be Mr. Walton C. Clark,
who has beer.appoir;tedReject Officer in criargeof this pto~ect.

B. Mr. WaltorlC. C-&k
Consultant to Me Director of Design fad Construction
Public P’til.lim:sService
Room 6316,
l%h ad F
Wasl~ingtcm

Funds

A. For

1.

2.

3*

L*

5.

Fiscd

..
,GeneralServices EuiMing
Streets, N. W.
25, D. c.

Year lY.50. None

Total estimated cost Is $9,000.

None.

None.

None.

None.
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B. For Fiscal Year 1951.

1. To+&l estimated cost is $9,000.

&
20 Urxnqxxtdedand ‘unobli~atedfumb, $1,OCD.

3* ~~penditures :andobligations to date, $d,000.

4. Expenditures ad obligations for January 1951, $8,0~

5* Expenditures ati ohligatione for January 19S1, $8,000.

XI. Facilities

A.

3.

c.

Ih

Pcmrer. None required.

Comunication.s● Nune required.

Laboratory Space and Other Facilities. Nom required.

Forward Area I’Yansportation.

Transporlxationwill be required for one c?.rpenter,one glazer, @
the Project Officer on the sixth and seventh days prior to E-O arxi
transportationfor the FYojeot Officer and the @otographer will be
required on the third and fourth daya after E-O.

XII. Remarka by Project Officer

None.

.,
●
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Program Director - Dr. Peter H. ?i~koff - Base Directorate for Geophysical Resesrch

Project Officers - 4.1 -

4.2 -

4.5 -

4.6 -

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
233 .,lbanyStreet
CambridCe 39, i~kssachusetts

Phase A - ?Ir.Charles 2. .4nderson- AFCRL

Phase B - Dr. A. C. Xirarclhi- .IYCRL

ifr.Robert H. Rados - AFCRL

Mr. David Barber -

Mr. S. C. Coroniti

LASL Liaison - Capt. Robert E. Kee=-n, USAll

Progrsm 4 tests were initiated for
and meteorological phsnomna associated
logical conditions as they might affect
strike. This includes a complete study

AFXL

- AFCRL

purpose of determining the geophysical
with an atomic bursts and to study nwteoro-
the overall operational plan for an atomic
of”Cloud physics, wind phenomena~ dxcs

of tropioal m’korology, and correlation of atmospheric conductivity with atomic
cloud diffusion.

This nrozram is directly under the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratoriess#
.“ .

in collaborationwith LASL, .4irYi’eatherService, end
be of interest to AIlC9Armys Navy, and Air Force●

m
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4.1 Cloud Physics

The Cloud Physics Progrm will be separated into two distinct phases. Phase A
will be involved with the measurement of meteorological pareneters in conjuncti~n
with tk atomic cloud. Phase B will be responsible for the photographic docu-
mentation of the cloud. This photographic documentationwill be accomplishedby
utilizing cameras already scheduled under Program 1 bv ZdKerton, Germeshausen, and
Grier, who are under contract
in the present contract.

1. Object of the Experiment

Phase A

to LASL. This ~hase of-pho~ographywill be included

A. The experinmnt is designed to obtain data on the thermodynamic structure
of the cloud ensuing from the blast. Present instrumentationplans call for
measurement of temperature and relative humidity at various pressure altitude
levels within and around the cloud.

B. These data will be used in connection with an ovmrall progrsm whose
objective is to detarmine the possibility of scaven~ing radioactive constituents
of atomic clouds by precipitation, naturally or artificially ~roduced. The Sl.ib-
ject experiment will yield data which is applicable to the problem of determining
the possibility of inducing precipitation from atomic clcuds by the use of arti-
ficial seeding agents.

Phase B

A. Sequential photograp~c records will be obtained of the cloud from fixed
Eround positions and from two B-50D aircraft.

B. Photographic coverage is such as to give clear and detailed sequential
views of cloud over a mrtioal angle of 60 degrees, plus, and across a hori-
zontal angle of 120 degrees. This experiment is part of a continuingprogram.
It will.be used to study development of the cloud and its diffusion,

11. lIethod

Phase A

A. A position - time cross-secticn of relative humidi~ and temperature
will be made in various portions of the cloud by means of aerographs installed
in drone aircraft.

B. Eighteen (18) drones will be equipped with Kollsman aerographs. This
will include twelve (12) TB-17 snclsix (6) E:JT-33airplanes. The T-33 aircraft
till be vectored into the lower portions of the cloud (approxhtely 6000 to
8000 feet altitude] and the B-17’s will be vectored into higher portions of
the cloud (8000 to 28,000 feet altitude). The aero~raphs are instrumentswhich
till detect snd record automaticallyambient air temperature, relative hwnidity,
ressure~ altitude, airspeed, and a reference time mark.

‘f(Ir,d.. ,.,J~;~,:.

d!cs.I: .r~n~.
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c. The experiments discussed in Part II, A and B will not be influenced
by expected yield of weapon, dab nor time of the tests.

?hase B—.

A. Black and white and colored photo&raphy from three fixed ground positions
and two aircraft.

E. k tiers of 3 each K-17 cameras will be set up at Rigilli Island. covering
60° plus vertically, and 120° plus horizontally,with slight overlaps. TWO l’dtche~l
cameras will record from opposite ends of a base line on Eniwetok Island. Two B-SOD
aircraft which are assigned to the MC blast measurements (8.1) will be used as
photographic aircraft after their primary blast mission is completed. Edgerton,
Germeshausen and Grier will furnish the necessary cameras and photographers on these
aircraft. These B-SO aircraft will circle the cloud at H+30 minutes, ons above and
one below, to obtain aerial photographs of any significant phenomena such as “rain
outft,shears, etc.

c. Tests are relatively unrelated to estimate of expected yield of weapon,
da+~, and time of tests. The only requiremex.rtis that there be sufficient light
for photography.

III. Details of Pro~ess to Date in Ikcperimental and TheoreticalWork

Phase A

A. The problem of the feasibility of induoing precipitation fran atomic
clouds using artificial seeding agents is under theoretical attack at the present
time. The factars which are import~t in the form tion of precipitation have been
isolated and are being individually studied. Accordingly drop size distribution,
liquid water content, temperature, air motions, cloud thichess and subl~tion
nuclei are the important variables which are influential in the precipitation
process. Previous experinwntal investigations at other places have @elded =thods
whereby crude integrations of tb above mentioned variables can be carried out in
attempting to understand the mechanism of the precipitation process. The results
of seeding trials carried out during the past 3 years have been studied and evalu-
ated with the conclusion that the possibility of produoing rain artificially depends
Very greatly on tie ~b=itude Of those variables mnti@3 d pretiOUS1y. TheZ’efom,
it is imperative to lmw the values of these factors in the atomic cloud in order
to determine t~ oretically the possibility of inducing precipitation from it.

Phase B

A. This photographic documentationproposes to be of such high quality that
it will @eld useful data for computing dimensions# rate of rises and for giving
useful aid to detemine rain-out from the cloud, to determizm aspects of the ice
cap, if any~ as well as to assist in the development theory on foznmtion of the ice
cap. The E G & G Co. is presently in course of determining all experimental require-
ments.

4.1-2
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-v. Personnel Requirements-..

Phase A & B

A. Required at Test Site.

1. Scientific

a. Civilian

One civilian - Prograu Director - Dr. P. H. Wyckoff

One civilian scientist to be procured by Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories to supervise the installation and oper-
ation of aerograph equipment. (I&. C. E. Anderson). One
civilian scientist on lzad at Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories to act as liaison vdthE G & G. (Dr. A. O. Mirarchi)
One senior =teorolo@st to xmke a running commentary on the be-
havior of the cloud during the photographing period to be procured
by University of California at Los .4ngelesunder contractwith
AFCRL. (Dr.V.W. Kellogg).

b. Officers

One officer to serve as scientific liaison and coordinator on the
aerograph installations to be procured by AFCRL. Two rneteoro-
logicsl officers with photographic backgrounds to be procured by
AFCRL qtationed at remote photographic sites and give a running
commentary of the cloud developnt. These offioerswill main-
tain liaison with the senior meteorologist ati decide upon section
of cloud to i~ photographed.

2. Technicians

a. One civilian technician to install and inspect aerographs to be
furnished by Kollsmsn Instrumnt Ditision upon request of AFCRL.

b. Six enlisted nmnto be procured byAFCRL for assignmnt to 550th
Guided ‘MissilesWing to maintain and pre-flight aerographs.

c. Camera operators on each of two B-SO’S: one for each aircraft to
be supplied through E G & G.

3. None anticipated

B. Projeet Work in Continental U.S.

1. Scientific

4.1-3 –



a. Cirilian

Two civilians to analyze data gathered during tests
necessary reports on the findings. One on hand end
procured.

and prepare
one to be

One civilian project scientist furnishd by AFCRL whose principal.
duties are to determine the overall require=nts of the projeot
and decide, in conjunction with E G & G Co. on the actual scope,
purpose, and exteti of tests.

One senior meteorologist to be procured under contract with U~
to assist in setting up photographic analysis systens and to assist
E G & G in determining camera coverage required.

T. Instrummtation and Equipment Requiren@@s

Phase A

A. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

B.. All
tlm

Twenty two (22) aerograph systernscoxplete.

Four (4) relative humidity calibration units

Two (2) converter 110 volt 60 cycle single phase to 24-28 volt ‘D.C.

Converter 110 volt 60 cycle AC to 110 volt 400 cycle AC single phase.

Six (6) sets evaluating and data reducing equipment.

Four temperature resistance boxes.

assembly will be cumpleted in the 21 end be ready for installation at
forward area.

c. No instrumnt or equipmnt assembly or construction is anticipated at the
site protided that delivery schedule is mt by Kollsmen Instrumnt Co.

D. Each aircn’aftwill require a calibration flight upon completion of the
aerograph installation at the site. Calibration of temperature end relative
humidity elements will be perform d before t~-of!f on each airoraft.

1. Humidity Test Chcunber

2. Temperature fixed resistance box

E. No protective equipment or constructionwill be required.

4.1-4
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Phase B—-

A. 1.

2.

3.

Six each K17 csnsras per site. (d G&G).

Four eaoh Mitchell cameras (E G ~ G).

Three each tape voice reoorders.

B. Instrumats and equip~nt will be assenibledin the 21.

c* No on-site equipmnt assembly will be required.

Do Aocurate siting of 6 K17~s and 2 Mitch 11 camsras for azimuthal =d
horizontal angles is required. (E G & G).

E. No protective equipment required.

1. Detailed drawings not available at this date.

VI. Present Status of the Equipmnt and Instruments Required to Perform tk
Uxperhnmt

Phase A

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

No aerograph equipment is on hand at this

Purchase requests have been submitted for
Kollsman Instrumnt Division:

22 aerograph systems

time*

the following items from t~

24 gach-b~eratwe and relative hunidity probes
300 eaoh aerograph recorder chart rolls
1 each spare part kit

Delivery of all equipmeti to be cmpleted by 31 Deoember 1953

The plaoing of no future orders is anticipated

The Development of this equipment is completed

The manufacturing cozmxmoed on 10 March 1950 snd the first delivery is to
be made in September 1950 and the total requirements wi11 be delivered by
31 December 1950. The Kollsman Instrumnt Division of the Square D Company~
~~~st, New yo~ is the Contractor.

The following ocsrsnerciallyavailable equipment has been ordered:

Two eaoh Nobations ‘ModelE-28-1O from Sorenson.

4.1-5
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G. The following Armed Forces equipmext has been requisitioned and delivery
date anticipated is by 1 July 1950:

1500 each Humidity Zlement Stock #26-702123990
6 each Calculator ?JL-322,1W.!S-N%26-7043501G0
6 each Calculator NL-323/UM S-HX26-704350200
6 each Calculator NL-32@.4 S-NX26-7W3 50225
8 each Calculptor UL-326/UL1S-NX26-704350300
5 each Scale ‘L4L-321/A!JQ-2Stock iio.26-704350370
1 each Gasoline Po%er Generator Output 110 volt 400 aycle.

Above at various supPly depots. Delivery to be completedby
1 July 1993.

L Five (5) humidity calibration boxes and five (5) fixed resistance lxxspera-
ture calibration boxes till ke required. Tbs e can be built within 30 days.

1. The decision on the equipment .md instruments to be used has been completed.
There appears to be no need for assistanoe at this tinm.

Phase B

A. 10C@ of equipment is available tn the contraotor.

B. The 3 G & G Company has agreed tc coutinue this projeot and has submitted
a proposal draft which was considered acceptable.

C. Final draft of proposal is being prepared and being forwarded to LASL for
inclu ion within their existing contract with 3 G & G Co.

D. See A, B, and C above.

E. As above. Estimated time required for remaining development arxlprocure-
ment is estimated to be 15 April 19S)..

F. Permission has been obtained to w e the two AMC blast test B-50D1s (8.1)
with canera equipmnt aboard to continue mission and photograph cloud.

G. Not applicable

H. Not applicable

1. Not applicable

PII. Logistics

Phase A & B
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VIII.

IX.

A. 1.

2.

B. 1.

2*

3*

c. 1.

2.

D. 1.

2.

FiYe (5) lt!,~to be at site D - 10. This will be the same equipment -
which E G ‘&G will use under AEC contract end is not sn additional
requirement.

Ten (10) @T till be ready to be shipped G + 10. Five (5) M/T w5-11
be sam

It will
ment to
will be

equipment as in A 1. above.

be neoessary to transport approximately 4000 pounds of equip-
the fbrward area. This shiprnentmust arrive D-60. This time
reouired to unpacks install, and run calibrations of the aero-

graph systi-msin the 13 drone aircraft. This equipmnt ti11 not be
mm.ilable for shipmnt until 31 December 1992.

100 pounds of flight records to be returmd to AFCRL. These will be
a’vailable on G + 10.

It is requested that this aerograph equipment be removed from th air-
craft in the Z14 This would eliminate the need for repacking the units.
The equipment may possibly be lett in oertain of tie drom airorafi for
future experiments.

Three (3) personnel by D-60.

Four (4) personnel by D-14 (movement of E G & G personnel planned under
1.0 Program)

Six (6) personnel by G + 14

Four (4) personnel by G ~ 7

Five (5) each personnel by D-60

One (1) each personnel by D-63 (aocomp~ equipment frem Contractor to
test site)

Three (3) eaoh personnel by G + 7

E. No particular 1o,gistics problem anticipated.

Collaboration

The data collectedwill be a~ilable to any reqw sting agency.

Responsibilit~

Phase A & B

A. 10 Mr. Charles E. Anderson Phase A, and Dr. A. O. ‘LlirarchiPhase B joint
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project officers. Atmospheric Physics Laboratory, Base Direo~ra~
for Geophysical Research, Air Force Canbridge I?esearchLaboratories#
230 Albany Street, C@bridge 39, ‘Llassachusetts.

2. The Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier Inc., 162 BroolilineA-me, Boston
15, ‘l!assachusetA@;and tie senior meteorologist, Dr. N. ;7.Kellogg will
act as contractor in extracting intelligence from the photographic docu-
ments and the data reduced by the E G & G Company. Dr. Kellogg will be
asked to be at site oi’the test for obtaining his voioe recording of the
visible events.

x. Funds - These shown in fiscal chart under Progrm 4.

.XI.Facilities——

Note: Requirements of E G & G Co. to be handled under 1.0 Program

.4. Pcrwer3000 watts llC volts 60 cycle
=watts 24 volt D.C. ~

=watts 110 volt 400 cycle A.C. single phase

B. 1. The timing signal requirementsfor the aercgraph systems will be incor-
porated with the drone aircraft timing circuits.

2. No special communicationstelemetering or ‘tmlevision requiremmts will
be necessary.

c. Laboratory Space

2. One standard

and Facilities: 1. Laboratory storage spaoe 400 ag f%.

10 i% work bench with power outlets. (Etiwetok)

D. .Three (3) 1/4 ton trucks or equivalent xill be r~quired to carry personnel
and test equip nt between laboratory and aircraft parking area. Up to
eighteen (18) airoraft will be checked before each test.

~1 .Remarlcs

Entire Phase B Opezation till be operated by E G & G under tbir AEC contraot.
A tentative proposal has been draf’tidby E G & G in a series of three nmetings
during which detailed problems and requirem nts mere resolwd. A final pro-
posal is nm’ being drafted by E G & G for submission to LASL.
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PROPOSAL FOR PROJiiCT4.2 -WIND IMs~~$~NT

I. Object of the Experiment

A. The data to be obtained are continuous measurements of the intensity
and direction of the afterwind induced by the rising fireball of an atomic
explosion. The afterwind is a wind directed toward the blast center which
springs up within a few seconds after the passage of the shuck wave. Measure-
ments of material velocities during the passage of the shock wave will be ob-
tained as a by-product in this expertient.

B. This data will be compiled and analyzed in oruer to obtain a more
complete understanding of the meteorolo~ical effects of a large blast. This
knowledge can subsequentlybe used in stxlies in which the wind structure is
a factor. Two of these studies are (1) the “Base Surge Problemn and (2) the
‘Seeding of Radioactive Clouds*n

The ‘Base Surge Problemw is one which has received most emphasis under
the program of research on the geophysics aspects of atomic warfare. The term
‘base surgem is usually applied to the phenomenon of a cloud formation in the
lower levels of the atmosphere, rapidly expanding around the periphery of the
blast. Owing to the irreversible temperature rises which accompany the shock
wave and which are, in fact, necessary for its existence, it is extremely un-
likely that this phenomenon is due to cooling in the negative phase of pressure;
and it seems much more likely that the irreversible heating causes a release of
energy from potentially unstable sources in the atmosphere itself, thereby in-
ducing secondary circulations. It seems plausible, for example, that such heat-
ing produces convective circulations strong enough to bring unsaturated air to
the lifting level. At any rate, it appears probable that the so-called ‘base
surge” phenomenon is simply a single manifestation of a somewhat more complex
mechanism and, accordingly, it is unlikely that the base surge problem will be
solved completely until the structure of the entire circulation,dhect or secondary~
is understood more clearly.

Since there is still considerable speculation as to the structure of the
circulations directly induced by the blast, and because there is almost nothing
known of the secondary circulations (which can be the only ones of any great
meteorological significance), it therefore appears appropr~te to measure the
winds caused either directly or indirectly by the effects of the blast. It is
anticipated that such measurements will be analyzed and used for comparison
with the results ~f a ~rallel theoretical study and may be used during the
course of the latter research to check provisional hypotheses.

The seeding of radioactive clouds involves an operationalrequirement for
observations of the atterwind structure. In seeding the radioactive cloud,
either to induce fall-out or to render the cloua visible after nightfall, it is
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necessary to introduce t’heseeding material after the cloud has ccoled to a
temperature at which this material will not vaporize. It may be most Prac’~ica~
to introduce the seeding material intc the afterwind draft so that it will be
carried into the cloud when appropriate temperatures have been reached. In SUCh
u operation, the particle size of the seedin~ material would depend on the after-
wind structure.

Tho proposed experir.lentis no% an extension of previous exper~mel:’~s.Tlw
future of this observationalpro~ren will depend on the adequacy of data c Ollected

during the comin~ tests, as well as on new requirements that may ap?ear as the
theoreticalwork in dependent problem pro~resses.

A. General.

In general, it is planned to install wind measuring devices and
accompanying automatic reoording equipmnt at a number of points at varyinG dis-
tances from the blast centers in numbers sufficient to insure recovery of’a large
sample of wind data mer the range of velocities estimated to occur durifi~and
after the blasts. By installing instrwnents at two hei~hts above the Crounclsur-
face, a measure of the vertical variation of wind will be obtained.

B. Detailed.

Specifically, it is nlanned to install 25 instruments in the area of
the tests and at points selecdxxltiii. regarcito tinenumber and 1ocaticns of the
blast centers and the destruction and damage caused by the blasts. It was decided
to locate the instruments on the basis of two blasts, one on the islpnd of Engebi
and the other on the island of Aomon, with som considerationbein~ G~ven to the
possibilities of blasts on the island of Ilunit.

In’order to check the assumption thst only radial distance from the
blast will affect tlm afterwind speed, the instruments will be sta&gered at dif-
ferent azimuths from the center of the blasts. Such a distribution of instru-
ments will reflect any departures from point symmetry.

The concentration of sites is to increase toward the blast centerj
with the minimum and maximum radial distances dependent on the distribution
effeots of a 50-kiloton bti. Several instruments are to be placed close enou~h
to the blast center so that tlneyare not expected to remain standing or in operation
after zero times despite safety factors added to the instruments specifications.
Such placement of instruments will result in informationwhich will verify theoreti-
cal calculation and assist in the planning of future investigationsand in th con-
struction of instruments which could be used for measurenmnts closer to tk blast
center.

4.2 - 2
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All instruments will be so constructed as to permit measurements of
winds at ei-.herthe 6 or 12-foot level above the surface. Since the winds at
either level can be recorded by all instruments, the exact number at each level
is dependent on firm site locati.ns and final decision will be made at a later
date●

Wind measuring instruments employing two different principles of
operation will be dev?loped in connection with this experiment- It is planned to
utilize instruments based on a pitot-tube speed and a vane with self-synchronous
link for direction indication as i’tist-lineequipment. Twentj--fourof these instru-
ments will be of this type. An instrument utilizing an ambient temperature-insensi-
tive thermocouple for speed and vane with self-synchronous link for direction indicat
ion will also be developed to insure availability of an alternate instrument should
development and/or production of the pitot-type instruments fall too far behind
schedule. This instrument will also be used for cwpara~ive measurement and testiw
in this program for possible use on future prqgra.msof this type.

A unit wind measuring installationwill consist of the folluwing components

1. Wind direction and speed pick-up unit, as described above.

2. Supporting hn steel mast, guyed by 8 wires attached to 4 anchors.

3. Steel vault. This vault will be airtight, moisture-proof, and install-
ed so that the lid will be level with the ground surface. It will contain the clock-
driven recording apparatus and also the battery power supply for self-synchronous
motor and activating relays.

With this arrangement, only the pick-up unit and nxastare exposed to the
blast effects. The recording units can be rewound and the power supply replaced
after each blast. Copies of specifications Given to contractors for development
and production of the instruments are attached.

C. Dependence on Yield, etc.

Parts II, A & B, are predicated on the characteristicsof a bomb yield in
the order of SO kilotons. A greater bomb ~fieldwill result in greater loss of
instruments than anticipated and a corresponding decrease in data coverake.

Any appreciable change in estimated yield would require appropriate change
in site location.

The time of the test will have no effect on this experiment; however, an
earMer date would be detrimental to this project, since the present schedule allows
barely enough time for development, manufacture, calibration, delivery, and install-
ation of instruments.

5&Q&iiLT
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III. ProOgressto Date in experimental and TheoreticalWork

A. Since the primary object of this project is to secure continuous record
of wind velocity, the operations t~ date have been concerned solely with preparations*
“be nature of these observations is such that little theoreticalwork is required;
nowever, since the locations of instruments and also the specificationsfor the
in~trmients themselves are dependent on the destructive effects of the blast3 re-
course was wide to theoreticalwork previously performed assuming a 20-kiloton bomb.

As a result of studies which determined the possible effects of the bhst,
the followin’:instrument location chart was prepared showing instrument locations
in terns of radial distance and azimuth from.zero points. (See page &.2 - 10)

IV. Persormel Requirements

A. Required at Test Site

1. Scien~>ificPersonriel-

No..tiequired Status Duties

1 1 Civilian - Project Qificer will supervise:
On Hand
W. F..“Q.Rauos s.

b.

co

d.

e.

Project personnel on test site from D -10 to
G +10.

Collection of pertinent meteorologicaldata
from other recording agencies at the site.

I?inalinstallationand

Collection of records.

Roll-up operations.

instrumentationcheck.

2 1 Officer - Project Engineers to perform;
On Hand

a. Supervision of personnel
1 Officer or barkatiun until D -10.
Citilian to be
procured as soon b. Supervision of uncrating
as possible. instruments.

frum Port of Em-

and checking of

C8 Supervision of erection of mast, assembly
and initial check of instruments at test
locations. TO include survey for instalhtion.
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No. Requtied Status iluties

d, Make fixal

e. Coorciix~ate
test site.

instrument check.

work with uther agencies at

10

f. Assist Project Officer as required.

g. Perform Roll-up.

h. Supervise shipnent to States.

---- ---—

2. Technicians -

10 EA!or Weather equlrnnentspecialists to:
Civilians - to
be procured. a.
(5 to be traind;

~ tobe picked upb.
at PQL.)

C*

d.

e.

. .

Uncrate, assemble, check instruments.

Install and test instruments atthe site.

Assist in surveying sites and tying in
communicaticujs.

Perform repairs and maintenance as required
between blasts.

Reassemble, pack, and crate Instruments for
shipment to States.

----

3. Laborers -

hsta~tion of vaults to be accunplished by Holmes and Narver
(ConstructionCompany).

All of the above (not on hand) have been requested through Ah Force
channels and are to be either Military Personnel supplied by Air Weather Service
or civilians, for whom vacancies must be allocated.

b. Pro$ect Work in Continental United States

1. Scientific Personnel

No. Required status Duties

1 1 Civilian Project Officer to supervise the follting;
On Hmd (l/2-
time duty) ..-.

~
f:=-:.95* w,.:-
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No. Required status

(w. R. 1!.
Rados)

1 Officer -
on Hand (Full-
time duty)

2 Officers or
Civilians - to
be procured as
soon as
possible.

Duties

a. Project requirements, cocrdinatiun,and
reports.

b. engineering personnel and technicians.

c. Contract and contract monitoring.

d. Instrument tests md modification.

e. Collection of pertinent associated dati.

f. Analysis of records.

g. Compilation of final report.

Project Engineers to perfoxm:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

---- --

2. Technicians

Determination of project requirements,
assist on project reports.

ibcpediteprocurement of miscellaneous
equipment, tools, paper, batteries$ etc.

Contract moniturin~ for instrumentation.

Coordination and supervision of instrument
calibration tests.

Supervision of Los Alamos insstruent test.

Instruction of technicians on care, installat-
ion, maintenance and repair of equipnent.

Supervise packing, crating, and shipment of
equipment and personnel.

Assistance to Project Officer on data analysis
ani compilation of report.

Arrangement of final instrument disposition.

,. ...-



ho. Required Status Duties

5 jdlor Weather equipment specialists to be trained in
Civilians installation, care, maintenance, and repair of

test equipnento

Kate: Above personnel, with exceptiun .f 1 Officer, are same personnel which will
be assignea tu test area as in IV, A.

V. Instrumentationand iq~ipment Requirements

A. 31

25

25

90

25

anemometer pick-up units.

masts and guys, including mooring anchors.

sets of recordtig devices.

battery supply units.

~a?:ltsto support ~st~ and con~in r~cord~g devices and battery sUpply

units.

Tools for installation and maintenance of instruments.

B. Instruments and equipment can be assembled in the Zoned Interior with the
exception that the final assembly must be done on site, since the indicating instru-
ments must be fixed to masts and connected to recorders in vaults.

C. The recorders are delicate and must be protected from the blast. They are
therefore emplaced in steel vaults, whose tops are ground level. The 10 technicians
and at least one engineer will be required to assemble, install, and check the
instruments.

D. At present, no calibrations at the test site are contemplated.

E. Covered in II B.

1. Detailed drawings have been submitted to Task Group 3.1.

VI. FYesent Stat~ of the Equipment and Instruments

Required to Perform the Experiment

A. O% already procured and on hand.

B.’ Purchase Requests were
Bendix Corporation ~vl Hastings
mwiels to be delivered in July,
hcweinber,1950.

initiatedwith Friez Instrument Divisior]of the
Instrument Coqqmy for wind instruments. Pilot
19s0. Final instrumentation to be ccmpleteby
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b. Small orders -. such as batteries, recording paper, inks etc. - to be
placed as required.

D. Yet co be developed - None.

Ii. An order will be placed for 30 pitut-type anemomer.ersand recording devices,
complete with battery supply units, as soon as procurement procedures can be ac-
canplished. This order will be placed Wi.t}Jthe l~iez Instrument Division of Bendix
Aviation Corporation, Baltimore, l@ryland. The desired delivery date is 1 November
1950. An order will be placed for development and procurement of 1 heated thermoplle-
type anemometer and recording device, complete with battery supply units, as soon as
procurement procedures can be accanplished. This order will be placed with the
Hastings Instrument Company Inc., Hampton, Virginia, with desired delivery date as
1 August 1950.

R None.

G. None.

H. 25 vaults will be constructedby AEc contractor.

I. None.

VII. Logistics

A. Sea Lift

1. 25M/T’, D -60 (17 M/Tvaulta)

2* 5 M/T, G +7

B. Air Lift

None

Co Sea Lift (Personnel)

1. 12, D-60

2. 12, G+?

D. Air Lift (Personnel)

1. 1, D -10

20 1, G +10

Air transportation is necessary because other duties of this person
prevent tie use of sea Mft.

h.2 - 8
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E. No logistics problems not covered above are contemplated*

VIII. Collaboration

AEC and Air Weather Service will collaborate in the use of this data.

IX. Responsibility

A. Atmospheric Analysis Laboratory of the Geophysical Research Directorate,
Air Force Cambridge Research kborat~ies~ 230 Albany streets c~bridge~ ~ss.

B. Mr. Robert E. Radoa is FYoject Officer. His address is:

Canmandi.ngOfficer
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
230 Albany Street
Cambridge 39, Mass.
Attn$ ERHF

x.

XI*

Funds

ThiS is shown

Facilities

on fiscal chart under program h.

A. Power - None

B. Conmnications

1. Necessary signals on -15 m and -~ see- NO others are necessws

2. Special communications- none.

C. This urofect will require shop facilities where anemometersand electrical.-
recoxdinz muirxaent can be as&mbled, ‘&librated, and serviced. One shop wlllbe
sufficient ~o ;erviae all of the test installations of this project and may be
located in any general shop area designated or already available on the atoll.
A one-room shop of 600 sq. ft. flow smcet conMdng 30 tie- feet of s~~d
benches, with l.10V@-oycle outlets at 6-foot intervals,will meet all the require-
ments for shop facilities.

D. Some manner of transportationmut be provided for assembly af equipuent
at sites listed abwe. In addition, at least tiuoboats or DUIWS will be required
to tsaneport personnel from individual islands ar to individual islads just prior
to the tests in order to set remrding devices h operation.

xII. Remarks by Project Officer

None
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PROPOSAL, PROJECT 4,5 TROPICAL METEOROL@Y

I. Ob.lectof the Qxperiment

4.. This project involves ge~eral research in the meteorology of tropical
regions with special emphasis on improving the accuracy of forecasts for atomic
testing so that radiological hazards may be minimi~d.

The following subsidiary objectives best serve the need for an accurate
f~recasting service during the ’51 tests and will contribute most to the gene-
al field of tropical meteorology.

1. To investigatemeteorological conditions characteristic of the South
Pacific area
on:

a.

b.

c.

d.

2.

as typifi=d by currently available data, with particular emphasis

Variability of winds aloft,

Shower activity caused by nocturnal radiation,

Clord cover and thickness,

Weather structure of the intertropical front.

To derive the best possible objective forecasting procedures for
use duri:.gthe 1951 tests.

3. To assist in location of weather observing stations anddete*-
tion of type of weather data to be taken during proposed tests, so as to afford
optimum data for test forecasting and for future research in tropical meteoro-
logy.

J+. To train forecasters,
a~plicable tropical meteorological

5- To furnish consulting
test period.

assigned to
forecasting

services to

6. To utilize weather data collected
search in tropical meteorology.

the test activity, in the use of
procedures.

those forecasters during the

during the tests for future re-

B. This project will employ meteorological data collected during the tests
by stmtions of the Air !ieatherService for future research in tropical meteoro-
logy. The more dense network of weather obserdng stations to be set tapby the
Air ‘KeatherService to meet the requirements of test forecasting afford an ex-
cellent source of data for research purposes in an area which Is poorly covered

.?~“. ?.

;%: ?’
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II. Method

A. General.

The Base Directorate for Geophysical Research, Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories, is at prssent supporttig research in tropical meteor-
ology at the University of California at Los Angeles on a contract basis. This
research, under the supervision of Prof. C.E. Palmer (one of the few special-
ists in the field of tropical meteorology), is directed toward extending know-
ledge of tropical meteorology and improving tropical meteorology and improving
tropical weather fOrecastingtechniques, and otherwise has objectives similar
to those of this project. This contract terminates on 30 June 1950 and negoti-
ations have been initiated to extend and modi~ this contract to include the
specific objectives listed above. Ih the meantime some work is being carried on
under the present contract to meet test forecasting and geneml research re-
quirements in the field of tropical meteorology.

B. Detailed Project Plan.

1. Bac@round ~ search and Preparation (Phase 1):

Prof. C.E. Falmer has been fiformed of test requirements through
conferenceswith personnel of the Base Directorate, Air Force Cmbridge Research
Laboratories,and has submitted a proposal.for modi,gyingthe present contract
to meet these requirements. Negotiations to effect these modifications have been
initiated.

Prof. Palmer has submitted recommendationsto these Laboratories
on the type and location of wather observing stations which he feels will best
meet the requirennmts of the teet and research programs..These reccmnendations
have been sulxnittedin turn to Lt. Col. George Taylor, Staff Weather Officer of
JTF-3 for censideration in development of over-all weather service requirement8.

Reconraendedmeteorological data coverage is as follows:
.

a. Types of observations, in order of importance:

(1) Accurate upper winds - (a) radar, (b) double drift, (c)
pibal.

(2) Aircraft weather cross-sections.

(3) Radiosonde obeervatione and aircraft sound-s.

(k) Surface observations.

It is desirable that accuracy in masuremnt of rainfall amounts
be emphasized stice this parameter is of special synoptic impo~nce.

--- .,...
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A request for assignment of four AWS officerq tc the project at
UCIA has also been submitted to Lt. Col. Taylor. These officers would be trained
in the latest trcpical forecast procedures by members of tl.eresearch project.
They would ultimately be assigned to assist the Staff ‘;YeatherOfficer h test
forecasting. The decieion,of Col. Taylor as to assignment and utilization of
t}leseofficers is pending at the present time.

2. Forecasting and Consulting Services During the Tests (phase II):

The consultirigservices of Frof. Palmer and two members of the
project at UCLA, filaddition to the services of tbe four AWS officers, have
been offered to the Staff Weather Officer of JTF-3 for the period of the tests.
The decision of the Staff Weather Officer on the utilization of project person-
nelsl services is also pending. In this connection, Frof. Palmer has indicated
his unwillingnessto assist in forecasting at the tests if the minimum data
coverage he has recommended as mandatory for successful forecasting cannot be
suFplied.

It is further planned that project personnel will.assist inmakq
special meteorological observations at AWS stations during the teat period in
an effort to get photographic observations of tropical cloud structure for future
research on precipitation in the area.

3. @nerd. Research in ‘froDicalMeteorology (Fha8e III):

After the test period the project group will continue
tropical meteorology under terms of the contract, making full use
during the tests.

research in
of data collected

C. Dependence on Yield, etc.

This project is not dependent on yield of the weapon, date or time of
the tests.

III.

be grouped

Detaila of Prozress to Date in E- rimental and Theoretical Work.

4. The outstanding synoptic problems of tropical meteorology may
under the following general headings:

1. The
and

2. The

3. The

physical conditions governing the formation of cloud
precipitation in the tropics.

~atus of “fronts”, particularly the tlequatorialfront~l.

description and explanation of the origin, development and
movement of tropical storms.

Solutions to these problems would include fulfillment of the major
objective of this project as listed under I A.
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lJnderth,e present contract with [ICLA,no attempt has been made to solve
the first problem above, becacse adey~ate data is not available and because a
solution to this prob3em is sc:ewhat dependent on }ro~)lem2> Oti recentlY Par-
tially solved. It is expect%d that the data ‘,0be collected ~ur~g the tests ‘iii
be sufficient to permit an a~proach to the ;roblern.

Problem 2 has been empirically solved as far as the ?acific is ccmcerned;
an explanation of the dynamics of the !Ifrantst!has not been attempted as Yet.

York on Problem 3 has resulted in development ~f a unified synoptic
theory of the origin of tropical storms and empirical descriptions of the origtit
of typhoons in the Pacific will be complete by June 1950.

Continuation of all these researches is greatly dependent on acculnu-
lation of adequate tropical meteorological data. Establishment of the data cover-
age recommended for the test period will affofi an excellent source.

Since this project is in support of the tests rather than dependent on
them, no fundamental data relative to blast conditions is requi~d.

Iv. Personnel Requirements.

A. Required at Test Site

JL-

3-

Ai.rXeather Officers - MCS 821g - Forecaster.
To receive special training under this project, fcr assignment to
the Task Force Staff “;ieatherOfficer.
Will assist in test forecasting.
A request for assignment of these officers to ttieproject has been
sent to the Staff Weather (lfficer,JTF-3.

Civilian Scientific Personnel.
Prof. C.E. Falmer,UCLA and 2 assistants presently employed on
Tropical I’rojectjUCLA. Services of these personnel are available
under terms of contract with PCLA.
Duties will consist of assisting Staff ‘featherOfficer of JTF-3
as required and compiling meteorological data at stations of P.ti
iieatherService.

B. Project ?Jorkin Continental Ihited States.

Same personnel as listed under A.

Duties:

4 Officers - Fresertly at UCLA for graduate training in meteorology.
Awaitiig assignment to Tropical Project for training in
tropical forecasting techniques.

4.5-5
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3 Civilian Scientific Personnel - employed at UCLA on Tropical %search
}rotect ~der contract to Air Force Cambridge Fksearch Labora-S
tories.

v. Instrumentationand Ewipme nt Requi&ments.

None.

n, Present Status of Equipment and Instruments.

see V.

VII. Lo~istics.

A. None.

B. None.

c. Sea Lift (Personnel)

1. 7 - Personnel

Should reach forward area 2 months prior to tests.

2. None involved in roll-up.

7 - Personnel can camnence return 1 month after tests.

VIII. Collaboration.

University of California at Los Angeles, under contract to Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratoriesj will analyze data, and supply consulting services as
required.

Air Weather Service will collect data.

Ease Directorate for Geophysical Reseaxwh, Air Force Cambridge Research Lab-
oratories,will monitor and coordinate work of UCLA Group.

Ix. Responsibility.

A. Prof. C.E. Palmer, UCLA, will report to tie Project Officer.

B. Mr. David Barber, Atmospheric Analysis Laboratory, Baes Directorate
for Geophysical Research, Air Fcmce Cambridge Research Laboratories, is
Project QPficer.

x. Funds.

This is covered in fiscal chart under Program 4 heading.
.-
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XI. Facilities.

A. Power - None required.

B. Conmunicaticm - None required.

c. Requirements for space will be cooi+-iinatedwith Lt. Col. Taylor*

D. Transportation re~irements will be cootiinatedwith Lt. CO1. Taylor*

XII. Remarks by.Pro.iectOfficer.

None.
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A. TWO J3-50aircra.?tand cm L-L3 aircraf% m “II ~e eq~p~e~ to obtain con-

tinuous records of t~m e19ctri581 ccnduc:-i~iti.~in the atmosp~re for posi-
tive and noCative ions. CrItinums mas Uremnts of large ion content %~d
total nuclei per unit volume will also be obtained.

B. The results of the above data will enable a pilot to know wlxm b is
approaching a radioactive cloud. The tests will also determine hcw soon
a plane which approac’nesa new radimctive cloud must turn aside before
Hceiving serious contanination. Ground contour wor’kwill detemine hm
soon the area where biast occurredwill be inhabitable. This work is a
cent;nuation of previous experiments, vi:-ichare of a ccntinuingnature.

11. ;Jetihods

A. Before
ground
search
in and

tk blast conductivitynEasrrement wi11 be nxideto determine back-
value for the surroundi~ area. After the blast planes will first
for the cloud. After finding it ‘~heexperimentswill be carried out
around the c1oud.

B. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Diffusion of the cloud shortlv after the blast (1 or 2 hours) will be
determined by reasuring tilev~riatiCG of atmospheric conductivityas a
function of distance near tlm ed~ of the cloud.

~-asuremext of tie time rate of chanze of conduotivitiJin the fringes
of the cloud for several days after the blast will give tho rate of
cloud diffusion. Tk vertical and horizontal diffusion will be of
particular importance.

Measurements will be nnde in order to rmp contoms of radioactive
intensity as a function of tim over the island where the blast oocurred.
From this can be deterrtined the tizaerate of decay of radioactivity and
tk variation id intensity as a function of distance from blast ~ea.

Determinateon will be made of cloud contours and its possible disinte-
gration into snnller radioactive clouds. During this time tb variation
of height and width of the clouds with time can be measured. Also the
position and speed of clcud will be detemimd.

From the above experiments estizz~tescan be rmde of the total radioactive
oontent of the cloud.

c. These measurements are not dependent on an esthate of tie expected yield of
tlm weapon. The time end date of the tests are not too important.

4.6-1
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1S1. Details Of pro= ss to Date in l@eriz@ntal and TheoreticalWork

A. The previous theoretical end experimental work of Drs. Waits Gish, and
others has shown that the presence of radioactiw matter in the air can
be detected from measwemnts O: electrioal condwtivity in th atmospkre.
This has been found more effeotim then any other existing =thod for de-
tecting the presence of a cloud, of mapping its contours, and of deter-
mining from point to point the amount of radioactivematter in the cloud.
This indicates the desirability of using conductititi~equipment for such
purposes. Sewral conductivitymeasuring units hve been built. Con-
ductivity apparatus has been installed in a B-17 for preliminary tests.
Background measurements of conductivity have been made at different parts
of the country. The diurnal variation aad variation of conduotivity with
altitude have slso been observed. The results have been ccsnparedwith
those of pretious workers and found to be in good agreemnt, !l%isg~up
will participate in experimexrtsat Los Alanms in the zmct few months. From
th simulated blasts we hope to obtain the order of magnitude of resdts
to be obtained in the Pacifio tests. This will aid us in inking the pro-
gram more specific.

IT. Personnel Requiremrrbs

A. 1. Five civilian scientists and three military scientists having officers
rank. The duties of the civilians are to plan tlm details of the experi-
ment and to participate in obtaicins ‘&e data. The duties of military
officers are to participate in obtaining tlw data.

2. Two military officers, cm for each B-50 aircraft. These men am rad
safety officers who will fly with each mission and they till masure
tk radioactive contanination of the aircraft - to be furnished by
TG 3.4.

3. Flying Personnel.

a. Two complete crews for B-50 aircrafi. The znanberof offioers ad
nmn will be from 9 to 11 for each ship. (w)

b. An officer pilot for

4. Th soientifio personnel
Dlreutorate of Air Force
Masts. Four of these are

the L-13 aircraft. (TG 3.4)

will be furnished by the Geophysical Researoh
Cambridge Researoh Laboratories~ Cemhridge,
on hand. Tb others will be prooured &cm

C~gie Institution of Washington, D. C. The military flight personnel
till be furnished by the Air Materiel Ccamnand. W three military
scientists will be made available by th Air Force. The two rad safety
offioers are to be fwnislmd by Task Group 3.4.

4,6-2
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B. 1. .lttti present tine, t}fisproject is engaged in an active research
program on atmospheric electrical conductivitybackground. Three
flying officers, 2 enlisted airmen, one project officers and 4 scien-
tific personnel are presently assigned to the projeot. These ~StS
are being conducted s.zitha B-17 and a B-29 aircraft instrumentedwith
mall ion conductivity chaxibers. Plans are underway to have these
personnel end aircraft participate in some AEC simulated bomb tests
to be held within Los Alanos area end also some radioacti~ pollution
tests to”be ccnducted by the U.S. I-W Che:m.ical‘iTarfareService. In

both of these tests, the measurement o.+ electrical atmospheric con-
ductivity till be used to determine the degree and contours of radio-
active contamination on the ground. The rate of diffusion in space
of the radioactive cloud will also be studied.

v. Instrumentation and Ecuipment Requirements

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

(a)

(b)

(c;

(d)

(e)

(f)

5 each small ion conductivity chambers tith electrometers -d
recorders

2 each lar~e ion conductivity chsmiberswith electrometers and
recorders

2 each atmospkric nuclei coun~mrs

SCR 584 Radar (groundbased)

Loran navigation system or equivalent

2 each B-50 airoraft and 1 each L-13 airoraft

The cond~tifitj’ apparatus will be installed and checked on the two B-50ta
and L-13 aircraft within the continental U. S. three to six months prior
to the tests.

The SCR 584 radars are already planned to traok drones which will partici-
pate in the test. The availability of this equipment for tracldn& air con-
duotitity aircraft after the drone flights are completed will have to be
determined.

It is assumed that Loran facilities are available in the Pacific. This
will have to be determined because it is essential for long range navi=
gation when aircraft are tracking the cloud. Calibrationwill consist
primarily of measuring the conductivities of various altitudes and of
flying some simulated patterns by the B-SOfs. Flying tb patterns will
be coordinated with the radar and Loran groups.

None

,--%
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VI ● Present Status of the I@@mnt and Instruments Required to Perform the
~r-lmont ‘—

A. Peruent of equipment &ready prooured is approximately 35;(.

B. Orders placed to date is approximately 55% of total requiremn%.

(a) Orders were plaoed with the following oonoern:

10

2.

3.

4.

5.

c. 10$ of

FSectrometera
Applied Physics Corporation, Pasadena~ Cdifoa
Delivery date 1 June 1950

Recording oscillographs
Consolidated Engineering compw~ pasade~) c~iforn~
Delivery date 1 June 1950

h B-50 aircraft and one L-13 aircraft. AMC
1 June 1950

Strip chart recorders
Brown Instrumnt Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Delivery Date 1 June 1950

Temperature,pressure and humidity elements
Statham Laboratory Ino.
Beverly Hills, California

ths orders will be placed approximately 1 April 1950. Tti ordev
will be plaoed with General Eleotrio Company, Sdie*etady~ New York for
2 eaoh nuclei oounters.

D. Yet to be developed - None.

E. Partially developed - None.

F. ‘SeeW, C

G. 1. 2 B-W airorai%

2. 1 L-13 aircraft (This may be one of tlm L-13*s now scheduled for
intir-island tra.tisportation- will require slight nxdifioation in 21).

H. LOCally built Oqtlip~ti - Nom ●

1. All instmments and equipment planned.

#mm-
4.S-4
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A. Sea

1.

2.

B. Air

1.

c. Sea

D. Air

lift.

Aircrafi should reach forward base 14 days befGre test.

Return shipment can conmnce 21 days afier tests.

lift.

None (mill be handled by prcject airoraf%).

lift - None.

lift● Will use project aircraft for airlift.

E. Logistic Problems. None, other than B-50 maintenance at Kwajalein and
L-13 maintenance at %iwetok.

VIII. Collaboration

The collaborating agencies are: ASC end AF@AT-1. The data will be collected
for AFOAT-1 and for the Geophysical Researoh Directorate of ‘&e Air Force
Csmbridge Research Laboratories, Csmbridge, Massachusetts.

Ix. Responsibility

A. The responsible person mill be h. S. C. Coroniti of AP Cembridge Research
Laboratories, Base Directorate for Geophysice2 Research.

B. Mr. Samuel C. Coroniti
Atmospheric Physics Laboratory
Base Directorate for Geophysical Research
Air Force Csmbridge Research Laboratories
230 Albany Street
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

x. Funds - This is shown in fisoal chart under Progrsm 4.

.Xx. Facilities

A. Power facilities

1. 28-32 volts D.C. at 100 smperes total power 3.2 K.’W.

2. 115 volts 63 cycle total power 2 K.W.

3. 115 volts 400 cycles total power 3 K.Ti.
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B. Ccmununicetions

1. Power - None

2. Special communications

s. Ccmmmznicationfrequencies for
craft on both W end VHF.

C. Laboratory space and other facilities

2 each B-50 aircrsft and L-13 air-

on Kwajalein:

1. Laboratory spaoe. Area -

a. Tm 6 foot laboratory
eleotfical outlets:

240 square feet.

work benches having the f011owing

6- 115
4-24
4- 115

b. Drawing

volts - 62 aycles
volts - D.C*
volts - 400 cycles.

- Submitted separately.

o. 5 laboratory stools

d. Storage cabinet. 7ftx3ftx2 ft. lJustha-2shl=s>
2 ft apart. Cabinet must have doors with lock.

e. Cmpressed air desirable but not mcessary.

f. Water

2. Offiue space at Kwajalein

a. Area - 3SI square feet

b. 7 desks

c. Phone facilities - at least 2 phones.

3. Forward area’transportation Kwajalein

1 staff car
1 jeep

These will be used for transportation and cargo hauling to and from
various parts of the Islands especially from Headquarters to the air field.

XII. Remarks by Ro jeot Officer - None
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of an atomic bomb
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within this program will test and evalmte ~
under the oonditio-

detonation, the m~y =diol ogical ‘Wtr-ntss ~~~esm~r~ ~.~~d

airborne, that ‘havebeen under developnent by the Armed Semoes
SANDSTONE. Ths results will be of interest to all the Armd Serti~es an~ civil

defense agenoies and shaild indicate the optimum direction for future deml opn@nt
end continuing 1aboratory work.
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lS August 1950

This

;,

TEST PROPOSAL

PROJECT ~.1

1. Object of Experiment

Study and evaluation of the adequacy of radiological instrumentsbeing
developed by the Army and Navy when used under field condltiom.

A. It is plannedto make a study and actual field usage evaluation of
the adequacy of these equipments to include:

1. performance of segregation and quick-ra~ng dos~eters u~@
field conditions over a wide range of dosages, dose rates and blast conditions.

a. Dosimeters of the following types will be tested under
ground conditions.

1.

2.

3*

h.

5.

6.

?.

0.

Quartz Fiber Electrometer. .

Ionization Chamber.

Photographic.

Color changing

Energy storage

alkali-halide crystal.

phosphor.

Conduction crystal.

Color changing glass.

Chemical.

5.1-1
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b. High range dosimeters of the above listed types will be
installed and tested in drone aircraft.

2. Test and evaluation of dosimeters using mineral substances:

a. Measurement will be made of the change in color density of
certain minerals, notably the alkali halides, as a result
of exposure to ionizing radiation. Measurements will be
made of the change in flourescence of activated phosphate
glasses similarly exposed. Other effects of the radiation
of these “crystals” and ‘phosphors”will be observed or
measured.

3* Test and evaluation of portable survey instruments for measur-
ing radiation intensity of contaminated areas resulting from Atomic experi-
ments.

4. Evaluation of a mobile radiological field laboratory containing
equipment for determination of the necessary information for formulation of
an estimate of the hazard in occupying a contaminated area, includinp natures
quantity, energ and decay rate of contamination, etc.

B. It is planned to analyze the behavior and operation
listed above for military adequacy and to determine necessary

1. The experiment is designed to evaluate various

of the devices
modifications.

minerals for use
as integrating dosimeters. It is des&d to determine the accuracy, constancy,
reliability, adequacy, and overall practicality of such ‘cr~tal dosimeters”
when used to measure the intensity of ionizing radiation with the wide energy
spectrum associated with atom bomb detonation. The mineral dosimetry experi-
ment is an extension and modification of an experimental project in progress
at NRDL.

26 Dosimeter data to be obtained as a result of the experiment will
be used to determine the adequacy of the instrumentswith respect to the fol-
lowing:

a. Tactical uses and applications.

b. Sensitivity and accuracy.

c. Stability and reliability.

d. Blast, pressure, heat and light.

e. Physical design.

~ F.P D r T
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f● component stability under irradiation’b

g. Energy tiependerme.

h. Decontamination.

i. Saturation.

j. Reusability

k. Shielding.

H. Method

A. General Method. It is proposed to use, test, and evaluate individual
dosimeters, portable survey instruments, and a radiological field laboratory
under conditions folloui~ atomic detonations. Dosimeters will be placed at
stations, the
prior to each
stations will

locations OF which are to be determined by expected ga
detonation and read as soon after each event as possible.
be located as follows:

Stat%on

1

2“

3

h

5

6

7

8

9

Dose

5 r.

25 r.

50 r.

100 r.

200 r.

500 r.

?50 r.

100C r.

3000 r.

dosage,
The

Some dosimeters will be carried by the Rad-Safe monitors and Others
placed on panels mounted inside drone aircrift. Smey Instrumetistill be
carried into the area after the detonation. The radiological field laborato~
will be stationed outside the area expected to be affected by the explosion.
Personnel will bring s&mples, etc. to the laboratory for analysis.

~ .“--%.,.



The crystal dostieters, inclosed in light-tight boxes and calibrated
at NRDL, will be exposed to radiation from the weapon at fixed locatio~. After

exposure the change in color intensity of the crystals will be determined and
used as a measure of the dosage received. Changes in other physical character-
istics of the crystals may be measured as a check. It is the change in floures-
cence that will be measured with the phosphate glasses.

B. Detail Description of the Proposed Experiment.

1. Individual Dosimeters.

a. Army Dosimeter Program.

(1) Test Conditions:

(a) Five (5) of each type dostieter to be tested fill
be placed at stations listed below. Station nm
hers correspond to those assigned under 11.A.,
above. The results obtained uill be compared with
official dosage data.
It is intended to secure the dosimeters on panels
approximately 30” by 30” and secure these panels
to upright stakes approximately 5 feet high. De-
tailed construction of the panels is now under
consideration and several different types of panels
and mountings are being investigated. Locations of
the stations are based on an estimated gamma dosage.
The expected yield of the weapon will fix the ac-
tual distance from ground zero. The stations and
dosimeters to be located at each station are as fol-
lows:

Station 6 - Estimated dosage E@O r.

Polaroid 3Atep - 50-100-200 r.
n Multi-Step (High) -10500 r.

Conventional Photographic Badge.
Ansco Print-out Dosimeter.
Crystal (color) 5-200 r.
Crystal (conductivity)1-200 r.
Chemical - L-Step -25-50-100-200 r.
lJ&43/PD - 5-50-500 r.

Station 5 - &timated Dosage 200 r.

Polaroid 3-Step -50-100-200 r.
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Polaroid Multi-Step (High) - 50-600 r.
Conventional Photographic Badge.
AZMOO Rid-o@ D06i=tOr.
Cryatnl (oolor) 5-200 r.
Crystal (oonduotitity) 1-200 r.
Chemioal - 4-Step - 25-50-100-200re
DT-43/iTl- 5.30-S00 r.
Landsverk - 200 r.

Station 4 - Esti-ted Dosage 100 r.

Polaroid 3-Step - 50-100-200 r.
m Multi-Step (High) - 1O-SOO r.

Coavantienal Photographic Badge
Anaoo Print-out Dosi_ter
Crystal (oolor) 5-200 r.
Cryetal (oondwtivity) 1-200 r.
Chemioal - 4-Step - 25-50-100-200 r.
Im43/’PD - 5-50400 r.
Viotoreen - 100 r.
Landsverk - 200 r.

Station 3 - Estimated Dosage SO r.

Polaroid 3-Step - 50-100-200 r.
w Multi-Step (High) - 1O-5OO r.

Conventional Photographic Badge.
Ansoo Print-out Dosimeter
Crystal (color) S-200 r.
Crystal (oonduotiwity) 1-200 r.
Chodoal - 4-Step -
DT-43@D - 5-50-500
Viotoreen - 100 r.
Landsmrk -’200 r.
Landmork - SO r.
A19@DR-24 -6-50 r.
IM=33/PD - 0.5-5-s0
Ke IL 161 - 60 r.

2S-S0-100-200r.
r~

Station 2 - Estimated Dosage 2S r.

Polaroid Mult14tep (Low) - 0.5-2S r.
Conventional Pilm
Lands-rk - 50 r.

5.1 - 5 -.
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(b)

Al@DR-24 -5-50 r.
IM-3S/k’D. 0.5-5-50 r.
x. K. 161 - SO r.
Viotoreen - 100 r.

Stntion 1 - Estimted Doo~e 5 r.

Polaroid Multi4tep (Lew) -0.5-25 r.
Conventional Photographle Badge
IM-33/PD - 0.5-5-50 r.
Landmark - 50 r.
E. K. 161 - 50 r.
K. K. 141 - S r.
K. K. Ml - 10 r.
AX@DR-24 - 5-50 r.

Twenty (20) of eeoh of several of the lower
range types wi11 be carriedby rad safe nnitors.
Two instruments of eaoh type will be oarried by
eaoh Rad-Safe wmitor, but not all types willbe
oarried by eaoh monitor. Thie prooedure hoe been
coordinated with the Radiological Safety Offioer~
Brig. General J. P. Cooney. The WPOS b ~
ueed are listed in paragraph V.

(o) Dosimeter panels oarry5ng several type doebters
wi11 be installed in the drone planea uhioh will
fly into and around the cloud following zero ti-.
Eaoh panel will measme 20” x 22”. Doai-ters
to be mounted on these panels are listed in
paragraph V.

(2) Experimental approaoh

(a) Equipmnt tillbe proowed, tested and calibrated
at SCEL to obtain the followi~ data prior to
shipment to test eite!

~, Seneitivity

~. Energy dependence

3. Leakage

smmF9-
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~. Aoouraoy

~. Calibration

(b)

6. kbility to meet aervioe oonditioneg I.e.
?emperat~e, Humidity, Shock, Vibrations
Altitude, I~rsion.

These tests wI1l be designed to determine instru-
ment performance before exposure to bomb detonation.

Equipment till be inepeoted and given a oalibra-
tian oheak at the teat aito priorto eaoh te~t.
Following eaoh test, neoessary data will be
obtained to determin the perf’ormame of the equip-
-nt in aooordame with the desired faet~o listed
in paragraph ll.B.l.a.(2).
Representatiw s~les of doei~ters whloh oould
be adapted as segregation or o aeualty.inotr~nta
will be exposed with and without the shield
normally ueed to oorreot for vuryhg ●wrgy senei-
tlfities. Suoh tests will be ueed to detemim
If this shield ean be elitinatedwithout an
appreoiablo ohmge in doaage re●di~,

(o) Following completion of
be returned to SCEL for
oonduoted in (a) abowe.

(d) NRDL Dosimetry Progrmn;

tests, instrwnts will
a repetition of the teata

1. Se-nty (70) orptal dosineters wi11 be
prepared by NRDL (or uder the supervision
of RRDL) for we in the test. Fiw
dtfferent type of oryetala or atateriale
will be ueed, and there ui11 be fifteen
of eaoh type. The five types of materiale
are expected to be

Lithium Fluoride
Potassium Bromide
Potemi m Chloride
Sodium Chloride
A Phosphate Glass

5.1 - 7
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2* Eaoh dosiawter will oonalst of a oryatal
(probably embedded or “potted” in hoite),
the whole enoaaed within a light-tight
box of al~num or bakelite. The box will
probably be a oylinder about an inoh in
diamter and three inohes long. It will
be provided with lugsfor mounting on a
panelboard or otandard.

3. The dosimaters will be ealibratad and
paokaged at XRDL preoisely as used in the
field. The oalibfmtion will inolude,
besides dosage dependence, suoh variables
as energy dependence (the effect of the
frequenoy of the ionizing radiation),
t-r ature dependence, 00lor StabiIity,
and the effeot of radiation rate.

4. It Is expeotad that vertical instruun’xt
boards or panolboardswill be ereoted at
varioua stationa, ~d that the doaage at
these stationa will be measured. Wr
the purpose of thla experi~nt the XRDL
wishes to place five oryatal doai=ters,
one of etih type, on tlw panalboard at
●aoh ctation.

5. Do@imater stations will be looated so ea
to provide the following esti~ted dosages
(station nwabers refer to statione listed
under 11.A)

Station Dose

s SO r.
4 100 r.
5 200 r.
6 500 r.
7 750 r.
8 1000 r.
9 3000 r.

6. The oryatal doeimeters will be exposed
to tlm total radiation of the weapon.

S.1 - 8
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2. Portable SUrWly

a. n- (s) of
be tested.

They wi11 then be demounted (never
lettiog them out of their li@t-tight
boxes) end their oolor intensity measured
with a densitometer or photofluorometer
under the oonditiona prescribed by the
calibration.In the ease of the phosphors,
the ohange in fluoresqenoewill b.
measured with ● fluorometer.

7. Other sultablo physioal eharaoteristios
of the crystals may be observed or
meaeured for purposes of oheok~

80 It Is propoeod to supply about four extra
ory8tel dosheters for moumting on the
drwzw alrpluws - two on ●aoh of two
air-planes. The inetruaents chould be
mounted at plaoos uhero the total radia-
tion is measured by other =rns (e.g~, the
high inteneity rate wter used in Pro$eot
6.8), If this is carried out, no spoGial
preparation will be required.

Instruomts.

eaoh type of @rtable survay instrmmnt will
The i=tmnta will be oarried into the area

at the earliest praotioable wment after the ewent to obtain
dosage rates. This test will not be part of the rndiologioal
safety monitoring operation. The instruments to be used
ue licted in paragraph V.

S. Radiological ?ieldLaboratory. .This laboratoryia a tr~k K-33
(2&ton, 6 x 6, with van body) modified to ●ooo~date equip~nt for
analyaing water, ●ir

[
and ground samples for oheoking alpha, beta, ●nd

gma contamination ●nergy, quantity), measur-nt of deoay rates, eto.
18 dlitery situations the data from the field laboratorywi11 be ~nished
to the Radiologloal Defense Offioer for his uae in adtisi~ field oo~ders
on radiologioal matters. The laboratory is desigxwd for solution of
problems not solwable by radiaoequipment issued to louar eohelona. The
field laboratory Inoludoc ● ozm-tontrailer ooatainhg a gaeolixw power unit.
The laboratorydoes not ooxrtainrunning spares other than for field labora-
storyequi~nt. It is planned to lea- the field laboratory on Parry
Island and bring camplea, etog from the test area to the laboratory for
analpis after eaoh event.

s~
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C. Dependanoe on Yield of Weapon

The aotual location of the three (3) stations Mated in paragraph
11.B.l.a.(1) above, will be dependent on the ewoted g== radiation from
the weapone.

The oryatal doeimeter statlcms will be so looated as to give
sufficient data for determimti on of the objeotives listed ud or paragraph
l@R.2. above.

III. Details of Progress to Date in Experinmntal and TheoreticalWork

A. Equipmnt will be tested only where it is either imposaible or
inpraotioal to oarry out tests under controlled laboratory conditions.
Controlled laboratorytests will be oarried out on dosimetera, survey
instruments, and a radiological fisld laboratory to insure that the
equipment haa met all requirenmnts that oan be ohecked exoept under
oonditiona incident to atoadc weapons blasts. The results d 11 be used to
either improve equipment or define surther needs● Muoh work has been oon-
dwted at prevloua atomio weapons test sites uaing and evalunting radio-
logical instruments. As a result, oertain devioes were abandoned, others
evaluated as promising and the many praotioal lessons learned from the
Rad-Safe program have been incorporated into imtrwxrt design~ The
evaluation and test of radiological instruments is part of a continuing
program direoted toward the design and development of radiological instru-
ments satiafaatory for issua to military and aivil defense organizations.

1* Doaiwters have been developed to the point where they are
adequate for nduetriaf uae under controlled conditions, with very low
permissible dosages and dose rates and radiation of lmoun energies~
Milikary dociamters, howwer, require uae under uncontrolled conditions
of dosage levels approaching and even exeeeding lethal ammnta at very
high dose mtes and unknown energies. Controlled laboratory ex-@riments .
uannot provide the doao rates and the wide range of energies uhioh result
from an atomio detonation. The range of energies and the dose rates under
whiuh military inatrmenta will be used oannot be simulated, but can only
be provided by aotual atomio explosions. The tests are designed to
evaluate newly developed doaimeters under these oonditions~ The results
will be used to guide further dovalopmmt.

a. NRDL Dosimetry Program.

(1) Varioua materiala have
effeats of the varioua

been studied for the
variables Involvsd in

5.1 - 10
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(6)

l%. inwatigation of dosage response and energy
depeadonoeof the four oryatals yieldg the informa-
tion deaIred of the ~lati- sensitivity of the
orystmlc. This is not a simple matter becauae the
relative sensitivity dependc on which region of the
speotrum the ionizing radiation occurs. The data
obtained must be extemded and then critically
evaluated for use in so wide an energy spectrum as
that resulting from A.BD.

The oolor stability of eaoh of ~e four crystals
waa Investigated. The sttiy ~asured bleaching
(F-center deeay) in the dark up to a week. (nr -S
found to be partiedarly bad, KCL and Xd2L poor-
and LiFl to b. very stable for the week tested.)
Sine. bleaching is believad Intinmtely conneoted
with -m 1 agitation of the orystala, it i8
desired to investigate the effect of temperature
on bleaohing oharaeterietias~

(‘7) Temperature dependence has not been investigated.
It was felt that the effeot of the primary variables
should be evaluated flrst~

(8) Rate of radiation dependencehas been investigated
only for the range from 100 r per minute to 17000 r
per minute. In this range no appreciable effeot
uaa found* A thorough investigationof the effeot
of high rate of radiations will be possible with
the Kevatron (see Projeot 6.S)’.

(9) Saturation of the orystals, it has been fbuzd,
eocurs at auoh high total dosages (millions of
roentgens) that it has been of no interest in the
Laboreto!y. Howewr, it muld be desirable to
hava some information as to where saturation occws
for the large dosares that wi11 result from ABD.
The Kevatron (see Pro~ct 6.5) should Prow of
value here.

5.1 - 12
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to 1/4, 1/2 and full eoale readings of ttm doaiswtera*—
The panels will be ouppcrted ao as to ‘ride” with
tlw shook wave to reduce impaot ●ffeota and more
*OW ately reproduse conditione of dosimeter usage
by personnel. An alternatetype arrangement is being
oonaidered whioh muld permit mmplete blaat shield-
ing. This would ocnsiat of hem.ispherioalaluminum
shells aid lar to those whioh will be used * house
animals during the teat. If room is available
within the ani~ 1 shelt~s, then these acme shelters
ean be used~ In thti type ahelter, t~ ~oden Pnels
oau be replaoed by simple canv~ belts with suitable
pooketa. Pending further Information$ plvod pa~ la
painted white and supported by 2 x 4 wooden supports
sunk into the ground will be used.

(3) Drone Panels.

Twel= plywood mountixw panels approximately
22” x 20n and weighing 16 pounds will be prepared.
Mounting straps or clips will secure the dosimters
to the panel. Doaimeters wi11 be mounted on both
front md back aides of the panels to reduce area of
panel. There will be sufficient room for support-
brackets.

(4) Ground and Drone Panels - General.

(a) Design of panels, shock mounting, oolor,
mthod of holding doainwters to panel, are
subjeot to change depending upon the natw e
of information receimd concerning shook,
blast, over-pressure,temperature, etc.

(b) Five of each type dosimatar will be mounted
on each panel, i.e. 60 instr~nta on the
drone panel representing 12 doeimeter typs.
This will increase tie value of data taken
in that variation of response among
dosimeters of particular types, variation
of response among dosimeters of different
manufacture and statistical variations in
response will be observed.
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(5) Point-Cheok Calibration.

2entative design, now under consideration,will
inolude a shielded 4-ourie sow~e of Cobalt 60.
Dosimeters will be synsaetrioallyplaoed about
the souroe whioh will be rasotely controlled by
meohanioal means. This method will allow good
geometry reproducibility, and will provide for a
sheokbefore and after field expmure~ It 18
contemplated that eaoh instrumentwill be oheoked
at the mid-point range. In the ease of 3-range
dosimeters, oheake will be made at the mid-point
of the intermediate range~

2. Considerable effort has been put into the development of
survey instruments to meet military requirements. Currmt instruments
will detect beta radiation and measure gamma dose rates from background
to 50 roentgen per hour. Tnstrwnents under dewlopmsnt will extend the
gamma dose rate rangeto 500 roent~en per hour. The above described
field test of survey instrumentswill provide results whioh will be used
in the further development of survey instruments. All surrey instr-nts
to be tested have been ordered.

3. The radiological field laboretorytillbe used to provide
radioloEioal measurements Which osnnot be made by dosimeters or survey
meters.’”It must provide these measurements under atomio or radiological
Uarfare. No tests have been conducted to date beoause equipment has not
been available. It is planned during oalendar year 195!3to octndmt tests
at reatrioted Atomio Energy Commission areas end at Dugway to determine
the military effectiveness of a model of the field laboratorynow under
development. Conditions at these sites approach those of radiological
warfare. Conditions approachingthese of atomic warfere can be provided
only by an stomic explosion. The field laboratory is in process of oon-
strwtion by the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratmie8*

W. Personnel Requirements

A. The table whioh is appended lists personnel required by the Army at
the test site. Detailed description of the duties of each position is
given in the following paragraphs.
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NAVY. The following Naval personnel on site wI1l be required to install
~&eters, retrieve them after exposure, and make the VariOUS ISEIasurement~
and ealibrationa involved:

2 officers
2 enlisted men
3 Oilrilians
O laborers

Ttot .s1

B. Projeot work in centinemtel United Ste.te6.

ARMY. The projeot work for these expa i~nts listed in Section
11.B.~(2)( a) will be accomplished in the Zo= of the Interior. This
work will be ~complished by the sme organization end individuals Set
forth in the above paragraphs with the assiotante of two additional
aivilians who am to be prooured. Work required to develop ~it6 to be
tested by these experiments wi11 be accomplishedby the interestedResearch .
and Development egenoies of the Ar~.

NAVY. Four citiliaus are required at NRDL to study properties of
mater= and make the preliminary preparations for the tests. Two are
on hand aud tum are to be prooured. Scientific personnel requiromenta
oan be more definitely fired up about 1 Augmt1950.

V. Instrumentation and Equipnrmt Requlremnts

h.

ARMY. The following equipnmnt exeluding standard laboratory instruments
will ~equired by the Alhsyt

1. Calibrating equipment which will consist of 4 curies of Cobalt
60 with neoessary protective shieldi~ and assooietedremote control devices.
A plot of lend 100 x 100 feet is required at the test site to reducethe
field Intensitybelow tolerame when We source is removed from its lead
centairier.

2. One mobile electronic repair truck for general electronic
maintenance and repair of equipment to be tested.
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3. Portable survey instruments: Five
used in comparative tests:

(5) of each type will be

AR/FDR-Tl Ionization Chamber

Al@DR-T2 Geiger Counter

A@DR-23(XE-1) Ionization Chamber

Al@DR-23(XE-2) Ionisation Chamber (Probe type)

AN/PDR-23(XE-3) Ionization Chasber (Probe type)

AN/PDR-2?A Geiger Counter

Al@DR-Tl (modified for alpha counting)

4. Individual dosimeters:

quantity of dosimetera indioatedbelow will be required:

Poolmt Chasbers

L-SO Landsverk 50 r - 2S

L-SO Landswrk 200 r - 100

Victoreen - 100 r - 100

DT-43/kD - Beolanan- (5-50-500 r) - 105

Pooket Eleotrosoocw

K-141Kelley-Koett 5 r - 10

K-151 Kelley-Koett 10 r - 10

K-161 Kelley-Koett 50 r - 100

Ibf-33/’PDBeckman (.5-5.50 r) - 120

AN/PDR-24 Vietoreon (5 - 50

IM-9A Kelley-Koett (O . 200

r) - 100

ml’)- 30
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Photographic Dosimeters

Polaroid

Polaroid

Polaroid

Segregation (50 - 100 - 200 r) 300 plaques

Wide Range High (10-500) 300 plaques

Wide Renge Low (.5-25) 150 plaque8

Conventional Photographic Emulsion (Dupont 510 ~605)
1000 pleques

AnBoo Printout - 5~ r - 500 plaques

Others

Conductivity Crystal Do8imeter (1-200 r) 105

Color Changing Crystal Dosimeter (5-200 r) 300

Chemical Dosimeter (Chemical Corps) (50-100-200)300

b. Two dosimeters of each type listed below will be carried by
Rad-Safe Monitors to check performenoe of their inatrunwnts
against dosimeters used by monitoring personnel. The
number of eaoh type instrument as shown below will be used.
The quantities listed are prt of the overall totals listed
in paragraph V.A.4.a. above.

lM-~A (0-200 mr)

IM-33 (.5-5-50)

.
Polaroid Multi-Step Low (.5-25)

Conventional I%otographicDosimeter (Dupont 510 #605)

5. Dosimeter panels will be utilized for tests in drone airoraft.
The dosimeters to be nmunted on these panels are as follows:

DT-43/PD Beokman (5-50-500r)
Polaroid wide rmge doeimeter (1-1000r)
Polaroid segregation dosimeter (50-100-2COr)
L-50 Land8verk (200r)
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Victoreen (200r)
Chemical dosi~ter (50-10G-200r)
Conduotitity crystal dosimter (1-200r)
Color changing crystal (5-200r)
TM-53/PD Beckman (0.5-5-50r)
AN/PDR-24 (5-50r)
K-161 Keleket (50r)
Conventional photographic dosimeter (200r)

6. Radiological Field Laboratory

One (1) Radiological Field Laboratory ANAQ-1( ) till be te~tedo

NAVY. The following instruments and equipment will be required~

10 70 (Or 78) orystal dosimeters
2. 2 Densitometers
3. 2 Fluorometers

B. The inetrunents and equipment deseribed in pragraph V-A abow willbe
●ssembled in tb 21 by the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories md shipped
to the test site. Before exposure to test conditions, neoessary teohnical
uheoku suoh ●s battery installation,calibration, etc. will have to be made.
Inetrumsnts will be attaohed to speckl amunting braokets where neoessary
prior to installation at test site. Navy instruments end equipment will
be prepared and assembled otateside, ehi~d to test Bite, ready fbr installa-
tion and test.

c* There will be no instrument or equipmat assembly nor construction per-
formed at the teat site other than outlined under Paragraph II abow.

D. Calibrating facilities will be established at the test site to determine
the performance of instrumentsbefore and after expogure in accordance with
paragraph 111.A.l.b.(5). These calibrations will be made at the site laboratory
and will involve only those items of radiolo~ic~l equipnmnt being tested.

E. Other than the laboratory protective shielding indiaated in paragraph V-D
above, no protective equipwnt or construction will be required. Approximately
seven (7) mounting boards or panels will be required for the Navy dosinmters.

VI. Present Status of tti Equimnent and Instruments Required to Perform the

Exreri~nt.

A. Peroent of equipnmnt already procured.
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NAVY. Total equipment on hand (sonm on loan basis) is about 40 peroent
of’re~ements. This equipwmt may be brokmn down into three categories as
follows:

1. Equipment required fbr the Laboratory analysis to determine
the moat suitable rnteriala. Enough equipsmt is now on hand
(on n loan basis) to provide an answer. More is needed to
protide a good enswer.

2. Apparatus required to study the influence of exposure rete~
Some appmratus is availablebut it is eomplmtely inadequate to
oover the desired range. A Kevetron (see Projeot 6.5) is
essential fbr this determination as well as L%r an adequate
picture of energy dependence and other faotors.

3. Material nnd equip-t for the prod~tion of aotual oryatal
dcminmters: None is on hand. It is possfile, but unlikely,
that these requirements can be met by outside oontr~t. If
crystal dosimeters are to be nmnufaotured and produaed, i.e.j
“paakaged” at NRDL, existing facilities will have to be in-
creesed about five-fold.

B. Orders have been plaoed for all survey hstrumnts. Contracts are
in effeat for all developmcmt types of dosimeters. Orders are being p~cessed
for those items not already on order.

c. Orders will be placed by August 19S0 for all doaimeters. Contraotc
in effect wi11 serve as the basis for proouring the additional items re-
quired fir test. Cossneroialdosimters will be prooured from Viotoreen,
Xelley-Koett* Landsverk, Cambrdige Inetrwnext Co., Dupont. The target
date on reoeiving these oomneroia1 instrwnts is set as November 1950. The
dates on delivery of develop~nt al dosinters end survey meters are oovered
in paragraph VI-A above. Calibration facilities”will be constructed at
EvansSignal Laboratory. Future Navy orders wil1 be oontingent upon the
outoome of researoh now in progress. The expected oompletion date In Cetober
1950. Procurement of the Cobalt 60 oouroea wi11 be initiated by July 1950.
Estimted delivery date for these sources is Ootober 1950. Initiation of
procurenmnt for an Electronics Repair Shop n-illbe affectedby Aug. 1950.
Estimated delivery date is Ootober 1950.

D. The Mobile calibration facility (souroe container and protective shielding)
requires development. The developmentwill be Cnrried out at Evans Signal
Laboratory. It is anticipated that two-nan months will be required to oom-
plete the developmentbv October 1950. Development work on the Radiological
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Field Laboretory will continue at Evens Signal Laboratory. The latest deaiw
model will be available two months before the lateet date that shipment can
be made to the test site. No equipm!mt development problems are involwd by
NRDL except for tlm Kevatron (project 6.5).

E. All dosimaters with the exoeptlon of oo~roial items and all survey
instruments with the exception of @PDR-Tl and AX@DR-T2 are considered as
partially developed.

F. Measuring instrussmts required by NRDL are oommro ially arailable and
will be ordered. Crystals are not eommemially available. It is possible
that ccimmemial vendors may be ablo to manufacture and paokage the required
orystal dosimeters● This matter is oonthgent on researeh now in progress.

G. No Armed Foroes equipment wi11 be required.

H. The equipmsnt and instrummts required wi11 probably have to be buiIt
by Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, NRDL or Facilities av~lable to
these laboratories.

1. Laboratory investigationsof materials will oontinue by NRDL. A deci~ion
is expected about 1 Aug 50 as to which meterials ore to be selected aa the
most promisin~ for the field test of crystal dosineters~

VII. Logistics

A. Sea Lift

All Army material can be shippedby sea. All materiel should reaoh
the forward area by D-15. Logistics are as follows:

Army MY Total

Measurement Tons 128.4 0 126.4
(40 ou/ft x 1 is/t)
Weight, lbs. 34,000 0 34,000

.411material will be returned and shipment ean begin on G/S.

B. Air Lift

Not required for Army material.

1. Instruments =d equipnrmt to be used by NRDL, paokaged ready
for shipment, will weigh about 300 pounds. It is vital for
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the suooessful operation of this delicate equipment that it
be shi?ped by air transport. It must reach forward area 15
days before test.

2. Inmediate return not required.

3. Roll-up material ui11 be identioal to shipped material, end
wi11 weigh about 300 pounds. Successful stateside oheoks with
this delicate equipment requires it to be shipped by air trans-
port,

C. Sea Lift (Personnel)

ARMY. At least sixteen (16) of tie Army personnel oan go by sea. The
remd=g pereonm 1 should trave1 by air.

NAVY. None.

D. Air Lift (Personnel)

1. Eleven (11) Army personnel are to be transported by air. Total
Naval personnel to be transported by air are seven (7): (two officers, two
enlisted men, and three civilians). Only those personnel will travel by
air whose additional duths in the United States require that their travel
tine be reduced to a minimum.

2. Roll-up can begin five (5) days after last event in which Army
personml will participate. Roll-up wl11 not require mmh tinm in the
forward area. Only two of the ?lava1 personnel wi11 be involvsd in Roll-up
and return may oommence any time three (3) dayw after test.

WIII. Collaboration

A. The following wl11 collaborate in these experimmt 8s

1. Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
2. Army Chemical Center, Edgewood, Maryland
3. Naval Radiologioal
4. Bureau of Ships

Be Data will be oolbcted

1. Army Field Forces
2. Signal Corps

Defense Laboratory

for and used by:
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3. CheAoal Corps
4. Navy Bureau of Ships

C. Data will be available to and nmy b. used by the following:

1. Department of tie Ravy
2. Departmnt of the Air Force
3. Other Agencies of the Departaumt of tho Army
4. VUIOUS Citilia.nDefenae Agenoies .

IX. Responsibility

A. The Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey,
and the Army Chemical Center, Edgewood, Maryland, will have responsibility
within the Army and the Haval Radiological Defense Laboratory within the lfa~
for oargdng out the ●xperinmnt, oolleoting data, and reporting it, through
the Projemt Officer to the Program Direotor. Dr. R. A. Weiss, Chief, limlconios
Scetion, Evana Signal Laboratory, Belmar, New Jeraoy, is supervising the
reaearoh and developnnt of tie equipments to be tested. Lt. Cole E. G. B@nm*tt,
Army Chemical Center, Edgeuood, Maryland, is supertieing the Chemical Corps
effort under Project 5.1. Dr. Paul C. Tompkins, Aeaociato Scien~ifio Dira6tor,
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory haa responaibility for carrying out
the experinmntml work of RRDL. Mr. A. Lomff, Bureau of Ships, Navy Depart-
rnnt coordinates the Navy program.

B. Lt.Col. Earle F. Mitohell, Evans
reaponaibility for project. Further

Signal “Laboratory,Belmar, New Jersey has
details oan be obtained from him.

X. I%nds “

This information is oontained in fiscal chart, page 5-2.

XI. Faoilities

A. Power. Laboratory space should be equipped with 60 oyole, 120 volt
single phase. The Field Laboratory has its own power supply. Maximum
requirements are 10 KVA.

B. Communioationa. No timing signals or speoial oommunications required.
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c* Laboratory spmce and otlwr fmilitiea. A mimimum of 300 sq. ft. of
laboratory spaoe will be required. The laboratory space should be equipped
with mrk benahes and a normal mnsber of outlets for 125 volt power 6upp1y.
A maximum of 1000 OU. ft. of storage space for spare equipment will be
required. Some NRDL equipment maybe looated im the NRDL Instxumeut Building
on Eniwetok.

D. Forward area transportation. Three “jeeps” regularly assigned end/or
two (2] jeeps and one small boat if water trmmportation is avsilnble.
Personnel must enter the area affeoted by the bloat prior to test tim to oheok
and install equipment left for that smh as desoribed in paragraph II B 1.
After eaoh teat, monitors will oarry the portable aurvuy instrunwnts into
the forward area to obtain reedi~s and seoure aemplea for the Field
Laboratory. The looation of doainmter stations will be determined by ex-
peoted @old from the weapons. The jeepe will be looated at Site B.
Transportationmust be provided from this siti te A (for drone planes) and
to sites near shot islamds to plant rmd rotrlow btr~nt$, to oolleot
$nmples for Field Laboratory, and to transpfft monitors with sur-y instru-
ments~

XII. Remarks by Projeet Offloer.

1. The following commemt by the Naval Radiological Defense Labora-
tory-in transmitted as of interest regarding the progrsm being undertaken
by that nativity.

“The developmmt of crystal doaimeters sensitive enough to serve
aa personal dosinmters %s limlted at present by the faot that auoh crystale
are sensitive to light.”
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This a.-~.sentconsists of
Page(s) No. of copies
Series A

LAB-J-911

PIK+JECT5.2

EV;iLUSTION OF .AIRBORXER:LIIAC X)XIP

I. Object of the Experiiient

I+. The Depart~nt of Defense desires to conduct field tests on four
airborne radiation detection instruments.These instruments are
droppable gamma intensity telemetering equipment (AN/US+l) and
(AN/m-29), surface radiation intensity survey equipment (AN/~~R-4)s
radioactive cloud detector and tracker (MX-U17). ‘L’hese imtru-
ments are being developed in accordance with the requirements and
characteristicsdetermined by the Armed Forces Special Weapons
Project InstrumentationCommittee. This test and evaluation cannot
be accomplished except in conjunction with an actual atomic banb
explosion.

B. As stated above, the primary purpose of this project is test and
evaluation of Airborne Radiac Equipment, However, the info~tion
obtained will also be of value in deterlyininggamma radiation
intensity, distribution ad decay characteristics in the blast
area.

The aerial survey to be carried out for the evaluation of the
surface radiation intensity survey equipment is a continuation
of the experiment conducted by Dr. King at Operation Sardstone.
It is considered that all of the tistrument evaluation is part
of a continuing program.

II. Method

A. Briefly, the pruposed field tests would consist of the following:

1. ~o~pable gamma intensity telemetering equipment -

This test would require the dropping of a number of trans-
mitter units into the crater area as coon as practicable
after the blast. The airplane dropping these units would
contain the receiver and would remain in the area for several.
hours to monitor the transmitter units. Info-ti~ ~ce ived
would be of value in correlating the x%adings obtaixmd by
the surface intensity survey equipment, and also in determining
when the crater area could be entered with safety.





v.

VI.

B. The work to be done in the continental United States will consist
of modification of the aircraft involved and installation of the
instruments.This work will be done at government laboratories
and will not requ’ireadditional personnel. Scientific P rsomel
to plan and supervise this modification
available.

Instrumentalion and Equipment Requirements

A. All instruments and
described.

B, All instruments and
the aircraft in the

equipment to be used

and installationare already

have been previously

equipment will be assembled and installed in
zone of interior and flown to the test site.

Present Status of the Equipnent and Instruments Required to Perform the—
Experiment

A. All of the subject instruments have either been developed or are
in final development stages. Present plans call for delivery of
all of these instruments by late sumner 1950. The P2V and B-17
airplanes will be available in the near future. It is expected
that all aircraft modification and instrument installation@
be completed by the end of the calendar year 1950.

VII. Logistics

A. Sea Lift.

1. Four (4) M/T will be required for sea lift. This equipnent
should be at the forward area 20 days before test Dog.

2. Same amount will be required
can start 10 days after test

B. Air Lift.

All equipment to be forwarded by

for return shipment. Shipment
George.

air will be transported in the
planes to be used for the project.

c* Sea Lift (Personnel).

1. It will be re@ired that one man be furnished transportation
by sea lift. It is required that he reach the test area twenty
day8 before the date of test Dog.

2. Return transportation by sea lift will be required for one man.
He can cmmence return 6 days after test George.
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VIII.

Ix.

x.

xx.

D. Air

1.

2.

Lift (Personnel).

The remaining 13 people will
in the planes to be used for

be transported to the test site
the test.

There will be no roll-un involved in this pro.lect. Planes and
personnel will commenc; r=turn immediately-afier test George.

Collaborateion

This is a joint Navy - Air Force project.

~~j 7?..*
A. ~ss as been desimated the

J~:yt?’dnqt
B. k.. ~~ s, Bureau

Washington 25, D .C., is
details can be obtained

Ftlnds

of Aeronautics,
responstile for
from him.

This information is contabd in the fiscal

Facilities

A.

B.

project officer for this

Department of the Navy,
this project and further

chart preceding the program.

Power. 28 volt d.c. and 115 volt, km cycle, a.cs, Wfll be ~q~ed
in the laborato~ space used for”instr&ent -maintenance. These
voltages and frequencies will be furnished by the using agencies.

Communicantions.

1. No timing signals will be required.

2. Special requirements.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

5 frequency bands, each 2 megacycles in width, will be
required for the gamma intensity telemetering equipment.

This equipnent will cover the frequency range of fran 160
to 1’72megacycle.

Pulsed frequency modulation will.be used.

Band width - 160 to 172 megacycles.

It is expected that this equicmeti will be used i.ntezmit-
tently frcinapproximately + 1 hour to + 4 days ~er each te St ●
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In addition to this, canmunicationswill be required on standard
aircraft frequsncieso

c. Laboratory Space end other Facilities. It is considered that all
necessary laborato~ facilities are included in the proposals which
have been drawn up by the Program Director.

D. Forward Area Transportation. One jeep will be required for Personnel
operating in the forward area.
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OBJECTIVES OF TEE PROGRAM:

In genersl, the ob~cti.es of this program are to determine many physicat
effeots and characteristicsof an atomio bomb detonation of which relativdy little
or nothing is presently known and that would be of mlw in defensive planning as
well as in continuing analytical and laboratory work in t~ United States. The
interested agenoies are the Air Foroes Army~ Navy ands to - efie~t# ~ At~o
Energy Cmmission. The objectives of the individual projeots is defined in the

“project write-ups following.

PROPOSED LABORATORY SPACE AND FACILITIES:

Inoluded in Program 6. See page 5-3.
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CLOUDPARTICLtiSIZEAND I)ISTRISL7110N

1. Object of the Experiment

A. Data tobe obtained

The ob.lectiveof the experiment will be to obtain data on the ccmposition~
concentration,-specificactivit~ as a function of particle size, and particle size
distribution of the particulate matter in a radioactive cloud produced by an
atomic bomb detonation. This will be accomplished as follows:

1. Representative samples of the gaseous and particulate matter from the
ABD cloud will be collected.

2. The size and size distribution of particles present in the representat-
ive samples will be measured by optical and electron photomicrographs. Radio-
autographic techniques will be utilized to determine if the activity is generally
associated with all collected particles, or with isolated
of radioactive particles will be attempted.

3. Physical separatio~lof some of the samples of
particle groups will be undertaken.

4. Gross decay curves willbe determined for tie

particles; and-isolation

particles into discrete

particulate samples.

~. Gaseous analysis for certain”rare gases will be undertaken on a snap
sample of the ABD cloud.

6. Radiochemical determinations of several representative fission chains
will be made on the total dust samples and on the separated particle groups.

B. Application of data

These data will supplement previous atomic bomb phenomena observations
in the determination of:

1. The requirements for airborne protective equipment.

2. The physical and chemical properties of cloud contaminationwhich
will provide a guide to developing simulated contaminants for futwe laboratory
studles●

3. ‘Fall-out,extent and severity of areas
extrapolation to other environmental conditions of

h. Chemical and radiochemical analysis of
fractionated on the basis of size and density will
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particle size with chemical ca~position, total radioactivity,and the chemical
conditions under which the radiocontaminantsexist in the cloud.

~. Chemical analyses and ~rticle size measurements of the samples will
shuw whether previous non-isokimetic methcds of particle collection provide
samples which are representative of the cloud.

6. Gross decay curves of such representative dust samples will provide
data for predicting the gross decay rate of a cloud which might settle out in the
habitated regions as a result of a nearby atanic burst. It till ako indicate
whether or not serious fractionation of the fission products has occurred.

II. Method

A. General method

Each drone aircraft will be equippd with apparatus designed to obtain
representative samples of the cloud for the determination of cloud particle size
and distribution. In view of the limited Uboratory facilities at the test site,
no extensive field work will be conducted there. The samples will be shipped by
air to the Army Chemical Centerj The Naval Radiolo.\icalDefense Ldmrator’y$ ~~or
their contractors for extensive investigation.

B. Detailed

1. The Chemical Corps will equip each drone aircraft with the following
apparatus for particle size distribution determinations:

a.

b.

c.

d.

One (1) modified cascade impactor, designed to separate the
particulate contaminant into four (4) size fractions.

One (1) centrifugal conifuge designed to separate the cloud
contaminant into a continuous spectrum of particle size fractiOne

One (1) snap sampler of’approximately ten (10) cubic ’foot=PcitY
which will be designed to obtain a cloud sample for ultimate analy
which will include gaseous and particulate determinationand micro
chemical and radiochemical analysiss

Saniplinewill be done isokinetically,as far as practicable, based
on NRDL results in developing such an apparatus.

Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (BuShips)will devise and
aircraft with two ‘isokinetic samplers!’for collecting representa

2. The
equip each drone
ive samples of the particulate matter from the ABD cloud. This sampler is designe
to have an ah intake stream parallel to, and equal in velocity to, the air strsam
i.r!gby outside of the collector. Af’tarentrance through a amzillhole, the intake
stream is slwed by a widening in the collector and the particles in the stream aro
precipitated out. An electrostatic prepipititor and a thermal precipititm~ be
used on each drone aircraft.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

The two samplers to be used
mounted on the underside of

on each drune are expected to be
the plane with their axes parallel

to the line of flight and about ~ive feet apart. These collec-
tors should be mounted with intake as far forward as possible,
in order to sample relatively undisturbed air in front of the
plane.

A collector will consist of the following principal parts:

(1) Intake nozzle
(2) Diffuser section
[~] &a&ttitor section

(5) Vmturi cowl.

The intake nozzle will be a straight tube, the forward section
of which will be varied-andconrected by means of a universal jotit
and flexible rubber hose to the rear section of the nozzle* The
rear section of the nozzle will lead into the diffuser section
which will be conical in shape with a total expansion angle of 6°0
From the diffuser, the air will enter the precipitation section
at a greatly reduced velocity due to the expansion in the diffuser.
Upon leaving the precipitiat~rcham~r~ the ai-rleaves the collector
via the exhaust opening at the rear of the collector. A venturi
CUW1 will be placed concentricwith the exhaust opening in ader
to provide absolute pressure at the exhaust which will be low
enough to compensate for the internal friction of the collector
and maintain the fitike stream velocity equal to external air
velocity.

The precipitator section of one of the collectors on a drone
will consist of an electrostaticprecipitator. The precipitator
section of the other collector will provide a source from which
to draw samples through one or more thermal precipitators.

Power racks for the collectorswill be mounted inside the fuse-
lage. ‘Power packs will provide electric current at desired volt-
age for the electrostatic precipitator. The drone plane electric
power will also be required for operation of the motor for the
therml precipitator and for heating its precipitatingwires.

C. Dependence on yield of weapons

It is believed that the expected yield of the weapons will not exert
significant influence on the details provided in Part II (A) and (B). The date of
test is of importance. Any significant alteration in the dtiecticn of an earlier
test date could result in the inability to complete the preparationibr this project.

III. Details of Progress to Date in Kxperimental and TheoreticalWork

A. Background

6.1-3 ,’.-.
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Two sources of data are available i’romwhich calculations can be made
of the anticipated particle size, distribution of size, and activity level per
unit volume, Cascade impactors were instilled in drone aircraft at SANDSTUNE
by the Chemical Corps. The samples collected indicated a predominance of part-
icle size in the range of 0.1 to 0.4 micron diameter. There was sume evidence
of particulate matter in the size range of 1-10 microns. Activity Was detected
on an effluent filter attached to the cascade impactor which indicates the pas-
sage of small sized particulate through the finest iqactor jet. No attempt
was made to segregate the active particles from inactive, but gross measurements
of a tivity were made.

9
Eleven hours after the test an activity level of l-~

x 10 disintegrations per minute per slide was measured, or an activity of 106
disintegrations per minute er cascade impactor. The activity on the cleanuP

?filter was approximately 10 d/m. ‘i’racerlab,Inc., as a result of an air
sampling program has determined that the active particles collected at long range
are in size range of 3-10 microns diameter. These data are for radioactive part-
icles only. A consideration of the activity as a function of particle size leads
to the conclusion that activity maybe either an adsorbed or condensation phenome-
non. This activity would thus vary as the 2nd or jrd power of the diameter. The
activity associated with a single particle thus changes quite rapidly with part-
icle diameter. In the first case cited above, the data are inconclusiveas to the
actual particle size of active particulate. Also, the long-range data in the
second case are only indicative of the particle size associated with a cloud an
appreciable time after matomic bomb detonaticm. Based on these results the size
range desired to be covered in this test was set at 0.1 to 20 microns. To accompl-
ish this task several instruments and techniques are necessary. The following
conditions have been postulated to calculate the probable particulate concentration
per unit volume:

1. SO tons of iron vaporized

2. Size of cloud stem 1 mile

3* Size of mushroom = volume

and condensed oi’density 7..8.

diameter, J miles high.

ui stem.

Based on hese conditions, the volume of the cloud is 1.1s x 1011
h

cub+c feet or
3.26x 10 liters. The following table gives the total concentration and partic-
ulate density per cc for various homogeneous particle dispersions:

Diameter Total Particle Total Volume

~ Concentration of Cloud (CC) Particles/cc

20 l,h x lol~ 3.26 X 1015 0.43

5 8.9 X 1016 3.26 x 1015 27.0

1 1*1X 1019 3.26 X 1015 3.4 x 103

0.5 8.9 X 1019 3.26 x 1015 2.7 x 104

0.1 1.1 x 1022 3.26 x 1015 3.4 x 106
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These figures erphasiz. ifieextent that particle concentration
is dependent upun sizs in the range in question. Zxperimertal
to increase the flow ra~,eof the conifuge to 300 cc/minute.

per unit volume
work is underway

B. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory

1. Isokinetic Air Sampler - The theoretical design phases of the
isokinetic air sampler are completed. The general features have been described
in the preceding section. Models with varfing inlet diameters and varying collector
lengths were made to permit experimen@l evaluatim of the instrument. Arrange-
ments were made with Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, Moffett Field, California, to
test the aerodynamic properties of the iscdcineticsanphr. This study will s~on
be completed.

2. iLectroatatic Precipitator - Tests performed with a model electros-
tatic precipitator showed that high flux radiation fields do not titerfere sign-
ificantly with the precipitator. A field created by one IIev.X-rays (100,0O@/hr)
did not cause demonstrable change in breakdown pote~tial. Tests made in a Bwser
Cham>er at simulated altitudes and temperatmes expected in the drone planes show-
ed that the precipitator functions properly. Voltage requirements for operation
of the precipitator at various altitudes were measured. A test set-up was made to
measure the efficiency of dust collection of a model electrostatic precipitator
at variuus voltages under controlled air flow conditions. It was found that the
corona (ion currat) from a typical tapered central electrode was insufj”icient
for efficient dust collection. The central electrodewas redesigned to yield hi~her
ion current. First attempts with a sharp edged disc at the end of the central
electrode were unsatisfactorydue to uneven distribution of the field which strmg-
ly favored the nearest point on the wall of the outer electrode. A second design
of the ion current generator on the central electrode was highly successful. The
central electrode was increased in diameter to provide rigiai~?, to decrease the
distance of travel of p.rticles, and to attempt to increase the Wit field flux
between it and the outer electrode. The central electrode was tklenterminated in
series of pointed wires, set as spokes at the end of the electrode. Each point
had, in series, a resistance which prevented any point from discfiarginga dis-
propmtionate amount of ion current. The resulting uniform corona precipitated
the dust evenly. Latest tests indicate t:~t the original design is preferable when
suitably modified. A central electrode in the form of a thin wire appears to give
satisfactory results. Further tests are now in progress. Experiments were made on
the design of holding strips for electron microscope screens and glass slides for
collection of samples of dust for photomicroscopyand subse:iuentsize measurements.
Considerable progress was made in the development of a system for treatment of glaSS
slides to nake them cunduct electric current. Such a step was necessary to insure
the efficient collection of a representative sample of the collected particles.
Further experimentation is proceeding on this problem. Concurrently, optical ad
electron microscopy techniques are undergoing evaluation. A statisticallyvalid
method for combining optical and electron microscope measurements to provide an
overall size distributionwas developed. Phase microscopy is being examined as an
adjunct ~,ooptical measurement of dust particles.
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3. Particle collection tests to be made on the model electrostatic
precipitatorwill be as follows:

a. Determination of fractionation of particle size along the length
of the precipitator tube by makii]gparticle size distribution
measurements of particles deposited on optical and electron
microscope screens placed on the collectingwall of the precipi-
tator during r~ns in which air velocity and pressure are t!iesane
as those contemplated in the A31)sample collections.

b. Determination of efficiency of collection of particles at various
air speeds will be made by determination of the proportion of
particles stupped by tk,eelectrostatic precipitator to those
held by a filter which will be placed behind the precipitator.
This proportion will be measured by the use of radioactive phos-
phorus adsorbed on the alumina aerosol as a tracer. Iron carbouyl
aerosols can be used on this mess-%rement,using chemical analysis
for iron as the means 01 followir,gthe

c. Tests (a) and (b), above, will be made
iron as aerosols to measure the ei’l”ect
precipitator performance.

deposition of the aerosol.

using alumina end carbonyl
of particle density on

d. The efficiency of the precipitatorwill be tested under the in-
fluence of high intensity ioni~ing radiation, probably by use of
a high power, industrial X-ray machine as the source of ionizatim.

4. Thermal Precipitator

Original plans called for the utilization of the thermal precipitator
for the collection of cloud particle samples for size measurement and for the
identification of time of entry into and exit from the cloud by the drone plane.
Further consideration of the objectives indicates that the ro-ti~lg~ oscil~ting
thermal precipitator would be extremely complex, The mechanical obstacles in the
?ath of development of the device seem insurmountablewithin the time limitations
-posed. It was therefore decided that the thermal precipitator would be used
:.~lelyfor the collection of a representative portion of the A1311cloud particulate
matter for size measurement of the distribution of active and inactive particles.
Present work is directed towards increasing the capacity of the oscillating thermal
precipitator to insure that it will collect a sample of adequate size. An improved
type of thermal precipitator has been designed which, it is hoped, maybe substituted
for the oscillating thezmal precipitator. It was further ot’tidedthat identification
of time of entry into the ARD cloud by the drone planes cculd be determined best by
a large capacity jet impactor. As this latter instrwnent was not submitted to the
Joint Proof Test Committee for consideration previously, a brief will be prepared
describing it and a request will be made lor authorization for its use.

C. Chemical Corps

Experimental evaluation of the apparatus planned for use in this test pro-
gram is underway with pre-cut size fraction of A O . These fractions are for dia-

Idmeters from 20-10; 10-5; S-3; and less than 3 mic s. They rnll be set up as
-—



aerosols in test apparatus labelled with acisoroedP-32
status report covers individual items uf equipments

1. Cascade impactor - FtLliminary laboratory
of a Chemical Corps four jet cascade imp&ctor and data

ur 1-131. The following

evaluation has been made
obtained on the”peak size

removed on each slide. On the basis of ti]eoreticalcalculatitinsand experimental
data the slit sizes are being reassigned for the removal of ~reater than S microns,
1 micron, 0.5 micron, ar.d0.1 micron for a material of density equals 4. This
redesigned unit will be evaluated v.hencompleted.

2“ c*-
Laboratory evaluation of the coni:uge has been carried out

at a flow rate of 00 cc per minute and consideration is being given to modificat-
ions to increase the flow rate. In adciitionit is planned to use the entire cone
as a collection medium, by making it replaceable, rather than usin~ glass slides
covering slits in tilecone.

3. IsoMnetic sampler for (1) and (2) - The results of the N?.DLstudy of
isokinetic samplers and the proposed design of the snap sa..plerL. ‘iracerlabare
being followed and will be incorporated, if possible, in the samplin~ probe iur the
impactor and conifuge.

4. Snap sampler - The snap sampler requirement has recently been coordinat-
ed with Tracerlab, Inc., with the result that the volume required was raised from
S00 cubic inches to 10 cubin feet. This change in requirement has been presented
to the Air Material Command and steps have been taken to meet it. Design of the
snap sampler is being actively prosecuted. A contract is under negotiation with
Tracerlab to carry out the analyses. The following analyses are planned on the
samples collected:

a.

b.

c*

Radiochemical analysis for cadmiul, cesium, molybdenum and
silver. These analyses will be made on three samples collected
at each test shot, preferably from drones flying at h+gh, medium,
and low albitudes. The elements to be analyzed are near the peaks
and valley of the expected fission pruduct curve and should pro-
vide data on the degree of fission product contamination presenty
ana serve as a reference fur other collection systems.

‘Gaseousanalysis for xenon and krypton. This analysis will be
undertaken b~ gas counting techniq’desand by studies on the
decay products.

Tracerlab also plans to carry out the followtig analyses on the
sample:

(1) Determination of size of active particles.

(2) Determination of activityas a function of particle size.

(3) Mcrochemical analysis for iron, uranium, and aluminum.

..
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C. Additional data desired

Theoretical calculations on the expected activity level and particulate
concentration per unit volume; or pressure, temperature, time data from which
particle size calculations might be made.

IV. Personnel Requirements

A. Required at test site

1. Officers - 1 from NRDL available.

2. Civilians - Six (6) total; three (3) from Chemical Corps, three (3)
from NRDL. The duties of these personnel will be to install and test apparatus,
remove the samples collected, and pack the material for stateside shipment. One
person will be responsible for each of the iollowing apparatus; cascade impactor,
conifuge~ therrd precipitator electrostatic precipitator, and snap sampler. une
person will be an instrument technicianwho will install$ service, and calibrate
the scalers and survey meters used on this project. The group fill operate as a
team to remove the various samples from the drone aircraft.

3. Laborers - Four (4) - none available.

Time required - 150 man-hours.

B. Project work in continental United States

1. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory

a. Development of the ESP Unit:

1 Chemist from NRDL available.

1 Physicist from NRI)Lavailable.

1 Technician from NRDL available.

b. Development of the Thefmal Precipitator Unit:

2 Physicists from NRDL - 1 available.

c. Chemical and Radiochemical Processing of Samples:

1 Chemist from NRDL available.

2. Chemical Corps

a. 4 scientific personnel available.

V. Instrumentation and Equipment Requirements

, -..
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A. Instruments and Equipment

1. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory - With the exception of stan-
dard laboratory items, the following instruments and equipment comprise the reT~ire-
ments for the cloud sampling project:

Each drone plane will require:

a. Three isokinetic samplers with electrostatic precipitators (one
for each ABD). One Berno-ulliCuwl will be sufficient for all
three samplers.

b. One

c. One

d. Six

isokinetic sampler with a thermal precipitator.

power pack for the electrostatic precipitator.

radioactivity measuring devices with accessories
measurements at siteO

2. Chemical Corps -

a. Thirteen (13) cascade impactors.

b. Thirteen (13) conifuges.

c. Thirteen (13) snap samplers.

d. Three (3) Geiger-ihillerscalers.

B. Assembly in 21

for decay

It is planned to assemble the instruments and the equipment in the 21
for shipment to the test sib. The instruments and equipment willbe ready for
installation and use at the test site.

C. Assembly at Test Site

Minor installation assembly is required at the test site for installation
in or on the &one aircraft. The drcme aircraft will not be flown to the site with
equipment installed because of possible d’~age to equipment on =tended flight and
because of undesirable effects of some of the apparatus on flight characteristics.

D. Calibrations at Te8t Site

Flow rate measurements must be made at the test site
aircraft, based on the operating altitudes and other factors.
with flcnvmeters or with pressure measuring devices. All the
engaged.

E. Ihwtective Equipment

6.1-9
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All protective equipment will be designed, built and tested in the 21.
It is anticipated that samplers will be removed from the drone planes by remote
control.

VI. Present Status of the Equipment and Instruments Required to Perform the
-,experiment

A.

B.

c.

D.
has not

d.

F.

Percent wocured - none.

Orders placed - none.

Orders to be placed:

Cascade impactors - 1 July 1950

Conifuge - 1 Sept 1950

Snap samplers - 1 Sept 1950

Electrostatic Wecipitators - 15 June 1950

Thermal Precipitators - lS June 19~0

Whether work will be contracted or performed by government facilities
been decided. Delivery will be scheduled for 1 August - 1 November 1950.

Partially Developed

1. Cascade Xmpactor Modification - complete in six weeks.

2. Conilkge Modification - complete in ten weeks.

j. Llectrostitic Precipitator Design - 15 June 159.

4. Therxml precipitator Design -15 June 19S0.

Commericially Available Equipment to be Procured

1. None of the equipment for sample collectors or precipitators is
commercially available with the possible exception of the power packs. Development
of the precipitatorswill soon be sufficiently advanced to specify power pack design,
and data

oration.

G.

on possible sources of these item will be collected.

2. Three (3) Geiger-Yuller Scalers,
Order tobe placed in

Armd Forces Equi~ent

Armed forces equipment

two weeks, no

required will

Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corp-
delivery date lamwn.

consist of protective
monitoring service for crews handling samples.

~“
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H. Equipment to be Built by Facilities Planning Operation

No estimate can be made yet of equipment which can be built by experi-
menting groups, since this equip ent has not yet been developed.

I. Decisions to be Reached

1. Size, design, and operation of the snap sampler. This is under consid-
eration at the present tine by Chemical Corps, Tracerlab, Inc., and Tracerl-abfs
consultants.

2* A decision as to equipment to be used can be expected in June 199.

VII. Logistics

A, Sea Lift

1. To Site -

2. Roll-up -

B. Air Lift

1. To Site -

45S M/T -D-30.

45.5 M/T - 0+7.

Approximately S00 pounds of more delicate equipment
associated wi-test-should go by air-lift; D-21.

2. Roll-up - Samples collected are to be returned to NRDL, San Francisco,
California; Army Chemical Center, Maryland; and Boston, Massachusetts.

a. Naval Radiological Defense Laborato~

Two boxes each weighing less than 200 lbs, containing selected
samples from the electrostatic precipitatorand the thermal
precipitator, should be p-iacedon the planes that return the
Los A1.amosfilter samples to the United States. Box destination -
NRDL, San rFrancisco. All laboratorywork on these samples except
a few spot checks and “screening‘tmeasurements will be done state-
side. Thereforej it is necessary to provide plane transportation
to get them into the laboratory at the earliest possible moment
after the test. The following shipping schedule is desired:

(1) 2 boxes on Los Alamos sample planes a few hours after test.

(2) b boxes (each weighing less than 200 lbs) to leave one or
two days after test.

Radiation intensities are expected to be less than k at l-foot
from the boxes.

6.1-11
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b. Chemical Corps

The Chemical Corps weight requirement is approximately 1000 10S
per test. It is anticipated that the U.S. Air Force will provide
an aircraft for returning the snap samplers to Boston, Mass.
Utilization of this aircraft will be made to return selected
samples to the Army Chemical Center. It is anticipated this plane
will leave within a few hours after each test. The remaining
material is to be returned by air at the latest W3 days~ E+3 ~Ys~
and G+3 days.

C. & D. Sea Lift or Air Lift

Personnel

1. To Site - 7 Men - D-30

2* Roll-up - 7 Men - G+?

VIII.Collaboration

Collaborating agencies

A. Technical Command,

B. Naval Radiological
California.

C. AFQAT-1, USAF.

are:

Chemical Corps, Army Chemical Center, Maryland.

Defense Laboratory, Bureau of Ships, San Francisco,

D. Tracerl.abjInc., Boston, Massachusetts.

E. Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, Moffett Field, California is assisting in
the aerodynamic design
be shared with the Los

and testing of the sample collector. Samples collected will
Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

IX. Responsibility

A. Chemical Corpe will be responsible for accomplishing the test program,
collecting data, and reporting it through the Program Director to the Scientific
Director. Dr. Paul Tompkins, Associate Scientific Director, NRDL, is responsible
for the NRDL phases of the experiment.

B. Project Officer - James P. Mitchell, Technical Command, Army Chemical Center,
Maryland.

x. Funds

This information is contained in fiscal chart, page 6-2.
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XI. Facilities

A. The facilities provided on Eniwetok as described in Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory Letter SD-1382, dated 9 March 1950, will be sufficient for the project.
(seepage 5-3).

B. Forward area transportaticni

One weapons carrier for transportation of personnel and equipment between
the unloading area and the aircraft installationarea.

., ‘+
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REVISEDTEST PROPOSAL

PROJECT6.2

THERMALEFFECTS ON ?JATERIALS

1. Object of the Experiment

A. Data to be obtained

The objective of this experiment is to obtain data from an atomic bomb
burst on the effects of thermal radiation on materials for:

1. Comparison of a field source to laboratory sources using detectors
or materials sensitive to different wave lengths of thermal radiation.

2. Comparison of field exposed materials with laboratory exposed mate-
rials, emphasizing the selection of comparison standards with widely variant char-
acteristics for the absorption and reflection of radiant thermal energy.

3. Determination of the influence of the environmental eituation on
material damage to permit extrapolation from results obtained at Eniwetok to other
geographical regions. This will require a documentation of the environmental con-
ditions at the moment of’the test.

4. Correlation between effects of small and extended radiant beams
on material samples (to obtain laboratory scaling factors).

5. Temporal observations of the development and propagation of fire
and flame under field conditions.

6. Analytical studies by the Army Or&mnce Department of the effects
of geometry on fire initiation in order to aid in the more effective planning of
field and laboratory tests.

7. Check of the predictions of the combustibility of common
structural materials with a small number of samples.

SECRET
LAB-J-1890



B.

basis of

Application of data

1. The “standard” materials are to be selected, if possible, on the
their response to important parameters of the exposure. The parameters

are total aergy, spectral distriwtion, duration, intensity, light ourve,
ambient conditions and position. The number of standards will be minimized
as far as laboratory studies and previo~ investigationswill permit. Thus

eaoh standard material will represent a whole class of substanceswhich may
vary, for example, in color, density and chemicxilcomposition.

2. The laboratory sources will be
conditions by exposure of these ‘standards”
instruments used in laboratorywork so that

Instruments (laboratory)

-

‘oalibratedn against the field
simultaneouslywith the calibrating
the following relation can be drawn:

Instruments (field)

J

Standard Materials (laboratory) Standard Materials (field)

The validity of the laboratory exposure as a simulant for actual exposure cen
thus be c ecked.

3. The relationship between the effects of laboratory eources on
these standards, and the effects of the same sources on common materials used
in the construction of electrical, insulati~, packaging axxlstructural items
will be correlated in the laboratory prior to the test. The effect of exposing
these materials to field conditions will be predicted. These predictions,
after.beingproved valid in the field, will then be the basis on which mate-
rials for construction of military equi~ment and supply items will be selected.

4. Defensive plans, inolud:.ngrecommendations for the selection
of materials, design of equipment and structures, disaster planning, etc.,
will be based on the foregoing information plus knowledge of faators con-
tributing to ‘theorigin and spreading of fires. One very important problem
to attack in this connection is the determination of whether or not primary
fires constitute a significant factor in defense planning, particularly from
the point of view of target vulnerability estimates.

The proposed experiments extend previous studies associated
with the detonations at Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Bikini and Eniwetok. The cali-
bration and standard materials studies form the core of a continuing program
in progress at NRDL,NML, BRL, and other DOD agencies.

6.2 - 2
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II. Method

A. The project aonsists of two distinct parts.

1. For an assessment of the ability to simulate in the laboratory
and measure the thermal effeots of atomic bomb detonations on materials, the
general method will be to exposep~testbd materials and instruments at oper.
ationally important distanoeu. Where this is feasible, protected instruments
will be plaoed to record the instantaneous environmental conditions so that
the important attributes of the associated detonation phenomenology can be
selected for future laboratory reproduction. Data derivable from NRL or
other measurements will not be duplicated.

2. The second part oonsists of the exposure of small samples of
common materials whioh are believed to be important as potential sources of
primary fire haze,rd,Incendiary properties of these materials are being pre-
determined in the laboratory as far as possible with available thermal sources.
Extrapolation from incendiary properties ~der Conditions of ~aried geometric
configurations and particularly on exposure to an extended and collimated
radiant beam can be done only by means of tb field test. Meteorological
instrumentsare being provided for recording environmental conditions. The
effects of +&e thermal field on the materials will be recorded photograph-
ically.

B. Proposed experimentation.

1. Proposed experimentation is designed in three parts:

(a) Continuing laboratory studies of rmtterials,exposure
and evaluating techniques, measuring instruments and methods, and constrw.
tion of field test equipment.

(b) Installation and testing of equipment at the field
site. Field analysis of the test conditions and the exposure results.
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(c) Continuing studies of the field rosulta and standardization of
laboratory activities in terms of these results. The thermal receivers, measuring
instrumentsand incendiary arrangement are being constructed in the 21 in a form
that will permit oompleted assemblies to be transported and ereoted at the various
test sites. A total of 5 stations ineide 4000 yards are being provided as indioated
below. The bulk of’the thermal i~,dioatingmaterials are being sealed against the
effects of ~isture and send. The incendiary ~terials will be protected from the
weather until shortly before the test.

2. Materials will be gathered up as early as possible after the teat
and detailed observations made of the equipment eapeoially laid out for this proj-
eot. Rough estimates of the radiant energy from the bomb and its speotral distri-
bution will be available directly after the test. More quantitative reeults will
be available after study of the exposed materials and instrument and photographic
records is made in the laboratory.

3. The make-up and looation of the stations for 6.2 exposures are
described in Table 11.B.3.

Station 622 is being set up by the W and it will oonsist of a dural rack
12 feet by 6 feet (abo~e ground) for mounting panels of thermal indioatora. Similar raoks
will be provided by tha NML for stations 623, 6248 625a and 626. The U. S. Radiological
Defenoe Laboratory will provide steel raaks approximately 7 feet by 10 feet (above ground)
for mounting thermal indicators. There will be one swh raok at each of stations 623,
624, 625 and 626a.

Panels of incendiary materials will be mounted by the U. S. Naval
Radiological Defense Laboratory at stations 623a, 624a, 62S and 626a. For the first
two stations the panels will be mo~ted on the Southwest wings of buildings 333 and
334, meltinguse of an area approximately 1S feet by 15 feet in eaoh taase.For the
last two stations, steel raoks of a similar design to those being used for thermal
indioatoro are being provided for wunting the incendiary materials. In eaoh ease,
GSAP and K-25 cameras are being used for documentation purposes. The oameras will
be mounted in camera houses of the same design as that being’used by Edgerton,
Germeshaueen and Grier. At eaoh of the stations 623, 625 end 626a, the U. S.
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory is providing a ooncrete blockhouse 9 feet
by 7 feet by 10 feet for housing eleotrioal reoording equipment, meteorological
equipment and rotating drum systems. One of the sides 9 feet by 10 feet will
faoe zero point. The thermal energy to be dalyzed will be received through
ports in the front faoe of each blockhouse.
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4. The panels whioh hold the exposure items will be shipped from the
U. S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory and the NML ready to bolt on the racks.
On the panels will be an array of items selected to give a representative list of
importantways in which radiant energy oan interact with materials. Materials being
used have been or aro being calibrated ae far as poauible in the laboratory with
standardizedthermal sources. On a number of the panels the exposure items are being
chosen so that their response will give information on the physioal characteristiua
of the thernnl radiation. The geometry of the mounting arrangement for these items
correspondsolosely to that used in the laboratory. The field test will servo as a
check on the validity of the laboratory arrangement and will provido information
leading to suitable modifications of this arrangement. These items are intended to
provide their own reoording in the field Uder the action of the thernml enerw, by
suoh behavior as melting, charring, etc. Consequently, these materials can be referred
to as passive receivers or instrument. On the remaining panels will be mounted
exposure items ohosen for the study of incendiary properties.

(a) Pas6ive reoeiver panela. The items in this case are being
ohosen primarily to obtain information concerning the total thermal energy and the
spectral oharaoteristicsof this energy. In addition, a number of receivers at eaoh
station will be devoted to a study of the tixae.inteneityrelationship, of the ef’feet
of collimation, of the effect of field influenoee suoh as weathering, spray, sand-
blast, etc., of area and edge effects and of the influenae of baoking material.

Most of the materials have glready been selected on the basis of laboratory tests
while others are still being calibrated. Materials already aeleoted are shown in
Table 11.B.4. Several items may be added to this list prior to the teah. A number
of the items being mounted on the NML raoks have been aeleotod by the Quartermaster
Research ad Development Laboratories. Also, a number of flameand moiaturo proofing
materials are to be added by the NML. The study of the spectral distributionwill be
made on the U. S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory racka primarily by the uae of
heat-reaiatant filters, Corning #9-54, #O-62 and #2-68, whioh will split the spootrum
into three regiona. Some special filters to get informationon narrower spectral banda
are being eonaidered. On the “NMLraoka, Corning filters #3-76, #1-S4 and #-67, as
well as quartz, aro being used with oertain items.

(b) Incendiary materiala panela. The intoreat here ia primarily In
the effeots of auoh faotora aa refleotanoe, oonduotivity, area, baoking and geometry
on the initiation of fire and ita aubaequent behavior. The bulk of the aamplea aro
plane and beaidea being photographed will alao be examined prior to and aubaequent to
the detonation.

Moat of the materiala to be used have been ehoaen and are liatod
in Table 11.B.4. Several other items may be added prior to the teat.
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TABLE11.B.4

LIST OF EXPOSUREITEMS

T-. ‘W,islist is divided into two types of materials. The first group listsmat.-
r~~ls whiah act as passive receivers, while the second list comprises items selected
fcr the skudy of incendiary phenomena.

4.. Passive receivers (NIL and USNRDL)

1. Xoods - Douglas fir, Maple, Mahogany, White Oak untreated
-ing - Behind Corning filters

2. Metais
-als - 10 differentmetals, surface treated and surface untreated
Thickness - Determined by sensitivity of material
Mounting - NO filters, behind quartz windows, behind Corning filters

3. Paper
Material - Unsized paper, treated paper
Type - Kraft, heat recording
Color - Brown (Kraft), Yellow (heat recording)
Mounting - Behind quartz windows, behind Corning filters

4. Fabrics
~1 a - Cotton, wool, rayon, nylOn
Weights -Cotton (shirting, duck)

Colors -

Mounting -

5. Plastics
Materials -

Colors -

Mounting -

Wool (summer,w-titer)
Rayon (average)
Nylon (average)
(a) Low reflectance in visible and IR regions
(b) High visible reflectance, low IR reflectance
(c) Low visible reflectance, high IR reflectance
Eehind quartz windows

Methyl methacrylate, cellulose acetate, cellulose nitrate,
bakelite, teflon
Clear and pigmented (high absorption)
Teflon . neutral only
Behind quartz windows

6. 7Veatherprotective COf3thgS
Materials - Paint, varnish, lacquer
Colors - ‘aint - standard green; varnish ad lacquer - clear
Thickness - Single and multiple coats to be applied by standard t?avy

coating process
Base Materials - Douglas fir, Mahogany, steel
Mounting - Behind quartz windows
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B. Incendiary materials (USNRDL)

1. Woods
=iala -

Thickness -
Treatment .

Backing -

2. Fabrics
~ls -
Colors -
Backing -

White pine, balsa, red o*, maple, California redwood,
Douglas fir.
Between 1/8 inch and 1 inch
LTntreatgd

Painted (pine only’)- black, white, aluminum paint,
3 other colors to be selected
Unbaoked, metal, asbestos on metal

‘Wool,cotton, rayon gabardine, nylon, cotton broadcloth
Black, whito
wood

3. Plastics
~- Lucite
Color - Clear
Backing - Air, wood, metal, asbestos on metal

(End of Table)

5. More detailed information regarding the physioal characteristicsof the
thermal radiation than can be hoped to be obtained by the passive receivers will be col-
lected by the use of certain types of active instruments, that is, instruments requir-
ing the us. of external power for their operation. The types of instruments to be used
are oscillograph recorders and rotating drums.

(a) Oscillograph recorders. The instruments to be used are Oscillo-
graph Record~g G~eras, manufactured by the Hei.landResearch Corporation, Denver,
Colorado. The input signals to this recorder will be supplied by thermopilee and
photocells, with no intermediate stages of amplification. This system is intended
to provide information regarding the time-intensity relationship for several spectral
regions. lViththe thermopiles, it is planned to use the same types of filters aa for
the passive receivers (Corning #%54, *62 and #2-58). It is contemplated that
Corning filters #9-54 and #7-60 will be used with the photocells. Some thermopiles
will be devoted to a study of scattered radiation. One recorder with associated
thermopiles and photocells will be located in each of the concrete blook houses
(stations 623, 625 and 626a). Itwill be necessary to use duplioate thermopiles
and photocell for each spectral region to ensure covering the range of intensity
likely to be enootitered. The heat oapacity of the thermopiles will result in an
integrated time-intensity curve while the time constant of the photocells is expected
to be sufficiently small to result in a differentiated curve. The time constants of
the system are under study.
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111. -ndtheoretical.rk.Details of progress to d’~tein

A. Intense sources have been set up at the USNRDL and the .NMLfor testing and
meazwing extreme energy effects on materials. A good deal of effort has been devoted
to developing methods for analyzing the output of these sourcese The calibration is
adequate for the testing of the exposureiternsand this testing is proceeding. Navy
searchlights are being used ~t both installationsfor this work.

An analysis of t?.ebehavior o-’electrical recording systems using input
signals from thermopiles ind photocells has been carried out, The electrical recorder
being used is a Heiiand Oscillograph Recording Camera. The interest has been in
determining thL_ feasibility of using this type of system to obtain a time-intensity
record for several”parts of the spectrum. The suitability of the system for this
purpcse has b~en established and final tests under simulated field conditions are
proc~$di~g. A final determination of’the expected tme resolution is being made.

The revolving drum system has been studied with regard to its feasibility
for determining time-intensityrelationships for several spectral regions. Experi-
mental work has been carried out ~ith the system and tests have beenmade to deter-
mine the;ost suitable recordi~gmaterials to achteve a maximum sensitivity. This
b.asnecessitated the calibration of several materials with the laboratory arrange-
ment of sources.

A laboratory set-up is being established for testing the photographic pro-
~ram in connection with incendiary phenomena. An attempt is being made to “duplicate~
as neerly as possible, ccnditio~s expected in the field. The greatest uncertainty
here is i~ ‘Jhevalidity of available light curves. An analysis of the pertinent
information d~gired frcm the field test concern;.ngthe physical characteristicsof
the thermal energy and its interactionwith v.rious:~terialshas been made. Factors
such as backirlg,n~unting ge~metry, area and edge effects and environmental influ-
ences have been considered. The selection of pass:.vereceivers and j.ncendiarymate-
~ials is being based on this a:.~ljreis.

All experimental and $;~eoreticalwork conducted to date emphasizes the
nsed for information from atomic detonations to guide a laboratory program on thermal
radiation. fl.tthe present time, t~ieavailable information from previous field tests
is ina(iequa+: to provide any real assurance that existing laboratory arrangements
correspond c’i:-:eiyto field conditions. Until such assur~ce cm be obtained, it
will n?t be pssi.bl~ -toset Up a standard procedure in the laboratory for the rou-
ti30 tgsting cf materiel of interest to the Department of Defense, to arrive at the
~est p~ssible defensive measures or to provide the most suitable methods for treat-
~.entof casualties resulting fron atomic detonations.
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IV. Personnel requirements

A. Required at the test site

1. Eight civilians, two to be provided by the NM.L,the remainder to be
‘on-~ributedby the lJSNRDLe The civili~~ till be responsible for the installation
of recording and measuring equipment, its calibration and pre-test cheoking and the
documentation and assessment of data.

2. One enlisted man, who is expected to be a Chief PhotographersMate.
He will assist the scientific personnel in setting up cameras and making test runs
with these cameras.

30 Approximately 900 man hours o? unskilled labor will be required for
loading sad unloading equipment and for the transportationand creation of racks and
panels. Approximately 70 man hours of an electricianto time will be required for
installing and checking electrical circuits. Approximately 70 man hours of photo-
graphic labor will be required for processing test film.

B. Work in Continental United States
%ojeot work in oontinemtal U S. is under way at N’MLand USNRDL, using re-

spectively 4 and 6 professional grade ;orlcersto design test equipment and to make
analytic studies. Teohnioianswill be available as needed.

v. Instrumentationand Equipment

A. Instruments and equipment required.

1. Additional intense souroes of thermal radiation.

2. Structural raoks for mounting panels of passive recei~era and
incendiarymaterials.

(a) S dural raoks provided by the NML

(b) 6 steel racks provided by the USNRDL

(1) 4 racks for passive receivers

(2) 2 raoka for incendiary materiala

Eaoh agenoy is fabricating and shipping, in disassembled form, its
own raoks.

3. Panels oarrying exposure items.

(a) Passive reoeiver panels. Both the NML and the USNRDL are pro-
viding panels. Eaoh agenoy will assemble these panels of materials and ship them
ready for belting to raoks at the site.
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(b)
being assembled and
bolting to racks or
Tided for placement
down for panels and

(1) 60 panels provided by the
12 ~a~els per rack

(2) J. panels provided hy the
22 panels per rack

NML

USNRDL

Incendiary materials panels. These panels of materials are
packaged for shipment by tho USNRDL. They will be ready for
walls of buildings at the sitee Some i~).terialsare being pro-
near racks or buildings (not photographed). The entire braak-
materials is not yet available. Panels for geometrical studies

[i-sparedby the National Bureau of Standards under contract with the Ballistics
Research Laboratories are being packaged and shipped by thUSNRDL.

4, Cameras

(a) 50 GSAP cameras

(b) 15K-25 cameras

Cameras, together with filters, mounting braoketiand sighting
attachments are being packaged lnd shipped by the USNRDL.

5, Weather recording equipment.

These are instruments designed to give a record of meteorological
condit” s for several days before the detonation and, if possible, fey one or two
days ~::~,.iwdetonation. It is uncertain that the latter condition ~.:;be satis-
fier-.c~.npletelydue to likely damage to certain of the instrumentsh ~!.~shock wave.

(a) Frieze Aneroid Barographs. One each at stations “Z3, 625 *d
626a. Pen and ink recording on paper with approximately 15 minutes time resolution.
dperation by 24 hour spring-mound clock.

~ (b) Frieze Hygro-thermographs.One each at stations 623, 625 ~d
626a. Two spares. Pen and ink recording on paper with approximately 15 minutes time
resolution. Operation by 24 hour spring-wound olook.

(c) Bendix-Frieze Totalizing CUp Anemometer. One each at stations
623, 625 and 626a.

(d) Taylor
625 and 626a.

(e) Frieze
i~-tion ~i barographs.

wet and dry bulb hygrometers. One each at stations 623,

precision Aneriod barometer. To be used in standard-
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(f) Taylor maximum and minimum thermometers. Total of six.

(g) Taylor sling psychrometer. Two to be used in standardization
of barographs.

(h) Taylor standard mercurial air thermometers.

(i) Field rain gauges.

6. Oseillographio recording systems.

(a) 3 Heiland Oscillograph Recording Cameras (Type A-500R-12)

(b) 36 Thermopiles, USNRDL design

(c) 6 General Electric Photronic Cells

One recording system, consisting of a Heiland recorder with thermo-
piles and photocells, is being provided for each concrete blockhouse.

7. Rotating drum

(a) Total of
provided.

systems.

six, two for each concrete blockhouse, are being

B. All instruments will be shipped to the site, ready for installation.

c. The structural racks for panels of passive receivers and incendiarymate-
rials must be aszembled and the panelsnounted. Incendiary materials must be mounted
on the walls of buildings 311, 333 and 334. The oscillograph recording systems, the
rotating drum systems, and the meteorological recording equipment must be installed
in the concrete blockhouses. The oameras must be mounted in the camera houses. All
personnel listed in Part IV will be engaged in these activities during the pre-test
period.

D. There are no true calibrationsto be made at the test site. However, it
will be necessary to cheek and adjust all recording instruments.For this purpose
dark room facilities and equipment for processing photographic film and paper must
be available on Site B.

E. Three conorete Blockhouses and six ooncrete camera houses are required,
as described in section 11.B.3 above. Excavations for racks at stations 622, 623,
624, 625 and 626a are required.

1. Concrete blockhouse: See Holmes and Narver Sheet No. 3T-5680.
Concrete camera houses: See Holmes and Yarver Sheet No. 3E-5637. Dlan 302e.
Excavations: See USNRDL Drawing No.
tional excavation 16 feet by 20 feet

P-50-41-1 Sheets 1,2,3 ~d ~O-One addi-
and 3 feet deep is required at station 622.
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VI. Present status of the Equirxnent and InstrumentsRequired to Perform tk
Experiment

A. About 40 percent of the equipnent

B. Orders placed but not yet filled:

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

~

96%silica filters, #9-5L
Totalizing cup anemometers

Latching relays

Time-delay relays
Weston Photronic cells,
#8S6YG
Kodak recording paper

#809, specs 1-

is on hand

Ordered from

Corning Glass Works
Bendix Aviation,
Frieze Instr. Div.
Kaemper-Barret
Dealers Supply Co.

Leach Relay Co.
Herman E. Held

Heiland Research
Corp.

Expected
delivery date

1 Dec.
1 Dec.

1 Dec.

6 Dec.
20 Dec.

22 Dec.

c. Only minor items remain to be ordered.

D. None.

E. None.

F. See item WCC above.

G. All equipnent is on hand. This includes 50 GSAP cameras and 15 K-25
cameras with accessories, which have been obtained from the Bu~au of Aeronautics.

H. Fabrication of the following items is being carried out in the USNRDL
and SFNS shops: stmctural racks, panels for incendiary materials, rotating drum
systems. Assembly of thermopile units and passive receiver panels is proceeding
in USNRDL facilities. All fabrication and assembly is expected to be completed
by December 15, 1950.

VII. Logistics

A. Sea LLft

(1) 33 M/T to reach forward area at D-21

(2) 33 M/T roll-up to cornnenceat D~l
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B. Air Lift

(1) 4 M/T to reach forward area

(2) None

(3) None

c. Sea Lift (Personnel)~

at D-21

(1) One person from USNRDL to reach forward area at D-21

(2) One person fmm USNRDLto leave forward area atD+10

D. Air Hft (Personnel) *

VIII.

* nvo

(1) (a) 3

(b) 1

(c) 1

(2) (a) 1

(b) 1

(c) 3

il. None

Collaboration

This is a joint

persons from USNRDL to reach forward area at D-21

person from USNRDL to reach forward area at D-15

person from USNRDL to reach forward area at D-8

person from USNRDL to leave forward area at D~5

person from USNRDL to leave forward area at D#

persons fmm USNRDLto leave forward a=a at D/10

Department of Defense program -

Coghizant Agency: BuShips (USNRDL - NML)

Participating Agencies: BRL, repn?senting all branches of
the Army, Air Force: Assistant
to Director of Research and
Development for Atomic Energy,
Headquarters, USAF, Washington,
D. c. (A~ENTION: Col. B. G. Holzman)

persons from the NML are to reach the forward area at D-21 and are to leave
on D~20. Final arrangements regarding the mode of transportation are yet to be
made.
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IX. Responsibility

‘l’heUSNRDLis responsiblefor carrying out the experiment, coordinating it
with other interested agencies, collecting the data and reporting it through the
Program Director to the Scientific Director. Dr. Paul C. Tompkins, USNRDL~ is

the W3NRDL Project Coordinator for GREENHOUSE and Dr. A. Guthrie, UCNRD1,,is
project Officer responsible for the technical.planning and execution of the
project.

L. FundS

This information is contained in fiscal chart, page 6-2.

XI. Facilities

A. At each of the 6.2 stations 1,000 watts continuous and 1,000 watts
intermittent at 110 V and 60 cycles wi~ be required from D-21 to D day.

B. Communications.

1. Timin~ signals d, e and f are required at stations 623, 625 Ecnci
626a. Timing signals e and f are required at stations 623b, 62Lb, 625b, 625c,
626b and 626c.

2. No special communications are required.

c. Project 6.2 will require a room approximately 10I x 12t which it can
..sefor laboratory and stowage space for dismantling and repairing its equipnEnt.
There should be 110 V power, fresh water, compressed air lines, and at least
15 feet of ordinary bench space. ‘l%ereshould be a file cabinet or safe which
can be locked.

D. Two jeeps till be required on Engebiti Since all materials will be
delivered directly to the station sites, no vehicles will be required on Muzin
and Kirinian. Boat and air trips will vary with the number of personnel at the
site, reaching a peak of 3 water taxi and 6 aircraft round trips from Parry t’>
Engebi and 9 round trips by DUKW from Engebi to Muzin and Kirinian. in addition,
two round trips daily by water taxi will be required from Parry to Eniwetok.

XII. Remarks by Project Officer

The details of the 6.2 project have been more closely specified. The program,
as outlined in this Revised Test Proposal, is considered to be firm and no additions
are to be expected. The only modifications which may occur will be in the direction
of a reduction in certain phases of the program, if found necessary.

Analysis of the data obtained by the NML and the U5NRDL in the field test will
be carried out by these organizations in their respective laboratories in the ZI.
Coordination of the project, including evaluation of the data obtained, will be the
res~onsibili.tyof the USNRDL.
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LAB-J-915
PROJECT 6.3

EXPOSURE OF COME?ATVEHICLES

.*

I. Object of the Experiment.

A. Data to be obtained.

It is proposed that the following
environmentwithin a specific type combat
as modified as a result of Crossroads observations,and the physical effect upon
that vehicle when exposed to an atomic bomb burst, be obtained:

data, pertaifiingto the physical
vehicle (M-26 or KIlJ6medium tank),

1. Total ionizing radiation, and where necessary, ionization as a
function of time, at various points in the interior of the specific combat vehicle~

2. The interior wall temperature of the combat vehicle as a function of
time;

3. The adiabatic heating of the air inside the vehicle causedby the
passage of the blast wave;

~. The rise in interior pressure es a result of the blast wave pess~;

~. The normal and cross accelerations (and overturning mcazent) imparted
to the cmbat vehicle by the incident shockwave;

6. Certain stress and strain measurements upon critical meunbersof the
combat vehicle;

70 Technical inspection and automotive test of the vehicles after exposure.
Vehicles will be returned to United States for final detailed exambation.

B. The data will be used in the evaluation of the tactical effectiveness
of atomic weapons against armor ccmcentrations,and in the formulation of
tactical doctrine for such situations both in ●ttack and defense. The Operations
Research Organization among others is specifically interested in such data. The
e%perimmt Is based upon experience gained with amnor at previoue tests, and is
expected to provide calibration data for both calculations and laboratory experi-
ments involving the test tank and other armored weapons.

II. Method.

A. General method.

It is proposed that, depending on the particular location of the combat
vehicles, the data desired will be measured as follows:

,i .-’
:$ ,,,.
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1. Ionizin,:radiation.

a. An appropriate selection of film badges, counters,
dosimeters will be placed within the comoat vehicles to obtain total
ionization as a function of time, and a crude estimate of the energy
taining to the physiological effects upon human occupants.

b. Buttons will be exposed in and outside tkie tiudcs t.

and/or other
ioni71ation,
spectrum per-

determine
slow and fast neutron densities.

2. Interior wall temperature. - Resistance gauges placed at several
locations on the interior tank wall surface (the location depending cm the
vehicle orientation)will indicate ti~erise in wall temperature. Head-sensitive
papers or paints will be used in ti~osevehicles h which no recordin~ equipment
will be used.

3. Miabaiic heating of the interior air. - A device inticat’~ngthe
change in scund velocity with temperature rise will be placed in those vehicles
for which recording of data is planned.

40 Rise in interior pressure. - Pressure gauges indicating pressure
as a function of time will be placed in those vehicles for which recording of
data is planned. Bursting diaphragms will be used to indicate maximum pressure
rise for non-recording locations.

~. Acceleration measurements. - Recording accelerometersand mechanical
accelerometers will be used to obtain normal and cross accelerations, both as
functions of time, and the peak values, depending un the location of thecombat
vehicles.

6. Strain measurements. - Strain gauges
stress on critical portions of the tank members.

7. ordnance technical inspections using

will be used to determine the

standard tool kits will be
performed to evaluate a~tomotive and structural damage. When background radia-
tion has reached sub-hazard levels, experience technicianswill critically
examine the combat vehicles to determine the bcxnbeffects upon the vehicles
with regard to their usefulness as a weapon of offense or defense under similar
field experiences.

B. Detailed description of the experiment.

The

10
orientation

2.
and side on,

combat vehicles (medium tanks) will be distributed as follows:

Group I (azimuth 96°, 100”). TWO tanks, side on, and tail on
wL1l be placed ~00 yards from the bomb tower.

Group II (azi-mu~ 87°, 90°~ 920)* Three tXIkSY h=d 011~tail on~
will be located 7s0 yards from the bomb tower.
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3. Grwp III (azimuth 9~0, 970). TWO tanks~ side ont and ‘ail ‘n>
will be located 1000 wrds from the bomb t~er.

~. Group IV (azimuth 82°, 8&0). Two tanks, head on and side on,
at 12S0 yards from the tower.

~. Group V (azimuth 322°). One *k, side on, ~t
lhOO yards from the bomb tower.

Using the group desigpatiun indicated aoove, the dats which

approximately

will be gathered
at each instrumentationlocation are detailed in the following paragraphs.

Group I

Because of the severe accelerations predicted at this location, no time
function recording equipment will be installed. Ionizing radiation fill.@
obtained frcnnfilm badges, maximum pressure rise from ruptured disphragms$
maximum accelerations from displacement measurements, vehicle member stresses
from stress paints if possible, and interior wall surface temperatures frun
head-sensitive paper or paint. Vehicles will be given an Ordnance technical
inspection after exposure.

Group II

One 24 channel magnetic tape recorder will be placed in each of the three
tanks at this location. Data to be obtained are as follows:

a. Ionization measurements fran film badges and/or phosphor glass
dosimeters depending on the results of experiments now being carried on to
determine temperature sensitiveness of the film badges and energy dependence
of the phosphor glass crystals. High rate counters will be used to determine
background radiation after the burst has passed. Buttons will be placed to
measure neutron density inside and out.

b.
be recorded.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

The rise in interior air temperature (from adiabatic heating) will

Interior pressure as a function of time will be recorded.

Interior tank wall temperature will be recorded.

Normal and cross accelerations as functions of the will be recorded.

Measurable strains will be recaded.

Vehicles will receive an ordnance technical tispection after exposure.
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Group 111

One 24 channel ma;;netictape recorder will be placed in each of the two
tanks in this location. The data obtained will be similar to those for Group II
and a ‘pFiantomnmay be installed by the Biomedical program to obta~n crude
j.r:eriorspectrum measurements. Vehicles will receive an Ordnance technical
ii~spectionafter exposure.

Group IV

One 2b channel magnetic recorder for both vehicles will be installed in one
of the vehicles at this location. Data Gathered from both tanks will be similar
to those for Group II except that the measurements of afi t~Perat~e rise>
pressure rise, and interior wall temperature may be deleted. A ‘lphamtomt’will
probably be included. These vehicles will receive a technical inspection if it
seems warranted.

No time function recording equipment will be employed at Group V. The only
measurements made will be those of total ionizing radiation (chambers or phosphor
glass dosimeters) and the interior depth dosage (simulatedhuman) obtatied from a
“Phantom”● This vehicle will receive a technical inspection if it seems warranted.

C. Dependence of A and B above upon expect~A bomb @eld and date and ttie of
test.

The experiment detailed in the preceding sections are ~cted to bracket
a-y yield which lies within ~ LOX of tie est~ated field and thus give all ‘he ‘w
formation desired pert.a~ningto the stated objective of the experfients. The
experiments are designed to preclude any depender;ceupon date or time of the test.

III. Details of Progress to Date in &p erimental and Theoretical Work.

The program to date has mainly been along theoretical lines, that is, the
assembly of basic information and the computation of effects at various distances.
In addition, the problems of instrumentation availability and suitability have been
investigated and tentative decisiuns made in some cases as to what instrumentation
shall be used.

As a result of the theoretical and some of the experimental investigations,
certain items were brought to light which tend to foc’usat~ention on those
quantities which now appear to limit ultimately the usefulness of an occupied
combat vehicle engaged in a tactical mission. Computations show that the tank
will suffer little or no damage at burst distances quite fatal to human occupants.
Some structural damage to the tank is expected to occur close in. Reasonably good
ionization measurements then become the data of greateut interest and importance
and considerable thought must be given to the obtaining of accurate results.
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Preliminary experiments indicate that film badges are quite poor (because of
temperature effects) at dosa~es close to the mean lethal dose. Other d~slmeters
must be used in this critical range. other computations show that the rise in
tank wall temperature (from the bomb~s thermal energy) is appreciable at distances
less than 1000 yards and while this is relatively unimportantwhen compared to
ionizing radiation in its effect upon human occupants, it may be important to
uninhabited vehicles which are otherwise not harmed by the burst.

If the problem of ionizing radiation within the combat vehicle were at-
tacked on a truly sound theoreticalbasis, it would be necessary to know the
energy spectrum of the neutron and gamma radiation outside the vehicle as well
as the flux and direction of the radiation. These data are not known and con-
sequently no such attack is possible. It is felt that spectrum measurements
should be mde in the forthcoming test h order to establish certainbasic
criteria for probable future laboratory testing or other ccmbat vehicles.
These will provide a tie in between measured and computed intensitieswithin the
vehicles to be exposed at Eniwetok. It is not believed that these (spectrum)
or other physical data not already available are necessary for the detailed
experimental planning,

A. Ionizing radiation.

The objective of this measurement is the integrated exposure within a
medium tank rather than dosage vs. time. Consideration has been given to means
of limiting this dosage to a time interval in which exposure is that cawed by
the direct bomb effects rather than exposure to the banb plus the residual
radiation from induced radioactivity in material particles (such as dirt) out-
side the tanks A brief review of the data on induced radioactivity at the
appropriate dis+ances contained in the ‘Handbook for Biological Experimenters”
indicates that only an additional ~%would be added h a 2b-hour period following
the direct burst radiation. However it is planned to include counters in the
instrumentation to determine the background, provided they can be shielded so that
energy dependence is known and reliable estimates of total dosages obtained.

The integrated exposure is of interest in determining the probability of
‘lossof canbat effectiveness of tank crews located at various distances fmxn the
explosion. Expected dosage and time of expected loss of conbat efficiency are
tabulated below. The amo’untof attenuation is canputed based upon the energy of
the incident radiation, the thiclmess of the steel shielding, and aweighbhg
factor which considers the intensity transmittedafter one or nore scattering
within the shield. Assming an average shield thiclmess of four inches and an
average energy of 4.S mev, the expected dosages are givens

Distance Outside Dosage Insido Dosage

500 @s 100,000 r 20,000 r
750 yds 20,000 r 4,000 r
1000 yds 5,300 r 1,060 r
1250 yds 1,400 r 280 r
1500 yds 400 r 80r

Loss of Combat Effectiveness

Immediate
lhr
3-12 kUV3
days
.
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The estimates on loss of combat effectiveness on which the above are based
were obtained from Captain Payne [iarrisof H !)ivisicmjLos AlcumosScientific
Laboratory.

Beluw are listed some of tl,epossik~lemetiods for obtaining ionization data
within the combat vehicles, with comments.

1. Film badges. - Film badges have a number of desirable features which
make them quite appealing for the tank testing program. They are simple, cheap,
can cover the ranges of dosage in which we are interested and lend themselves
easily to a scheme of shielding whereby they are pulled into a lead box after
a set time of exposure and hence give the data for the desired time interval.
However, there is one very seriuus disadvantage and that is the adverse effect
of high ambient temperatures (expected in a tank exposed to the sun) upon their
sensitivity and exposure density. To obtain sane information on this temperature
effect. RF.Lasked the Wreau of Standards to run some tests on the variuus films.
which might be used. Some of these tests have been completed and a
the results is Eiven beluw.

Two different emulsions were tested during the experiment.

a. Eastman 548-0 (range 5000 - 30,000 r)

b. duPont S22 (range 0.s - 50 r)

discussion of

These were:

The duPont film was exposed to an oven temperature of ’75°C for 52.5 hours ~~
the film density was checked. With no exposure to ionizing radiaticn the film
was found to be completely fogged (density - j.9).o Another eample of the same
film was exposed to 0.1 r and then sutjected to 75 C for S2.S hours. This time
the density was 3.68, showing what appeared to be a reversal in the exposure curveo
Another sample having a previous expusure of 0.S r showed, after the oven test, a
density of 3.7. These results indicate that a calibration of this effect might
be rather difficult for this type of film.

For the dastman film the same oven temperature W= used but the time of
exposure, (heat) was 60.~ hours. With no radiation exposure a sample showed a
density of .06 after oven exposure whereas another sample at room temperature
had a density of .02. Another sample was exposed to approximately 10,000 r,
then to the oven, and had a density of 1.’7h. A similar sample exposed to 10,000 r
and t!.e:~to room temperature (for the same length of time) showed a density of
approximately 3.6. Results of this test indicate that for the range of 5000 -
30#00 r, the film might be practical since it appears that the temperature effects
might be calibrated.

At the present the Wrear of Standards is conductin~ tests on film cwering
the range fran 1000 - 25@0 r. Results from these tests are not at the moment
available.

6.3 - 6
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2. Phosphor <lass t)ad~es.- Not enu@ data orILkes. badges have been
gathered at the present time, out it does appear that tl.e~iare insensitive to
temperature rar}~essuch as might be encountered within a tank and would thus
overcome this disadvantage of film badges. It is also estimated that the
phosphor glass and other crystal types (silverand sodium chloride) would
cover all dosage ranges of interest. However, bei~~ crystals, t,hebadges
would be energy dependent and tests presently being made on this dependence
may indicate severe restrictiufison their usefulness.

3. Phantoms. - In conversationwith Captain R. H. ~aeger of the Naval
Medical Research Institute, Naval Xedical Center, Bethesda, Haryland, it was
indicated that an instrument, phantom, designed to simulate the human bodyl
might be used to determine crudely the spectrw of the total radiation within
the vehicle compartment. This instrument consists of a series of concentric
shells between which are sandwiched radiatim-sensitive fi3xisto give dosage
vs. depth data. The two disadvantages of this type of instrumentationare
the possible adverse temperature effects azd tl~edifficulty of shielding from
the background radiation.

4. Ionization chambers. - It is believed that ionization chambers are
impracticable for this purpose, dw to the high probability of jamming.

~. Cowters. - Infernal information received from Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory indicates that it is extremely difficult to correlate counter results
with biolo:;icaleffects. Nevertheless counters may be used under condititins
specified earlier in this section*

In connection with this phase of the tank program, it may be well to point
out the possihil.ity~hat results from the test may find their greatest use as
calibration for a larger laboratory pro~~am. It is easily possible to conceive
of a betatron furnishing sufficient energies to simulate actual exposure cond-
itions, hence permitting- measurements to be taken within many different
~ehicles under laboratory-controlledconditions. However, the actual test ap-
pears necessary, if only for calicraticm data.

B. Wall temperature.

The pronlem insofar as temperature is concerned is to determine the
possibility that occupants or material will sul’ferfrun heat effects upon coming
in contact with the inner surface of the tank walls. The source of this temper-
ature rise stems directly frum the bcmbfs thermal radiation rather than any trans-
fer fr~m the air heated by the passage of the shock wave. It appears that a two-
inch steel wall exposed at 500 yards to the full thermal radiation and reflecting
none of the energy, might experience a considerable rise in temperature on its
irier surface. However, the dust obscuration and the possible reflection of a
sizeable portim of the incident thermal enwgy wil~ probably limit the temperature
rise on the imer surface of the tank to perhaps 20 C. Nevertheless, it is felt
that a measurement of the temperature rise is necessary as close in as possible
to verify computations.
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C. Air temperature.

If the vehicle is “buttoned up”, the areas of remaining apertures which
will allow tkleflow of air are few and small compared to the internal volume.
Approximate measurements of these openings have t-en made, and the pressure in-
crease to be expected due to the passage of a shock wave has been computed. From

these ccmputatiuns the temperature increase due to adiabatic heatfig is shown
to be approximately 90° F. This temperature lasts for a time on the order of
20 milliseconds at 500 yards. Discussion with Captain R. H. Draeger of the Naval
Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, indicates that such a temperature rise over
such a short the interval should not have any serious physiological effects.
If the tank hatches are open, the situation is somewhat diffe~ent. Nevertheless
the xraximm temperaturedue to adiabatic effects is about ~3~ C. The question
of injury to occupants under such conditions is still uncertain. If it.is felt
a confirming air temperature measurement should be made, a modi:’icationof the
sonic-velocimeterappears reasonable. The Signal Corps during the war worked on
this device Wiiich was designed to measure a scalar velocity of’sound in the
atmosphere. The device consisted of an open-ended pipe which is maintained in
continuous oscillation electrically by means of a regenerative circuit. If the
dimensions of the tube remain constant, the frequency of oscillationwill be a
direct measure of the velocity of sound. The details are given in JjvansSignal
Laboratory Engineering Report No. 21, ‘Status of Development of Sonic Velocimeter”_

As the velocity depends only on temperature, (assumingconstant relative
humidity) this appears to be a method worthy of investigation, particularly as
it should respond to rapid fluctuations of temperature due to pressure changes.

The output of this device is extremely convenient for recording on magnetic
tape. As an alternative to measuring the frequency, phase shift effect on a
constant frequency could be recorded as in the other temperature measurements.

D. Air pressure.

As stated in paragraph 111.C. above, the e~cted pressure increase in
“a ~buttoned up~ tank has been caputed. It amounts to only a few paunds even at
500 P*. If the hatches are open, however, a peak pressure sl+ghtlyin excess
of the shock wave peak pressure is expected. The peak pressures when the hatches
are closed are not expected to cause any injury to the occupants. Whether or not
the pressure transients with the hatches open will cause injury has yet to be
determined.

Instrumentationfor pressure measurements will utilize the same techniques
as other groups are using. This consists of a &Mferential inductor gauge which
causes a phase shift which is recorded on magnetic tape. Such measurements have
been discussed with all groups interested in pressure instrumentationand gauges
and recording equipent similar to that which will be used by Sandia Base in pro-
gram 3 will be utilized.
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E. Accelerations.

Differential inductance gauges for measuring accelerationare available
It is proposed to measure a minimum of three accelerations in each vehicle. These
will be the horizontal acceleration perpendicular to the shock front through the
e.g., the vertical accelerati~n through the c.g.y and an additional vertical
acceleration to determine the moment. Whether or not any additional measurements,
particularly cross acceleration, are desirable has not yet been determined.

Computations on maximum accelerations of the tank from the blast wave impact
have been carried out and these are summarized in the followtig table:

Distance Attitude Max. Velocity Uistance Moved Max. Acceleration

500 yds Side 27 ftjsec 30 ft 78g
End 13.7 “ 39g

750 yds Side 15.4 ft/sec 10 ft 22g
End 7*3 u log

1000 yds Side 8,6 ft/sec 3 ft log
End 3.8 n 4g

It should be noted that the maximum acceleratias exist for a very short period
of time, about two milliseconds, and fall off quite rapidly. Nevertheless, the
maximum accelerations must be considered in the design of instrumentationand
recording equipment. As the magnetic recording equipment which will be used has
been designed for 20g, it is seen from the above table that use of such instru-
mentation closer than 7s0 yards is impractical.

From the above it is seen that in order properly to plan this program,
infmmation is necessary on the following aspects of the phenomenology of an
atomic explosion:

1. Ionization, including intensity and energy of gamma radiation,
neutron density, induced radioactivity and contaminations.

2. Intensity and duration of radiated heat vs. distance.

3. Pressme ad duration of shock ~(avevs. distance.

h. Velocity and duration of winds.

~. Ground shock effecti.

IrIaddition, data are necessary on the following;

1. Time dependent effects of ionizing radiations on combat efficiency
of operating personnel.
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2. 211 channel Webster magnetic tape recorder, (6).

3. Accelerometers, (11).

4. Accelerometers, maximum acceleration.

5. Sound velocity .measuringunits.

6.

7.

8.

9*

10●

lie

u.

u.

Prewure-time gauges.

Maxinnm pressure gauges, disphragm type.

Film badges ~000 - 30,000 r. )
)

Film badges 1000 - 2500 r’. )) The use of these items till
)) depend upon forthcoming

Dosimeters SOO-2000 r. )) decisions of the AEC, Bureau
)) of Standards, and Signal Corps

Dosimeters !50- 500 r. ;) on what types are to be
prepred for the test.

Dosimeter. )

Ionization counters.

4. Phantans●

1s. Strain gauges.

16. Stress paint.

17. Heat-sensitive paint.

18. Resistancetemperature gauges.

19. Heat-sensitive paper.

B. Instruments and equipment till be assembled in the 21 and shipped to
the test site ready for installation and test.

C. No assembly or construction at test site.

D. Calibration devices will be built into the equipnent~

E. No protective equipment or construction required.

VI. Present Status of the Equipment and Instruments Required to Perform Experiment.

A. Already processed - none. ,
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B. The ma?netic tape recorders, and associated equipment, have been ordered
by addition to the AMC contract with Webster-Chicago CO. Complete delivew
should occur prior to November 1!7s0with partial deliveries prior to August 19~o.
Action has been initiated to obtain ten (10) medium tanks. Delivery is expected
by the end of June 19S0. ,

c.

D.

E.

F*

Date Of Delivery
Item Supplier Placing Order Date

Ilressuregauges Wianco May 1950 July 1950
Accelerometers Wianco May 1950 July 1950
Temperature gauges Local April 1950 July 1950
Strain gauges Local April 19* July 1950
Film badges Coordinated with Signal Corps
Phantoms Coordinated uith Bi&edical program
Heat-sensitive paints Looal May 1950
Stress paint Looal May 1950
Counters ? May 19~
Bursting diaphragm Looal May 1950
Neutron buttons Los Ab~S May 19s0

Instrumen@tion yet to be developed.

Development
Item Agency

Air temperature gauge Local

Partially developed instrwmntatdon.

Itma

Phosphor glass badges

Commercblly avaihble

Two cable for close-in

Development
Agency

equipnent not

Time
Required

Two months

Time
Required

?

~uly 1950
July 1950
Aug 1950
July 1950

?

Procumbent
Time

Two Months

Proctremant
Time

?

yet proourred or on order.

vehicles, miscellaneouswiring, electronic com-
ponent6 not included in standard stock cataglogue are types ~-eqtimaent not yet
~onsidered. Possible vendors are unknoun, but four months delivery-shotidbe-
possible.

G.

H.

1.
Decision

Ten (10) mediwn tanks are h process of

See sections C ad D abme~

No decision as yet on counters or usage
on these matters can be expected in May

procurement.

of phosphor glass badges~
1950. Technical data on energy

dexwndence of phosphor glass and temperature dependence of film baties are Inc@
pl~te. Final &s~ts o~ tests now being runwi.11 nake possible a d&ision on the .
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use of these indicators.

VII. Logistics.

A. 1. Ten vehicles at 50 id/Teach total ~00 M/T. An additional ~ M/T of
instrumentswill be shipped. Total sea lift is 505 M/T, 500 tons of which are
probably deck load. Material should arrive at D - 75.

2. Roll up will consist of the same 505M/T. These wil.lbe readYat
D + 45,

B. 1. Air lift may be required for up to 1300 lbs. of instruments. Time
of arrival is indefinite, but if used, will be in the neighborhood of D - @
and later*

2. No air roll up is contemplated at present, but about bOO lbs. may
be required at D + 10.

c. 1. It would be preferable to have no personnel sent by sea lift as it
appears that instrumentationwill be under construction and test up to the time of
installation and sane will be sent air lift.

This

ment
test

2. Five persons can be returned at D + 15 and five additional at D + 45.
totals ten persons by sea.

D. 1. Five persons should arrive by D - 75 to meet the sea lifted equip-
and receive it. An additional nine should arrive at D - @ to tistal.1and
the instrumentation. Two can arrive at

is sixteen.

2. Two persons shoti be returned
totals six persons by air.

E. Shipnent of the tanks uill reqfie

D- 15. The total to be *-lifted

byD+lOand fouratD+30. This

that all tanks be within the suing
of a SO-ton boom on the ship for unloadlng purposes. Lighterage shouldbe such
that the tanks do not have to be driven ashore under power upon removal fran the
ship. Trans-shipment frum Lniwetok to the test site should be by such means that
the tanb do not have to ford more than a foot of water and can preferably move
completely dry. Use of an LCT or of a barge and jetty combination is suggested.

VIII. The Signal Corps will be responsible for procurement of filn badges,
phosphor glass gauges, and perhaps other ionization measuring detices. They in
turn will collaboratewith the Bureau of Standards and Mval ResBarcb Laboratories.
Coordination has been effected with the Naval Medical Research Institute through
the Bureau of Medicine on the use of phantcmm.

The data gathered will.be of interest to the Ordnance Department, the Bio-
medical.program, and various agencies such as the OperationsResearch Organization
in analyses of results to be expected fran tactical use of this type weapon.
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Ix. Responsibilityy.

A. %. Norman-U. Arnold, Ballistic Measurements Laboratory-,Ballistic Re-
searoh LaboratoriesS* .4berdeenProving Ground, is tineperson responsible for cu-
rying out the experiment, cone ct~ng-

Mr.AJw~e~ ~ Arood

B. $ sane
ponsihle for this project and is tine
obtsined.

data~ and reporting results.

address, will be the Project dfficor res-
sourco frmn when further details can be

x. Funds.

This information is aontained in fiscal chti, “pa;e 6-2.7’

XI. Facilities.

A.

Battery
battery

B.

6.3(4):

c.

Power.—— .—

1.5 Kilowatts of 110 v, 60 cyole power will be required at each location.
voltage of 24-28 volts d.c. till be furnished by the using agency using
chargers.

Communications.

1. The followin~ timing sig~ls ~~1 be required at 6.3(2), 6.3(3) d

- 30 minutes
- 1 minute
- 5 seoonda
- 1 seoond

O second
+ 1 second

20 No speciel requirements.

Laboratory space and other facilities.

Laboratory space as listed in SD-1382 dated 9 March 1950. (See page 5-3).
No special requirements.

One jeep on the site will be required fran the arrival of test personnel
until evacuation prior to the shot. A ~ ton tr~ck and a 1O-T wrecker may also be
required for short periods.

XII. Remarks.

A. Information is requested on the hours of the work week. It is asswned to
be whatever is necessary. If limitations are to be imposed, a retision of logistio
times may be required.
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PROJECT 6.4

FALL-OUT DISTRIBUTIONS

I. Object of the Experiment

A. This experiment is designed to determine the test site fall-out pattern
frcnnthe Greenhouse Atomic Bomb Detonations, particularly as they are in-
fluenced by the meteorolo=ficalconditions.

In additicn, it is desired to appraise the potential health hazard from
external and internal exposure to the fall-out products.

The information gathsred from the Greenhouse detonationswill be valuable
in predicting fall-cut patterns for other ABD air-bursts. In addition, it
will indicate probable external and internal hazard from the fall-out pro-
ducts to personnd who are in tlm ABD zorbeor who must enter the zone at a
later tim.

B. The fall-out ssmples will be used to ~nther the following data:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Test site, fall-out pattern.

Distribution of fission products and fissile materials in samples.

Concentrationpattern of fall-out products.

Particle size distribution of fall-out products.

Radi.ochemicalanalysis of fall-out products.

Potential external and internal

II. ‘Method

A. The general method of collection of
surfaces at chosen locations on tlm

health hazard from fall-out products.

fall-out samples is to place collating
islands which maim up the Eniwetok Atoll.

The collecting plates will be recovered after the ABD and examined for any
radioactive patiicles which settled on them.

B. 1. It is proposed that 5 one-foot square, glass collection plates, covered
with a thin layer of lubriseal and suitably mounted, be strategically
located at lam different sites on each of the following 12 islands
designated as marked on the official site code: “

A, B, L, K. M, N, R, P, T, S, Q, F

,.....
‘.ab!P-
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Subsequent to each A3D, the plates will be recovered and returned
stateside for analysis. Lath saiile will be weighed and subjected
to radioactivity deteotion (radioautographs)and analysis~ and to
measurement of ~rticle size distribution. Attempts will be made to
specifically iselate any radioactive particles which are found.

2. Gach collectorwill consistof a rug~d detice for supporting the
one-foot squareJ glass collection pla’~. The plate holder will
be fastened to the coral by spikes driven through openings in the
legs. Tk legs will be about one-foot in height.

c. It is not expected that the yield of the weapon will exert a si@-
ficant influence on the test procedures.

111. Details of pro~ress to Date in Experimental and TheoreticalWork

A collection plate holder was designed and tested at NRDL. Tk
device is believ8d to be satisfactory for manufacture in quantity for
the 6.4 program.

Several coating materials were tried on the glass plate and Lubrisesl
was found to have the desired properties as a particle trapping medium.
Lubriseal is a trade product of undisclosed composition. It melts at
43°C. and is readily soluble in petrolew ether.

The Lubriseal is applied to the glass plate as e thin film from evap-
oration of a petroleum ether solution.

A system for making a radioauto~raph of the collecting plate was deve-
l~ed and techniques for separation of the tiustfrom the Lubriseal were
devised.

IV. Personnel Requirements- —.

A. Required at Tesb Site:

1. Scientific personnel - one civilian required for resordiag, assembly
of data, guidance in placing samp39rss and.fon ge’wrdl consultation
on the project. To be furnishedby lRi)L.

2. Technical personnel:
Organization No. 110.not

Number of furnishing on
Lien Duties personnel Hand ~d—— ——

4 Ins-tall,remove and -- 0 4
ship 124 collecting
plates for each ABD
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3* Laborers:
Organization ;~o. No. not.

Nuuber of furnishing on
Men Duties persoaaol Esnd .~d——

4 Set-up pla~ holders -- 0 4
and paokwge plates
for shipment

B. Project Xork in Continen&talUnited S‘Ates:

Manud*aoture124 fall-out collectors witln372 glass platis. Procoss
the collecting surfaces on the plates and prepare them for shipment
to thO test site.

One chemist will be needed for two msn months to supervise the manu-
facturing end to process the ?lates.

Instrumentation and 3quipment Requircmmnts

A.

B.

c.

D.

Td.

One hundred twenty-four (124) fall-out collectors and three hund~d
seventy-two (372) glass cone cting plates must be man~~actured.
Shipping containers to send the devices to tlM test site and for
returning the plates stateside will also be needed.

It is planned to assemble the instruments in the 21 for shipment to
the test site. The collectors will be ready for installation and use
at the test site.

None is contemplated.

None will be required at the test site.

All protective equipmnt will be desi~ned, built and tested in the ZI.
It till consist ;f equipment for remo~e handling end shipping cf any
plates mhich are defhitely ‘hot”.

VI. Present Status of the Equipment and Instruments Required to Perform the
mpe rment

A. None of the field equipment for project 6.4 has been acquired.

3. None of the equipment for project 6.4 has been ordered.

G. When new personnela re &tained by the Health Physics Brsnch. ona
chemist will be assigned to project 6.4 procurement.

D. See C above.
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A-

r
d.

F.

G.

H.

1.

See C above.

~~oneof the equipment needed for Project 5*4 ‘s amailable conzwrcially.
It will be constructed in NRDL or SF.?SYshops.

Armed Forces equipnwnt required will c~nsist of protective clothing
and monitoring services for tlm crews who handle the s&mples.

No estimate of the cost or time req~ired to build the apparatus is
available at this time.

It is
about

VII. LcGistics

believvd that
1 &y 1950.

the Chemist Zor the 6.4 project will be on hand

A. Sea

1.

2.

B. Air

1.

2.

3.

C. Sea

1.

2.

D. Air

1.

2.

Lif%:

12 ?,~T;D-25.

None.

Lift:

Non13●

1,/2@T; To be ret~ngd to ~~ as soon as possible for radio-
auto~raphy, deoay measurements end radiochenical analyses. S-
schedule as requested under Project 6.1.

31Lione.

Lift (Personnel):

None●

None.

Lif% (Personnel):

None.

None●

E. None.

VIII. Collaboration—.——

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
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IX.

x.

xx.

~ousibility..—-.

A. Dr. F. R. Holden, NRDL, is responsible for carrying out the experiments
collating data, and reporting it> t’hroughthe program Director, to the
Scientific Dimot r.

J&p.. Fnlne e. -
?3.

. . . .
~rfsNRDLS is the Projectv.

Officer.

Funds. !i’hisinformation is contained in fiscal charts page 6-2.—

Facilities——

A. Power - No power

B. Commnioations -

reqdi:-emnts.

No special comznznicationrequir-nts.

C. Laboratory Facilities - Space will be required for unpackiag and assem-
bling of’fall-out collectors and for packing the collector plates for
shipment to 21. That already provided (S.D. - 1382, 9 March 1950) is
adequate. (See page 5-3).

D. Transportation. The ssmple plates should be placed in the field no
earlier than two days prior to she% time. The five boats (Duoks) for
transportation to the different islands should be available at that
time and as soon after tho shot as possible.

XII. Renuirh by Pro.iectOfficer.

The Program Dirootor is requested to ma’keprovision for the placement of the
sample plates at ~ positions indicated. Attention is oalled to the faot
that number cd’samplers is greater than that provided by the Brown Book
Projeot w-rite-up. It is considered that a minimum of five square fee% is
neoessary to present any probability of collecting a reasonably sized radio-
active s~le by moans of fall-out. These are paclmged in individual one-
foot square units to facilitate placement and return of the samples to NRDL.

The attention of the Progr~ Direotor is called to the fact that tk pr;mm~
unique data to be attained by this Projeut is the potential correlation of
the fall-out Nom tb particle size concentration and distributionas deter-
mined by Project 6.1. Also tinefall-out samples, if enough radioactive parti-
cles are colleoted to be significant, should provide a relatively good source
for the isolation of individual radioactim particles.

Atteation is also dravm to the faot that the fhll-out pattern might be deter-
mined bet-~r by survey measurewnts made by the Radiological Safety Monitoring
Group. If this unit could be persuaded to take quantitative measurements during



the course of their operat:on and, if they are in a position to searah a
territory smewhat larger in area than that required for personnel safetys
they could do a much better job of plotting the actual fall-out pattern.
It is requested that attempts be made +.x:.@ the Radiological Safety Group
to incorporate such measurements in their operationsplans. The plates can
thou serve as a correlatiwticheck on the,observed distribution.

-. . . ...
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PROJECT6.2

Interpretationof Survey l’eterData

x. Object of the Experiment

A. Data to be obtained - Attempts will be made to obtati data concern-
ing the energy spectrum of the canposite radiation from surface con-
tsminated with fission materials. Energy spectrums will be obtained
within as short a time as is possible following the initial contami-
nation, arxichanges in spectral distributionswill be observed for
as long a period as is considered proper. Ionizationdose rate
measurements of both beta and gamma radiations will be made with
available absolute and secondary standards●

B. Application of Data - Data will be used to interpret the nsponse of
portable survey instruments in texms of the actual radiation dose
‘nceived. The ‘Hormation will also lead to a more cor~ct estima-
tion of the health hazard associated with ABD contamination.

H. Method

A.

B.

c.

General &th cd - Contaminated sample strips of ABD fission material
attached to drones flying through the radioactive cloud, will be
flown to the laboratory. The energy distribution of the active
fission material will be studied by spectrographicmthcds. Ioni-
zat ion measurwxmts will be obtained with beta ray extrapolateion
chamber and secondary standani gamma ray measuring tistmnents. The
relative survey instrument response to the fission material will be
detemnined for all types of detecting apparatus avaflable at the time.

Description of the Proposed expertient - It is proposea that twelve
12 by 12 inch squaws of flat metal be attached to the outside struc-
ture of the drone planes. Each square will, in reality, consist of
twelve one inch strips, twelve inches long, held together. The strips
will be separated as desired at the laboratory and at no other time.
It was further proposed that the metal sheets be coated with a thin
film of silicone grease for the purpose of retaining a maxhnun amount
of radioactive material. The location of the sample strips on the
droms is not particularly critical, but should be in places where
the probability of catching the fission material is good. The strips
should be flown to the laboratory as soon as possible fol.lowingthe
exposure.

The details of Part II, A and B, ●re not dependent upon the estimate
of the expected yield of the weapon. The yi~ld could-provide sune
information concuming the initial activity of the test strips. How-
ever, the relative uncertainty in the positions of the dr~s in the

~~ clti and in the ratios of the fission material in c1cnxlto materiel
-~,~~d by strips would normally offset any accumte infomat ion

“~”-’;]~~~-’;“a@&&le to this effect.: 7...
..’..,

b,,. .[..:.... -.T1.q- )
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III. ProEress to Date

A. The relative response of beta-ganmw survey instruments in terms of
ionization dose rate has been studied for both beta and gaama (plus
low energy X-rays) radiation over a relatively wide ra,pgeof ener-
gies. Information, therefore, exists concerning the rep and roentgen
response of representative instr.ment.sto known radiation energies.
Absolute instruments for the measw~ment of ionization rates for
beta and gamma radiation have been constructed and a= currentlY
available. Construction of a beta ray spectrograph is now in pro-
g~ss. No fundamental data is considered to be lacking for a theo-
retical attack or detailed experimental planning.

Iv. Personnel %quirements

A. Required at test site - No trained personnel, technicians, or laborers
related directly to this rmoblem will be required at the site. Loca-
tion of the test strips o: the drones and a& mail shipment to the
labomtory is the only handling required and can be fitted in with
other projects of similar requirements (6.1 and 6.7).

B. Profiectwork in continental United States

1. Scientific personnel - Six scientists are needed full time as the
nucleus of this project, and will be disposed in three groups:
the radiation analysis group, tke instruiientresponse group, and
the theoretical analysis group. ml will work as a close-knit
team. At the time of the actual determination of the resu”~ts,
additional personnel.as required ~iillbe available. The r~dia-
tion analysis and instrunwnt ~sporlse groups are on hand and
actively pursuing the project. The theoretical analysis group
needs to be augmented with two new men: a top-notch theoretical
physicist and his assistant.

2. No technicians required.

v. Instrumentationand Equipment Kequirerents

A. Wit@ the exception of the procurement of various survey type instru-
ments, all equipment will be standard laboratory typ instruments,
either purchased or designed by t~.elaboratory.

B. No instruments or equipment, with the exception of the test strips,
will be required at the test site.

VI. Present Status of Equipnent and Instruments Required to Perfomn the
llmsriment

A. Witk the exception of the completion of the beta ray spectraneter,
the existing equipment (beta ray extrapolation chamber, beta ray
surface chambers (extrapolation chm~r type)s dos~eter tYPe;

~.

gamma ad X-ray dosimeters (secondary standards)) .,--
? .,i

~
~
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VII.

VIII.

IX.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

iS sufficient to do the job at this time. Since some of this equiPment
belongs to other activities, for positive perforinanceat test time, it is
desirable to replace the equipment that is on a loan basis.

Noth~ is on order at this time.

We wfil onier from Beckman (National Technical Laboratories, South
Pasadena, California) two Beckman Radiation Keters, Model W-L) and
a %ckman Ultrohmeter. Both are essentially extremely sensitive
D.C. current amplifiers. Orders wfll be placed by the end of the
month, and we would expect a delivery date of approxhately 1 July
1950. A Machlett beryllium window X-ray tube and Picker X-ray
mathhe will be ordered within the near futu.re.

Yet to be developed. Nothing in this class.

Partially developed. Beta ray spectrometer in constructionwith
estimated completion date of 15 April.1950.

See Item C.

Armed Forces equipment to be obtained. Fortable surveY meters of
all kinds.

Eeta ray surface chambers have been develo~d and calibrated. Addi-
tional numbers will be required, but they will be constructed in our
machine shop,

No uncertain y exists on,plans at this the.

kgistics

Since our test plates will be but a small portion of the total.test plates
involved, all logistic problems have already been considered as the re-
quirementsfor project 6.7.

Collaboration

This experiment is being corducted on behalf of the Bureau of Ships and
the various agencies which support the Naval Radiological Defense Labora-
tory.

@sponsibility

A. Dr. R.I. Condit, Chief, Physics Branch, NRDL, will have the responsi-
bility for carrying out the project, cone cting the data, ad report-
ing it through the Program Director to the Scientific Director. The
Senior Investigator tier Dr. Condit is Ur. Eugene Tochilti, physics
Branch, NRDL.
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x.

XI.

B. Project Officer responsible for this
Associate .3ientific Director, Naval

project is Dr. Paul C. Tompkins,
Radiological Defense Laboratory.

Funds

This information is contained in fiscal chart, page 6-2.

Facilities-—

No field facilities aside from that already provided in sD-1382 dated
9 March 1950 are required, (see page 5-3). The field facilities require-
ments for this project will be handled completeQ under the operation of
Project 6.7.

XII. Remarks by Pro.lectOfficer

The high intensity radiation source for all of the projects involving
the testing of radi.acequipment iS being financed by funds provided
by Project 6.5. The irradiation source to be used is a Kevatron.

The designs
expected to
utilized in
posures for
services of

for the Kevatron are about 9@ complete; construction is
be completed on or about 1 July 1950. The instruments
Projects 6.1, 6.5, and 6.8, as well as high intensity ex-
small animals in the Bio-Medical program will utilize the
this equipnent.

,....,
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A. Data will be obtained on the filtration efficiency of Chemical Corps
filter material used in gas mask canisters and collective protectors.
The syntlx?ticfilter nxaterialnow under &velopment for tk A3C and
~;;%t~~ofor use in sampling airborne contaminationwill also be

B. The data obtainedwill be wed to deternine the protection afforded
by gas mask canisters and collective protectors against radioactive
particulate resulting from an atomic explosion. Techniques Of s@p-
ling and efficiency of methods of collection of airborne contaminants
will be evaluated.

II. Method—-—

A. General. Filter materials in multi-layer pads will be plaoed in each
of twelve drone planes for each detonation. A sample of the oloud will
be passed through the filter pads. As soon after the test as possible
the individual layers of the pads will be measured for gross radio-
activity at the test site. Subsequent anal’ysis will be made at the
Army Chemical Center by counting and radioautographtechniques to
obtain data on the penetration efficiency of filter material and to
cheeks qualitatimly, particle size moasurerents made by other methods.

B. Detailed. Five types of filter material vrillbe evaluated)
(1) Che.ticslCorps Type 5, (2) Chemical Corps Type 6,
(3) Chenical Corps Type 7, (4) Chemical Corps all-synthetic filter
material for airborne sampling (5) latest developmentaltype of filter
“materialavailable at time of testO Each type will be arranged in a
pad of several layers to insure that essentially zero detectable pene-
tration results through the last layer. The pads will be arranged On
a single sampling unit of cubical shape. 100 square centimeters of
each pad will be evaluated at a flow rate of 32 liters per minute, the
flow provided by a motor-blower unit mounted on the sixth side of the
cube. The area and flow rate chosen are the Chemical Corps standards.
Since each pad will have only a slightly different resistance from any
other pad, individual orifices will easily be able to control the fla
throu~h each pd by adjusting the orifice sizes. This method will pro-
vide a flow of contaminated air at 32 liters per minute +10,%. The
motor-blower combinationtill draw the total air ssnple of 160 liters
per minute by preadjusting the motor speed.

Ths contaminated cloud will be sampled isokinetical.lyand the sample
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filter material samplers from th aircraft, the filter pads from
the samplers, labelling each properly, and remoting the P d to
the counter laboratory for ini.tid evaluation. The penetration
effioienoy of each pd will be pre~iminarily determined by beta
counting! the initial deoay and absorption oume determined,and the
samples paoked for shipmnt to the Army Chemical Center.

Eaoh person will be responsible for the installations in six drone
airoraft,or a total of thirty (30) filter material sample pads per
test shot.

2. Technicians - None.

3. Laborers - 48 man-hours to assist in mpac~% apparatw # -d orati%
apparatus for return to ZI.

B. Projeot Work in Continental United States

1. Scientific Personnel -- one (1), whose duties are to supemise the
design of the apparatus, continun the study of isokinetio samplings
plan the evaluation of the prototype apparatus, and develop methods
and tedniques for analysis of samples.

2. Technicians - one (1), an engineering draftsman, who is designing
the apparatus. .

v. Instrumentation and Equipmnt Requirexmmts

A.

B.

c.

Equipment

1. Thirteen (13) Filter Material Ssmplers

2* Two (2) Scalers, Geiger-Muller

3. Two (2) sets flowmetera for 32 liters per minute.

4. Spare sets of orifioe plates

5. Additional sets of filter material pads.

Assembly. The instruments snd equipment will be completely assembled in
the ZI and shipped to the test site, ready for installation and test.
Installation oonsists of scouring the unit in the aircraft and connecting
the power cable.
and adjust after

Assembly at Test

Approximate y
installation.

Site - None.

four man-hours per unit is required to test
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D. Calibration at Test Site - Checking of the individual flows on each
unit wil1 be carried out at the test site to insure no change or
damage to the filter material resulting from shipment. A fl-tir
will be used in these measurements.

E* Protective Equipment - None.

VI. Present Status of the Equipment and Instruments Required to Perform the

A.

B.

c.

D.

‘K’de

F.

G.

H.

I.

Peroent Procured. Approximatily 40%, sinoe the motor-blcnverunits and
filter material a re available in Chemical Corps stock.

Orders Placed - None.

Orders to be Plaoed - For the assembly of thirteen (13) completi units.
The order will be plaoed about 1 July 19= for delivery by 1 October.
The contractorwill be a local sheet nmtal shop or Technical Comand
Shop.

Yet to be Developed - Nom.

Partially Developed - Filter Material Holder; see C. abovp.

CcmumrciallyA~ailable Equipment Hot yet Procured. Two standard sealers
with mica window oountir tubes. To be ordered this month from Victoreen~
Tracerlab, Inc., Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corporation, or Berkmley
Scientific Ccmpsny. Delivery estimated at three months.

Armed Forces Equipment to be obtained - None.

Equipment and Instruments Required which oan be Built at Army ChemiOal
Center. F1owmeters - two weeks.

None.

ill. Logistics

A. Sea Lift.

1. Shipping - to site - 1/4 measurerxmt ton; D-28.

2. Roll-up - 1/4 measurement ton; G + 7.

B. Air Lifi - samples collected 1/8 ~T; G + 14.

c. Sea Lift (personnel) - Nons.
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D. Air Lift (personnel)

1. Two people; D-21

VIII.

Ix.

2. Two people; G + 14

Collaboration

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Responsibili~

A. Elmsr H. EngquistS Radiologica~Di~ision*Technic~ Comnand,
Chsmical Corps.

B. ProjeOt Officer - Elmer H. IhgquistS Technical CumnandS Army
Chemical Center9 Maryland.

x. Funds This information is

X3. Facilities

A. Power

1. Drone plane p-r

2. 110 V. 60 aycle, 7

B. Ccxmnunioations- None

contained in fiscsl c~s Page 6-2*

amperes for counting room

C. Laboratory Space. 40 square feet for oounking apparatus.

D. Forward Area Transportation - Nom.

XII ● Remarks by Projeat Offioer

The filter material sampler unit will be assembled from available parts where-
ver possible with a minimum of fabrication. T& motor-blmer units are avail-
able and adequate for the task. Concerning the design of the filter pad holder,
it should be emphasized that the filter pad resistance of all pads till be of
the ssxw order of magnitude whsn assembled to permit a minbnun of penetrat<I)U.
This will mean that approximahly the sam size orificeswill be required YU
distribute the flms through each seotion of the unit. It has been tti
experience of the Cbmd.cal Corps that the resistance of the filter materials
is relatively constant for production-madematerials of the type to be evsl-
uated. The resistance of the pads to air flow at 32 liters F r minute will be
measured accurately on a standard instrument at tb Army Chemical Center prior
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to assembly on the holder. Orifice sets will then be made for a particular
set of pads and installed on the unit before assembly. These orifice plates
are to be made removable so tkt an individual set may be made for each set
of pads to be evaluated at Dogs Easy, and George. A prototype model of the
sampler will be produoed when tb desipjndremiqy are complete, and this
principle of changeable orifices evaluated. The isokinetic sample of cloud
will be oonducted into a plemm chamber. This chamber vdll be of sufficient
volume that the air flcw rate will be luw enough to minimize direct impinge-
ment of the inlet air sample on any one pad preferentially. Ib essence, thsn,
an isokinetic sample of the oloud till be sampled into a plenum to provide a
cloud atmos@ere in which the wd holder will be instslled. In the e~eded.
size range of particulate matterD O.1 to 20 micronss
rates within the chamber is not considered a serious
uation of tb prototype unit is plsmusd.

s~
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COI!TAMINATIONAh2 i)iiCONTAMINATIONSTLDI

1. Object of the ~xperiment
.,

A. Data to be obtained - The data to be obtained are those which determine:

1. The coritaminati~nand decontamination characteristics of various
standard surfaces exposed to an attic cloud.
face material or the protective coating on the
istics of the surface, such as roughness.

2. The efficiency of decon~amination
at differing times after AW.

This takes into account the sur-
material, ana physical character-

methods anu decontamination agents

>. Capabilities of methods in respect to full scale operational
decontamination.

B. Application of the data

1. Results of the field experiments on the relative contaminabilties
of variuus structural material surfaces and protective coatings will be compared
to the results of containability experiments conducted in the laboratory in
order to determine the extent of correlation between fieid and laboratory tests.

2. The
atiun methods in
to determine the
field behavior.

3. The

relation will be established between the efficacy of decontarfin-
the field and in the laboratory. These correlations are essential
extent to which laboratory studies can be relied upon to predict

data will lead to a better understanding of tilefactors that
influence the contamination and decontamination of materials, and hence make pos-
sible the creatiou of more efficient field operatiol,aldecontamination procedures.
Greater knuwledge of contaminatia-decontamination factors will assist in the
development of new uaterials resistant to contaminatim and will also provide suit-
able design criteria for materials employed in military equipment and construction.

h. The

a,

b.

c.

data will yield a better understanding of:

Mechanism of contamination and decontamination.

The chemical and physical nature of the contaminants in the cloud.

The fractionation of fission products in the cloud due to differ-
ences in cnemical and physical properties.

Preferential decontamination.

Sivity levels obtainable in decontamination. ..
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f. The effect of time lapse after ABJ on the efficiency of
decontamination ~oceciures.

The experiments may be considered an extension of previous experiments
conducted using liquid decontaminants, and is part of the overall contaminatim-
deconataminatiunprogram of the laboratory.

~. This project is part of a cotitinuingprogram on contaminationand
decontamination studies.

II. Method

A. General Method

1. The program
the Technical Command of

of the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory and that of
the Army Chemical Corps will be carried out jointly.

2. Test samples or specimens prepared by each a~;encywill be attached
to the drone aircraft.

3. Subsequent to the tests, sampies will be removed from the drone air-
craft and shipped to either NRl)Lor ACC or studied immediately.

4. Each agency will analyze, test, and study its exposed specimens in the
manner described in the following section.

B. Detailed i)escri~tion

1. Test specimens having various types of surfacesand surface finishes
will be prepared by NRDL and ACC. The specimens will be thin metal one foot square;
NRDL specimens may be further subdivided.

2. The specimens will be attached to the drones at suitable locations.
Specimens will be attached to the wings and tail surfaces using pressure sealing
tape with a rip string to facilitate removalg The specimens will cover about 40
square feet of surface of each drone. Half of this surface will be allotted to
the NRDL program and half to the ACC program.

3. The contaminated specimens will be removed from the aircraft by re-
mote handling devices. The majority will be pacKed in shielded containers and
shipped by air to NRDL and ACC. Some samples will be retatied at the test site
for studies of early decontamination. A second and third shipment to the two agen-
cies will go out two and seven days after sample exposure. Specimens to be used
for determining the effect of time on ease of decontaminationwill be removed from
the plane, monitored, and decontaminated by a standard procedure at
thirty minutes to one hour. Part of this will be done on Nniwetok,
stateside, The exact distribution of samples and measurements will
lAugust 19s0.

intervals of
and the remainder
be determined by

b. All samples, whether done at NRDL orACC, Wi.llbe subjected to radio-
chemical analyses and standard decontamination tests. ...

~T
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relative contaminabilities of the raterials exposed. An effort

will be made to study the effects of variation of aerosol particle
size and variation of conditio~:.sof exposure on contamination of
the materials. The results of the laboratory tests will determine
ttie ultimte choice of specific materials to be n~tited on the
drone planes.

c. Development of a prucedluw ~’orcontamination and decent.%mination
ev:~luatim; critical examination of ciecontarninantsanu clecuntam-
Lnating metncus:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

decontaminating procedures involving different agents and
methods of evaluation will be studied. These may involve
vacuuming, water wash, scrubbing, use of detergentx~ com-
pleting action, etc. The basic research pro~ram ior these
varluus methods will be cunducted bj’the Chenistry 3ranch
at NhlL. The data and reconnerxiatiol]sresulting will be
developed to operati.fialfield conditions by the Lncineering
Application.sBranch at this laboratory, and in this sense
evaluated.

From the results obtained in the two preceding paragraphs,
(b) and (c)(l), a standard testing procedure will be aevised
to evaluate materials to be exposed to the atomic cloud.
After sample exposure in the cloud, the test rating for labora-
tory-produced aerosol and tlnatural~taerosol contaminationWill
be compared.

The results of the two preceding paragraphs (c)(1) afi (c)(2))
will determine the choice of decontaninatiun procedures to
be applied to the test samples exposed to the atomic cloud.
Use of these decontaminantswill permit the correlation be-
tween laboratory and field applications to be noted.

Aatoradio[!raphicstudies will be carried out on the contam-
inated ma~erlals, and the techniques developed will be ap-
plied to the samples contaminated at the test. It is plam-
ed to procure autoradiographs before and after decontamination
studies are performed.

d. Mounting and handling of test specimens. Concurrently=ith the
three preceding paragraphs (a), (b), and (c), the foll~~g will
be undertaken: One of the drone planes from the A2D tests at
Sandstone has been procured. A detailed study of the location
and level of activity on this aircraft will be made in an attempt
to determine positions of naximun activity. It is planned to al’ffi
the test specimens at the points of maximwa activity provided:

(1) Such placeaent does not affect the aerodynamic properties of
the aircraft.
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(2) Such placement will allow remote control maniptition

(attachmentand removal) of specimens.

This study will also involve determination of optimum sample
geometries considering sample composition, mass, structural
qualities, effect on drone aerodynamic stability, and future
experimental work on samples. Modes of attachment and removal
oi’samples by remote control equipment will be studied, the
Sandstone aircraft.serving as a ltmock-up’tmodel.

D. Dependence on expected @ eld, date, and time

The details are independent on the expected yield of the weapon, date
and time of the tests.

111. Details of Progress to Date in Experimental and TheoreticalWork

A. At Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory

1. The conditions under which finely divided alumina may be ccn.taminated
with radioactive ~trium in aqueous solution is being established. Both yttrium
tracer and the alumina have been found to be stable in solutions at pH-S over a
period of time required to contaminate tk,eparticles and generate the aerosol.

2. possible changes fi the average particle size of the alumina brought

about by the process of contaminationand generation of the aerosol are being
investigated.

3. Work has not progressed to the atage where concepts of tne necessity
or desirability of the proposes experiment may be affected.

4. Accurate information regarding the size of the particles in the atomic
cloud and their physical and chemical compositionswould facilitate tremendously
planning for these experiments.

B. AtACC

1. Based on decontamination studies on a drone from the Sandstone test
and cm laboratory scale experiments, it has been decided tentatively to use mostly
test panels of Alclad 2@T aluminum, although some will be made of stainless steel
and surface-treatedmild steel.

IV. Personnel Requirements

A. Required at test site

1. Scientific Personnel

..
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NRDL ACC Total

Officers o 0 0

inlisted Men o 0 0

Civilisns 6 1 7

Three men will direct the operati~ns of unpacking and securing
sarrplesto drone prior to test. After the test, these men will direct the
removal and packagtig of samples for shipnent to hiL and the Chemical Corps.
Three men will carry out decontamination oi samples at the test site. They will
obtain decay and absorption curves on the samples prior to, and after, decontamin-
ation. After each test~ one man will return with the Itimmediatellair shipment to
the States; another two will leave with the second and third shipments, respectively.

2. Technicians - none

SO Laborers and Other UrAcLlled Help.

The extent of laborer aid should require 5@0 man hours. All laborers
will be closely directed by the scientific personnel. The laborers will assist in
preparing drones before the test, and will assist in transporting the equipment used
for-the removal of the test plates and in packaging the plates.

B. Project Work in Continental United States

1. Scientific Personnel

NRDL ACC

Officers o 0

Enlisted Men o 0

Total

o

0

Civilians 6 4 (P@)lo

Four men at NRDL wiU be concerned with the following duties:

a. Preparation of contaminatedmaterial for aerosol production.

b. Generation of aerosols and exposure of materials.

c. Study of containability of samples.

“d. Study of decontaminationmethods and agents.

s~
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Two men at
test plates. They will
time and moticn studies

NRDL will develop fastening methds and devices for the
run “mock-up” tests on the Sandstone drone, conducting
of the individual operatims. This data will provide

trained personnel for the actual operation. These men will design and modify
steam cleaning apparatus as necessary, and evaluate other types of decontamination
methods. All men are on hand at present. Two civilians at ACC, on hand part-
time, are required to supervise preparation of samples and studies of contaminated
samples. Two additional civilians, on hand, are required at ACC to aid in carry-
ing out the experiment work.

2. l’echniciam - none

v. Instrumentationand Equipment Requirements

A. Instruments and equipnent required @RDL except where noted)

1. 1 packaged steam cleaning unit.

. 3 electronic counters, preferably C02-A gas, and voltage regulators
(includes*one scaler with ionization chamber or equivalent counting rate meter
with ionization chamber for ACC).

3. 2 lead castles.

4. 2 carbon dioxide-argon gas storage tanks, llstandardllsize ( St x ll).

5. 6 G.M. type survey instruments (includes2 survey

6. 3 ion chamber-type survey imtruments (includes 1
for ACC).

‘ 7. 15 shipping containers (l&l’fx 18” x 18”).

meters for ACC).

alpha survey meter

8. Remote handling devices and shields for test plates.

9. 30 lineal feet of counter space in the Los Alamos 241 x 24?
aluminum building - table of sufficient strength to support two lead caves, each
weighing approximately 300 pounds-

10. 2 sets of aluminum absorbers.

11. 1 portable scaler (for ACC).

B. Assembly in 21

Instruments and equipnent can.be assembled in the ZI and shipped to the
test site, ready for installation and,test (with the exception of mounting of
samples for later tests).

6.7-7
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C. Assemblyat test site

It will be necessary to mount and remove test panels from drones at test
site. (It maybe possible, in the continental U.S., to mount initial samples for
first test). Four men will be engaged in this work.

D. Calibrations at test site

lt will be necessary to calibrate ccmnters, survey instruments, and
ionization chambers-

E. Protective equipment or construction

1. 100 lead bricks (S!!x Sttx 2tt) as shield in decontaminatingprocedures
will be necessary. This will be located in the 24! x >Lt aluminum building on
Eniwetok,

20 Remote control device for handling samples.

3. Face msks, respirators, rubber gloves, and protective clothing
sufficien~ for contin’~oususe by sti men.

4. One radiochemical hood in area Dear drones for standard decontaminat-
ion test on panels.

VI. Present Status of the dquipment and Instruments Reqtired to Perform the
periment

A.

B.

1 August
or being

co

D.

by NRDL.
by ACC.

E.

Lquipnent alr”~dy procured

About 10 per cent for NRDL; about 50 per cent for ACC*

Qrders placed

Two Argon - C02 counters; orderedby NRDL (to be made at NRDL and expected
1950)● Orders for panels and coating materials by ACC are either placed
placed.

Orders to be placed - none

Yet to be developed

Sample attachment, remote handling equipment, and detailed test procedures
Standard decontamination prodecure for time evaluation is to be developed
It will be completed and equipment will be completed by 1 October 195kl.

Partially developed - none

/--~
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l?. Commercially available equipnent not yet procured or on order

None by NRDL. A counting rate ionization chamber meter is on requisition
but not on order by ACC.

G. Armed Forces equipment not yet obtained

Packaged steam cleaning unit by NRLIL. Inquiries as to the location-and
availability are being made. Material will be procured and evaluated before test
data. None by ACC.

H. Equiqent and instruments required which can be built by facilities
avallable to the Us-ingexperimental group

None by NPdL. For decontaminationan appratus consisting of motor+iven
prupulsions traveling over the panel surface at a predetermined rate, using already
established concentrations of detergents. will be investigatedby ACC and will be
ready for shipment by 1 October 19s~. -

I. Wo Decisionn equipment

There has been no decision by Mi.DL,as yet, on
equipment. A decision will be reached by 1 June 1%0.
type of counting device to be made no later than 1 June

VII. Logistics

A. Sea Lift

1. 35 M/T, to arrive

2. 3S M/T$ return to

B. Air Lift

1. Personnel-- none

30 days before test.

commence 10 days after test.

specific raaot. control
Final decision byACC on
1950.

2. Material - It is necessary that the
NRDL and ACC in order:

a. That short-lived activities and
ustig the facilities of a large

.

shipnents noted below be made to

their decontaminationmaybe studied
laboratory.

b? To permit a larger scope of ‘inmediate?tstudy then would be poss-
ible at the test site.

c. Information bearing on choice of materials to expose ul.11become
available prior to the seccmd and third tests.

Shipping schedule (half to NRDL, half to ACC): ..

-’i ;., ‘,.
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2 boxes - 2

2 boxes - 2

bboxes -7

hours post shot

days past shot

days post shot

Each box will measure 18?!x 1.8Mx 18H and will not be over 300
pounds in total weight. The radiation intensity will not be greater
than 1 r/hr at one foot from smface.

3. None

c. Sea Lift (Personnel)

1. None

2. None

i). Air Lift (Personnel)

1. The following schedd.e is desired:

a. 7 men to

1 man to

1 man to

1 man to

b. 2 men to

1 man to

lmanto

1 man to

c. 2 men to

arrive D - 7 days.

leave D + 2 hours.

leave D + 2 days.

leave D + 7 days.

arrive E - 7 daya.

leave E + 2 hours.

leave E + 2 days.

leave E+7 days.

arrive G - 7 days

1 man to leave G + 2 hours.

1 man to leave G + 2 days.

1 man to leave G+ 7 days.

It is neoessary for the above schedule to exist, in order that:

a. An average of four men willbe at the test site until 2 days
after any test.

b. tiachair shipment he accompanied by one man.
..

s#
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c. The enthe number of personnel involved will not be absent
from the NRDL for the total period of the three tests; move-
over, it is not required that the total number involved be
present at once.

2. Two men (onefrom NRDL, one from ACC) will be involved in roll-up
and can return 10 days after last test.

E, None

VIII.Collaboration

NRDL, ACC, BuYds&Docks,Air Force

IX. Responsibility

A. The Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory and the Technical Command,
Army Chemical Center, uillbe responsible for carrying out the project, collecting
the data, and reporting it through the FYogram Director to the Scientific Director.
The Senior Investigators in different phases of the project at NRDL are: Mr. W. E.
Strops, Chief, Engineering Applications Branch, NRDL; and Dr. L. B. Werner, Chief,
Contamination-DecontaminationSection, Chemistry Brancht NRDL. Dr. H. F. Rriest
is in charge of operations at ACC.

~L, is tie ~oject

Officer responsible for this project, and further details may be obtained from him.

x. Funds

This information is contained in fiscal chart, page 6-2.

XI. Facilities

The facilities listed in SD-1382, 9 March 1950 (see page 5-3)t have already
been prescribed to care for the facilities requtiements of this project. No
additional facilities will be required except:

A. Forward Area Transportation: TWO jeeps and one one-ton truck will be
required to provide transportatim of men and materials from the instrument room$
the storage site, and the drone aircraft.

XII.Remarks by the Project Officer

The NRDL is incorporatingall of its transportationand facilities require-
ments for fiojects 6.4, 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8 under Project 6.i’. Although two jeeps
and one one-ton truck are not required for this specific project, the additional
jeeps will be necessary to care for this project plus the transportationrequire-
ments of the remaining projects.

6.7- l).
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PROJECT 6.8
~

Cloud Radiation Field

I. Object of the Experimnt ~A*d*

A. Data to be Obtaimd - The drone planes will be equipped with two re-
cording type gamma ray intensity measuring instruments, one for zero
to ten r. per hour, and another far one to one hundred thousand r. per
hour, in order to plot the radiation intensity distribution within
and outside the cloud. The data to be obtained are the radiation in-
tensity as a function of time after zero hour. Frcm other projects,
data on the position of the cloud, the altitucieand location of the drone,
and the time at which the plane wag visually observed to enter and
leave the clond, will be obtained. From these data the time titensity
curve obtained on the recording rate meter will be converted to inten-
sity versus distance from the cloud coordinates and the resulting
CUrV” plotted.

B. Application of the data

The data acquired by means of the above correlations are”essential for
determining the potential health hazards to air-borne personnel in the
region of an atomic bomb cloud shortly after detonation. It is also
essential for determining the criteria to be applied to the design of
air-borne warning instruments and protective equipment. These data may
be compared to predictions based upon known yield of the Weapon, the
concentration of radioactive particles obtained from Project 6.1, the
known radiations existing at the time of entry into the cloud, and the
absorption coefficients of air for these radiations. If all measure-
ments are approximately correct, these data may be used to interpret
the radiological situation rssuiting from the detonation of an atanic
bomb.

.11. Method

A. Gemral Method

The the intensity curves will be autcmnaticallyrecorded by means
of ionization chambers with its associated recording equipment. In
prl.nciple,the general procedure is the ssme as that applied to any
rate or intensity meter of the recording type.

B. Detailed Description of Proposed Experiment

One instrument of each type will be placed in
craft which are scheduled to be flown through
The details of the proposed experimnt do not
from the discussion of Part I above.

each of the drone air-
the atomic bunb cloud.
differ significantly

*
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c. Dependence on Yield of Weapon

The details of Part II (A) and (B) are independent of the expected
yield of the weapon, the date and the time of the test.

III. Details of ProEress to Date

A. General

The energy spectrum of the fission products at short times after
detonation has been detendned insofar as present data permit. If
It is assumed that the ionization intensity in air is proportional
to the total disintegration rate of the fission products at any
time, the theoretical curve derived b? Hunter and Eallou may be
used to estimate the radiation intensity in the cloud at any given
time after detonation. Further work on the measurement of both the
beta and ganunaspectrum of fission products between a few minutes
to twenty-four hours is in progress at the NRDL under Problem
Number li+l.SWarly, the ionization intensity observed from mixed
fission products uniformly spread over a surface are being measured
with extrapolation chmabers as a part of Project 6.5. The existing
knowledge of fission chains, their radiations, and the e~rgies of
these radiations are not known with any deg~e of certainty at the
early times under consideration.This experiment will tend to cor-
relate with and check the predictions based upon the existing
Laboratory data.

IV. Personnel Reqbmsnts

A. Required at test site

1. Scientific personnel w-illbe distributed as fol.lows:

Officers Nom
Enlisted Men None
civilians Five

These men will be supplied by the NRDL and are presently employed
by the Laboratory. Duties at the test site include checking the
calibration and performance of the instruments,timing eignals,
relays, etc. They will also be responsible for removing the chart
records fran the drone aircraft, and making p~lfdnary conversions
of the observed time intensity data to gecumtric location with
respect to the cloud versus distance form.

2. Technicians: Nom

3. Laborers, Unskilled Help: None anticipated as this experiment Is
presently conceived.

.-.



B. ProjectWork in Continental United States

1.

2.

Scientific personnel

Five electronic scientists, including two physicists and one
electronics engineer and two laboratory mechanics, are employed
full-the on the Project. These men are responsible for the
development, cheeking, and calibration of the proposed tistl’u-
ment and its recording system, the cobstruction of a PrdotYPe ~
and the development of spacifications for the prcduction of the
twenty instruments required for the Project. No additional
people are to be procured.

Technicians: None

v. Instrumentatim and equi~nt requirements

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

Instrumentsad equirm nt required

The basic instruments re@red for t~,isproject are at present under
construction at NRDL (high intensity instrument) ami at the General
Electrlc Corporation under centract to the Bureau of Aeronautics (low
intensity instrumnt ). The only additional instruments required for
this project are standard electronic and circuit testing equipment.

The instrumentswill be produced and mounted in the drone aircraft
in the Z.I.

Instrument assembly in the field: Non

Calibrations:

Currents expected at various radiation rates will be simulated by
the use of a high impedence current source. Linearity of the ion
chamber, and particularly the response of the logarithmic recorders
will be rechecked just prior to the test. The equipmnt necessary
for these calibrations include a Beckman ultrohmter and a high
impedence current source.

Protective eQuipmsnt: None

VI. Pxwsent Status of equirment and instruments requizwd

A. Percent of equipment already procured: 25%

B. Orders placed during the month: Ncne

c. Orders to be placed during nextmonth: None

6.%3
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D. Instrumentsyet to be developed: See paragraph E bei~

E. Instrumentspartially developed:

The ion chamber for tk.ehig}~intensity radiation detector is under
development in NRDL. Time required for completion of a mrking protc-
type is approximately four months. It is expected that such a proto-
type will be ready for flight testing by 1 July 1950. There are no
outside contractors or agencies involved in the development or pro-
curement of this instrument except for certain cmmonents of the
recording system. The development of the high intensity radiation
detector began 15 August 1949 and is considered to be an ent~~lY
new design.

F. Camnercially available equipmerltnot yet procured or on order: None

G. Armed Forces equipment not yet obtained: Nor~

H. It is olanned that all of the high intens~i: radiation detectors will
be constructed by the Sac Francisco Naval Shipyard. Time requi~d
will be approximately three months.
The KEVATRON, which will provide the high intensity radiation source
required for the calibration of all radiac equipment used by the NFOL
for the test is being constructed on funds provided through Project
AO~o It is under ~onstr,lctionat the pre~nt t~ and should be
canpleted on/about 1 ,July1950.

I. Outstamiing decisions to be made: None

VII. LoKistics

A.

B.

c.

&a Lift

1. Four L@ to reach the forward area by.D minus 30.

2. Approximately four M/T which may be started at D,E, or G plus
4 to 7, depending or the number of shots in which the instru-
ment is used.

Air Lift - None

Sea Lift (Personnel)

1. Three to reach the forward area by D mtius 30 days.

2. Three involved in roll-up to conmence at D, E, or Gplus 4to 7.

6.W
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D. Air Lift (Personnel)

VIII

IX.

Y4*

n.

XXI.

10

2.

E. The

Two to arrive at the forward area at D minus 7.

Two involved in roll-up to leave forward area at D, E, or G plus
4 to 7. The two returning by air lift will oerry with t.hexuthe
chart records so that the prooessing of the data can be organized
and set up at NRDL during the time the remaining personnel are
returned by sea lift.

experbnt and work at the test site should pose no logistio
problems not oovered in Paragraphs A through D above.

.Collaboration

This experiment is being conducted by the NRDL on bebelf of th agenoies
which support the kb oratory. In addition, collaborationon the lW
intensity meter involves BuAer, AFSWP, and USAF.

Responsibili@

A. The NRDL is responsible for oarrying out the experhent, oolleoti~
the data, end reporting it through the Program Direotor to the Scien-
tific Director. .

Projeot Officer responsible for this projeot. Furtbr details on
the experinwnt may be obtained.

This information is contained in fiscal chart, page 6-2.

Faoilities

No faoilities other than those already prescribed in SD-1382, 9 March
1950, are required for this projeot. (See page 5-3). Tr~spor~tion on
Eniwetok is covered under the transportation requirements of Project 6:7.

Rersarksby Projeot Offioer - lime

sm!Pl!?P
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1. Objeotof t~ ~me%

A. Datato be obtained

1. Protective Clo-thing%ase

(a) ItO~ of protectim clothing applicable to the test conditions
are to be made of ve,rioustypes of material for evaluation Of
the materials as to:
1 Protective valm.
~ Susceptibilityto contamination.
~ Susceptibility todeconttination.
4 Sermiceabili@.

(b) The handling and disposal of contaminated clothing will be
studied under field conditions.

(c) Tlm items contaminated in use will be used in the companion
DecontaminationPhase.

20 DecontaminationPhase

With respect to the types of contamination resulting from a burst
of an atomic banb, to determine:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The degrees of decontaminabilib~of the various types of clothing
materials contaminated as a result of an atomic bomb burst by
various types of laundering decontaminationprocedures;

The suitabilityy of mobile laundry equipment for decontamination
of clothing contaminatedby bomb burst types of contamination;

The susceptibility of mobile laundry equipmnt to contamination
resulting from decontaminationof 01othing and to deoontamination;

The r91ative susceptibility of wash wheel oylinders of various
materials to contamination and to decontamination;

The degree tc which contamination of equi~nt may be minhized
by the use of expendable absorbent materials in the wash wheel to
trap the contsmination;

The prcblem,
contaminated

and possible solutions thereto, of the disposal of
waste water frem the deoontamination operations.

6.9-1
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B. Application of the data

General.

1. The data devdopedwill be applicable to botinmilitary and civil
defense activities; it will provide information as to th@ offensive
effectiveness of the induced and fall out radioactivity hazards of
a low altitude burst of an atotic bomb with respect to the efi’eot-
iveness’of clothin~ materials and their decontaminability.

2. Protective Clothi~ Phase.

?roteotive clothing may be required for damage control and rescue
crews as well as for survey teem who must enter contatinated areas
afier a 1ow burst, a swf ace or sub-surfaceburst, or an underwater
burst, or an area hsavily contaminated by fall out. ~ven though
the clothing is not desi~ned primarily to minimize radioactive oon-
temination, Iamwledge of relative contaminabilityand decontamin-
ability may be used in * selection between materials otherwise
suitable for the general purposes for which worn~ a s for instances
firements clothlng. The comparative economy and utility of reusable
and ‘tthrowamafltypes of protecti= items may be critical in supply
of an important military operation, or in the disrupted economy of a
city hit by an atomic bomb. The test data will indicate the types
of materials which should be used in the manufacture of protective
c1othing whioh may be used in such conditions. The data deml oped
will be oomplementaryto that developed in the companion Decontam-
inateon Phase.

3. Eeuontamination Phase

(a)

(b)

The data as to t’m decontaminabilit~ of the clothinx materials
tested will support the pro~tmotive~lothing project-in th selection
of the optimum materials for the manufacture of prctectivo c1othing.

Reusable protective or otlmr clothing worn by rescue and by damage
control crews entering areas contaminated by an atomic bomb burgts
as well as the clothing of survivors of such a burst will require
decontaminateon as an economic necessity. It must be anticipated
that an atomic bomb burst will destroy most stocks of clothing in
the immediate ticinity of the burst, and that tho supplies not so
destroyed will be urgently needed for relief of the survivors.
Furthermore, unless very inexpensive throw-away t’ypesof protective
c1othing for the use of resew and of damage control crews can be
developed, the cost of establishing adequate stocks of such pro-
tective c1othing for all large centers regarded as probable primary
targets i%r attack by atomic bomb would be prohibitive. It appears

6.9-2
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(c)

(d)

(e)

therefore, that decontamimtion of clotiilin~would be esseutial
in the event of an atomic attack on any U.S. city or larger troop
concentration or military installation.

The decontamination of clothing by launderi~ results in con-
tamination of the equipment, and of’the wash wa”br. The decon-
tamination of the equipment2 and the decontamination or safe dis-
posal of the contaminatedwaste under field (commerciallaundry o
mobile field laundry) conditions is cm.paratively Une:qlored.

The data will form the basis cm which operatim; instmctions md
teohnical manuals are prepared for the use of @@xmnaster laund
units and equipment in tinedecontanination of c1ot:tingfrom radio
1ogical cont~i~tion.

The data will further be of direct interest to civilian defease
agencies in formulating policies for the tentatiw organizati~
of defense measures in metropolitan areas.

4. previous Experiments.

NO record has been found of any previous experiments wholly comparabl
to the conditions to be investigated under either phase.

(a)

(b)

Protective Clothing ?hase.

F,eports indicate that proteotive bootees and glow (and other
clothing) worn into contaminated areas following the previous ex-
perimental bursts were desigaed solely to prevetieoontamination o
other clothings or of tie persons of those entering the areas and
that if they became contaminatedbeyond a “safe” levelJ they wwe
disposed of.

Decontamination Phase.

Investigation OF radiolo~ical decontamixmtionpractice followed
by tlm A3C Laboratories indioates that the problem was solved em-
pirically as a plant serfioe problem and that little or no t’heor
etrical basis exists for the choice of the formulas used. “FurtIh
moro, the types of contaminateon in the NC laboratoriessis not
believed to be of the same nature as that which may be anticipat
from an atmic bomb bursts particularly with reference to the par
iculate form in mhich the con’hminating material may reach the
clothing.

5. Continuing Program

The experiment, in both phases, is a part of a continuing program whi

6.9-3 ..



includes protection frornand decontaminateon from radioactive con-
temination from both atmic bomb burst and radiologicalwarfare
dissemination of radioactive particulate. Only as a result of an
atomic bonibburst can fall out type contaminationbe obtained for
evaluation of protective clothing and laundering decontaminationof
that type of contamination. Preliminary evaluation of equipment and
formulas will be conducted by operations in the United States using
contaminated clothing from one of th AZC laboratories. Further
work will continue with radiologicalwarfare agents.

II. ~~th~ .

A. General method

1. Protective

(a)

Clothing Phase

Items of protective c1othin~ needed for wear by the personnel
entering the contaminated a~eas will be man~”actured-of a selected
variety of materials in both reusable and “threw-away” types. The
items will be cross mated as to materials and issued in optimum
variety of materials to personnel of each party entering the con-
taminated area after tb burst. Protective items would be moni-
tored upon removal by the personnel returning from t~hecontam-
inated areas. Items till then be transported to tlhedecontsm-
ination unit whre tlnosesusceptible to decontaminationwill be
processed tihrcughthat operatioa. TIM susceptibility of the items
to decontaminateon will be carefully determined by monitoring by
appropriate means before and after decontamination operations.

2. Decontaminateon Phase

The special.lytrained QM Laundry detachment will operate the C&f
mobile laundry equipment, now being used at Eniwetok for the 1o~istic
support of the construct on forces, and which will be replaced by
permanent laundries, to decontaminate the launderable protective items
worn into the contaminated Ueas, and if pcssible, the clothing worn
bJ the drone aircraft hsxdling and decontamin.ation crews. T& decon-
tami.nabilityof the c1othing items, the contamination susceptibility
of’the laltideringequipment, and its susceptibilitytc field decon-
tamination procedures, and the problems of laundry waste water dis-
posal would be evaluated and Dromising methods of solution tested. In
the event that the burst conditions nd the safety control of y rsonml
en%ring the areas so reduce the contamination experienced,salva~e
clothin~ of various types will be deliberately contaminated and pro-
cessed in decontamination. Cperation at Eniwetok will also provide
the variables of brackish water, and salt water for ewilution in the
process.

6.9-4



B. Detailed methods.

1. Protective Clothing Phase.

(a) ?roteotive bootees md gloves will be fabricated of various
types of materials to provide representation of the najor types
of textile and related materials w.~ichmight be used under con-
ditions of an atomic bomb burst. These materials will be select-
ed ai%er preliminary laboratory-evaluation. Types of materials
tentatively considered include:

a.
b.
c*
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Cotton fabrics plain,
Cotton fabrics, water repellant finished
Woolen fabrics
Worsted fabrics
OC-2 im+regneted cloth cotton IIBT
Synthetic resin coated (raincoat) fabrics
Unwcmen cotton fabrics
Elastomeric film
Rayon fabrics (filament rayon)

(b) Fatigue clothing will be fabricated of various types of materials
and worn by the drone aircraft maintenance and decozrttination
crews. This clothin& will be nonitored as to degree of conten-
ination~ and tl~n processed in the decontaminationphase.

(c) The xnonitori~ of both groups of mnterials will be conducted with
special clothing monitoring equipment to insure adequate coverage
and accuracy. Records of nature and degree of exposure to con-
tamination will be secured from wearers. In addition, cross mating
of types of materials will be practiced to the ma.xixnmdegree
practical within .=OUPS proceeding to tb same destinations in con-
taminated areas, and within groups operating together in the handl-
ing and processing of contaminated drone aircraft.

(d) The problems of handling oontsminated clothing in the field will
be evaluated, together fith suoh tentative solutions as ham been
evolved in the preliminary laboratorywork. Disposal problems end
methods for field use will sim.ilarlybe studiedfor the non-
deoontamir??blematerials, and for matirials which practical decon-
tamination metiods do not reduce to a safe level.

(e) Comparative decontaminabilityof the various materials will be
evaluated in the decontaminationphase. Items processed in decon-
tamination will be issued for wear into the oontsdmated areas to
detemine the effeots of decontaminationon contsminability.

2. DecontaminationPhase.

‘-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The protective bootees, gloves, and other clothingwill be re-
monitcred, and decontaminatedby laundering procedures, and the
degree of decontanination determined.

1. Various decontaminationformulas will be tested on similarly
contaminatedmaterials.

2. Water of various types will be used with appropriate formulas
to detemine the de-e of dependence upon the tj~e of waters i.e.8
fresh (purified)S brackish, and possibly sea wa’wr.

Th practicability of using mobile field laundering equipment for
field decontaminationwill be evuluated.

The susceptibility of mobile fielcilaundering equipment to con-
tamination and to decontaminationwill be considered.

Various types of materials in the washer cylinderswill be com-
pared as to their susceptibilityto contsnination. Stainless
steel or monel metal will be comparedwith @vanized steel.

The possibility of using expendable absorbent materials in the
washers to localize and concentrate the contaminationwill be
explored. Renovable accessory parts will be attached to washer
cylinders~ or into the shell for trial.

The disposal of contamina’bd waste water will be evaluated as to
the degree of hazard involved, and as to possible mthods of
handling the problem if it is found to be material.

1,.The waste will be monitored as to the degree of actitity.

2. The absorption or removal of the contaminantswill be tested
by the use of filter materials and if promising in laboratory
te’sts,the ion exchange systen, or by temporary storage in port-
able tanks, to permit treatxmnt for precipitation or other means
of concentration of the contaminants.

3. The methods of disposal of contaminated waste without any
special treataent will be studied.

III. Details of Progress to Date in Experimntsl and TheoreticalWork.

A. 1. The Chemical Corps, who csrry the basic theoretical investigation
phase of both phases of the experimeti have explored the experience
and especially tti theoretical basis of th operations in the AEC
laboratories. Eating fcund only empirical solutions, and in the
field of clothing, usage of standard laboratory and working gamnents.









B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

1*

6. Unit, dry clo.aning-lsundry,mobile is hard.

7. Accessory equipmnt and tanks are available

8. Salt water conversion unit and Ion Exclxmge
unit are under development.

9. Salnge clothing is inznediately available.

No orders placed during month.

Very limited orders to be placed.

water decordxxmi~~tion

Monitoring equipment is being developed by tineChemical Corps. Salt
Water conversion unit is being developed by Corps of Engineers for
otbr purposes● Status of ion exchanCe decontaminationunit is unde-
termined.

Partially developed. Seleotion of materials for protective clothing
is being studied. No contractorswill be involwd.

No commercially available equipment not yet procured or on order.

Armed Forces equipment not yet obtained, see A above.

See VI A 4 above.

Utilization of the salt water conversion unit will depend upon the

availabilityy of sweet wabr fmnn othr souroes. Utilization of the
Ion Exohange unit depends upon its degree of development, availability,
and if availSble, results of preliminary testing.

VII. Logistioa

1. Estimated maxinnm of 5 uasur~nt tons 0$ equipment and instrummts,
other than protective items and clothingwhich r eplaoe like quantities
otbrwise required to be shipped. Shipent should reaeh area by at
latest D-10.

2. Estimated maximum of 2 ~asurement tons roll up to return instrument.
Equipzwnt will be expended, or will be turned over to Logistics support
group for disposal. Return can be made approximatelyG + 21.

B. Alr

1.

2.

Lift.

Hone to foxwardarea.

All materisl oan be returned by sea lift.

6.9-10
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VIII.

IX.

x.

XC.

;. Sea

1.

2*

D. Air

1.

2.

Lift (Personnel)

All personnel eXcept ?rOjeCt Ofi’iGerSad Co. htirJ’ Mt. to
operate at the site may be nwed by sea lift (see IV A above).
Larndry detachment should arrive at forward area D-14.

All personnel will operate primarily after the test burst. They
can co:mence to return ap’~woxi-tely on C + 21.

Lift (Person.ael}

Project O:ficcr awl Co. Laundry Detachment must reach forward area
approximately !3-21.

None

T.. No particular logistics problems not cwered above.

cOllaboration—

ArmyS Chemicsl Corps, ChiefS descarch and Engineering Division,Office
Chief of Chemical Corps, AriiyChemical Center, Maryland.

Respcnsibility

A&B Lt. Col. Frank 11.Steadman
Researoh and Bevelopmeut Branch
Military Planning Division
Office of The Quartermaster rfineral
Washington 25, D. C.
Phone Republic 6700, extension 6489

Funds. !M,s information is contained in fiscal chart$ pa~e 6-2.

Facilities

A. Power. Power requirements for li:jntLW only will be required. Power
for the laundry equipment will be furnished by mobile generator.

B. Cocmmications

1. No timing signals will be required.

2. No special communicationswill be required.

c. Laboratory S?aoe and Other T’aoilitiesincluded in estimates for projeots
6.6 and 6.7.

6.9-11
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D. Forward !troaTransportation .

Depending upon the looations of facilities in the base area one @P
(T K 3/4 T) or one truck 3/4 ton will be required to transport pro-
tective items and clothing and operating supplies between storage~
laundry, air strips and change houses”

..-.
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Evaluation of Collective Frotecto .

I. Gb.iectof this Experiment:

The object cf this experiment is to determine the efficiency of
collective protective equipment in preventing the entrance of radio-
active contaminants into a shelter. An important phase of t}lis
experiment is the evaluation of an anti-blast closure for the pro-
tection of the particulate filter components during the etireme
thermal and.pressure conditions of an atomic detonation. These
data will sup~lementdata previously obtained using chemical and
biological agents, and will affoxd a basis for continuing develop-
ment work in this field.

A. Data to be obtained:

1. Radiological.

a. Radioactive penetration tk,roughthe collective protector
as a function of time.

b. Total activity from radioactive particulate within
shelter.

c. Total activity retained by the

2. Pressure.

a.

b.

Pressure as a function of time,
the shelter.

Peak Pressures on interior
(A sehes of these devices
tances from zero point.)

B. Application of Data:

side

collective protector.

both outside and within

of each anti-blast device.
to bE located at varicus die-

kformation on penetration of radioactive particulate matter
into a protected shelter due to an atomic detonation is necessary to
supplement and complete p=vious Chemical Corps work on protected
shelters. Extensive laboratory and field work have provided data in
the evaluation of protective shelter methods and equipment against
chemical and biological agents. No performance data has been obtained
during the conditions of an atomic explosion. This iS Part of a con--
tinuing program in the field of collective protection.

~
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II. i!ethod:

A. @ neral.

The experiment is essentially a test of two ~tems of’equip-
ment; the Field Collective Frotector, 524R4, and an anti-blast
closure● The field collective protector will be installed in a
reinforced concrete structure, constructed bT the Corp af Rngineers.
The shelter will be equipped with air locks containing Chemical Corps
regulating valves together with anti-blast closures at t“e air in-
take and exhaust. The collective protector will be placed in operation
before the blast. Performance of the protective equipment will be
assayed by air flow, pressure, and radiometric instmmentation.

Anti-blast closures will be installed at a series of distances
from zero point to a distance of 3500 feet. The protected side of
each closure will be instrumented to indicate peak pressure. This
phase of the test will determine if particulate filters, (bursting
pressure ‘7pounds per sq. inch.), can be protected by the use of this
closure device at each distance from zero point.

B. Detailed Description of Experiment:

1. %elter Phase.

The collective protector will be installed in the shelter,
air lock regulating valves and air flow will be adjusted to obtain the
required positive pressure within the shelter. The anti-blast closure
at the shelter air intake and efiaust will be closed preceding the
blast. A ttiing device will.be used to operate a solenoid reopening
the shelter anti-blast closures at zero + 1 Minute. Pressure in-
strumentationwill be provided by the Corps of Engineers to give con-
tinuous pressure readings inside and outside the shelter,

A continuing sample of the collective protector effluent
will be drawn past a beta sensitive tube, shielded from gamma radiation,
which is attached to a counting rate meter and recorder to provide a
permanent recofi of the activity in this air stream. Air samples frcm
various points within the shelter will be drawn through suitable
Chemical Corps filters to provide a measure of total actjvity within
the shelter. The total activity removed by the collective protector
will be measured by monitoring t;e filter units of the rrotector
following tileblast. No attempt is being made to obtain a continuous
measurement of activity on the j.nfluentair stream due to the inherent
fragflity of G.M. tubes and because ion cha..berinstruments do not
provide a good beta count.

The instruments and collective protector will be powered from
the normal atoll power source, 110 volts AC, 60 cycles. An emergency p~r
supply consisting of a gasoline or diesel-operated AC generator will be

6.10-2
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connected by relay
in case of central

or similar means to meet operational current requirements
Fewer supply fajlure.

2. Closure Phase.—.

h series of self-initiatedanti-blast closures will be
installed at 70, 300, 800, and 1150 yards from zero point. iacl;closure
device will be equipped with a surge chamber instrumented to Frovide
.2 JRa.SUre or ;.,eakpressure. This series of pressure
determine ttjeprotection afforded by the anti-blast
function of distance from an atomic detonation.

c. =Wtent of Dependency on Yield of ‘Heapon:

measurements will
closure as a

Since the anti-blast closure is being designed to operate
over a wide pressure range tljereis no dependence on the yield of the
weapon.

111. Details of FroRress to Date in Exx rtiental and Theoretical L’ork:

A 1. ~ke rimental ?;orkin Progress.

An initial design of an anti-blast closure
Collaboration with Dr. C.T;.Lampson, BRL, APG, on this
been effected. U~on cocmletion of full scale models of

has been comr.leted.
development has
anti-blast

closure by the C~emical”Corps Expertiental mops, tests will be conducted
on the Shock Tube Tester at Aberdeen Proving Ground.

The problem of emergency power sup~.lyhas been resolved in
the use of a diesel or gasoline-operatedelectric generator with
automatic relay switch in case of central Fewer failure.

Pressure instrumentationfor t}:eshelter is bejng handled
by the Corps of Engineers, and no work along this line is antici~ated by
tb.is agency.

F’eakpressure instrumentationfor the field installations
of the closures will consist of ‘ftidentor’ttype ~auges: a pistons
actuated by pressure, plunges a sharp point into a copper plate; the
indentation being a ::easureof “~ak” pressure. This type of gawe w~l
be used to ,measure;:eakpressure in the surge chamber of each anti-blast
closure.

liadio,~.etricinstrwentation is fairly well established as
to equipment and methcd of sampling.

There have been no changes frcm the basic information sought
in the original program outline.

6.10-3
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A 2. Necessity for this 2xperiment:

The blast closure will be evaluated on the Shock Tube
Tester at Aberdeen proving Ground within the pressure limitations
of this equipr~nt. However} a full range cf pressure and thermal
conditions cannot be smulated except by the proposed experiment.

Collective protector filters, (particulate)~have been
evaluated ag~ifistcheaical, biological agents, and partiallY against
radioactive materials. Investigativeworx has been ~lanned to complete
radioactive evaluation so that the equipment will fulfill the military
requirefiientof ADC protection. This e~erinent is a vital part of this
evaluation. In addition, the test will offer an opportunity to determine
the hazard of penetration of filters b~ r~dioactive gases which decay
to particulate. Furthermore, it will enable the determination of
any special problems engendered by the thermal and pressure effects of
an atomic bomb detonation.

Iv. Personnel F.equirenents:

A. Scientific Personml and Technicians - CWanization ~~ish~~c

Officer - 0 Not applicable
Enlisted-O Not applicable
Civilian-2 Chemical Corps

B. Duties.

1. 1 Civilian - To supervise the installation of Chemical
Corps equipment, and to assume responsibility for the operation of the
protective shelter during test. To obtain the requtied data and pre-
pare subsequent reports.

2. 1 Civilian - To assist in equipment tistallation,and in
all phases, of test preparation, as well as test operations.

3* Laborers and Unskilled Help.

a. Laborers requi~d - two (2) (tobe procured) for field
installation of anti-blast closures: 48 man hours rwufi~.

b. Laborers required - two (2) - Corps of Engtieers
for test site installation of Chemical Corps protective equipment with-
in the shelter. 112 man hours requtied. (Corps of Engineers has agreed
to complete physical installation of equipment).

c. Pro.iectWork in Continental United States.

1. Scientific Personnel.

a. Officers - 0
Enlisted - 0

,,/----

Civilian - 3
~
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2. Duties.

1 Civilian -
1 Civilian -
1 Civilian -

‘-rejectOffice:.
Design of anti-blest closure:.
Test operations of’anti-blast c~os~es.

3* Technicians (’Tone).

a. No additi.mal requinments.

v. TUIst rumsntat ion and Equipment Requirements:

A. Instrumentjsana Zquipment required for Test.

1.
2*

::

:;
7.

8.

9*

10.
u ●

12.
13.
14.
15*

Collect ive ‘rotectors,E24R!+,w;th hoses
Spare parts kits for above
Air regulating valves, Ml
G.!!.Tubes
Esterline An,:usRec .rder
Counting bte !.:eter
Anti-blast closure,(field installation),
with surge tank

Anti-blast closure(shelter), with surg@
tank and with solenoid

~~ergency FOW’er supyly, (gasOlhe or diesel- -
operated electric generator), and s!jareparts

Floater valve or automatic relay
mmeter
Vacuum pump for penetration sampling
Shielding material (lead bricks)
fitot tube
Draft Eauge

2 ea
2 ea
3 ea
6 ezi
2 ea
2 ea
10 ea

L ea.

1 ea

2 ea
~ ea
1 ea
20 ea
1 ea
2 ea

B. All i.nstrunentsand equipment can be assembled in ZI.—.—

c. Justification for bstrument Assembly or Construction at Site.

Not applicable.

D. Calibrations Required on Test Site.

1. Collective protector air flow and si.elter pressure measurements.

(a) Equipment required.

1. Pitot tube, rubber
mancmeter.

tubing, 3?!draft gauge and ‘ter

6.10-5
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1.

;:

L.

2:
7.

;:

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

2. Calibration of radianetric instruments.

E. Protection or Construction Required for Instrumentsand
Locations..—

1. Shelter - installation of Chemical Corps regulating
valves anti-blast closure, etc., located in Corps of Engineers
reinforced concrete structure. Field instsllation of anti-blast
closures at ’70,300, 800, and 1150 yards from zero point (3t x jt
x 31 hole at each location).

2. Drawings have not been completed.

VI. Present Status of Equipment and hstruments required for Expe—- riment:

A. Percent of TUquipment Already Procured.

1. Zero

B. Orders Placed DurinE Month.

1. None

C. Orders to be Placed:

Item

Collective Protectors & 8pare
Parts.
Air Regulating Valves, Ml
G.M. Tubes

Esterline Angus Recorders

Counting Rate Meters
Blast Closures with Surge Tanks
(field)
Blast Closures with Surge Tanks
(shelter)
Emergency Power Supply
Automatic Relays
Ammeters
Vacuum Pump
Shielding Material
Pitot Tube
Draft Gauges

D. Items Yet to be Develcwed.

1. None.

Expected Date of Order Vendor

1 July 1?50

lJuly 1950
1 June 1950

1 June 1950

1 June 1950
1 sap 1950

1 sap 1950

1 July 1950
1 June 1950
1 July 1950
1 July 1950
1 July 1950
1 July 1950
1 July 1950

Clnlc

Cml c

Desired Delivery Date

15 Ott 1950

15 Ott 1950
Radiation Counter 15 &t 1950

Lab.
Esterline Angus CO. 15 Cct 1950

Inc.
(GeneralRadio Co. 15 Ott 1950

cm).c 1 Nov 1950

Cmlc 1 Nov 1950

U.S. ldotorCorp. 15 Ott 1950
Mercoid Corp. 15 Ott 1950
Western Electric CO. 15 Ott 1950
Gast Mfg. co* 15 Ott 1950
Tracer Lab. 15 Ott 1950
IndustrialEngr. 15 Ott 1950
Ellison Draft Gauge CO.15 Ott 1950
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1.
2.

3*
4.

2:
7.
a.
9.
10.

E. Fartially Developed Items.

1. Elast closure being developed by Chemical Corps. Test
evaluation conducted by Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen
ProvinR Ground, Estimated time for completion five (5) months fran
this d~te.

F.

Item

G.M. Tubes

Development ccmmenced 15 Februan 1950.

Commercial-l-yAvailable Equipment Not Yet on Order

Vendor Estixateciof Delivery Tiine

Radiation Counter Lab. ~ months
Esterline Angus
Recorders

Counting Rate Heters
Emergency Fewer Supply
Autcfnatic Relays
Ammeters
Vacuum Pump
~ielding Xaterial
Fitot Tube
Draft Gauges

Esterline Angus Co., Inc.

General Radio Co.
U.S. Motor Corp.
Mercoid Corp.
‘(’;estern Electric Co.
Gast Mf;. Co.
Tracer Lab.
IndustrialEngr. Instrment CO.
Ellison Draft Gauge Co.

G. Armed Forces Equipment Required.

1. None, vdt~:the exception of Chemical Corps

3 mcnths

3 months
3 months
2 months
2 months
3 months
1 month
2 months
3 months

items.

H. Equipment to be Built by % ops of the Experimental Group.

Item Estimated of Construction Time

1. Collective Protectors, E24R4 2 months
Air Regulating Valves, Ml 2 months

;: Anti-blast Closure (field) 2 months
4. Anti-blast Closure (shelter) 2 months

I. No Requirements.

VII. Logistics:

.-.. Sea Lift.
#

1. Total weight of e ~uip~lent in ine~ sured tons:

5+ measurement tons. Must reach forward area four weeks prior to test,

2. Roll-up Tonnage of equipment:

f& measure.ment
Task Force.

tens. Return shipment to be at convenience of

6.10-’7’
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B. gr Ltit.

1. No Requirements.

2. lcO pounb to Army Chemical Center, ~~aryland● ShiPment
will consist of filter units containing particulates and are to be
subjected to laboratory analysis for particle size and composition.

c&

weeks

VIII.

30 Other items to be returned by air lift:

None.

D. ~a Lift or Air Lift Fersonnel (Task Force Convenience).

1 k 2. Two (2) persons to arrj.veat test site three (3)
prior to test and return two (2) weeks foll~-fig test.

E. Not appljce.ble.

Collaboration:

Dr. C.Ii.Lampson, BRL, Aberdeen Proving Ground is collaborating
with this agency in the anti-blast closure design and test work.

The Corps of Engineers are constructing the shelter for the
collective protector tistsllationas well as instrumentingthe structure
for pressure measurements.

Ix. Responsibility:

A. Protective Division, Technical Command, Army Chemical Centerj
h!kmyland,is the agency responsible for accom lishing the test program.

Ur. fiunk 6.0$
B. Project Officer: ~1, ~1 slon,

T~d, Army Chemical Center, Uaryland.

x. FUnds:

This information is contained in fiscal chart, page 6-2.

XI. Facilities:

}.. Electric Power - 20 Amperes at 110 volts AC 60 cycle to be
supplied to protective shelter.

B. Communication

1. Timing signals included in requirements of 3.1.3.
2. No special requirenmts. . . ..
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c. Laboratory Space.

1. Space for measuring penetration radioactivity on filter
material ssmples (space 50 sq. ft.). Requimnent will be mt by portion
of buildingfil117A and 11~ .

2* Storage space for unused equipment at each te4.

a. Unused collective protector equipment ard spare parts.
20 cubic feet.

b. Unused radiometric equipment - 10 cubic ft.
c. Unused closures 10 cubic ft.
d. Miscellaneous - 10 cubic ft.

3. No requirements for other service.

D. FoIward Area Transportation Requtied.

1. One (1) Jeep with trailer.

a. ‘fhisvehicle is required because of the bulk snd weight
of the equipment involved in this e~riment. Transportation of this is
necessary for movement of equipment to and from the test shelter. Field
installation of the anti-blast closures will requtie mechanical trans-
portation to each installationpoint.

XII. Remarks:

1. None.
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LONG RANGE DETECTION

Progrm Director - Dr. Donsld H. Rock, AIXIAT-1,UBAF.

Project Officers - 7.1 - Dr.

7.2 - W.

7.3 - Mr.

7.4 - Dr.

7.5 - Dr.

7.6 - Dr.

7.7 - Mr.

7.8 - Dr.

William D. Urry - AFOAT-1

George B. Olmsted.- AFGAT-1

Phillip W. Allen - AFOAT-I

William D. Urry - AFQAT-1

William D. UZ7’y- AIWAT-1

Herbert Friedman - NRL

J. Allen Crocbr - MOAT-1

WilliU D. Urry - AFOAT-1

LASL Liaison - LT Dick Go Wilson, USN

Note : The outline of Program 7will be superseded in the near
future by a detailed proposal.
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LAB-J-724

PROJECT 7.1

RADIGCHEMICAL, CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL STUDIES OF ATOMIC BOMB DEBRIS

I. Object of the ~ rinmnt

A. This proje~t is designedto protide knowledge of all th parameters required
to evaluate the significance of radioehemioal, ahmical and phyaioal studies of atomic
bomb debris oaptured in small smounts at great distances from foreign exploaicnas. AS
a result of continuous researches sinoe the 1948 tests, tm~e parmtirs EUW ~11 de-
fined and some are reasonablywell established. @rtain measurements mst k mde on
atomic bomb explosions for confirmation, otbrs can only be made at the t- of an
atomic bomb explosion with full knowledge of the weapon data and condition8 of the
explosion.

B. TeohnicalObjectives:

1. Calibrations for oertain fission product ratios for fission banb neutron
energies.

2. Relation betueen fission produot yielti, type of fiasionable mterlal
and neutron energy.

3. Comparison of fission produot ratios for bombs and fast reaotor; estimate
of bomb neutron spectrwu.

4. Determination of possible fractionation of fission products and fission-
able material in the original oloud~

5. Evaluation of estimates of total energy as determined frqn
fission ~tio and tamper content of debris.

6. Mom information on relation betwen partiole size and the
of an atomio bonibexplosion.

7. Effeot of different types of oarrier natirial m properties
and any influence on radiochemical and other analyses.

oapture to

conditions

of the debris

8. Effeot of small proportions of large particles on estimate of total aotiv-
ity i’rmn distant measurements and on radioolmsioal and otb r analyses.

9. Estimation of total energy frm speoifia activity and t~er oontent of
the debris.

10. Risibility

a

.._,,,;: . ..v. ... . . . :: ,-~.

and aoouraoy of all newly developed analytical teohniques for:

product and neptunium analyses.
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b. Alpha-partical emitters.

c. Ultra-microchemioalanalyses of the debris.

d. Physical properties of particles.

701 - 2
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L4B-J-925

PROJECT 7.2

INIYuL30N1CWAVE PROPAGAT1GN STUDIES

1. Object of the Experiment

A. This experiment is me of a series of experiments designed to provide a
basis for a reasonable estimate of tb effectiveness of acoustic detection stations
in proTiding an early warning that an atomic blast has been accomplishedby an un-
friendly nation. The aooustic data permits an accurate determination of the time and
place of occurrence of the blast and this information, coupled with nuclear Long Range
Detection techniques and with conventional intelligence techniques, is used to insure
the collection of adequate, early samples of bob debris for chemical analysis and
to assist in the interpretation of the nature of tk atomic event. Specific object-
ives of the experiment are:

1. To establish the change in oharacter of acoustic signal with distance
frcm the blast.

2. To establish the existenoe of directional effeots in propagation to
long distanoes from large explosions.

3. To compare the effectiveness of several types of acoustia”equipmnt
during actual field test.

4. To establish, if
propagation to long distances
to short distances from small

5. To establish the
ection equipxmmto (Frequency

6. To establish tk

possible, the correlation between infrasonicwave
from large explosion8 and infrasonicwave propagation
explosions~

optimum characteristicsto be desired in aciouatiodet-
range~ maximum sensitivity, eto.)

effect of meteorological
of asimuth determinationat considerable distance from

conditions on the aocuracy
the blast.

,

sw?’%T’-
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PROJECT 7.3

LOC.4TIONOF A-BOMB CLOUD BY OBSERVATION OF AIR CUIINdNTS

1. ObjeC* of the Experiment

A. Upper-air weather observation stationswill be establiskd, in addition
to those in permanent operation, improving the coverage of meteorological data
over the areas of LRD operation. These da~a will be analyzed and correlatedwith
radiological observations:

1. To

2. TO

3. To

study the rates of diffusion and settling of particles.

test clcud tracking and forecasting techniques.

facilitate the cone ction of samples of debris at great distancass
and to determine the extent to which GREENHOUSE ~articles will be ~ollected in the
routine operation of the present atanio detection systen.

mPm!!7
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LAB-J-927

PROJECT 7.4

COLLEC‘HON OF BCMB DEBRIS !3YAIRBORNE FIL’I!ERS

I. Object of the Experiment

A. This project is designed to:

1. Support Project 7.1.

2. Delineate the “oloud” to approximate 5s000 miles from the explosion
site. It is not consideredessential for the purposes of long range deteotion,to
repeat in as great detail or to as great distances the cloud c~sing program of tb
1948 tests. Certain features of the leading edge of the “cloud” and tti vertical
disposition of the bofi debris as related to particle size can be ascertained with
the proposed, relatively light, flight schedule.

B. Teohnical Objectives:

1. Supply filter samples of airborne atomic bomb debris taken under spec-
ified conditions in support of Project 7.1.

Z. Obtain filter s~les of airborue atomic bor.ibdebris as a means of de-
tecting the transport of the debris in the atmosphere and for determination of part-
icle size as a function of tbs distance and vertieal disposition* Particle size till
be determined under Projeot 7.1.

3. Test a large “super-sampler”filter unit designed to provide a suffic-
iently
atotic

large sample for analysis in ‘theevent that only very low
bomb debris are available in tk atmosphere.

—-.7
y.k.~.:- -’~-i
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LAB-J-928

PROJECT 7.5

IiWTAIJ”&i?SOiJSDETECTION OF ATOliICBO!B DEBRIS BY EAUOCN-BORX2 DSTZCT03S

I. Object of the Experiment

A. Determine the feasibility of neasuring at long
of atomic bonb debris continuously from ground level to

B . Ascertain ihe reliability of counter equipmnt

ranges the concentration
90,000 feet.

developed for balloon-borne
instrumentation in detecting and masuring the concentration of widely dispersed
atonic bomb debr’iso

C. Obtain a vertical profile of the distribution of atomic bcznbdebris from
Eniwetok at four key locations for correlationwith objeotive desoribed under Alb*
and A2b. under Project 7.4

1.. ,,-
1.
?.l,i1.)
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I&3-J-929

PROJECT7.6

I. Object of the Experimrrt.

P.- Compare relative amounts of acrtivityoollected by different methods.

B. Determine any fractionation of fall-out material versus distance.

C. Determine physical chancteristios of transported material.

D. Mmluate relativ8 efficiencies of the various collection systems
at ground 1svel~

E. Investigate chemical mthods for separation of active material.

F. Obtain experimental data on yields from an actual bomb explosion
ibration cf results which might obtain at various distances frcratb site
atomic explosions of unknown origin.

‘~
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PRQJECT 7.7

SEISl~CWAVE PW?A&4TION STUDIES

I.. Object of the Eqerim3nt

A. To establish criteria for distinguishingbetween an earthquah and an
atomic explosion; to clarify ihe limits cn range at which seismic obsemmtions may
be made and to ascertain the effectiveness at long range of seisnic methods in

determining accurately the time~ place, nature, and magnitude cf an A-bomb explosion

in order that tineseismic component of tho atomic detection systen may be evalutid

in the light of the 1.0.7 objective.
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PRCJECT7.8

DdlZCTICN OF A-BOXB DEDRIS BY ATWSPIEXUC CONDUCTIVITY

1. Objeet of the Experinwnt

A. Locate particular sources of attic bomb debris in the vicinity of th
site ~ an aid to collection of Speeific 8anQleS aS fOllUWS:

1. Fall-out beluw the cloud.

2. Fringes of the easterly moving cloud shortly after formation.

3. Af’tircloud beco-s invisible but before it is widely dispersed.

B. Determine
instantaneously in
apparatusO

the feasibility of detecting ‘thepresenoe of atomic boxzbdebris
an aircraft at great distanoewith atmospheric conductivity

7.8 - 1
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LAB-J-932

PROGRAM8 $’

IIFFECTSOF AIRCRAFT

Progrem Director - Col. Robert Z. Jarmon, USAF - J-10, ML

Technical Advisor to Program Director - Mr. J. Kelley, Jr. - AMC

Projeot Officers - 8.1 - W-. J. C. Tfayne- AMC

8.2 - PhaseA - Aircraft Panels -
Mr. D. L. Grimes - Al&

PhaseB - Pressure-time-distancemeasurexxmts
(Buck Gage) - Lt. Cdr. Johu E. Kirk - L4SL

In Progrsm 8, Projects 8.1 and 8.2 are complimentary as they both desl with
blast effects on aircraft structures and both are required to mri~ or properly
modify theoreticalstudies being conducted at present. In view of this an overall
scope and objective is included for program 8 as -11 as detailed proposals for
projects 8.1 and 8.2.

This program ms drawn up by the Air Force in collaborationwith AEC (L4SL);
however, the data that will be obtained are ~f real value to all ‘A services and
will be made available to them. It is of tital @or Lance to the Air Force as it
will giw data on safety of the atomic bmnb wuwier in actual operation as well as
design criteria for future airplanes. These data may well dictate new delivery
techniques as blast yields of atoxic bombs are increased. The airplanes for this
program are oarrying equipments or specimens for Programs 1> 2~ 4$ 58 6> and 89

In P@se B of 8.2 information is also being obtaihed for pressure-time-distance
ourves whioh are a definite require~nt. Please no’e that Phase A and Phase B of
project 8.2 are separated for sab of continuity.

8-1
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2. An accelerated study of the entire problem will be conductedwith
the objective of specifying ocmpletely and clearly the character-
istics of the external loading and of the aircraft itself which
would need to be measured in full stale flight and ground research.
Since very little change could be accomplishedwhen the instrwnen-
tation designs beoanm frozen, these preliminary studieswere given
a high priority so that pertinent decisions could be made at the
earliest possible date xwgarding the entities to be numsured.

3. This phase will entail a study directed toward the establistint
of sam acceptable external pressure loading criteria. It is
realized that a complete study of the physics of the external
pressure-velocityloading must be conducted in order to arrive
at acceptable criteria. This part of the problem will require
continuous develcpment, refinement, and very extensive coordination
with the Air Materiel Command and other agenties up to the tin@ of
the tests.

4. This phase of the theoretical studies will run concurrentlywith
Phase C and will be mainly directed toward a comprehensive d-c
strees analysis in a way which will pernit easy prediction of ahanges
in M stress and deflection patterns in the structure of the &on8s
if’and when it becomes necessary to make changes in the external
pressure loadings. These changes may arise as a result of ahanges
of the position of the aircraft in the field of disturbance or
ohsnges in the inAtnsity of the disturbanoe itself. In addition,
tb concurrent study in Phase C can be expected to @eld an improved
lmowledge of the characteristicsof the disturbance as the investi-
gation progresses, and henoe it will be desirable to ohange the
dynamic stfess analysis to incorporate such improvements.

5. This phase of the wurk will begin after the tests have been coxn-
pletod. It will concern itself with the data reduction of all
pertinent entities nmasured both in the flight and ground program.
A careful study and evaluation of all results will be undertalcm
together with a correlation of all test results with theoretical
nwthods. This phase of the task will bind tcgether all of the
pretious work on the project and will foxm the basis for the design
criteria.

6. This phase will be concerned with the formulation of specific cmr-
all design oriteria for present and future military aircrafi~ ti
will be based on the results and conclusions of Phase E. A design
ariteria till be written upon which the Strategic Air Comand will
formulate air tactics and techniques and the Air Materiel Consnand
mill base their approvals of the structural integrity of all future
air neapons.
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Phases 1 throu~h 4S inclusive, oome within the limitations of tho worl~which
can be completed at the present expenditure of effort prior to the 1951 test.
phases ~ ~+d 6 are to be c~ried out afier t~ ~sts are oompletod.

B* The details of the proposed experiments to be run in the air and on the
ground are discussed at great length in the progrsm reports of Project 8.1 and 8.2,
respectively.

c. A disturbed airplane must be treated as an e lastic body which tibrates
freely. .Atpresent reliable theories are being developed which oan be ueed to
predict the dynanic stresses in airplane structures subjected to rapidly var@ng
external loads. These loads are directly a function of t~ yield of the weapon
under test and therefore the plaoement of the drone aircraft at zero time is wv
much s function of tb expected yield. In this ease, the location of the drone
aircraft for any of the shots till be made on lb basis of maximum expeated yield
values.

ITI.

Which
bla8t

Details of Progress to hte in 2~erimental and TheoreticalTjork

A. Very little experimental and theoreticalwork have been done in the past
can have an important bearin~ upon the problem of “aircrafi response to a
loadinc.” Zizht atomic bonibshave been exploded, but very little data, of

use in the solution of the dynmio stress analysis problems hav6 been collected.
?,esearchat the hassachwetts Institute of Teohnology is num being conductid ~der
A? contract. Certain phases will be completed prior to the 1951 test. They in-
volve the cal.oulationof the complete elastic and inertial properties of the air-
craft to be used in the 1951 test and the formulation o: satisfactory theories to
predict the dynamic stresses arising from the rapidly changing external loads.
This structural problem, naturally, is coupled with a study of the theoretioel
methods and expertiental data for predicting the mechanisms of the free air pressure-
timo history for a given weapon meld. Beaause of the sparseness of reliable experi-
mental data collected in previous tests, this has provbd to be a more difficult pro-
blem t’hanheretofore contemplated. A second and related problem entails the deter-
mination of ‘theeffect cf traveling pressure waves in the atmosphere in producing
forces and moments on the aircraft lifting surfaoes. This is an extremely cO@ex
theoretical problem nat only in non-stationary aerodynamics,buts.lso in the dynemio
stability of elastic aircraft. Theoreticalmethods are necessary to treat this prc-
blem since no experimental techniquesare available otlwr than a test involving a
full scale atomic explosion. Finally and most importantwill be a thorough com-
parison of the computed dynamio stresses to the allowable design stresses of th
airoraft whioh will not only indicate the sewerity of t~ loading but also will
designate the positions in space that can be occupied by test aimrai% in the 1951
test. It has already become evident that th laok of reliable experimental.data
from previous tests mill make it difficult to position airoraft in the test with
certainty. It is almost oertain that these data are too meager to form the basis
for a reliable structural design criteria for future weapons and weapon carriers.
It is, tbrefore, extremely essential that proper experimental data be obtained in
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TEST PROPOSAL

PROJECT 8.1
Thi

lJc.
Test of Aircraft Airborne P’”’

I. Object of the lhperinent.

A. The data to be obtained from these tests concern the nature and magnitude
of the loads and forces induced in aircraft structures in flight when adjacent to
an atomic explosion.

B. The measured data will be applied to a theoretical analysis thus to derive
a verified or corrected theory of the loading encountered by a Arplane in the
presence of a blast wave. Such a tieory will then define the safety limits for
airplanes used in the tactical employment of violent explosives. By defining the
nature of the airplane loading, the theory should suggest tactical employment or
deployment of current airplanes to avoid critical or dangerous loading while inking
optimum use of the explosive. Further, the theory should identify the necessary
modifications to existing structural design criteria to include such operations as
~rt of the mission for which future military airplanes are designed. This type of
~heory will be of continuing value in the further exploitation
Air Force vehicles.

11. b!ethod

A. The zeneral tmmose of Project 8.lwill consist of the

and development of

measurmxmt of the
induced loa~; such is ~ncreased lh, structural strains in the wings, and the
dynamic response of the ccmpleta airplane in the presence of the blast wave. The
complete problem is titided into two parts* The first part will consist of a
theoretical analysis and the second part will consist of a proof of that analysis
by actual measurements. The theoretical analysis will incorporate a generalized
evaluation of the blast wava, the generalized effect of the blast on the stability
and load parameters of the airplane, and a detailed analysis of the structural
loads to be expected on the specific airplanes to be used on these tests. This
analysis is being performed under Engineering Division Project MX452. The measure-
ments frca Project 8.1 will be made at specific points in the air space around the
blast. Since it is necessaq for the caupleted theory to app~ to airplzu?asany-
where in the air space around the blast and in any practical flight altitude, a
great number of data pointe are required to substantiate the theoretical analysis.

B. In order to attain this generalization it is plsnnod to select seven points
from each test at which the induoed loads will be measured. These points willbe
carefully selected in accordance with the theoretical analyses prior to the test.
Specifically, the potits will include two at which the airplane structures should
be stressed to limit loads. Two more points will be selected at which airplane
stresses should approach, but not reach, limit values. These four data points,
for purposes of reference termed ‘criticaln
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aircraft. The three remaining points will be occupied by ‘mamed?t airplanes so
located and distributed as to provide reference and supplementarydata to that
collected by the drones.

In general the instrumentation layout for the test airplanes will be the
same regardless of airplane type. A few minor modifications maybe required to
allow for variations by the airplanes types, however, the installationswill be
essentially as follows:

1. Flight Parameters - Altitude and airspeed will be measured on
each airplane. The locations of the critical airplanes will be established by
means of ground-based radar and the location of “xzamedn airplanes will be deter-
mined by the navigators and by radar operators in the airplanes.

2. Airplane Response - The respnnse of the airplane and its elements
will be determined by measuring acceleratims at the center of gravity, at the tail~
and at such elements as engines and wing panels as appropriate. The pitching of the
airplane will be indicated by a measurement of elevator position. Inasmuch as tie
elevators of the drones are controlled through a gyroscope which will term to hold
each airplane in a level or normal flight attitude, a ‘pitching Upn tendency will

be indicated by a down deflection of the elevator.

3. Structural Loads - Bending moments will be measured at the root
sections of each wing, at an outboard station on the right wing, andat the root
of the right hand stabilizer. Shear and torsimal measurements will.also be made
on the right wing.

b. Aerodjmmic Loads - The aerodynamic loads and their distribution
will be determined by pressure measurements. One chord, approximatelymid-span
of the right wing, wiu be instrumented and additional pressure transmitterswill
be spotted at other span stations, an the right wing, and on the horizontal stab-
ilizer to obtain reference pressures from which the change in aerodynamic loads
on the complete airplane can be determined.

In order to assure the collection of the data despite the possible loss of
the critical airplanes, it is planned to telemeter as wellas to record the data
from those airplanes. In the ‘mannedn airplanes the telemetering of the data will
not be necessary. Additional data w121 be collected frcm six of the B-17 drones
to be flown for the primary purpose of collecting radidogical samples for the AEC.
These airplanes will be instrumented in the same manner as described above~
Although it is realized that these airplanes are likely to be at considerably great-
er distances at the time of the blast and that the data to be thus collected will be
considerably lower in magnitude, such data will provide additional points of inform-
ation and will be useful for extending the theoretical analysis to extremely safe
locations.

C. A yield higher
the critical drones but

than that predicted may cause th. loss of one or more of
this possibility should not eliminate the Air Force test
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airplanes. The express purpose of these airplanes is the collection of
aerodynamic and structural load data resulting from the blast wave striking the
airplane. It has been anticipated fr~m the conception of the pruject that the pos-
itioning of the critical drunes is subject to such errors that tk,edestruction of
the airplanes is possible if not probable. In fact, the destruction of one or
more of the critical drones would establish conclusively the upper limit of th
theoretical analysis, the validity of the calculated loads, and the technique or
sequence of the failure of the airplane. Furthermore, the increased hazard is
actually much less than the factor of the ratio of the expected strengths. Due
to the fact that the damage should increase as the cube root of the strength
ratio, the damage would increase by a factor of 1.3 if, for example, the air-
planes were positioned for an expected blast of 32 kilotons afid the act@ blast
was 70 kilotons. This increase in damage is still within the strength margins
of the airplanes. Other unpredictable factors such as weather or clouds would
probably introduce greater errors than this. Inasmuch as the strength of the
blast can be determined after the shot and the data on the aircraft response will
be available from the telemetering ground station end the radars, the inclusion
of these data into the theoretical analyses should be entirely practicable even
though the drones are damaged or destro~d. The locations of the manned test
and mothr airplanes will be so selected as to be safe even in the event of a
considerably hi.ghar@eld than that predicted. This should be increasingly ac-
curate as the tests pro&ress inasmuch as the results from each preceding test
will be available to substantiate or correct the calculated loadings. The dates
and times of the tests will affect the details of the operation of the drones
but will not otherwise affect these tests.

111. Details of Progress to Date in Experimental and TheoreticalWork.

A. The previous work on this project consisted of very approximate and
hypothetical studies which were continued in preparation of operation ‘Crossroadsa
and “Sandstonem. These calculations provided a few very approximate figures for
the permissible over-pressuresfor the B-29 airplane. These figures were based
on a single type of loading and were arrived at after several assumptions and
approximations● These figures, although unreliable have been used up to the
present in determining the severel locations for ‘drop!tand test aircraft. Ac-
~celebrationmeasurements were made on a few of the “Crossroad” drones by means of
the Flight Analyzer. This instrument consists of a mechanical accelerometer of
very low response frequency supplemented by air speed and altitude records~ The
low frequency response of this instrument prohibits any detailed analysis of these
data to determine structural loads. Oscillograph records of wing loads, and air-
plane accelerationswere made on three test airplanes on operation ‘lSandstonen.
The data collected from these airplanes provide a measure of the loads experienced
bya particular airplane at a particular location with respect to the blast. How-
ever, the data cannot be general.ized.toa sufficient extent to assist materially
the perfection of the theory. The data do indicate, however, the nature of the
problem and provide three check points for the development of the theory. Further,
these data will indicate the techniques tobe followed in collecting information
from the fathoming tests. The theoreticalwork involved in the present project
is being perfcrmed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Certain
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fundamental data with regard to the blast will be necessary in order to provide
a basis for the theoretical analyses. Such data will include the expected
intensity of the blast, approximation of the shape of the present-time curve in
the wave, the character of the wave propagation, the attenuation or intensification
df the pressures by atmospheric conditions, and various reflection effects in the
blast wave. These data must be supplementedby information concerning the air-
plane structures and their dynamics. These data are being assembled by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and will be evaluated to determine what
additional information may be required.

IV. Personnel Requirements.

A. Required at Test Site

The personnel to be reqtied at the test site for this project wi).1
be essentially for two purposes. The first purpose and the largest group of
personnelwill.be for the maintenance and operation of the recording equipment.
The other group will supervise the project, assist with ca~brations, and per-
fonz a preliminary reduction and analysis of the data as they are collected in
order that the location of both the test auxiliary airplanes and the safety of
the crews invGlved may be the best obtainable.

1. Instrumentation Personnel -An organization is being arranged
with the %Oth Guided Missiles Wing for the purpose of maintaining and operat-
ing the instrumentation. It is presently plmned that this group will include
one officer and twenty-four airmen. This group will be trained in the operation
and maintenance of the equipment and will mke the preliminary installations and
calibrations in this country. It is intended that this group will operate and
maintain the instruments in both the drone and the ‘mamedn aircraft. In or~~r
to implement thti requirement it will be necessary to assign a few members of tnis
group to airplanes which will be based at Kwajalein. Advisory and assisting pers-
onnel for this group will need to be assigned fram the Air Material Command or
frmn its contractors. It is estimated that two Air Material Command personnel and
three contractors persomel will be working with this group for advice and as-
sistance in their operations. In the organization plan of the Task Force the pre-
cise arrangement of these personnel is not immediately obvict~s. Because of problems
of in+.egratingthe maintenance of the instrumentswith the training and ‘fcheckoutm
operations of the airplanes, crews, and radio control equipnent, it is believed
to be most expeditious to maintain the assignment of this group to the same operat-
ional organizationwhich is responsible for the operation of the drones. Although
the personnel are not to be directly assigned to Project 8.1, the function will be
closely allied and close liaison will be required.

2. Project 8.1 Personnel - These personnel wil.1 be required to work
very closely with the instrumentationpersonnel on decisions regarding the proper
utilization of the instruments and on the removal of the data from the airplanes
after the completion of each test. The data will thenbe integrated into the
theoretical analysis to determine the appropriateness of the data and of the
installation of the measuring instruments. As the test progresses the reliability
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of the theoretical analysis should be improved and proven so that the locations of
the test aircraft should be more precise fOr ~ach succeedi% test. Specifically
the personnel on this project till include:

a. Jay C. Wayne, Mr. USAF .4MC >45’
(Project Officer for enttie Project d.1)

He will be responsible for Project 8.1 which includes the
preparation of plans and arrangements for the execution of the project in ~ccord-
ance with the policies of the program director.

b. Joel C. Lehnkuhl, iir~ uSAF AMC B-45
(Assistant FYoject Officer)

He will be directly responsible to the project engineer for
liaison with the Instrumentation Unit of the Drone Organization. liewill be res-
ponsible for the implementation of the plans for the location, maintenance and
operation of the instruments and for the collection, transcriptionand interpre-
tation of the &ta.

c. T. S. Lewis, Captain USAF A0381234 D-45

This officer will be responsible for the communicationand
other electronic equipment for Project 8.1. He will have an advisury capacity to
the Assistant Project Engineer and thereby to the Instrumentation Unit on matters
of the operation of the recording and telemetering equi.pment~

d. C. ‘h.Orr, 2ndLt. USAF A0838132 D-45

This officer will be responsible for the collection of the
structural data frcm the B-SOD aircraft in accordance with the plans of the project
engineer. This responsibilitywill include supervision of the maintenance, calibrat-
ion, and operation of the instruments and instructions of the flight crews. These
airplanee will be based on Kwajalein and this officerwill represent the Project
Engineer in the operationeof the B-SO airplanes.

e. R. H. Rice, 1st Lt. U31F A0818023 D-45

This officer willbe responsible for the collection of the
structural data from the’XB-47 airplane in accordance with the plans of the pko-
ject engineer. This responsibilitywi.11include the supervision of the maintenance>
calibration and operaticn uf the instruments and instruction of the flight crews.
This airplane willbe based on Kwajalein and this officer will represent the Pro-
ject Eng-keer in the operation of this airplane.

f. C. W. Luchsinger, Mr. USAF AMC D-45

This man willbe responsible to the Assistant Project
Engineer for the transcription, tabulation, ana reduction of the structural







c. ?ressure Transmitters - Pressure transmitters manufactured by
the Wiancko Engineering Company will be used for the measurement of differential
pressures on the airplanes. The gage is an inductance-type operating from a
Bourdon type activator. The decision to use an inductance-type gage was made
reluctantly after several other types had been investigated and rejected. It
was originally intended that resistance-typegages should be used throughout
the instrumentationin order to permit the simultaneous instrumentationof the
telemeter and recorder from the same gages. This would have prevented one
source of difference in duplicating gages and would have reduced the maintenance
problems and the expense. However, it was found that resistance-typegages did
not have sufficiently high frequency response* Thus it is necessary to provide
duplicate pressure gages in those airplanes which contain both telemeteringand
local recording. The other pressure transmitters, speed and altitude, willbe of
the resistance-typemanufactured by the Statham Laboratories.

~. High Frequency Pressure Recorders - In an attempt to determine the
value of the oven pressure at the point in space which a particular airplane may
occupy, a high frequency pressure recorder will be provided for the Air Force
B-17 drones. This recorder will consist of a crystal pressure transmitter mount-
ed on a boom ahead of the airplane feeding into a recorder which includes an
oscilloscope. The trace on the oscilloscope tube will be recorded on photographic
film.

s. AuxiliaryEquipnent - Certain items which are required for the sup-
port of this operationwill be provided within mobile laboratories. One of these
laboratorieswill contain the telemetering ground station together with a radio
transmitterwhich will provide a synchronizing pulse for the recorders in the
various airplanes, This puke will be transmitted by VHF radio to the airplanes;
there it will be decoded and applied to the recorder. This pulse will be applied
at one second intervals starting at To minus five seconds. The ftist of these
pulses to be received in the airplane will initiate the recording cycle which
will continue for approximately five minutes. As an added safety feature, it is
also planned to initiate the recording cycle by means of an instrument wkdch will
detect the intense light from the detonation. In the event that the recording
cycle has already been initiated, the signal from the light detector will mark
To on the tape. According to present plans this instrument, in sufficient
quantities for all of the airplanes, will be developed and provided by Edgerton,
Germeshausen and Grier, Inc. (contractorsto the AEC). The detailed requirements
for this detector were discussed with Mr. B. J. OIKeefe of that company. A
mobile laboratory will also be provided for the maintenance of magnetic tape
recorders, fur use in the transcription of the magnetic tips records, and for the
processing of oscilloscope records from the magnetic tape playback. Five type
AN/h@-l radio ground stations will be required for determining and recording the
position of the critical drones. These radio equipmntaare being requisitioned
and will be manned and operated by the drone organization.

B. The brackets~ wires, and mountings for the equipment will be installed
in the test airplanes at the depots and contractors as noted above. The remainder
of the recording and telemetertig eqtipnent, together with the sensing instruments
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and the associated equipment,will be installed at Eglin Air Force 3ase and flown
in the airplanes tu the test site.

C. It should not be necessary to assemble or construct any of the instru-
mentation at the test site. However, dus to the complexity and novelty of the equip-
ment, a considerable amount of attention to the ti,strumentationis anticipated. AlsO,
the nature of the tests, the fact that delays or interruptions due to imtrumentat-
icm are intolerable, and the degree of reliability required of the instrumentation
will demand a thoroughly trained, well equipped organization to maintain, adjust,
and operate the equipment.

D. According to present plans the equipment will be installed and cal-
ibrated at Egli.nAir Force Base prior to shipment to the test site. However, due
to the number of airplanes, the calibrations of some of the installationswill be
approximately six months old at the time of the test. Therefore, itwill be
necessary to check at least a part of the calibrations before the first test. In
order to verify the recorded data as much as possible it is also planned to repeat
the ‘tchecl@calibrations after each test on those airplanes wh~ch are available.
It may also be necessary to repeat or check calibrationswhen equipnent is replaced
or repaired in the field. The equipment to be used in such calibrationswill be
contained within the mobile laboratories or taken to the test site by the operating
organization. This will include such equipnent as a shock tube, accelerometer
calibrator, electrical standards, pressure equipment, and jigs and fixtures for
loading the aircraft structures. In connectionwith the calibration of the air-
planes, a hangar or suitable shelter will be required to protect the airplanes
from the affects of the wind. The requirement for this hangar will be discussed
in detail in paragraph XI.C.a.3 below.

E. It is not anticipated that any protective equipment will be required
other than that which is discussed in Paragraph XI.C., below. Since it is not ant-
icipated that the manned test airplane will be flown into contaminated air, prot-
ective equipment is not planned for these installations.

VI. Present Status of the Equipment and Instruments Required to Perfornithe
Experiment

A. It is estimated that approximately SQ percent of the equi~ent required
for this project is already on procurement.

B. The orders placed to date include~

1. Recorders - A developmental contract, No. AF33(038)-6118,was placed
with Webster-Chicago Corporation for four recorders and one 1.2-channelplayback
during fiscal year 1949. This procurement was supplemented by an additional order$
Contract No. AF33(O38)-1O326, for twenty-one recorders, one 2-channel playback, and
the associated test equipmnt from fiscal year 1950 funds. The first 4 recorders
are presently scheduled for delivery approximately 25April 1950. The U-clannel
playback is scheduled for delivery appr,oximately1 June 1950. The remaining 21
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instrument are expected to be delivered during the months June, July, and August
19s0, The first b recorders are presently scheduled for assignment as follows:

The first recorder will be subjected to thorough acceptance tests at Head-
quarters, Air Material Conmand; the second recorderwill be shipped to Eglin Air
Force ‘ase for use in the training of maintenance and operation personnel; the
third recorder will be shipped to ldiddletownAir Material Area for checking the
installation in B-17 aircraft; and the fourth recorder will be shipped to Sperry-
GPoscope Company for checldng the installation in T-33 aircraft.

2. Telemetering Equipment - Fifteen telemetering transmittersand five
receivers are being purchased frun Melpar Incorporated on Contract No. W33-038-
ac-lalgs. The first receiver and the first transmitter are expected to be deliver-
ed approximately 1 June 19s0, one additional receiver and two additional trans-
mitters are scheduled for delivery during the month of June, and three transmitters
and one receiver per month thereafter until the order has been completed.

3. fiesswe Transmitters - A part of the required pressure transmitters
are to be supplied by the Webster-Chicago Corporation as part of their contracts.
However, due to the requirements for separate transmitters for the local recorders
and for the telemetering, it will be necessary that additional transmitters be pur-
chased for this project. Another requirement which increases the number of pressure
transmitters is that of having short pressure lines between the orifice and the sensi-
tive element of the transmitter. This requires separate transmitters for the upper
and lower surface at those locations where the wing thickness exceeds 12 inches.
The Wiancko Engineering Ccmpany estimates delivery of the prototype pressure trans-
mitters for the Webster-Chicago crder approximately Is April 19s0. Production of
the transmitters in quantity will be initiated after this date.

C. The orders yet to be placed on this project are as follows:

1. Additional pressure transmitters will be ordered fran the Vliancko
Engineering Company. It is expected that this order will be placed before lS May
19s and delivery is desired by August 19s0.

2. The order has yet to be placed for the high frequency pressure trans-
mitters (ref. par. V.3.d. above). It is expected that this order will be initiatid
before 1 May 19S0 and the expected contractor has not yet been determined.

3. Due to changes in the number and locations of test airplanes to be used
on this project, the number of spare recorders has been reduced to three. It is n~
expected that this amount of spares will be sufficient because of the complexity
and novelty of the recording equipnent. It is, therefore, planned to place an order
with the Webster-Chicago Corporation for spare parts in the amount of approximately
$s0,000. It is expected that this purchase will be initiated prior to lS May 19s0.
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4s SB-47- It has been decided that the nunber two XB-47 will be used on
this test. According to the present schedule of tests that are being run on tinis
airplane, it will not be available to this project before 1 AuKust 19~0. All-
a minimum of forty-five days at the contractor~s plant or at a depot for the
installation of long range tanks and larger engines, the airplane will be avail-
able for the installation and calibration of instrumentswill then be very short.
Efforts will be made to accelerate this schedule but assistance from the program
director may be necessary.

VIIe Logistics

A. Sea

1.

Item

Lift

The following

‘lYailer(Instrument)
Trailer (Telemetering)

listed equipment

Quantity

1 ea.
1 ea.

Trailer (T-33 Auto-Pilot Maint) 1 ea.
Trailer (B-17 Aut@Pilot Maint) 1 ea.
Trailer (~lectronicMaint) 1 ea.
Trailer (MSQ-1,P~dar) L ea.
Trailer (Power Source, Id3Q-1 b ea.

Radar)
Accelerometer Shake Table 1 ea.
Weapons Carriers (Ground Control) 3 ea.
Power Units (Ground Control) 3 ea.
Oscillograph Paper 130 rolls
Airplane Weighing Kit 1 ea.
Crates (Spare Parts, Stationery, 4 ea.

Hand Tools, etc.)
Telemetering Spares 5 ea.

will be shipped

‘#henNeeded
At site

D-45
D-4.5
D-45
D-45
D-45
D-45
D-45

D-45
D-45
b45
hb5
D-U
D-45

by sea:

volume

3360 ft3
3360 ftj
3360 ftj
33@ ftj
3360 ftj
13440 fd
131$40ftj

20 ftj
2940 ft3
378 ft3
12 ftj
6 ft3

150 ftj

D-45 8 ft3

117,194ftj

Measurement Tons 1,180

2. It is expected that the above-listed eauiument will be returned
to the Continental U.S.after the tests except for tie ~scillograph paper.
Roll-up should be initiated immediately after the last test.

B. Air Lift

The following llsted equipment will need to be transported by air freight$
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When Needed
Item Quantity at Sits Volume

Recorder6 6 ea. D-30 360 lbs
Amplifiers 6 ea. D-30 240 lbs
Recorder Playback 1 ea. D-30 300 lbs
Crate (Accessories) 1 ea. D-30 200 lbs

1100 lbs

2. This equipment willbe used in final check-out and calibration of
instruments in the U.S. The equipmentwillbe in use here until the departure of
the test airplanes. It may be possible to transport this equipment in the test
airplanes.

3. The Only n=terial which will require return by air freight willbe
the records, magnetic tape and oscillograph paper. It is hoped that a considerable
quantity of such material will require transportation. These data will be highly
classified and will be urgently required for reduction and analysis. Permission
for the return of one hundred pounds of such material by air freight is requested.

C. Air Lift - Personnel

In view of the urgent need for all of the personnel listed for this
project (ref. par. IV.A.2., above), it is desirable that these people be provided
air transportation both to and from the test site. These people will be required
at Eglin Air Force Base until the departure of the test airplanes (D-30) and
should be at the test site as the airplanes arrive to continue their duties.
After the test they will be required at Wright-PattersonAir Force Base for assist-
ance in the reduction and analysis of the data.

VIII. Collaboration

The data from this experiment will be incorporated in the Structural Design
Criteria for Lnited States Air Force airplanes under Engineering Division project
MX-US2, Expenditure Order LS1-368. Under that project the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology is performing a generalized study to analyse the problems in detail
and is collaborating in the locatim of measuring points on the test airplanes and
in the locations of the airplanes themselves. Other agencies of the Air Mater,ial
Command are collaborating in the preparation of thetestairplanes and considerable
assistance in the fundamental parameters concer~ledin this test has been obtained
from personnel of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories. The Sandia Laboratory
has collaborated in the selection and development of the instrumentation. A Uwge
mount of collaboration has been and will continue to be necessary with Air Task
Group 3.4 which is being organized, equipped, and trained by the Air Proving Ground
Command. This organization will have operational control of the test drones and are
thereby assuming responsibility for the equipnent installed for the Air Force test.
C_.oeecoo~=tion witi that group will be maintained thro~hout the o~ration~

I?. Responsibility

A. The Aticraft Laboratory, Engineering

-
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has been assigned responsibility for Project 8.1. It is assumed tbt the hone
thit of Air Task Group 3.Lwill be formally assigned responsibility for the cal-
ibration, maintenance, and operation of the necessary instrumentationfor this
experiment under the general supervision, advice and coordination of this project.
An organization is being establishedwithin the Electronic Section of the Drone
Unit to perform this function.

B. The project engineer for Hoject 8.1 will be Mr. Jay C. Wayne. Correspond-
ence with Mr. Wayne should be addressed to ConnnandingGeneral, Air Material Command$
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, ATTENTION: Mcl@iA83.

x. Funds

These are shown under program 8.

XI. Facilities

A. Power - The ground-based equipment for this project is, for the majority,
being designed for the use of 110 volt, 60 cycle, single phase power. Approximately
30 kilowattswill be required for the telemetering ground station trailer and an
additional 30 kilowatts will be required for the instrumentationmaintenance trailar.
It is presently planned that these trailers willbe located on Site A near the
Electronics Supply and Maintenance Shops adjacent to the drone parldkg area. Approxi-
mately 2 kilowatts of puuer will be required at the Radar Site between the north beach
of Site A and the roadway, approximately across from the midway point on the loading
sttrip. Electric power, not to exceed 2 kilowatts at each location, will also be
desirable at the airplanes in the drone park. This reqtiement was discussed with
Mr. J. C. Clark of Los Alamos, who agreed to consider the proposal. This puwer
could be obtained by means of portable motor-generator sets if the provision of out-
let boxes is not considered feasible. Twenty-eight volt, D. C. power will also
be required in the trailers for the operation of instruments and radios, but this
pmer wI1l be derived from rectifiers or motor-generator sets provided therein.
A request has been forwarded to the
requirements and these requirements
when it is received.

B. Communications

Drone Unit for an estimate of
willbe includedin a monthly

their pmer
progress report

1. Time Signals - The only time signals tobe required by Project 8.1
is the minus thirty seccmd (-30s) signal. fie signal willbe used-(byrneans of
VHF radio) to start the recorders in the drcne airplanes. The signal will be
required at the telemetering ground station and the closing of a reby contact
will be sufficient to initiate this action.

8.1.4



2. Radio Frequencies

Radio frequencies by equipuent to be used specifically for Project
S.1 of this o~~ration are as follows:

(1) AN/MSQ-l

No. of frequency bands required
for operation

Type of equipment
Frequency range of equipent

Type of modulation
!3andwidth
Power output
Purpose

Period used

(2) AN/AKT-6

(3)

No. of frequency bands required
for operation

Type of equipment

Frequency range of equipnent
Type of modulation
Band width
Power output

Purpose

Period used

BC-6hOD (P/O telemetering
Receiving Station)

No. of frequency bands required
for operation

Type of equipment

rFrequencyrange of equipment
Type of modtition
Band width
Power output

fo’m

Ground, radar track-
ing 2700-2900
megacycles
Pulse-time
h megac~les
120 kilowatts
Radar tracking and
control of drones
Continuous duri~
drone operations

Four

Telemetering trans-
mitter
2200-2300 megacycles
Pulse-time
1 megacycle
lS watts average
300-bOOwatts peak
Telemetering of data
from L drones in
ground station
Continuous during
operation of critical
drones

One

Communications
tranemittars
100-156 megacycles
AM (tone modulated)
10 kilocycles
50 watts

8.1- 15
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Purpose

Period used

Transmit time reference
signal and recorder
starting impulse to
drones
Continuous during
test period

(h) E!G@OD (P/o AN/bLSQ-1)

No. of frequency bands required
for operation

Type of equipnent

Frequency range of equipmnt
Type of modulation
Band width
Pauer output
Purpose

Four

Communications
transmitter
100-156 megacycles
AM (voice modulation)
10 kilocycles
SO watts
Ground to ah
communication used
~th ground radar to
vector four (4)
director aircraft.

Period used As needed during
drone operation

b. Only those equipments and frequencies peculiar to Project 8.1
of the operation are specified in detail paragraph a,, above. It should be noted,
however, that many of the frequencies required for the complete drone operation
will contribute to phase 8.1, i.e., are shared by Reject 8.1 and other programs.
The follouing is a general out~ne of the frequencies required for the drone
operation.

Equipment No. of
-h Req?d.

AN/MsQ-l h

AN/ARR+ u

AN/AXT-2(Mod) 10

BC-U58
(P/oAN~-3) 1

AN/Am-6 4

2700-2900 mc. Radar control
& tracking

30-45 mc. m Radio
control

2ti-372 mC. Television
telemetering
of flight dati

93 mco Control link
between grd
stations

ZKIO+OO mc. Telemetering

Remarh

Reject 8.1 A/c only

L of 12 channels used
tith Reject 8.1 AIc
2 of 10 channels used
with Project 8.1 A/C

Used w/all drones fa
take-off and landings

ROj~t 8.1 A/c 0+
of test data

.,. ......
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aquipnent

9C-dOD

AN/APS-10

AN/ARc-3
& m-6bOD

No. of
~s F{eqld. w=

1 1oo-1s’6 mc. Transmit tting
signal to dror.e
A/C

10 931S-94C5 mc. Navigation of
director A/C

4 100-156 mc. Cormnunication

Remarks

Used in A Project 8.1
A/C and approx. b other
drone aircraft
2 of projecf 8.1
directors equip~d
with AN/APS-10

All A/C and qround
air to air and
air to ground
to air

stations. A m=im~ of
8 channels to be avail-
able on W one air-
plane or ground station.

c. The squipnents and frequencies outlined above are those known
to be required for the drone operation. It is not, however, a complete listing of
the equipments installed in the aircraft. Other equipments codd be used at the
discretion of the operating group. For reference, the following listingof equip-
ment by aircraft is included:

QB-1~

1 ea. SCR-27hN
1 ea. SCR-S22 (receiver only)
1 ea. AN/APN-9A
1 ea. AN/ARN-?
1 ea. AN/ARN-~
1 ea. RC-103A
1 ea. SCR-718
1 ea. AI!l/AIC-2A
1 ea. SCR-69SB
1 ea. AN/ARC-8
1 ea. AN/ARC-3
1 ea. AN/ARW40
1 ea. AN/AXT-2 (mod)
2 ea. AN/AFW-11 (see Note 1)
1 ea. AN/AKT-6 ( see Note 2)
1 ea. RC-193

QT-33

1 ea. AN/ARc-3
1 ea. AN/AIC-2A
1 ea. AN/ARN-12 or RC-193
1 ea. AN/ARN-6
1 ea. AN/ARW~O
1 ea. AN/APW-11
1 ea. AN/AKT-6

-
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i)B-17

1 ea. SCR-27kN
1 ea. SCR-522
1 ea. AN/APN-9A
1 ea. AN/ARN-7
1 ea. AN/ARN-%
1 ea. RC-103
1 ea. SCR-718
1 ea. AN/AIC-2A
lea. SCR-69%
1 ea. AN/ARc-8
1 ea. A1i/ARC-3
1 ea. AN/APS-10
2 ea. AN/ARK-U
2 ea. AN/AXR-l
1 ea. RC-193

DT-33

1 ea. AN/ARC-3
1 ea. R-77A/ARC-3
1 ea. AN/AIC-2A
1 ea. AN-ARN-12 or RC-193
1 ea. AN/ARN-6
1 ea. AN/ARW-41
1 ea. AIV-ARA-~



Note 1$ Two (2) complete AN/AFW-11 sets will be installed in five (~) each
QB-17 aircraft and one (1) set of beacon components only willbe installed in—.
twelve (U) each QB-17 aficraft.

Note 2: RadioSet, AN/AKT-6wil.l be installed in
only.

3. Telephone or Wire Hnes

a. Four sets of three-conductor lines
meterin~ trailers to each of the four radar stations.

five (!3 each W-17 aircraft

are required fran the tele-
These lines will.carry the

telemet&ed flight information from the airplanes for the benefit of the pilots
controlling the test aircraft. Four channels of such information will be received
at the telemetering station and must be presented to each pilot at the Radar Site.
Two additional pairs of IAnes from the telemetering Wailer to each of the radar
stations should be included in this installation for telephone communications
and for time synchronization.

b. A similar installation of four sets of three-conductorlines
will be required from the telemetering trailer to each of the landing control
ground stations: one off the west end of the landing strip and the other about
1/3 of the way down the strip on the north side. Of the four three-conductorlines
from each of the telemetering receivers, two of these lines should go to each of
the ground control points. These lines will provide the telemetering flight inform-
ation for the benefit of the pilots who will control the landing oi the test drones,
Telephone communication lines between these control stations and the telemetering
trailer are also required.

c. Telephone canmunicationswith other agencies on the atoll is
also requested. Several other agencies; the Sandia Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, and Project 8.2; willbe engaged in the maintenance and operation of equip-
ment similar to that being maintained in the instrumentation maintenance trailer.
It is expected that frequent communicationswith these agencies will be required.
It is, therefore, requested that one station of the titer - and intra - island
telephone network be provided at the telemetering trailer.

d. Telephone communicationsbetween the telemetering gro~d
stations and the airplanes in the drcme park was discussed with Mr. J. C. Clark
at the same time that the subject of provision of 110 volt S.C. power at the
airplanes was discussed. This communicationwill be especially valuable during
checking and calibration of the telemetering equipnent. Such communication
could be provided by ‘handy-talld.e”radios, but it is believed that the use of
telephones would avoid further complication of an atieady crowded radio frequency
spectrum. Information on more recent decisions in this matter would be appreciated.

c..

that the

Laboratory Space and otha facilities

a. Hangar - Experience gained during Operation Sandstone indicates
need for hangar facilities is extremely urgent. A hangar large enough to

!n!mm--’ .
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house one 3-5’0airplane is required for use during weighing of the airplane,
calibration of the instrumentation,and installation of strain Rages. lnxrir%
weighing of the airp~ne and calibration of the instrumentation,it 1S neCeSS=y

to jack the airplane into level flight attitude so that it is supported by jacks
only. Due to the local climatic conditions existing at the site, this procedure
is extremely hazardous without protection from the wind. Also, due to the pre-
valent winds, the strain gage cement for the installation of the strain gages
dries extremely fast and”thereby hampers the instalktion. Furthers the cali-
bration of wing bending, torsion, and shear is impractical witholltprotection due
to variations in load caused b;~the action of the wind on the lifting surfaces.
Hangar facilities would provide means for obtaining greater acclwacy from the
instrumentationby pemitting installation of strain gages and recali~>rationof
instrumentationat the test site. If hangar facilities are not provided, the
original strain gages must be installed and the origir.alcalibration must be
performed, prior to embarkation and accepted, without verification, throughout
the operation.

b. Laboratory Space - A workdng area for the technicianswho
will maintain the recording and telemeterin~ equipment is desirable. It is
understood that this building is being requested by the Drone Unit but ls included
here for reference. Approximately 1,000 square feet of floor area are estimated
to be required and provisions should be included for work be::chesand for adequate
lighting to permit normal operation at night.

c. Fresh Water - A supply of fresh water will be required at
the instrument maintenance trailer for the processtig of photo-sensitiverecords
from the telemetering receivers arjdfrom the magnetic tape transcriptionequipment.

D. It is estimated that three jeeps will be required for the use of personnel
on this project. ho of these jeeps willbe used on Site A and the other willbe
assigned to project personnel on Kwajalein. It will be necessary b transport con-
siderable equipment between the airplanes and the trailers and to other parts of
the island. Considerable coordinationwill “Derequired between personnel of this
project and other agencies on the island, sush as the Atomic inergy Commission and
the Drone Unit; and transportationfor personnel and equipment will be reqtired.
Additional vehicles for overwaterand air transportationwill be required occas-
ionally for travel to Sites E, P, Q and S in order to assist with the instruentib
ion of Project 8.2. However, it is assumed that such transportationwill be avail-
able as required. A suitable tractor will be required for moving and locating the
thirteen trailer-vans tivolved in this project. No particular increased trans-
portation requirement immediately prior to or after the test time is anticipated.

XII. Remarks by Project tingineer

A. Some of the esttiates, e~ci.ally in paragraphs VII. and XI., above, may
overlap or dup~cate estimates presented or being prepared by the Drone Unit.
However, in order to avoid the possibility of omitting an important iten, this
report has included rather than excluded items which may be requested elsewhere.
When it is determined that such items are definitely duplicated in other requests,
this fact will be noted in fumre reports.

.-
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B. It is requested that
project be cleared with those

the use of photo-sensitiverecording paper by this
agencies responsible for the security of the test

area. Considerable difficulty was enco-mtered on Operation Sandstone aue to a
misunderstanding of the purpose of such paper. The use @ the photo-sensitive
paper to violate security by taking photographs is practically impossible and
sufficient security measures will be taken to insure against such use. However,
the requirement (as in the previous instance) for accounting for every scrap of
this paper is prohibitive in tine and effort. bnexposed paper willbe protected
under locks, but it is desired to avoid the requirement for depositing such paper
with the security police as was previously required.

c. The preliminary estimate of tne locations of the test airplams for this
project has been reviewed. Cm the basis of the present state of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology analysis another estimti of those locations has been pre-
pared and is inclosed with this repurt as Figure 1, page 21. The locations as
indicated are still preliminary and will be examined further as the analysis pro-
gresses. The predicted overpressuresand material velocities are shown for each
location. AS shown in Figure 1, some of the airplanes will be going away and others
will be heading toward the blast. For the infmnation of those who inquired as to
the possibility of vertical photography, none of the test airplanes should be with-
in a sfity degree cone (thirty degrees each side of vertical) at the time of the
detonation according to this plan. The manned XII-47 will be the nearest airplane
over the blast; at about 30 degrees frcm the vertical point and at about 22,000
feet altitude.
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TEST PRCPOSAL

Project 8.2 - Phase

Static Tests of Aircraft Panels

I. Object of the Experiment

The object of the ground test program is to place definitely specified
aircraft components in the path of the blast, and under carefully controlled
conditions to measure and evaluate the effects mainly of tileblast, but also
heat and radioactivity on these structural canponents.

A. What data are to be obtained.

1.

2.

3.

L

5.

B. 1,

2.

3.

k.

Ah load and air pressure measurements on an ideal
rigid w-.

Structural measurements on an ideal simple wing,
both straight and swept design.

Qualitative data on vented and unvented componerrbs.

~litative data on secondary items such as canopies,
antennae, pitot tubes, fuel tanks, rudders, etc.

Qual.itative data on nsw experimental structures
utilizing new materials and/or new design principles.

These data wUl be used in conjunction with general
blast loads study to establish design criteria and
to detennhe safe operational tactics for atomic
bomb delive~ by air.

It will be used to Uetermine hazards encountered by
aircraft when subjected to the shock w~ve of the
A-bunb.

To determine and evaluate methods of relievz
structures fran collapee or explosion due to differ-
ential pressure,

To evaluate the effeets and reponse to an A-banb on
structural components fabricat~d of new materials
and tQ new design trends.

~r ‘,.
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The need for data obtained fran groti tests on aircraft
structures in addition to air tests on drones is very important.
me ground tests pnvide an opportunity to gather data under doselY
controlled conditions (as canpared to flight conditIons) on simplified
structures. This is extremely important, since the use of stiplified
models rather than complex aircraft structures prmits a correlation
of theory and experiment with the minimum of attention to superfluous
details. In addition, it provides an opportunity to make reltible
obserrations on the effects on aircraft structures at relatively
short distances from the center of burst. Theee observationsare
valuable in determining the effects and extent of local blast damage
on secondary h primary structural components. These types of damage
cannot be reliably predicted by methods of analysis, yet MY be
important factors in the failure of certain types of aircraft structures.

This proposed experiment is a partial etiension of pre-
vious experimnts and will probably be a centtiuing program according
to results of this test ad future changes h atomic warfare.

II. Method

A. General Method:

1.

2.

30

4.

A& loads and air pressure measurements will be made on
an ideal rigid two-dimensionalwing to detervdne
●ccurately the actual loads @ ich the wing experiences.

Structural =asurements wffl be made on an ideal struc-
tural model to determine dynamic response of airfoils
to an A-b@ blast. The ‘tStructuralModelm will be of
the simpleet possible design which will behave struc-
tural.lyin the simplest manner in omier to verify
methods of dynamic stress analysis. The structural
model design will have the same airfoil section as the
Wigid model” in order that dynamic response can be
correlated directly with known air loads.

Qelitative tests will be conducted on vented and
unvented simple cylinders and simple airfoil shapes
to determine the effect of the shock wave and the
alleviation effeet of vented holes.

GNditatim tests will be ccnducted on mw experimental
structures to detemd.ne the effects of the heat, radio
activity, clifferential presaure, etc., on the rww
materials and structural designs.

B. Attachnmt ‘A” is a list of the specific test articles
listing the quantity arnithe specific test site. Attachment B,C, and
D are schematic sketches of the ‘rigid Wing Modelm, ‘!~ructural
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StraightWing Modeln, and ~Structural Swept Wtig Model”, respectively.
All three types of these models are to be supported on pylons a~roxi-
mately 10 feet above the level of the ground. The pylons will be
anchored to the ground by reinforced concrete bases. Attachmant E is
a perspective drawing of the test set-up for tie rigid and structural
models illustrating the attachment of concrete base, pylon, and test
articleso

The “rigid models” will be used to completely determine the
air loads and pressures caused by the blast waw on a two-dimensional
afifoil section. This model will be instrumentedwith pressure
sensing elements and a balance system. The pressure elements will
record the chozxlwieepressure distribution at a given section. The
‘structuralmodels” will be used to check the method of dymaiC stress
analysis. They will have the same airfoil section as a “rigid” two-
dimensional model. These m“dels will be Instrunmntedwith strain
gages.

It is tentatively planned to place a pair of rigid and structural
wing modele at each of four rangeSo In addition} a swept structural.
wing mcxielwill be placed at each of these ranges. Selected items frmn
the other spacimns nmntioned above will also be located at each range.

c. The range of the teet articlee with xwapect to the center of
blast is baaed enti~ly on over-pm seure as predicted frcsnthe estimated
yield by AEC. The design of the models is based on predicted ove~pressures
and gust velocities. It is, then fore, apparent that the expected yield
is directly related.to all phases of this project. Hummer, in anticipa-
tion of errors in over-pressms, effects of ground terrain and other
variables arxiin order to bracket the required data, the test specimens
are identical for each range or island test site. Therefore, a change in the
yield would change predicted resuits, but thie should not greatly affect
uverall results unless a terrific change in expected yield occurred.

immm-
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l!hedetails of Part II A and B are dependent on date and time of the teti
only to the e~nt of meeting ship!ing schedules~ etc~ An arbitrary date~ 1 ~0-
ember 19S0S has been established by the project engineer as the expected date on
which all material for this project must leave the United States.

111. Details of Prob~ess to Date in IXperimenti and Theore*ic~~for~

A. A complete studyyof ths mechanism of the blast wave and the variation
of the pressure behind the wave and the resuiting loads on the aircraft is in
process. The theoretical work requires that tne over pressure in the blast wme
and the variation of pressures behind the wave be transposed to a force-time
distributeon on the aircraft structurewhich is assured elastic and capable Of
tibrating free1y. It is then possible to calculati analytically the stress in
the aircraft structure resulting from this force-time distribution. Suffi-
cient data has been accuxmla+td to permit desi~ of the various models to be
initiated. Thile the actual blast wave does not greatly alter the design of
the models, it directly affects the range chosen for tti specific models.

The present study reveals the lack of experimental data on the effect of
atomic blast waves on aircrafi structures and the necessity md desirabili~ of
the proposed experimmt. Tfis project, therefore, forms a basis for a funda-
mental understanding of the quantities involved by comparing theory with experi-
ment.

IV. Personnel Requirements

A. Required at Test Site

1. Scientific personnel
Four (4) civilians
Ons (1) each officer

a. One (1) each cirilian, Mr. D. L. Grimes, projeot officer f~
this entire project to be furnished ,byUSM’,MC, IXREXUA-8.
This civilian till be in charge and responsible for the entire
projeot 8.2 operation. This includes: all preparation for
the test such as design and fab~ieation of test srticles~ pylons8
anchor bases~ etc.; tti erection and operation of the ~st
articles and the instrumentation at the various test sites; the
observation of results; the collection of all data; and t~ Pre-
paration of the final report. This man is on hand and working
with the project.
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b.

c*

d.

e,

One (1) each civilian, assistv.t project en~ineer for ti~
entire project to be furnished by UMFs .i~cI ~J~~~J-6= This
man will assist the project engineer in discharge of all
duties and responsibilitiesas octli-nedunder a. This I!??
is on &d and wor’kh& with the project.

One (1) each civilian to act as scientific advisor on all
items that affect t’heengineering and scientific data being
gathered under project 8.2. This includes, presentation of
the test articles, terrair.effects, inst~ntation problems)
etc. This civilian will be furnished by USN, &IC, MCREXA-8.
His setices are being procured under contract Eo. AF33(038)-
8906. This man is from 1.lKTand is working with the project.

Cns (1) each civilian, to be furnished by the USAF. He will
be responsible to th project engineer for installation d
operation of all instrumentation required on project 8.2.
TM.s till include installation and operation of pressure
gages, stress gages$ temperature elements, all vriring~re-
corders, amplifiers etc. He is on hand and working with
the project.

One (1) each officer to be fhrnishod by the USAF. He will
be the assistant instrument msm to the civilian listed in
d. above. He will be required at the test site to assiat
in the supervision of the installation,maintenance cali-
bration and operation of project 8.2 instrumentation. He
will assist in the transcription, tabulation and reduction
of the structural data collected. lb will perfcrm the re-
Quired liaison work betmeen island test sites and projeot
6.1 instrumen-tttionSi+!as. He is on hand and working with
the projeot.

2. Technicians:

a. One (1) each.~MasterSergeant, M?3S-750,airplene maintenance
technician.
Three (3) each Teohnical or Staff Sergeant, ?33S-747,air-
plsne and engineer mechanic.
One (1) each Sergeant, MOS-555, airplane sheet metal.worker.
Tbsse personnel are to be furnished by the USAI’. They have
not yet been procured. All five of these enlisted mm are
to be used in the ssnm type of jobs
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and til therefore have the same duties. They an
to assist and perform all.work required in the
erection of the test articles and models. They
will work directly under the direction of the
project engineer.

b. Five (5) each, enlisted men, MOS-867. These per-
scnnel are to be furnished by the USAF. They
have not yet been procured. It will be the duty
of these men to perform the installation,mainten-
ance, calibration,and operation of all instru-
mentation for this project.

c. Five (5) each, enlisted men, MOS-867. These people
to be furnished by the USAF. They have not yet
been procured. It will be the duty of these men
at the test site to set up, service, and operate
the ‘Buck” gauges being used for nwasuremti of
pressure versus time for the whole test area. These
measurements are being made in cooperation with J-10
personml, (J.E. Kirk), under Phase B of this project.

B. Project Work in Centtiental United sates

1. Scienti.ficPersonnel “

Nine (9) each, civilians, and one (1) each, offiCer:

1 each civilian - David L. Grimes, Project Officer
1 each civilisn - 130yd J. Breidenbach, Ass‘t Proj. Officer
1 each civilian - Edward H. Schwartz - Overall ~visor
1 each civilian - Joseph Kelley - Advisor on Design Criteria
1 each civilian - Ralph C. Lenz, Jr. - In Charge of

tistrumentationfor this project.
1 each civilian - L. Levy - MIT ) Theoretical
1 each civilian - C.S. Dcherty - MIT ) study
1 each civilian - R.L. Bisplhghoff - MIT )
1 each officer - let Lieut. A. Sapowith - Instrumentation

2* Technicians

1 each civilian - E. Zhk

v. Instrumentationand Ec@xnent Requirements

A. 1. Reinforced cement anchor bases to be castructed on
the island test sites for all of the test articles.

A-m&l&
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Pylons and/or jigs to hold the test articles to
the anchor bases in the correct attitude.

Test articles as listed in attachmnt ‘1An.

Instrumentalion consisting of 24 channel recorders,
strain gau%s, pressure sensing elementsy ten4=ra-
ture sensing devices, etc.

Instrumentationroom.

B. The anchor bases will, of course, be fabricated on the island
test sites. The pylons and jigs are to be comdetely or partially
assembled in the ZI. The strain gauges and possibly the pressure
sensing devices will be assembled into the test articles. The tea
articles will.be cunpletely assembled in the ZI prior to shipping.

c. The fabrication of the concrete anchors at the test site is
readily justified due to size and method of fabrication. The
assembly of the pylons in the ZI and subsequent coupling to the
base at the island test site is the only way to bring the two
together. Assembly of the test articles to the pylons would make
an unwieldly heavy, bulb item to handle and ship. -her canpli-
cations would arise in balancing the system and establishing correct
angle of attack. Therefore, the assembly of the test articles to
the pylons wili be perfozmed at the test sites. All persmnd
listed tier park.IV will be engaged in assembling of pylons to
bases, test articles to pylons and/or instrumentationat
site●

D. There are two types of instrumentswhich require
in the field: strain gauges and pressure gauges. Jacks,
bags) and chord beam clamps will be used for calibrating
gauges In bending, torsion, and shear. Air pumps will be

the test

cal.ibration
weights (sand
tb strati
used for

=alibrating the ~~s sure g~uges. An equipnent trailer will be used
to check the frequency response of the pressuxw gauges.

E. One each instrument roan is to be constructed on islands
E, S, Q, and P. This room will be used to protect instruments
necessary for the rigid, structural, ad swept wing models. It will
be 81 x 10! x @\ high and will house amplifiers, recorders, etc.
The room will probably protrude 3 to 3* feet above the ground
and will most probably be placed 30 to 35 feet behind the teet
articles. Forty-eight wires form the intelligence channels from the
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test articles to the instrument room. These intelligence channels will carry
6 pressure, one lift, cne drag and one moment ~asmement fr~ e~h of t~
rigid models; and 3 vertical shears 3 torsion stiar and 3 be~i~e s~~ ~asure-
ments fran each structure and swept model. Three channels are being resermd
at the present time for temperature masuremnts. The wires will be con-
duoted from the instrument room through two underground waterproof conduits.
One 6’1line will lead to the rigid and structuralmodel test stand; and 01M9
3“ line will lead to ths swept model test stind.

Power during the test will be supplied by 5’storage batteries to be
housed in the instrument rootiand activated by a suitable tinm signal. For
calibration and installation before the test, power will be furnished frcnu
11OV lines on E & S and motor generator units on Q & P. The IG tits till
not be housed in the instrunrmt room, but wil1 be made mobile and will be
evac~ted before tti test. The 11OV current will be rectified to 24V D.C.
bya - ‘-- - ‘--- - ‘“ “- - “ “

VI.

unit which also will be housed in the instxnmnt ro~.

Present Status of the Equipment and Instruments Required to Perform tb
xperiment

with
been

with

A. 5% of the equipment was procured by 15 April i960.

B. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, AEC, is the government agenQy dealiw
the prime contractor, Holms and l?arver~Engineers Inc. All drew’ingshRVO
furnished for this work.

C. -chase Requests have been prepared for the following and negotiations
prospective contractors are in process.

1. A procmemsnt of the required recorders, that is, 10 each
Webster 24 channel records. The eontraotorwill most pro-
bably be Webster-Chicago Corporation. Dssired delivery
date - September 1950 or before.

2. The procurement of the design snd fabrication of the “Rigid
Models”, ‘Structural Straight Wing Modelsn, ‘Structw“al *pt
Wing Modelsn, the ventid and unvented cylinders and :‘.rfoila..
MIT is the expeoted contractor. Delivery of all &ioiea is
requested by 1 October 1960.

D. Ever@Mng planned is in S- stage of’development and, there-
fore, comes under E bel~. Temperature measuring devioea are being investi-
gated for this projeut but no specific developexrt is in process.

*
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E. All of tl-mmodels are in som stage of development. The design
of the rigid model is practically complete. Now that all arrangements
have been made with MIT and the personnel doing the work, it is expected
that all design and fabrication of the models is expected to be completed
by 15 April 1950.

The pylons are being designed and fabricated by the Air Materiel
Command. The designs are 30j1complete. Fabrication of the pylon for the
“rigid” and 11structural”models will start 15 April 1950. Pressure trans-
mitters being procured from Wianko Engineering COmpsnyt Altade=, California
are scheduled for testing by 25 April 1950. After this test they will be
accepted or returned for modification.

F. The equipment to be procured from c-rcial concerns will consist
of that neoessary to check out the test articles and reoording instruments
which oannot be obta+ned in Air Force Stock, No itemized list of necessary
equipment is available at this time.

G. The following is a general list of equipment to be drawn from Armed
Forces Stock through Air Materiel Command: t001 kits, voltmeters, oscillo-
scopes~ signal generators~ resistance decade boxes, cables~ plugss -d other
aocessory equipment. These articles will be neoessary for the installation>
calibrations and maintenance of the test specimens and recordin~ units. ‘

H. The facilities available to this organizationwill be able to fabri-
ualm the jigs and fixtures necessary for the calibration of instrurmmts in
the field. The the for construction is estimated at 45 days. These iti~s
however, will not be made uutil all test specimens have been procured.

1. All instruments and equipment requirements known at this time.

VH. Logistios

A. Sea

1.

2.

Lift

287 measurement tons. It is desired to point out that the
great majority of material being shipped for this projeot
is Air For@ type construction and will be lighter per cbio
foot then normal. As an example, the crated swept wing model
will occupy approximately 50 cubic feet and will probably weigh
200 pounds.

71 -asurement tons. Return of shipmnt oan ccamnoe within
4t08 @p.

8-2-9 -
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B. Air Lift

VIII.

lx.

x.

1.

2.

3.

c. Sea

D. Air

1.

2.

Nom required.

None required.

NOne required.

Lift (Persml)

1 officer) To accompany material being shipped
2 EM ) for this project.

Lift (Persmnel)

The number of people involved are tnenty (20).
Tby all must reach the forward area on D-45.

Twenty-three (23) people will be involved in the roll up.
Sixteen (16) can cmmnence return in approximate y six
days after Easy shot. (E + 6).

E. No logistio problem envisioned.

There is collaboration with Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory on the
pressure versus tiam measurements (“Buck Gagesn).

A. Mr. D. L. Grimes, Projeot Officer for 8.2.

B. Mr. B. L. Grhnes

Official Address: CcnunandingGeneral
Wri@t-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio
Attention: Mr. D. L. Grimes

bK%d3XA-82

Funds - See attachd fiscal chart for this information.

s%Juib&
8.2-10
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XI. Facilities

A. Power.

It is understock that l.10Vpower will be available for
Project 8.2 on test sites “E” and “S”. It is also understood t~t
electrical power will not be available on test site “Q“ and “P‘t.
Project 8.2 will be able to operate satisfactorilyon Q.and p without
electrical power being provided. However, it would be desirable to
have 11OV power on Q and P if possible as otherwise it will be
necessary to provide power by a putt-putt driven generator on each
island.

B. Canmunications.

1. Of the time signals available, (d) - 30s I 0.1s and
(f) - 1s ~ 0.05s will be utilized by Proj=ct 8.2 on
all four island test sites ‘E”, “S”, “Q”, and “Pn*
It is requested that a -30 min. ~1 min. the signal
be provided on all four islard test sites ‘lEn,‘S”,
“Qn, and “P” for Project 8.2. This 30 minute time
signal is urgently required in order to turn on the
amplifiers (which is part of the recoding system)
which need a 30 minute warm-up period.

The recorder tape will be activated at -30 seconds.
The -1 second signal will cause a time blip on the
recording tape. It is planned that the -1 secorxl
signal will also start the tape if the -30 second
signal has failed. One second will allow sufficient
time for ttieunit to attain full speed.

2. It is understood that intra-islarritelephone connmnl-
cation will be available at the four island test sites.
This is the only known communicantion requirement at
this time.

c. Laboratory Space and Facilities.

The exact requirenmnts are unkmmn at this time. It is
ex~ cted that some type of temporary shelter should be provided
on all project 6.2 test sites to protect the instrumentsand
instrument crews while performing installationand calibration.

D. It is expected that the normal boat transportation fran
the main island of Eniwetok to Engebi will be adequate. It is also
eqe cted that nozmal methods of procuring transportation for cli~
tributing the large test articles to the four island test sites will
be adequate.

s mn?’P’-
8-2-11
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Series A

LAB-J-935

I. Objeot of the Experiment

A. The object of,this experiment is to obtain pressure vs tipe data on
sites Z, Ss P~ and Q.

B. The information receimd on’site E will furnish a check on the seine
information obtained by a difi’erentmethod. It will also serw to evaluatethis
new type of a pressure cage. The primary purpose of this measurement is to pro-
vide these data for the 8.2 pogram. T’hiswill be done on all the sites listed
abcve.

II. Method

A. This method of pressure measurement utilizes ‘Ae principle Of the inter-
ference bands of light produced on the mirrored surfaces of a quartz diaphra~. As
the pressure on the cliap.hragmvaries the thiclmess of the film of air which separ-
ates the platesS the interference fringes are displaced. This displacement is a
direct measure of the pressure on the diaphragm.

B. This measurement is divided into two parts. On site E,
~iritllpart Of prorr~ 3, ei.:ht gages are tO be placed as foll@~:

No. of Ga es._.__JL- . .True Bearing to the Shot Tower— .—

2 315
2 315
2 295
2 275

in conjunctim

RanGe in Yards

950
1270

950
1165

To furnish the required information for Program 8.2 lineremaining gages are
as follows:

On site E: 2 ga~es, bearing approx. 295 T, distanoe 1323 yds.

On site 3: 6 $ages, beariag approx. 315 ‘1,2 at 225CIyds., 2 at
2350 yds., and 2 at 2480 yds. from shot.

located

On site ?: 4 gages bracketing station 8.2.4, bearing approx. 310 Ts
distailceapprcx. 5500 yds.

Cn site Q: 4 gages bracl~ting s~~tion 8.2.3, bearing approx. 100 T,
distance approx. 3500 yds.

— 8.2-1 (B)



All bearin~s are from the station to the.shot towr. Tifis gives s,

to-kalof 24 iastrunentationstatio~s. The information @ven above
applies only to the first shot. The locations of the ~a~es for tke
remaining shots ha-renot been det’emined.

c. Tineabove inl’omation is relatively independent of the estimated yield.

III. %tails of Progress to Date in %cperinental ard TheoreticalWork.....—-— ——— —-.-— ._.— —--— .-— ....-. — -—

A. The gages to be used in thds test Imve been co~.~letelytestes in both
VI field and the laboratory. A ccmplete sYS+=3 of installation for each of the
stations has been drawn up. i%ndin~ the arrival of the time delay relays> t~
systen ap~ars to be adequate for ii-ntest. Sufficient data is in hand to enable
the experimentalvrcr’kto advauce to its final stages. There am no foreseeable

~ dif~iculties in tilaprsseat ?lCNIS.

Iv. Personnel Requirerwnts—- ---..—.- ....—

A. Required at Test Site

1.

2.

3.

0ff5cers - 1 LCD?.,USN.

LCDi?John 2. Kirk$ USN, is now on duty at tineLos Alanos Scientific
Laboratory and has ‘oeendesi~nated project engineer for this pro-
ject. The duties consist of administration of personnel and money,
supervision cf the installation and operation of the gages # inbr-
pretation and collection of the data

Citilain - 1 Staff lMemberLos Alanos Scientific Laboratory

R. W. Newman has been assigned by the LOS Alsmos Laboratory fcr
this duty. His duties are in general the same as listed a%cve
for the one cinficeI’●

Technicians

Enlisted men - 5 Instrumnt men whose duties will be the install-
ations calibration~ and operation of the gages for ‘k~ test= These
mon ham slroady been requested as part of F’rogrm 8.2.

NO unskilled !lelprequired.

B. Project Xork in Continental.United States

1. Scientific Personnel

Require one o$ficer and one civilian staff member. These men are

8.2-2 (B)
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no-i~assi~ned to this ~rojcct at the Los Alamos Scientific Labor-
atory. Their d-~tiesconsist of doing the experimentalwork re-
quired, collecti~ the instruments for shipments and dra.%ing the
plans of t’tisprojoct for tii test.

2. Techaici&as

YO technicians are reqld.red~til tho ?all Of 19~50 ‘lheyare
required at Los Alarms at this time in order to indoctrinatethen
in the use 02 the gage. At that time, the 5 tacticians’ ~~11 be
required for a period of about one month.

v. Instrumon-bation and Eluipmont Requ.irements—..--. — -.-—- — .— ---- —

.4● The following is a list of the instruments and equipment required for
this project:

26 interfercmwter gages

75 small relays

18 precision tim delay relays

1 ‘calibrationkit for tie interferometergages

B. All instrmnents and equipment can be assembled in 21.

c. At the test site the instruments need only to be tested end installed.

i). The calibration which is to be done at the test site is the damper
settin~. This requires the use of a small Siiocktube, some cellophane diaptiagms~ ~
and a small bottle of compressed air or some stiilar gas.

Z. No protective equipment is needed.

V-I. Present Status of the Equipment and I~truments Required to Perform the—-.Jxperuenii

A. About W;; of the equipnent is in hand.

Alamos
April

B. The gages have been ordered from +J~ LOS Angeles shops of the LOS
Soiontific Laboratory. Delivery of the first of the gages is eucpeotedon 27
1950 with the delivery oonpleted by the end of May 1950. The order for the ti~
delay relays has been placed with the Hayden Timing Corp. of Waterbury~ CO~e
Delivery is promised by the end of May 1950.

c. The only orders titichremain to be plaoedare for the dry cell batteries

skuPw-
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and film. Those orders will be placed sometim in June for delivery sometime in
November. Those delivery dates can easily be met.

D. Scxnework remains to be developed on the timing system to be built into
ths gages. This system is not available commercially in the size and prioe range
desired. Work is progressing satisfaotorily and tho present indicationsare that
this work will be completed by the tinw the gages arrive so the system can be in-
stalled.

de

1?.

G.

H.
required i,

See D abom.

See C above.

No Armed Foroes equipment required.

The timin~ units for each gage are yst to be built. Approximate *imS
s one month.

I. All decisions on the instrumentsto ti used and the materials required
have been made.

VII. Logistios

A. Sea

1.

2.

B. Air

1.

2.

3.

C. Sea

Li&t

Will have about 3 ~T ‘to reach the test site by D-80.

About ~ @T will be ready for return on H + 10.

Lift

None

None

None

Lift (Personnel)

1. None

2. None

D. Air Lift (Personnel)

1. Two to arrive about D-80 plus the technicians which are being provided
in Program 8.2.



2. Two to leave about I + 10.

E. No particular logistias problem.

VZIIo Collaboration

This project will collaboratewith the AMC Program 8.2. It will furnish
tlm pressure vs tiresmeasuremmrks for the 8.2 atcitims, -d at the s= ti~ fill
provide ohe~k points for measurements made under AEC Program 1.0.

IX* Resoonsibilitw

A. LCDR John E. Kirk, USN, of J Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
is responsible for carrying out this expertint$ oollwting the tita~ -d rePofii~
its through the Program DixmctorS to the Scientific Director.

B. LCDR John E. Kirk
Room 105, J Division,
Los Alamos Saientifio Lab.,
Los Ahmos , N. M.

x. Funds

A. Fisoal Year -

1. The total
furnished

B. Fiscal Year -

1950

$30 J000000 iS tO becost of this project is @42DO~.00.
by Progrm 3 and $12,000.00 will be furnished by the ARC.

1951

No funds
from th3

XI. Facilities

A. No power
a bank of dry cells

required for this year it all material requested is obtained
1950 budget.

requix=d. Each
enclosed within

B. Ccnnmunioations

1. ‘l%otiming signals

- 5 minutes
- 1 seoozad

These signals have

gage has its own power supply in the form of
the mounting box.

are required at eaoh gage 1ocation:

been requsted from Dr. J. C. Clark of LASL.

2. No speoial of%mmmioations requirewnts.

SECRET
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C. The laboratory space required is one work bench about 91 x 41 On the
working surface. No special eq~ipment needed for this labo~atory space.

D. The transportation requi.renentafor the forward area are included in
Program 8.2.

XII ● Remarh

None



24 hy 1950

LAB-J-1203

TEST PROPOSAL

PROJECT 8.3 - PHASE A

RADAR SCOPE PHOTOGRAPHY

1. Objectof the Experimefi

A. Photographs of radar scopes during atomic explosions
obtained.

B. Detailed analysis of radar scope data available from
Sandstone indicates that proper use of radar scope photography
direct measurement of bombi~ accuracy and an estimate of bomb

are to be

Crossroads and
may furnish a
damage. (See

operations AMlysis Sections‘Special Report No. 3~ t~t~e ‘A*borne ~dar
Strike Photography of Atomic Explosionsh.)

II. Method

A. Radar Set AN/APQ-2k as installed in B-SO type aircraft used in
Project 8.1 will be adequate as basic radar equipment.

B. A special ‘Am type scope is required in additionto the basic radar
set for each aticraft participating. This scope (DUMont Type 294 or equivalent)
will have high light intensity output and will be photo~aphed by a high speed
camera (General Radio). For each of the two (2) aircraft participating in this
project one (1) “Aw type scope~ one (1) high speed c=ra ando= (1) 35 MM
movie camera will be needed plus necessary spares.

This equipment can be located at the radar operator~s station and
in the space vacated upon removal of forward top gun turret. There uI1l be
no other instrumentationpoints~

co Details of Part IIA and B are not critically dependent on the
expected yield of the weapons the date and time of tk teits~

~’
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III. Details of Progress to Date in Ehcperimentaland Theoretical Work

A. The above-mentioned report by Operational Analysis Section establishes
the desirability of obtaining further data of this type. This Laboratory is
undertaking to develop instrumentation to obtain this dataon the present project.
Preliminary studies are being made of pulse to pulse photography and ‘A” scope
motion pictures on standard oscillographs to establish detailed equipzwnt re-
quirements.

Any quantitative data on ionization and pressure distributions at
shot time will be of value to make a more complete,analysis of the recorded
data. Requirexmmts for associated circuitry for timing and control are being
determined.

IV. Personnel Requiremmts

A, Required at Test Site

1. Scientific personnel

1 each civilian engineer (MC representative) - project Officer
We R. Eoario

1 each JTF-3 officer, Assistant project Officer,
Capt. C. W. Abbitt

1 each civilian engineer (Western
sentative) for maintenance
Set AN/APQ-24

Electric technical repre-
and application of Radar

AMC will furnish all of the above.

The civilian engineer (WC representative) and the JTF-3 officer are
now on hand. The Western Electric representativewill be procured byAMC fien
funds are available.

2. T=~iciaM

2 each Radar Repairmen (airmen), airborne equipment, SSN 955
for Radar Set AN/APQ-24 maintenance

A.MCis in the process of procuring these airsw.

8.3 -2 (A} ..
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D. No calibration are
oscilloscope in the aircraft.

involved except those on the photographic

E. No protective equipment or construction is required for experi-
mental equipment.

VI. Present Status of Equipment and Instruments Required to Perform the
Experiment

A. No equipment has been
when funds are available.

B. Order was placed this
Ray Oscilloscope.

c. The following orders will

2 each test oscilloscopes
3 each high speed cameras

procured for this

month for one (1)

project. This will be done

Dumont Type 294 Cathode

be placed when funds are available:

(Dumont)
(General Radio)

3 each 35 mmmovie cameras (possibly standard stock items)
s each spare cathode ray tubes (Dumont)
2s,000 feet 3S mm film (possibly standard stock items)

The earliest possible delivery date is desired on this equipment.

D. All special equipment other than Part VI.C will be
this unit.

E. There are no contractors or outside agencies doing
and procurement for this project.

developed by

any development

F. Commercially available equipment not yet procured or on order and
estimate of number of months in which delivery can be expected:

scope: hont, Type 29L CRO I.&sdays

Camera: General Radio llsdays

G. Armed Forces equipment not yet obtained: None

H. The using experimental group can build scope triggering devices,
range markers, racks and time indication markers in approximately 45 days
after purchase of scopes and cameras.

8.3- ~ (A)
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1, No technical advice and/or data are
assistance is needed for this project at this

lacking and no procurement
time.

VII. Logistics

h. Sea Lift

1. No material involved before test.

2. NO material involved after test.

B. Air Lift

1. All material will be installed in experimentalaircraft in 21.

2* The only material requtiinp immediate return after test is the
processed film (estimated 12,000 feet 35 mm). It is not known by the experi-
mental group what organization is to evaluate this data; therefore, its desti-
nation is not known at this time.

3. No other material after test is involved.

c. Sea Lift (personnel)

1. Two (2) airmen will be involved who should reach the forward
area D-&s.

2* Iwo (2) airmen involved in ro~l.~p who should commence return
to 21 on George plus 10.

D. Air Lift (personnel)

1. Project officer should arrive D-is days. JTF-3 officer and ~
Western hlectric technical representative should arrive D-30 days.

Above personnel should have air transportation, since it is
anticipated that the instruments and equipment to be installed for this
project will be completed at a rather late date and it is necessary that
these people arrive at the indicated times.

2. Personnel as outlined in Part VII.D.1 should commence return
at Oeorge plus 5 days.

8.3-5 (A)
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E* Experiment at test site will present no other logistics problems
not covered above.

VIII.Collaboration

The data collected by this experiment is in the behalf of Operations
Analysis Section, USAF.

Ix. Responsibility

A. The person who has the responsibility for carrying out this experi-
ment, collecting data and reporting it is:

W. R. Boario, Air Materiel Command

B. official address of project Officer respo~ible for 8.3 project is~

Commanding General
Air Materiel Command
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio

Attention: W. R. Eoario, MCREER-~

x. Funds

01 Personnel
02 Travel
04 Communications
09 Eauimnent:

$ M,000
2,000
hoo

3 “Ea~h
3 Each
3 Each
s Each
25,000

These funds

Test Oscilloscopes $11,500
35 mm Movie Cameras 1,500
High Speed Cameras &,500
Spare Cathode Ray Tubes SOO
ft 35 mm Film e M

TOTAL $ 29,900

are needed early in FY 19s1 for obligations.

8.3 -6 (A)
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xl. Facilities

A. Power

Power facilities at test site are not required. Power sources
(27 V DC) will be required to ground check radar equipment at the aircraft
ground base.

B. Communications

1. The following time signals are required in the test aircraft:

i --58 ● 0.05s
k- 0s * 0.05s

This requirement is being coordinated with personnel involved in Project 8.1.

2 NoxE.

c. Laboratory Space and Other Facilities

~rmal radar maintenance facilities are required at the aircraft
base. Facilities for processing 3S mm film are a~o required at the air-
craft ground base.

D. Forward Ar= Transportation

No special transportation in the forward area is required.

111. Remrks by Project Officer

This proposal is based on the operation and maintemnce of equipment
for radar scope photography for two (2) B-SO aircraft only

Any photographs by O-lSA radar scope cameras of standard radar plan
position indicators on other aircraft in the test area shouldbe made a
part of this data.

Final circuit design and installation of any part of this equipment
cannot proceed until funds are made available for this project* It is
therefore requested that the funds be made available at the earliest
possible date.

8.3 -7 (A)



SECRET

This project will require the services of one (1) Aircraft Observer
(Bombardment)SSN 1037 per aircraft during tests. It iS requested t~t
this be coordinated with Headquartersfurnishing crew members. one member
of the Laboratory will also accompany each aircraft during tests.

-
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27 April 1950

LAB-J-120L

TEST HIOPOSAL

PROJECT 8.3 - PHASE B

MEASUREM~ OF EFFECTS OF ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS ON RADIO PROPAGATION

1. Object of the ~ el=iment

A. Data are to be obtained. The effects of blast, radiation, and
ionization from the explosion on the transmission and reception of radar and
radio waves both direct and reflected*

B. Application of the data. Considerable differences of opinion exist
aa to influences or effects on the propagation and reception of radio and radar
waves in the vicinity of atomic blasts. An analysis of the data from this ex-
priment will provide basic knowledge on these phenomena for application in
future planningand design. The data fromthis experimentand that from radar
scope photography will be complementary and each till aid in the analysis and
interpretation of t~ other.

II. Method

A. % is proposed to cause radarand radio transmitters on selected
sites to transmit on frequencies spaced throughout the spectrum and be re-
ceived or reflected through the blast and be recorded on magnetic tape f=
subsequent measurement and analysis.

B, Plans involve the use of radar ad radio on patrol ships; radio at
existing stations in Japan, Guam, Oklnaua, etc. and on JTF-3 sites in the
Pacific and on ships assigned to TG 3.3.

c, Ektent to which details of Part 11.A ●nd B are dependent on an
estimated yield of the wuapon$ etc. The results of VHF and higher frequencies
are little affected by the time of day ●nd date. On otlxw frequencies the
resulting effect will be predicted by study of propagation charts and the
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sighting of’receiving stations will be governed
pated that the yield will materially affect the
commirison of the recorded results of each test

thereby. It is not antici-
results of the program but by
with the yield computation of

th~se tests the results will confirm or deny the affect of yield.

TII. Details of Progress in Expe.rimentaland Theoretical Work

A. It was originally proposed to conduct this test by aural means as
Project Lb; however, it iS co~idered that the h- error WOuld render any
results inconclusive and of little value. The Signal Officer, Joint Task
Force THREE, proposes the recording and subsequent analysis of data for this
experiment. The data from these recordings and from radar scope photog.rapm
will be complimentary and each will aid in the analysis and interpretation
of the other; it is considered that they can be performed under the same pro-
ject. There are no data at present for a theoretical.attack of the problem.
Tn previous tests there appears to have been noted some effects such as are
propo~+eclfor recording, but the extent and nature of the effect has not
previously been recorded nor measured.

IV. Personnel Requirenmnts

A. Rpquired at the Test Site

1. Scientific personnel

No special personnel will be required since assigned communi-
cations personnel will be utilized. Therefore, at times wnen
message communications are silenced, the Signal Officer, ~TF-3
will arrange details and instructions for the utilization of
the person~l.

2. Technicians

Same as Part IV., A. 1

B. Project Work in Continental

1. Scientific personnel

Same as Part IV., A. 1

United States

~
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2* Technicians

Same as Part IV., A. 1

v* Instrumentationand Equipment Requirement~

A. Following is a list of instruments and equ~p:..sntrequired for the
w“trment (not including standard laboratory items):

2 Stancil-I-loffmanlS Channel Mapnetic Tape Recorders with active
channel indicators, time change-over mechanism and playback.

2 Stancil-Hoffman MINITAPE playbacks.
15 Stancil-HoffmanMINITAPE recorders.
3 Estroline-Angusrecording type volt meters.
Accessories and Supplies for the above.

B. The instruments and equipment will be installed in the 21.

c. Installation will be by JTF-3 personnel supervised by one engineer
from Sta.ncil-HoffmanCorporation.

D. No calibrations are to be nade at the test site.

E. No protective equipment or construction is required for experi-
mental equipment.

VI. Present Status of the I@uipment and Instruments Required to Perform the
hperiment

A. All equipment except recorders and playback and certain military
transmitters and receivers has been obtained from Bureau of Ships and AFAMC
for this project.

B. No orders were placed during month.

c. 1+.is anticipated tht orders sho~d be placed by is June with the
Stancil-Hoffman Gorporatlon and the Estroline Company for the above enumerated
equipment with a delivery date of not later than 15 Gctober 19s0.

D. No equipment yet to be developed.

E. No eqiJipmentpartially developed.
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F’= Same as in Part VI.~ C.

G. 5 and X-band receivers and transmitters from BuShips md AFAMCin
addition Signal Corps equipment already on order.

H. Installation will be by JTF4 with a time requirement esti~ted
f: be 30 days.

1. Authority and the allotment of funds as set forth are the only
requirement.

VII. Lopistics

A.

E!.

r
U*

D.

E.

Sea Lift

1. E9timate 15

2. SW’S, two

Air Lift

1. No material

2. No material

MT’S to reach siteby 15

weeks after last test.

October 19s0.

except emergency supplies involved before test.

involved aftertest.

Sea Lift (persomel)

1. No additional personnel involved.

2. No additional persomel involved.

Air Lift (personnel)

1. No personnel involved.

2. No personnel involved.

Experiment at test site will present no other logistics problems.

VII_?eCcllaboration

‘Ihepro~am will be executed by JT’F-3persomel without anticipated
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collaboration from any other agency; however, U. S. Army Signal Corps, U. S.
Navy Bureau of Ships, U. S. Air Force, Civil Defense, Civil Aeronautics
Authority, Armed Forces Security Agency, Bureau of Standards, Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, Coast Guard, Hydrographic Service and other govermwt agencies
are interestedparties~

IX. Responsibilit~

A. The personwho has the responsibilityfor carryingout this experi-
ment, collecting data and reporting it is:

Colonel Leland d. Stanford

B. Official address of Project Officer responsible for 6.3, Phase B
project is:

Commanding General
Joint Task Force THREE
Washington 2s, D. C.

Attention: Col. Leland H. Stanford

x. Funds

All funds will be furnished by the department.

XI. Facilities

A. Power

It is estimated that 3 kva 110 volt 60 cycle single phase will be
required at Eniwetok. The requirements at other sites are none

~ available power normally supplied at those sites. Ther~ are no
frequency requ.lrements.

B. Communications

and within the
special power

1. -l~m, +h, and -lm timing signals will be required at all sites.
They will be distributed by t~ Communications s~’stemof JTF-3 in implementing
this test program.

2. Description of the exact communicationsrequirements will be
made after the general program has been approved and after an exact analysis

SECR
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of the situation.Th~ WIU ~t •~eed th freWJ=Y ~ =S-d b ‘-3

and will not utiliw~ exceptaa alreadydeaeribd herein,●ny e~il=ti not
utilized for =Xmal c~=tie~ in tb teats.

c. % spci~ requ-nt ●s this .ntire program till be conducted in
atructurm assigned to and utilised by coamnicationfacilities.

D. It is contaaplated that m qecial vehicles mr boatsnor aircr~
will be requiredfor this ~~am; however, it is contemphtd to utilize
aircraftand boatsamigned to elemnt6 of JTF-3.

XII. Remarka @ ~jat Officer

None

s~
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TEST PROPOSAL

PROJECT8.3 PHASE C

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY DAMAGE STUDY

I. Object of Experiment

The direct damage interpretation from aerial photographs will be checked
for accuracy against the actual damage determined by examination of ground
photographs and

II. Method

A. It iS
only:

1.

2.

inspection of the structures.

necessary that the following be accomplished on Easy Shot

Vertical photographs will be required from an altitude of
12)000 ft~ with scales of 1/6000, 1/12,000 and 1/24,000,
with overlays of 53-65%, and side laps of 1O-2M. Both
pre-shot and post-shot coverage is desired. The photo-
graphs may be made on any convenient day, satisfactory for
photography, within a few days before and after the shot.

Oblique photographs from an altitude of 1500 ft. at a dis-
tance of’1/h mile and will be required for each structure
grouping. Both pre-shot and post-shot coverage is desired.
The photographs may be made on any convenient day, satis-
factory for photography, within a few days before 8nd after
the shot.

Photographs taken at the time of the blast are also desired
to evaluate possibility of using such photographs for bomb
damage assessment.
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h. Proposed flight line necessary to accomplish the photo-
graphy is being furnished TG 3.4.

B. Plan of Operation

1.

2.

3.

TG 3.4 has confirmed that one of the Program 8 B-17’s will
be available for the missions listed in paragraphs Al. and
A.2. above. Installation of cameras will be accomplished
just prior to mission. Project Officer will be on air mis-
sions to supervise the photography.

Requirement of paragraph A.3. will be met by selecting photo-
graphs from pictures now scheduled to be shot at blast time.

Upon completion of missions, film will be couriered to Look-
out Mountain Laboratory for processing, classifying and in-
dexing. Two prints of each picture will be forwarded to
Bomb Damage Assessment Section of Intelligence,Headquarters,
USAF for analysis. One print of each oblique picture will
be forwarded to Director; Program Three for information.

III. Personnel Requirements

A. Required at Test Site:

1. Scientific Persomel -- None

B. Technicians:

1. Project Officer -- Mr. Eugene E.
site about 25 March, 1951 via air

Furnish, to arrive at test
transportation.

IV. Instrumentation and Equipment Requirements

Cameras required for the above photography are one (1) K-17 with 6“
lens. one (1) K-17 with 12” lens, and one (1) K-18 with a 24” lens. These. . .
are being furnished by Air Materiel Command and will be ready for air shi~-
ment by 1 March, 1951.

v. Responsibility

Project Officer

Estimate 100 lbs. weight

-- Mr. Eugene E. Furnish

VI. Funds -- None required.

.
and 15 CU. ft.
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